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ABSTRACT 

is thesis comprises a study of the Venetian sculptured 

altarpieces during the period 1460 - 1530. During the course 

of research a surprisingly large number of examples were 

identified, many of which have so far received little 

attention. As well as providing an analysis of individual 

works, the thesis has the wider aim of examining the 

sculptured altarpiece as a genre, and hence also of 

contributing towards a greater understanding of the role of 

sculpture in Italian Renaissance art and society. 

The main objectives of study are a) a survey of the 

chronological and formal development of the altarpieces, b) 

an investigation of t,heir material and the application of 

polychromy and gilding, as well as of their manufacture and 

cost, and c) an analysis of the patrons and their interest in 

sculpture. The thesis, which draws on various archival 

sources, further includes an appendix of documents, which 

illustrates in detail the making of a sculptured altar. A 

catalogue provides a corpus of the major sculptured 

altarpieces of the period between 1460 and 1530 which can 

still be identified. The discussion of the objects 

accompanied by an extensive photographic documentation. 

Several altars have been reconstructed through careful 

reading of the documents. Others, which have not hitherto 

been published, are reproduced and discussed here for the 

first time. 

Rather than providing attributions of individual works 

on the basis of st,yle, the emphasis lies on the cuI tural-

historical analysis of a genre, and on the assessment of the 
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aesthetic and financial value of sculptured altarpieces and 

the appreciation of sculpture in Venice in general. 

Complementing previous studies of Venetian painted 

al tarpieces , the results of research presented here aim to 

contribute to a fuller composite picture of the art market 

around 1500, and of the whole artistic environment in Venice 

of the period. 
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Venice, S.Narco. 

125. Lorenzo Bregno and Antonio Minello. Trevisan Altar. 
Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. 

126. Lorenzo Bregno and Antonio Minello. Detail of figures on 
the Trevisan Altar (plate 125). Trevisan Altar. Venice, 
S.Maria Mater Domini. 

127. Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. Apse. 

128. Venice, S.Lio. Gussoni Chapel, view. 

129. Pietro and Tullio Lombardo (?) . Altar of the Gussoni 
Chapel (plate 128). Venice, S.Lio. 

130. Pietro and Tullio Lombardo (?). Altarpiece of the 
Gussoni Chapel (plate 129 ) with relief of the Pi eta. . Venice, 
S.Lio. 

131. Tullio Lombardo (workshop). Altar 
S. Andrea della Certosa. Venice, S. Maria 
sacristy. 

of the Pieta. from 
della Salute, ante-

132. Tullio, 
of Madonna 

Lombardo. 
with the 

Altar of the Pieta. (plate 131), detail 
Dead Christ. Venice, S.Maria della 

Salute, ante-sacristy. 
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133. Tullio Lombardo. Madonna with the Dead Christ. Rovigo, 
S.Francesco. 

134. Pietro Lombardo (7). Altar of the Nativity from S.Andrea 
della Certosa. Venice, Seminario Patriarcale. 

135. Pietro Lombardo (?). Altar of the Nativity (plate 134)., 
detail of main scene. Venice, Seminario Patriarcale. 

136. Pietro Lombardo (?). Altar of the Nativity (plate 134), 
detail of the A1l11Wlciatioll to a Shepherd. Venice, Seminario 
Patriarcale. 

137. Leonardo Boldrini. 
Correr. 

Nativity. Venice, Museo Civico 

138. Pietro Lombardo. Relief of Three ffaries and all Allgel at 
the TOllJb. Venice, SS. Giovanni e Paolo, funerary monument of 
Doge Pietro Mocenigo. 

139. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architect) and Giambattista da 
Carona (sculptor). Al tar of the Adora tiOll of the Shepherds. 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 

140 . Altar of the Adora tiOll 
detail of the altarpiece. 
Emiliani Chapel. 

of the 
Venice, 

Shephe:rds (plate 139), 
S.Michele in Isola, 

141. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architect) and 
Carona (sculptor). Al tar of the Adoration 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 

Giambattista da 
of the ffagi. 

142. Al tar of the Adora tiOll of the ffagi (plate 141), detail 
of the altarpiece. Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani 
Chapel. 

143. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architect) and Giambattista da 
Carona (sculptor). Altar of the Allllullciation. Venice .. 
S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 

144. Al tar of t,he A 1111 U11 cia tion (plate 
Annunciating Angel. Venice, S.Michele 
Chapel. 

145. tar 
Annunciate 
Chapel. 

of the Al1mmciatioll (plate 
Virgin. Venice, S.Michele 

143), detail of the 
in Isola, Emiliani 

143), detail of the 
in Isola, Emiliani 

146 . Altar of t,he AllnWlciation (plate 143), detail of the 
antependium. Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 

147. Decoration of interior wall. Venice, S.Michele in Iso 
Emiliani Chapel. 

148. Emiliani Chapel, view of exterior. Venice, S.Michele in 
Isola. 

149. Giambattista da Carona. Statue of St. John the Baptist. 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel, exterior. 
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150. Bernabo Chapel with Tullio Lombardo's Co:ronation of the 
Virgin. Venice, S.Giovanni Crisostomo. 

151. Tullio Lombardo . Altarpiece of the 
'ii:rgin in the Bernabo Chapel (plate 150). 
Crisostomo. 

Co:ronation of the 
Venice, S.Giovanni 

152. Jacopo Bellini. Drawing of the Twel ve Apostles. London, 
British Museum. 

153. Venice, Scuola Grande di S.Marco, facade. 

154. Relief of St. Na:rk healing Anial1Us on the tympanum of 
the main entrance. Venice, Scuola dei Calegheri. 

155. Andrea Riccio. Relief of The Finding of the True Cross 
from the Al tar of the Title of the Cross from S. Maria dei 
Servi. Venice, Car d'Oro. Galleria Franchetti. 

156. Andrea Riccio. Relief of Tile P:roof of tlle 
from the Altar of the Title of the Cross. Venice, 
Galleria Franchetti. 

Tru.e Cross 
Car d'Oro, 

157. Andrea Riccio. Relief of CC)J2stantine's Vision of the 
Cross from the Altar of the Title of the Cross. Venice, Ca' 
d'Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 

158. Andrea Riccio. Relief of Tile Victory of Constantine from 
the Altar of the Title of the Cross. Venice, Car d'Oro, 
Galleria Franchetti. 

159. Andrea Riccio. Bronze sportello from the Altar of the 
Title of the Cross. Venice, Car d'Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 

160. Suggested re-arrangement of the bronze reliefs and 
angels from the Altar of the Title of the Cross. 

161. Antonio Rizzo (?). Three reliefs on the antependium of 
an altar. Venice, S. Trovaso. 

162. Milan, Castello Sforzesco, relief from a tabernacle 
altar. 

163. Giambattista Bregno . Altar relief of the Visi tation. 
Treviso, Cathedral. 

164. Bernardo Rossellino. Tabernacle altar. Florence, 
S.Egidio. 

165. Desiderio da Settignano. Altar of the Sacrament. 
Florence, S.Lorenzo. 

166. Lombardo workshop. Tabernacle. 
Miracoli, choir. 

Venice, S.Maria dei 

167. Tullio Lombardo (?). 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari, 

Tabernacle of the Precious Blood. 
sacristy. 
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168. Tullio Lombardo (?). Statuette of St. John the Baptist 
on the left of the Tabernacle of the Precious Blood (plate 
167). Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 

169. Tullio Lombardo (?). 
right of the Tabernacle of 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 

Statuette of 
the Precious 

St. Francis on the 
Blood (plate 167). 

170. Tullio Lombardo (?). Relief of Christ lfou.rned by Angels 
on top of the Tabernacle of the Precious Blood (plate 167). 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 

171. Murano, S.Pietro Martire, Altar of the Sacrament. 

172. Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. Choir screen. 

173. Vi ttore Carpaccio, Vision of Francesco Ottobon. Venice, 
Gallerie dell'Accademia. 

174. Lazzaro Bastiani, Donation of the 
Cross. Venice, Gallerie dell'Accademia. 

Relic of the T:ru.e 

175. Domenico di Tolmezzo. Altarpiece of St. Roch from 
Ileggio. Venice, Ca' d'Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 

176. Wooden statue of St. Nicholas of Bari on the High Altar 
of S.Nico16 dei Mendicoli, Venice. 

177. Altar with wooden statue of St. Louis of Toulouse. 
Venice, S.Alvise. 

178. Giovanni de Santis. Statue of the lfadonna dell 'Orto. 
Venice, Church of the Madonna dell'Orto (S.Cristoforo). 

179. Cima da Conegliano, 
from the Dragan Chapel 
Gallerie dell'Accademia. 

Sac.ra COllversazione 
at S.Maria della 

wi th St. George 
Carita. Venice, 

180. Funerary monument of Melchiore Trevisan. Venice, S.Maria 
dei Frari. 

181. Jacopo Bellini. Drawing of a carved polyptych. Paris, 
Musee du Louvre. 

182. Relief with two putti from the Throne of Saturn. Venice, 
Museo Archeologico. 

183. Lombardo workshop. Wall decoration of the Badoer Chapel. 
Venice, S. Francesco della Vigna. 

184. Palazzo Gussoni, faQade on the Rio della Fava, Venice. 

185. Palazzo Gussoni, detail of the faQade on the Rio della 
Fava, Venice. 

186. Alessandro Vittoria. Triptych of St. Anthony Abbot. 
Venice, S.Francesco della Vigna. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Renaissance Altarpiece 

During the Renaissance the altarpiece was a major field 

of artistic activity, whether in Venice, Italy or elsewhere 

in Europe. Practically every painter and sculptor produced 

altarpieces and they were crucial to religious life in 

Renaissance society. 

Therefore, 

Italian ones, 

altarpieces 

have always 

of the period, in particular 

been at the centre of art-

historical attention. Every monograph on a Renaissance artist 

and virtually every study on the art of the period take 

altarpieces into account, analysing artistic attribution and 

style, iconography and function. 

Nevertheless, whereas discussions and analyses of 

individual works abound, systematic generic studies are less 

frequent. Yet, already in 1898, Jacob Burckhardt's treatise 

of the Italian Renaissance altarpiece as a category showed an 

historical awareness of the genre, offering an excellent 

survey of the different forms and subjects of the 

altarpiece. 1 Its recent translation into English demonstrates 

this essay's relevance in contemporary art-historical 

wri tings, as well as the lack of current studies of such 

type. 2 

A collection of essays edited by Peter Humfrey and 

Martin Kemp of 1990 examined the Renaissance altarpiece under 

1 Burckhardt (1898). 

2 Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988). 
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various aspects. 3 Although Paul Hills challenged the concept 

of a closed category of "the altarpiece", the volume made its 

existence and significance more than clear. However, the 

contributions paid little heed to the sculptured altarpiece 

as a category, apart from two contributions on the 

Nether landish carved altarpiece by Woods and on the German 

winged altarpiece by Decker. 4 To be sure, the volume did not 

aim at comprehensiveness, yet the neglect of the sculptured 

altarpiece there reflects the lack of literature on the 

subject in general. 

2. Altarpieces in Venice 

In this thesis I shall focus on altarpieces, in 

particular sculptured altarpieces, in one artistic centre, 

Venice, and its surrounding islands during the period between 

1460 and 1530. 

Venetian altarpieces as a category have been examined in 

several recent publications and under various aspects. While 

some authors have dwelt on issues of form and style, 5 others 

have discussed iconographical problems,S and others again 

have explored the altarpiece's social context. 7 

But all these studies focus almost entirely on 

paintings, and once again the category of the sculptured 

altarpiece has been virtually ignored. As for sculptured 

3 Humfrey/Kemp (1990). 

4 ibid., pp. 76-89, and pp. 90-105. 

5 H. Fechner, 'Rahmen 
der Schule von Murano', 
XI, 1969. 

und Gliederung venezianischer Ancone 
in Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia, 

6 Meilman (1989). Schmidt in Pittura nel Veneto, II. 

7 Humfrey (1986), Humfrey/Mackenney (1986), Humfrey (1988). 
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altarpieces in general, the major exception is Michael 

Baxandall's study of German limewood sculptors, which focuses 

on the category owing to the abundance of wooden altarpieces 

during the late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance in a 

particular area. s 

3. Period 

The limiting of the period to the years between 1460 and 

1530 may appear arbitrary to some extent. Nevert.heless, the 

seventh decade of the 15th century is characterised by the 

arrival of Antonio Rizzo and Pietro Lombardo, Venice's 

principal stonemasons of the Early Renaissance. While there 

are only few sculptured altarpieces of the first half of the 

15th century that can still be reconstructed to any extent, 

the output of the later half of the century was considerable 

and developed forms and fashions that continued into the 16th 

century. From the 1460s onwards Venetian sculpture, or rather 

sculpture in Venice, until then of Byzantine, Central Italian 

or Northern origin, seems to come into its own. Boucher and 

Radcliffe noted (again omitting the genre of the altarpiece): 

"Many of the most characteristic forms of Venetian 
sculpture, including the great ducal tombs, marble 
reliefs and ornamental bronzes were developed in the 
last quarter of the 15th century."s 

The years around and after 1530, on the other hand, are 

increasingly dominated by the Florentine Jacopo Sansovino. 

Thus, the period marks a time of transition for Venetian 

sculpture from the creations of the late mediaeval period to 

those of the High Renaissance. It further witnessed a change 

S Baxandall (1980). 

S Boucher and Radcliffe in Hope/Martineau (1983), p. 355. 
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from the sculptor's image as a craftsman to his status as an 

artist.l0 

The main political event of the years between 1460 and 

1530 was the War of the League of Cambrai, which broke out in 

1509 and lasted for seven years. Indeed, peace was not 

entirely restored until 1529. It is significant that during 

these years building activity was limited to a minimum and 

that "only the most indispensable or richly endowed building 

projects were carried t " 11 ou , before the market picked up 

again in the early 1520s. However, it should be noted that 

several sculptured altarpieces, above all the large and 

costly High Altars of the new churches of S.Sepolcro, 

S.Marina, S. Geminiano and S.Rocco, were carried out or begun 

dur ing these very years. These altars attest to the 

development of a certain fashion for marble and other stone 

decorations. 

While one of the earliest altarpieces of the period 

considered here, the polyptych of St. Peter in S. Maria dei 

Frari, is still a late mediaeval work, Renaissance forms were 

soon and quickly introduced by the sculptor-architects 

Antonio Rizzo and Pietro Lombardo. Pietro's sons Tullio and 

Antonio Lombardo developed them further and took Venetian 

sculpture to its classicist height, while other sculptors 

during the first decades of the 16th century produced 

altarpieces with reliefs and statues which recall the 

compositional and figure style of Giorgione and early Titian. 

This "painterly" period of Venetian sculpture came to an end 

in 1527 with the arrival of Jacopo Sansovino who introduced a 

10 See also comment by Sheard (1987), pp. 478f. 

11 Howard (1981), p. 128. 
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much more monumental style, moulded by his years in Florence 

and Rome and the influence of Michelangelo . With Sansovino 

Venetian sculpture entered the period of a more versatile 

and cosmopolitan style",12 which generated works of a very 

different character. Therefore it seems appropriate to 

exclude his contributions from the present study.IS 

4. Sculptured Altarpieces and other Sculptured Objects 

The sculptured altarpiece denotes a distinct group of 

objects. It is different from other major genres of 

sculpture of the period, such as tombs, portrait busts or 

reliefs, and statuettes, medals and carved gems. It has 

further to be distinguished from other works of religious 

sculpture, such isolated statues or reliefs of saints, street 

tabernacles and the huge body of exterior sculpture with 

devotional function. 14 

While Renaissance funerary monuments, especially 

Venetian ones, have been examined in several detailed studies 

as a category as well as with regard to the individual 

object, a history of the sculptured altarpiece in Venice 

remains to be written. 15 In fact, the sculptured altarpiece 

12 Boucher (1991), p. 174. 

13 Pope-Hennessy (1971), p. 96: "When Tullio died in 1532, the 
statues of the Medici chapel in San Lorenzo were all but 
finished, and the Moses and the Dying and Rebellious Slaves 
for the tomb of Julius II were complete, while eddies of the 
new style had reached Venice through Jacopo Sansovino, who 
for three years had been Protomagister at St. Mark's. The 
humanist synthesis established in the fifteenth century had 
succumbed to the emotions and ides of a new age, and mankind 
stood face to face wi t,h the colossus of Michelangelo." 

14 Rizzi (1987), pp. 73-85 and passim, and Cuman/Fabbian 
( 1987) . 

15 While Munman (1968) and Brand (1977) studied a series of 
Renaissance funerary monuments, the first discussing those in 
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does not appear to have been recognised expressis verbis as a 

category of Venetian Renaissance sculpture. Nevertheless, a 

great number of works still extant in Venetian churches and 

others which are lost, establish the sculptured altarpiece as 

a maj or task wi thin Venetian Renaissance sculpture, whereas 

it never gained the same importance in Florence, commonly 

denominated 

sculpture. 

" c· '-' ,..> the birthplace of Italian Renaissance 

However, Alberti was well aware of this genre in the 

15th century, pointing out the aesthetic dignity of the 

material and the great variety of forms.16 So was Burckhardt, 

who characterised the sculptured altarpiece as "eine der 

hochsten Aufgaben der verbundeten Dekoration und Skulptur". 17 

Despite this observation, his concept of the "Kunstgeschichte 

nach Aufgaben" was not taken up by other, subsequent scholars 

and the category of the sculptured altarpiece was again left 

unheeded. 

Pietro Paoletti, author of the still essential 

L 'Archi tettuTa e la Scul tUTa del Rinascimento in Venezia of 

1893, focused on the chronological and stylistic development 

of Venetian architecture and sculpture in general. Al though 

he distinguished between different types of craftsmen, wood 

carvers, stone masons, sculptors and architects, as well as 

between the various materials, he was not concerned with 

categories of objects. Nevertheless, his survey of monuments 

and collection of documents remains an unchallenged source of 

information. 

Venice, the other those by Pietro Lombardo, Sheard (1971) 
focused on a single tomb, that of Doge Andrea Vendramin. 

16 For Alberti's comments see Chapter Two. 

17 Burckhardt (1970), p. 220. 
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5. Recent Literature on Venetian Sculpture 

In recent years, the study of Venetian sculpture has 

been revived by a small circle of scholars, approaching the 

subject from various angles, all dealing with sculptured 

altarpieces at one point or another. In their survey of 

Venetian art of the Renaissance, Wolters and Huse followed 

Burckhardt's "Kunstgeschichte nach Aufgaben" in the book's 

sections on architecture and painting. On the other hand, it 

is noticeable that Wolters' section on sculpture is 

structured in a more conventional way, according to the main 

sculptors of the period. 

In view of the great number of unsigned, anonymous 

monuments the issue of their attribution and the 

reconstruction of artists' lives has always been one of the 

major aims in the research of Venetian sculpture. It has 

occupied scholars from Pietro Paoletti and Leo Planiscig to 

Robert Munman and Anne Markham Schulz. It is above all the 

merit of Anne Markham Schulz to have shed light on the lives 

and oeuvres of Antonio Rizzo, Giambattista and Lorenzo 

Bregno, Bartolomeo di Francesco Bergamasco and other 

sculptors working in Venice during the period. 18 Owing to her 

research, many documents and works of sculpture, which were 

hitherto unpublished or hard to find, have become easily 

accessible and extensively catalogued. Although Schulz 

provided the context for sculpture, her main aim has always 

been the attribution of works of sculpture to certain hands. 

18 For Schulz's numerous publications of relevance to this 
thesis see Bibliography. 
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However, too often in this field there has been a 

concentration on the work of individual sculptors, based on 

more or less tenable attributions. The disadvantages of this 

approach are obvious: isolated works which cannot be studied 

as exemplars of an artist - s style or of artistic excellence 

in general will remain neglected. The issue of attribution 

may draw too much attention to its sculptor, while other 

aspects of the object, the language of its form style and, 

above all, its material, are left behind. Equally, the social 

and aesthetic significance of the objects as a category and 

their patronage tend to be neglected. As my primary concerns 

in this thesis are of a contextual and cultural historical 

nature, I shall not dwell on matters of stylistic analys is 

and attribution in depth. Instead, a brief discussion of the 

authorship of each work shall be confined to the Catalogue 

(Appendix II). 

In her thesis of 1976 Susan Connell provided much 

valuable information on the material and the making of works 

of architecture and sculpture in Venice during the 15th 

century. Her survey of workshop organisation, types and 

application of stone, and the relation between stone mason 

and patron is to my knowledge unique in the field of Venetian 

sculpture. 1 S 

Wendy Stedman Sheard, on the other hand, has contributed 

much to the contextual understanding of Venetian sculpture. 

Her doctoral thesis on the tomb for Doge Andrea Vendramin is 

a study of the individual monument as well as of the genre. 20 

IS Recently, a similar approach was chosen by Jennifer Montagu 
in her book Roman Barogue Sculpture - The Industry of Art. 
New Haven and London, 1989. 

20 Sheard (1971). 
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Since then she has been investigating the appreciation of 

sculpture as an art form, the political and social meaning of 

sculpture, its iconography and relationship with painting. 21 

In a unique instance, Bertrand Jestaz demonstrated that 

this contextual approach on one sole chapel, in this case the 

Zen Chapel, its tomb and altar in S. Marco, can generate an 

extensive study. By exhaustively interpreting the 

contemporary documents, he uncovered the testator's motives, 

the patrons' intentions, and the sculptors' response. 

6. Problems 

While the many advantages of a generic analysis are 

manifest, the problems involved in a study of this kind are 

also clear. Several of the altars of the period have been 

dismembered. While some parts were lost or destroyed, others 

have been re-arranged on new sites. Others still have ended 

up abroad. 

Furthermore, there are wide gaps in the documentation of 

our objects. Only a few chapels and altars, especially those 

administered by the Procurators of S. Marco, are accompanied 

by more or less complete sets of documents, from the initial 

donation to the eventual installation, as in the case of the 

Al tar of St. Mary i:1agdalen from S. Maria dei Servi. Others, 

however, are not at all documented, such as the previously 

mentioned High Altar of S.Sepolcro. Despite losses and 

alterations the majority of sculptured altarpieces are still 

in situ, while various others can be reconstructed from 

documentation. In this thesis I will draw from a number of 

hitherto undiscovered sources, but also from several 

21 See Bibliography for Sheard's various publications. 
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published documents which, however, have not been 

sufficiently explored. 

7. Structure 

Despite their relative obscurity, a considerable number 

of sculptured altarpieces decorated the churches of Venice 

during the period. In the Catalogue (Appendix II) I have 

listed as many as forty-nine objects. 

Chapter One of this thesis shall provide a survey of 

their chronological, formal and thematical development. By 

doing this I shall introduce the major sculptured altarpieces 

of the years between 1460 and 1530 and describe their most 

significant characteristics. Owing to the multitude of form 

as well as of subject-matter, variations which often produced 

hybrids or different works co-existing alongside each other, 

an analysis of the sculptured altarpieces' development cannot 

be done in a strictly chronological manner. Therefore, t.he 

first chapter is divided into three major sections: first, I 

shall examine the altarpieces' formal development from 

polyptych to unified retable. Secondly, I shall turn to the 

evolution of narrative compositions and, lastly, to the 

exploration of space on sculptured altarpieces. Within these 

sections a chronological sequence will be maintained as far 

as possible. 

A few objects will receive little attention in this 

context, either because their form cannot be reconstructed or 

because their significance lies in other areas like those of 

material or patronage. They will be discussed under different 

aspects in the subsequent chapters. The many altars, which 

incorporated sculpture as a subordinate part of their overall 
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decorative system, such as statues to the sides of a painted 

altarpiece, could not be taken into account. 22 

Chapter Two dwells in detail on the use of different 

materials available for the making of sculptured altarpieces. 

In particular , it will offer a survey of the use of wood, 

bronze and different kinds of stone. It will alsv proviQe a 

these materials. 

- , -aJ.. ~car2. .J..cai features (form, 

.J.. c~apter to show how altarpieces were made. Although it 

has often been stated that sculptural monuments, altarpieces 

and tombs alike, were not the works of one person alone, but 

of large workshops, the majority of studies have attempted to 

solve problems related to the attribution of individual works 

to the hands of particular sculptors. 23 

On the other hand, little attention has been paid to 

work in progress. How was a sculptured altarpiece made? What 

were the different stages of its production? How many 

craftsmen were involved? Work in progress will be illustrated 

by a body of documents in Appendix One, which follows each 

22 Most notable are the three statues of the Salvator, Sts. 
Francis and Anthony of Padua, which are crowning Titian's 
Assullta in the Frari. The altarpiece's frame also contains a 
relief of the Man of Sorrows at the bottom. For these 
sculptures and their relationship to the altarpiece see 
Schulz (1991), pp. 49f. Probably the altar of the Dolce 
family at S.Giustina also always held a painting in the 
centre with the two statues of Sts. Thomas Aquinas by 
(Antonio Lombardo) and Peter Martyr (by Paolo Stella 
Milanese) at the sides. For these figures, now in SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo, see Schulz (1985). 

23 More detailed discussions of workshop organisation and 
work in progress can be found above all in Connell (1916) and 
in Maek-Gerard (1980); general conclusions by Wolters in 
Huse/Wolters (1986), pp. 146-152. 
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stage of the making of the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen from S. 

Maria dei Servi. 

Another principal issue of this chapter will be a survey 

of the cost of sculptured altarpieces. Of particular interest 

will be the distribution of the money spent on them, whether 

they were more expensive than their painted counterparts, 

and, if yes, why. In order to illustrate these issues I have 

added an Appendix of Documents at the end of this thesis. 

The altars' cost as well as their aesthetic value will 

lead to the questions taken up in Chapter Four: 

Who were the persons who bequeathed substantial amounts 

of money for these impressive and expensive monuments? Who 

decided on the material, the style, and the iconography of 

these altars? Why did patrons choose sculpture rather than 

painting? Are there tendencies among certain groups of 

Venetian society to prefer works of sculpture to works in 

other media? Unfortunately, the majority of both altars and 

patrons are patchily or not at all documented. Thus, by 

necessi ty, I shall have to be selective. Nevertheless, by 

surveying more than twenty founders, commissaries or patrons 

of sculptured altarpieces I hope to shed light on these 

issues. 



CHAPTER ONE 

FORM AND CONTENT 
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In a study on the sculptured altarpiece, in this case in 

Venice, one of the principal questions has to concern the 

development of its form and content. HOH are reliefs and 

free-standing statues 

sculptured image relate? 

Italian sculpture of 

represented? HOH do 

Did the achievements 

the Renaissance affect 

altar and 

of central 

Venetian 

sculpture? Is there a significant change in the concept of 

the sculptured al t,arpiece in Venice (as of sculpture on the 

whole) during the period between 1460 and 1530? These are the 

issues which will be addressed in this chapter. 

A discussion of form will necessarily lead to an 

analysis of the altarpieces' iconography and of the type of 

subject-matter that is represented, that is to say Hhether we 

deal with iconic images, the representation of narratives or 

mystical events. 
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history of 
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isol.at.ed of saints in 
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£l"OID ly framed rectangular 
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Con2:~ider ()f sen , t . al. ,arplece 

t.l1e. 

two s mentioned above: late iaeval polyp~ych, 

ly des as an C: 011 a , and the unified al leC:e 

referred to as a. Both 

0ern) c', al'e pro blerfla tic and modern definitions conflict wi t11 

usage dur tllt:=' peri t,.Te.st.az , a'·Jare of t.ilE:: problem , b.;3. :s 

ted the mean of pala, 1-7hich in 15th Venice 

referred to 

tb.e ce:ntJ.:"al ()r s that decorated an 81 tar. This 

c:ecoration could be sculpted or paj_nted, have the form of 2, 

1 The term reta.ble 
consist 

used here for a 
of one or mi,)re 

"painted ~)r (::a.r',Jf~d_ 

fixecl IJa:nels n ~ See 

2 See Schmidt in 
ConveTsazione. See ibid. also for 
722, n. 2. ~or the introduction 
altars see Meilman (1989). 

3 Burckhardt (1955), p. 220. 

I I J P ~ 7 () 3 <,)11 ::.-;a c;_y\~. 
relevant bibl p. 
of narrative subjects 
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polyptych with rows of saints or that of a unified retable 

with a narrative scene. 4 In modern usage, however, the term 

Renaissance pala has come to be applied mainly to a unified 

retable, normally painted. 

The definition of ancona in the Lexiko11 des Hi ttelal ters 

declares it to be a Venetian form of the retable of the 14th 

and 15th centuries, consisting of a set form with five 

compartments, two lateral t,iers and one large central tier 

wi th twin columns, sometimes surmounted by a third tier. 5 

This definition is not correct considering the use of the 

word in the 15th and 16t,h centuries. In fact, an ancona can 

have various shapes and architectural frameworks: Donatello's 

High Altar of the Santo in Padua (plate 4) is referred to as 

an ancona in cont,emporary documents, 6 yet the altarpiece was 

presumably very different from the a11cona mentioned as 

decoration of the chapel for .Jacopo Bernabo in S. Giovanni 

Crisostomo before being replaced by Tullio Lombardo's relief 

of the Coronation of tbe Viz-gil1 (plate 150), which Temanza in 

the 18th century also called a pala. ADCOl1a appears to be no 

more than the space provided for the altarpiece. This may be 

a niche, a canopy, a tabernacle, or, indeed, a compartmented 

construction of the type mentioned above. 7 Although the forms 

4 Jestaz (1986), pp. 169-171. 

5 Lexikon des Mittelalters, Munich and Zurich, I, 1980, col. 
581, ad vocem Ancone. 

6 Sartori/Fillarini (1976), pp. 87-91. 

7 See Dizio11ario E11ciclopedico Italiano (Rome, 1970), I, p. 
414, ad vocem ancona: "Col nome di ancona s· indica anche la 
sola incorniciatura architettonica, quando assume, per la 
ricchezza dei motivi e dei materiali, particolare importanza 
di arte decorativa." The Gra11de DizioDario della Lingua 
Italialla (Torino, 1961),1, p. 447, identifies ancona with 
"pala d'altare". 
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are manifold, in the following survey I shall differentiate 

between two major groups, one of iconic images, the other of 

unified retables. 

1.1 Iconic Images 

The term "iconic images here refers to figures of 

saints represented alone or alongside other figures, which 

are not united in a common spatial setting, but usually 

separated by niches and compartments. 

1.1.1 Groups 

1.1.1.1 Unrelated Groups. Polyptychs 

The standard Venetian altarpiece, painted as well as 

sculptured, around the middle of the 15th century is divided 

in the late mediaeval manner into several tiers and 

compartments: the polyptych or the triptych. The latter type, 

which is of a more intimate format, emerged slightly later, 

developing from images for private devotion. 8 These 

al tarpieces are normally made out of wood and are lavishly 

gilded and polychromed. Typically, they combine numerous 

painted as well as sculptural elements on a scale that is 

significantly smaller than life-size. 

Among the major works of this type extant in Venice are 

the High Al tar and the Al tar of the Resurrection in the 

Chapel of S.Tarasio at S.Zaccaria, made in 1443, the year in 

which the building of the chapel was completed. 9 The High 

Altar (plate 1) is a two-tiered construction with full-length 

8 Schmidt in Pittura nel Veneto, II, p. 703. 

9 The Altar of the Resurrection is dated in an inscription. 
See Pallucchini (1962), pp. 99f. 
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figures in the main tier and half-length figures above, 

surmounted by pinnacles topped with busts of prophets. While 

the main tier"s central figures are painted, the lateral ones 

and those of the upper tier are carved in wood. This type of 

multi-tiered and compartmented polyptych represents a 

variation of the sculptured High Altar of S.Francesco in 

Bologna (plate 3), which was begun in 1388 by the Venetian 

stonemasons Pierpaolo and Jacobello delle Masegne. 10 The Altar 

of the Resurrection (plate 2), on the other hand, does not 

have one but three vertically superimposed representations in 

relief at its centre, while painted figures occupy the 

lateral niches. Burckhardt noted that many early sculptured 

altarpieces cons isted of a multitude of small elements of 

this kind and lacked a single focal point.ll 

Completely different in character is Donatello' s High 

Altar for the basilica di S. Antonio in Padua (plate 4). It 

was begun in 1447 and is therefore almost contemporary with 

the works from S.Zaccaria. Dismantled in 1579, the altar was 

re-erected only in the 19th century. The altar' s original 

arrangement l· c· .J not known. Nonetheless, whatever 

reconstructions scholars have suggested, 12 the seven free-

standing bronze statues of nearly life size and the twenty-

one predella reliefs express a monumentality which is 

completely absent from the S.Zaccaria altars. In fact, 

10 See Wolters (1976), I, p. 219, for a detailed discussion 
and the possible sources for the altar of the dalle Masegne. 

11 Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988), p. 28. 

12 A choice of reconstructions of Donatello' s altar can be 
found in an essay by ... 'ohn White in Lorenzoni (1984), figs. 
113-124, and, more recently in Poeschke (1990), pp. 115-116. 
See plate 6 for two early reconstructions by Cordenons (1895) 
and von Hadeln (1909), which illustrate very clearly the 
three-dimensionality of figures and setting. 
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Donatello - s altar was a complete novelty at the time of its 

first (provisional) installation in 1448, and it was not 

immediately assimilated by contemporary sculptors. Its 

significance became evident only during the period considered 

here. 

The Triptych of the Mascoli Chapel in S. Marco and the 

Polyptych of St. Peter in the Emiliani Chapel in the church 

of S. Maria dei Frari are two further examples of the late 

mediaeval altarpiece. However, in both of these cases the 

material that was chosen for the altarpieces was not wood as 

in S.Zaccaria, but stone. On the Mascoli Triptych (plate 7), 

dedicated in 1430, marble statues of the Madonna and Child, 

Sts. Mark and ... lohn the Evangelist, all approximately two-

thirds life size, are standing in stilted round-arched 

niches. 13 They are surmounted by richly ornamented tympana. 14 

The altar frontal is decorated with the relief of two angels 

kneeling to the sides of the Cross. There are many traces of 

gilding on figures and frame. Despite its size, the 

altarpiece is reminiscent of small ivory works and 

reliquaries. 

The earliest altar which falls within the limits of our 

period is the Polyptych of St. Peter (plate 8) in S.Maria dei 

Frari. 15 Although perhaps begun before mid-century, the altar 

was probably completed only around the year 1464, when its 

13 The so-called Mascoli Triptych was not commissioned by the 
Scuola dei Mascoli, but by Doge Francesco Foscari. See 
Chapter Four, 2.3.1 Ti1:ree Al ta:r's i11 S. !1a:r'co for Doge 
Cristoforo !1oro. 

14 See Wolters (1976), I, p. 277. The Madonna measures 130 cm 
in height, St. John 115 cm and St. Mark 120 cm; the 
antependium measures 69 x 136.5 cm. 

15 See Chapter Four, 2.1.1 Tile Emilia11i f..:ilapel at S.!1aria del 
Frari. 
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patron's tomb was erected in the same chapel. The altarpiece 

basically repeats the type of the mediaeval Venetian two-

tiered polyptych, with full-length figures of male saints in 

the pointed-arch niches of the main tier (a statue of the 

chapel's titular saint occupying the slightly broader central 

niche, plate 9) and half-length figures of female saints on a 

larger scale in pointed-arch niches above. 16 In this case, 

though, elaborate foliage and decorative architecture of the 

flamboyant Gothic manner, still essential features of the 

altars in S. Zaccaria, have given way to a much more sober 

architectural construction of the altar's framework. The 

free-standing figures are two-thirds life-size and some of 

them step forward from their narrow niches. The St. Peter 

Polyptych was not the last one of its kind, as examples from 

the Venetian mainland document. However, at the time of its 

completion this type was beginning to be superseded by new 

forms. 

The first of a group of three altars by Antonio Rizzo in 

S. Marco now constitutes the superstructure of the Al tar in 

the Chapel of St. Clement (plate 12). It takes us one step 

further in the development of the Renaissance sculptured 

al tarpiece. Here, the hitherto typical polyptych structure 

has given way to a central "pala", a relief of the Madonna 

and Child, accompanied by two statuettes of Sts. Mark and 

Bernardino of Siena to its left and right.I7 While the small 

size of the relief and figures is reminiscent of images made 

16 Catalogue no. 24. 

17 Catalogue no. 17. Schulz (1983a) p. 24, n. 21 also drew 
attention to a description of 1753 by Meschinello, p. 97, 
presumably describing the altarpiece in its original state, 
consisting of the three elements, relief and two statuettes, 
without any further framework. 
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for private devotion, the free-standing statuettes of saints 

endow it with a new sense of monumentality of a public work 

of art. 18 

1.1.1.2 Renaissance polyptychs 

The original appearance of many polypt.ychs cannot. be 

reconst.ruct.ed, and only t.he presence of t.hree or more figures 

suggest.s t.hat. a part.icular alt.arpiece once t.ook t.he form of a 

tript.ych. Thus, it. is impossible t.o make any definit.e 

stat.ement.s about. t.he original appearance of t.he Alt.ar of t.he 

Barbers' Guild, of which four t.wo-t.hirds life-size st.at.ues of 

saint.s have survived in S.Sofia (plat.es 15-18).19 Perhaps t.he 

figures, wi t.h a paint.ing of t.he Madonna at. t.he centre, once 

occupied t.he niches of an arrangement. similar t.o t.hat. of t.he 

Polypt.ych of St.. Pet.er. Al t.ernat.i vely, t.hey may have been 

free-st.anding like t.hose of t.he al t.arpiece in t.he Chapel of 

St.. Clement.. 

Equally impossible is t.he reconst.ruct.ion of t.he Alt.ar of 

St.. Nicholas of Tolent.ino in S.St.efano, which was rebuilt at. 

t.he beginning of t.he 18t.h cent.ury (plat.e 19), incorporat.ing 

t.hree marble stat.ues by Piet.ro Lombardo (plat.es 20-22).20 

Since not.hing defini t,e can be said about. t.he form of t.hese 

al t.ars, I shall post.pone a more det.ailed discussion of t.hem 

unt.il Chapt.er Four, dealing wit.h t.he work's pat.ronage. 21 

18 See Chapt.er Four, 2.3.1 Three Altars ill S.!1arco for Doge 
Cristoforo !1on). 

19 Cat.alogue no. 37. 

20 Cat.alogue no. 39. 

21 See Chapt.er Four, 3.5 The Corbelli Altar ill S.Stefallo. 
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The example cif a. sculptured Renaissance 

triptych (but net t,he earliest Renalssance a ieee I) in 

'l e:nic:;e the A of the de' i Chapel in S,Giobbe 

(p 23) . 22 i0 Apfelstadt recently argued in a 

detailed analysis of the chapel and its patronage, the chapel 

and altar were made by the Florentine sculptor Antonio 

ssellino and his workshop. 23 The altar was 121 

executed soon after 1475, when the 

being under constrtlction. 24 On the altarpiece three shallol.J 

round-arched niches of equal size witt!. shell decoration are 

occupied by marble statuettes of less than half life-sLze, 

representing Sts. John the ist in the centre and Francis 

and to the sides (plate 24). The pilasters divid 

the niches are decorated with floral patterns. This main tier 

is sU.::.:'mounted a large rectangu spa.ce, flanked 

OT candelabra.-bearingangels. The rectangle, which may once 

have contained a painting of the Madonna and Child, now holds 

a modern mosaic. 25 

The triptych principally follows Central Italian des 

for sculptured altarpieces (plate 26) .26 In Venice, this 

format became 13 for painted altarpieces from Jacopo 

Bellini to Bartolomeo Vivarini (plate 27).27 But among 

22 Catalogue no. 9. 

23 Apfelstadt (1987), pp. 241-310. 

24 See Chapter Four, 3_1 The De' !iartini Chapel in S. Giobbe. 

25 Moschini (1815), I, p. 64. 

26 See Otto Kurz, ' A Group of Florentine Drawings for an 
Altar', in XVIII, 1955, pp. 35-53. 

27 Examples of this type are 
Bellini workshop from S. ~1aria 

the four triptychs 
della Carita from 

from the 
the early 

146013. Eisler, (1989), p. 62, noted that their framelwrks 
(modern replacelllents '\,;Thich most probably corre t:) the 
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sculptured altarpieces the de' Martini triptych is unique, as 

is the chapel's ceiling (plate 25), which is decorated with 

enamelled terracotta tiles from the della Robbia workshop. On 

the other hand the disproportionate height of the altarpiece, 

created by the upper storey, is not typical of Florentine, 

but of Venetian altarpieces. 28 

A late example of the horizontal triptych is the Al tar 

of St. Michael in S. Maria dei Frari (plate 28), which may 

date from the years around 1500. It is possible that, as a 

wooden polychromed and gilded altarpiece , it was made in the 

workshop of a painter. 29 Consequently , it follows the model 

of the previously mentioned painted triptychs of the second 

half of the Quattrocento. The altarpiece consists of three 

niches of equal size, containing wooden figures of saints 

(plates 29-31), St, t1ichael occupying the central niche. The 

three compartments of the broad predella zone, now plain, 

would originally have been filled with carved and gilded 

floral ornaments, There is no evidence that the altar was 

originally surmounted by a superstructure. 30 A figure of St. 

lost originals) were among the most modern settings for 
altars in Venice, The same principle of three niches of equal 
height was still used on the Vivarini triptych of 1492 in 
S.Maria dei Frari, In this case, however, a high upper tier 
above the central niche endows the altar with a typically 
Venetian emphasis on the vertical axis (see n. 27). 

28 Both Sheard and Logan pointed out the "basic verticality 
of Venetian High Renaissance altarpieces" as compared to the 
"horizontali ty of Florentine Quattrocento altarpieces". See 
Sheard (1971), pp. 260 and 262a, and Logan (1972), p, 199. 
Logan observed that .. altarpieces in s ide chapels were 
normally tall and narrow, having, in most cases, semicircular 
heads , although there was more variety in pieces for high 
altars," 

29 Catalogue no. 26. See Chapter Three, 4. Tile Division of 
Labour. 

30 Communication from dott. Luigi Sante Savio, restorer of 
the Soprintendenza dei Beni Artistici e Storici di Venezia. 
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Michael also assumed the central position between two other 

figures on the Altar of the d'Arnolfo Chapel in the cathedral 

at Chioggia, dating from ca. 1460.51 Although chapel and altar 

were destroyed, a dra~ling illustrates the altarpiece (plate 

32). The arrangement is quite different from the previously 

mentioned triptychs. The three statues or reliefs are set 

together under or in front of a canopy, that l' ". ,.; to say 

without a division of the figures by niches. Above, a half-

length figure of God the Father with two angels is 

represented in a triangular pediment. 

Although the first Renaissance triptych in Venice is the 

work of a Florentine, Venetian triptychs quickly followed, 

developed their own characteristics, and continued to be a 

formal possibility of Venetian sculptured and painted 

altarpieces until well into the 16th century. It was in 

particu.lar the principle of compartmentalisation which 

continued to be used, in painting as well as in sculpture. 52 

Both the Triptych of the Madonna in 55. Giovanni e Paolo from 

the early 1480s and the Triptych for Giovanni Trevisan from 

5. Cipriano dating from the beginning of the 16th century, 

consist of a main tier with full-length figures and an upper 

tier. Braun noted the large number of altarpieces of this 

type, often furnished with a tabernacle-like top, 

interpreting the form as a simplified version of the late 

mediaeval retable transformed to suit the taste of Early 

31 Catalogue no. 43. 

32 As for painted compartmented altarpieces compare the 
shapes of the 5t. Vincent Ferrer altarpiece in 55. Giovanni e 
Paolo (mid-1460s), the Averoldi Polyptych in Brescia 
(commissioned in 1519) by Titian and of the St. Barbara 
Polyptych in S. Maria Formosa by Palma il Vecchio (dated by 
Rylands, 1988, p. 236, to 1523-24). 
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Renaissance society.ss Although these altars were made in all 

parts of Italy, they were particularly popular in Venice. The 

two altarpieces described here are much larger than the de' 

Martini altarpiece - the statues of the main tiers are three-

quarters life size, like many of Antonio Rizzo's and Pietro 

Lombardo's tomb figures. 

The Altar of the Madonna (plate 33) in particular 

introduces an adaptation of the tripartite triumphal arch 

motif, a novelty in the Venetian al t,ar, probably resulting 

from a preceding development of the monumental tomb in 

Venice. 34 Its cent,ral niche is broader and higher than the 

lateral niches, above which are rectangular reliefs of two 

half-length praying angels in mezzo rilievo. The angels' 

gazes are directed downwards, where a statue of the Madonna 

would originally have occupied the altar's central niche. 35 

The lateral niches are still occupied by three-quarter life 

size free-standing statues representing Sts. Philip and 

Andrew (plates 34, 35). In the central rectangular field in a 

kind of attic above the central niche is a half-length relief 

of God the Father surrounded by cherubim. 36 

33 Braun (1924), II, pp. 366-368. 

34 Catalogue no. 14. Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988), p. 30, noted 
the adapt,ation of the motif, also indicating that it was 
purely formal. As Sheard demonstrated in her thesis and in 
several publications, the development of the monumental tomb 
culminated in the Monument for Doge Andrea Vendramin, which 
was under construction in 1493. 

35 The central niche is now occupied by Bartolomeo 
Bergamasco's statue of St. Mary Magdalen from the Al tar for 
Verde della Scala from S.Maria dei Servi. 

36 Schulz (1977a) argued on stylistic grounds that the 
Benedetti altar, erected in the first half of the 1480s, 
followed at least in part a design by the Florentine sculptor 
Andrea Verrocchio, then resident in Venice until his death in 
1488. In my opinion, there is no reason to assume that the 
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The niches of the menn tier of the Trevisan Tr 

(plate 36) are of equal size. 37 two lateral compartments 

of the upper tier ,3xe SCluare, the cent,ral one is a 

round-arched niche wh surmounts the sldes, thus creat 

vertical 1S of the central axis. 

paillHt of h.3.1f- saints, which now decorate these 

s, may replace painted or sculptured equivalents, 

but nothing is knoHn about ir original decoration. The 

marble statues in the niches OI the main tier (plates 37, 38) 

are free-E~ ing and about three-quarter life Slze. 

Despite Sagredo' s convict, ion that the wooden Altar of 

the Florentine Community (plate 40) in S.Maria dei Frari was 

by Dorea te 110 . the arrangement arl eo.r 19th 

pastiche. 3B altar"s or inal rk of 

early 16th century Has filled with statuary of the late 16th 

century. The relief of the Resurrection in the pedimented 

superstructure once fo a litt,le altar belonging to the 

Scuola della Slone. The restorer of the work lieves 

that, • 1 l.l..e Donatello's Hooden statue of St. John the Baptist 

filled the central niche, the or inal decoration of the 

laterals consisted of painted panels. 39 The frame was 

mode lIed on e the or inal or a similar altar the 

lat,e 15t11 cerltt1.ry ~ 40 /:i:;.S a matt,er of fact,: a ver-:l s irnilar 

altarpiece was not made by Lombard sculptors, presumab 
the shop of Pietro 

37 Catalogue no. 41. 

38 Sagredo (1853), p. 448. 

39 Communication from Luigi Sante Savio, restorer of the 
Soprintendenza dei Beni Artistici e Storici di Venezia. 

40 Documents point to a redecoration of the Florentine chapel 
at the beg inn of t.he 16th century. See ASV, S. Maric, dei 
Frari, Registro I, 2, c. 25 and ASV, S.Maria dei Frari, 
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compartmented construction can hp found in the previous~y 

mentioned Altar of the Madonna in S~3. Giovanni e Paolo. 41 

T111J.f3, if rlot11 else, t~ne iche demonstrates an awareness 

of the type of the Renaissance tr by 1. 

century restorers. 

The Triptych of Jerome (plate 41) Badoer-

Giustinian 1 in S.Francesco della Vigna, executed dur 

the first decade of the 16th century, is a further variation 

of the Renaissance triptych in two tiers.4z Here, however, an 

obvious at has been made to unite the relief space ()f 

the mail} tier ~ Tl1ree ni of equal size feature coffered 

bar:::'el vaults .; 1 .1.n .LOW relief, \ATi th the perspectival lines of 

the coffer converg a vanishing point in the central 

niche, occupied by a seated figure of Jerome 

43) . 43 Each of the lateral niches (plates 42, 44) 

accommodates two figures in high relief instead of only one. 

The upper tier lS no longer ful developed and on the 

central compartment corresponds to the earlier works. This 

displays a half-length mezz(J-rLIier,ro of the Madonna and Child 

in a rectangular field, framed by pilaster~3 and topped by a 

segmental-arched pediment. lateral compartments of 

upper tier consist of a kind of conflated volute occupied 

angels 

During the 16th century, triptychs cont 

important form of the sculptured 0.1 iece, but the possible 

formal solutions more varied: The High Altar of 

Incll.ce, p. 
stylistical 

109, 12th 
acceptable 

June 1504. This would also be 
dating of the altar's framework. 

41 Soravia (1823), I I, p. 144. 

42 Catalogue no. 8. 

43 See this chapter, 4.1 Vaults and C:'''Jffere(:i Ceilings. 

d. 
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the 

1S ana only its three statues of Sts. Marina, 

Catherine and t1a.gdalen survive (plates. 50--52), Sch1.:.1z 

scribed altar's orig 1. appearance to a 

document of 1676 in Archive of S.Maria Formosa in 

Venice. 44 's titular saint, stood in a 

central c.nd e position, accompan; on a ~~oHer leve 1 

tel e i tIler s icle the female t.~c.ints, j..1hose g.::;tzes are 

t1J.l~rled 11P ,3.rld. her. As Schulz concluded from the 

document, the three life-size figures probab 

c;r:)~_urnns (plate 

l:v 

arr i:-l a set t", the statues to relate to 

After- 1500 

frarn cle'lice 8.1 t,at'"s becc.me peclilIler!tE:cl 

Ie or aedicula. 45 Braun. moreover. defined a special 

kind c,lf iment,ed ta.berna:::::le frame, cc,nsit.~ting of cl lOHer 

main tier with pilasters or columns and an upper attic, which 

is s.1J.rrGClt1flted iment. This form, typical of doorways 

of the period (plate 57), he found characteristic 

also c,if Venetian a.l tar architecture of 1500 a:nd 

reminiscerlt of the "Ha.lbci ear 

43 logue no. 15. Schulz (1991), p. 175. 

44 Schulz (1991), pp. 175 76. 

5 The term aedicula 
architectural frame, having 

characterises an 
colu.rnrus 01"'" lastel'S 

ornamentc.l 
cl t t,l-le 8 icle ;3. 

and a.n entablature or canopy at the (~'-""'-'~~_-==~==-== 
p. 10). Describ the altar of the 
S .1:1aria 
(1893), 

[1,'7,te1' 
TT -'--, 

Domini, 
p. 

struttura segue un t 

46 Braun ( 1924), TT 
..L..L:; ,. , 

1J.rlflC)-;::: lCeO.;l 

to 

o.ftel" 
c irned tha~t ~ n ... al tal"'E; ~ ~ ~ 

gi.@l (;L110ra Inolto in uso." 

,368-371. rticularly striking, 
parallels between one of 

Sc:tJ.C; lao Gra.i1d.e 

btl-t, 
the 

eli 
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On the High Altar of S.Geminiano (plate 54), for 

instance, a large aedicula frames a single round-arched and 

semicircular niche which contains three smaller niches. They 

are framed with triangular pediments and hold the marble 

statuettes of three saints by Bartolomeo di Francesco 

Bergamasco. The figures were carved in the early 1520s. 47 As 

the small niches are set into this concavity, the lateral 

statues of saints turn inwards toward the central statue of 

St. ,John the Baptist (plate 55).48 This is further 

accentuated by the turning of the head of the canon saint on 

the right, and the stepping toward the centre of St. Menna on 

the left. The Baptist (plate 56), on the other hand, is 

coming forward with his right leg, while turning his head to 

the other side, thus creating a kind of communication between 

the three figures. 49 

The most complex project of the period is the High Altar 

of S. Rocco (plate f,8), commissioned from the tagliapiet:/:'a 

Venturin Fantoni in 1517, shortly after the building of the 

S.Giovanni Evangelista (plate 57) and the High Altar of 
S.Rocco (plate 58). 

47 Catalogue no. 12. 

48 See also Schulz (1984b), pp. 262-64. Schulz also described 
the statues and est,ablished their position in the oeuvre of 
Bartolomeo di Francesco Bergamasco, but did not point out the 
figures' relationship with each other. 

49 The concept of the S.Geminiano altar had been preceded by 
the decoration of the Chapel of the Sacrament (plate 90) in 
the Cathedral of Treviso, erected and furnished between 1503 
and 1512. The semi-circular apse of this chapel features 
three pedimented niches, which contain statues of the 
Redeemer at the centre and angels to the left and right by 
Giambattista and Lorenzo Bregno. Two further niches along the 
chapel's lateral walls accommodate statues of Sts. Peter and 
Paul by the same sculptors. All lateral figures are directed 
towards the central statue of Christ. For the history of the 
Chapel at Treviso see Schulz (1991), pp. 159-65. 
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church had begun. 50 As Sheard has shown in her study on the 

Vendramin monument, the High Altar of S.R.occo held a key 

position: being at the same time reliquary, tomb and altar 

decoration, " it was bound to reflect the forms of funerary 

art more specifically than did altarpieces that functioned 

primarily as frames for paintings". 51 

Like the funerary monuments of the period - the Tomb for 

Doge Andrea Vendramin (plate 64) must be regarded as one of 

the main models for the altar - the construction follows the 

scheme of a triumphal arch with a tall central arch and 

lateral round-arched niches on two levels. The architecture 

is articulated by four large free-standing columns on the 

main tier and two shorter columns at the corners of the upper 

tier. At the same time, the typical structure of the Venetian 

aedicula altar, consisting of main tier and attic as defined 

by Braun, is superimposed on the triumphal arch motif. The 

altar"s main opening houses a sarcophagus containing the 

relics of St. R.och, on top of which we find a free-standing 

statue of the saint showing his plague boil. The lateral 

niches and the platforms to the sides of the pediment 

accommodate six statues of saints. 52 St. R.och and Sts. 

Sebastian and ,John the Baptist (plates 59-61) in the niches 

of the main tier are two-thirds life-size. It appears from a 

document published by Paoletti, that in 1521 the altar was to 

be decorated with another four statues to be put into niches 

on the altar"s lateral faces, including a statue of a 

50 Schulz surveys the history of the altar in Schulz (1984b), 
pp. 257-62. Most of the documents relating to the making of 
the altar are published in Paoletti (1897), p. 124. 

51 Sheard (1971), p. 260. 

52 Catalogue no. 35. 
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"Christo di razi", a (resurrected) Christ surrounded with 

rays of light. 53 However, these were not executed. 54 

A pair of wooden altarpieces, datable on stylistic 

grounds to the third decade of the 16th century, face each 

other from the left and right aisles of the cathedral on 

Torcello (plates 65, 67). 55 They are fine examples of this 

symbiosis of the mediaeval triptych with the triumphal arch 

motif of the Renaissance. The projecting central niches of 

these altars are tall and barrel-vaulted and contain free-

standing figures of two thirds life-size, representing a 

bishop saint and St. Liberale respectively. The arches are 

framed by short pilasters and surmounted by a kind of lunette 

with reliefs of putti opening a curtain to disclose half-

length reliefs of God the Father. In contradistinction to the 

53 The representation of a Resurrected Christ is typical of 
the apex of Venetian tombs of the period. On the High Altar 
of S. Rocco it would have echoed the statue of the 
"Resurrected" St. Roch. 

The altar's lateral faces as well as the architectural motifs 
of the surrounding freco decoration (See Chapter Two, 5.2 
Pain ted Decora tioJ'l of tile .11 tars' Sm:·rowldings) emphasise the 
altar's three-dimensionality. This idea of a monument, 
"visible from three sides, with the fourth side attached to 
the wall and not visible" (account of the 1513 form of the 
Papal tomb, quoted from Pope-Hennessy, 1963, p. 315) recalls 
Michelangelo's second project for the tomb of Pope Julius II 
of 1513. This possible relationship between the two monuments 
is further corroborated by Bartolomeo di Francesco 
Bergamasco's statue of St. Sebastian, which bears a 
remarkable likeness to Michelangelo's Rebelliou.s Slave in the 
Louvre. 

54 Paoletti (1893), p. 124, and Schulz (1984b), p. 260. 
Another altar that fulfilled the three functions of high 
al tar, tomb and reliquary is the Shrine of Ss. Theonistus, 
Tabra and Tabrata by Lorenzo Bregno in the Cathedral of 
Treviso. A complete description of it is provided by Schulz 
(1991), pp. 61-63, 113-115, 152-155. The contract, which was 
originally drawn up in 1485 with Pietro Lombardo, envisaged 
an urn on columns decorated with six figurative reliefs and 
reliefs with the coats-of-arms of the bishop of Treviso. 

55 Catalogue nos. 2 and 3. 
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central niches, the lateral niches are rectangular and lower 

than the central arches, and are occupied by free-standing 

figures of a smaller scale. The niches are divided by 

columns, behind which open passageways, leading from the 

central spaces to either side. This architectural form is 

reminiscent of Bellini's Pesaro Triptych in the sacristy of 

S. Maria dei Frari of 1488.56 Similar to the Altar of St. 

Jerome in S.Francesco della Vigna, the altars' lower sides 

are linked with the centre above the main entablature by high 

volutes containing reliefs of the Annunciation. Both 

altarpieces have predellas and sarcophagi with narrative 

reliefs (plates 66, 68). 

Dating from the end of the first decade of the 16th 

century, a few altarpieces in Venice ret.ain the tripartite 

division of earlier triptychs, while assimilating the 

principle of the triumphal arch. Unlike previous altars which 

adapted the triumphal arch as a purely formal quotation, 

these altars employ t.he motif, endowing it. with liturgical 

meaning, since the central arch is fitted with a container 

for the host or relics. 57 

This type of altarpiece is further characterised by a 

simplified compartment structure, and the use of inlaid semi-

precious stones, gilding and bronze, which replace earlier 

abundant decorative floral patterns on architectural 

elements. Their figurative decoration consists of highly 

finished marble statuettes in mannered poses, usually not 

56 See Goffen (1986), especially pp. 45-46. 

57 See this 
Tabernacles. 

chapter, below, 4.3 Space, Altars and 
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higher than fifty centimetres, with rich, softly falling 

draperies and delicate surface structures. 

The High Altar of the church of S.Sepolcro (plate 69) by 

Lorenzo Bregno consists of a wide central bay and two narrow 

lateral bays divided by columns of the Composite order (as 

opposed to pilasters of earlier altars).58 While the lateral 

bays contain small round-arched niches accommodating the 

statuettes of Sts. ,John the Baptist and Peter (plates 70, 

71), the central bay features a large round arch which once 

held a rectangular bronze sportello. The lunette is decorated 

with a relief of Christ a c.' ,-' the Man of Sorrows. The 

altarpiece's main tier is surmounted by a superstructure or 

attic, consisting of segmented pediments above the lateral 

bays and a rectangular field with triangular pediment above 

the central bay, in front of which originally stood a figure 

of the Resurrected Christ. 59 

Despite Schulz's thorough stylistic analysis of the 

statuettes of Sts. John and Peter, which she dated to ca. 

1511, and her discussion of the altar's history, she did not 

point out the altar's pronounced triumphal arch motif.sO This 

becomes particularly evident in view of the similarities 

existing between the format of the altar and that of 

contemporary funerary monuments, in particular that for Doge 

Giovanni Mocenigo (plate 72).61 

58 Catalogue no. 31. 

59 Sansovino/Stringa (1604), c. 131 verso. 

so The altar and the history of the church of S.Sepolcro are 
discussed by Schulz (1991), p. 64 and pp. 196-199. 

S1 Sheard (1977), p. 250, n. 250, 
evidence that the Monument for 
finished until 1522. However, its 
years of the first decade of the 

concluded from documentary 
Giovanni Mocenigo was not 
design may well date to the 
16th century and the tomb's 
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The Altar of the Sacrament in S.Marco (plate 73), 

another 'i-1Ork by Lorenzo Bregno, cormniss ioned from him in 

1518, develops further the principle of the S.Sepolcro 

al tar. 62 Once again, narrOH lateral bays Hi th round-arched 

niches containing statuettes (plates 74, 76) flank a broader, 

but also higher central bay, set off by columns (plate 75). 

In this example the latter features a mezzo rilievo of a 

vaulted space, framed by an aedicula Hith segmental pediment. 

At the centre of the relief is a gilded bronze sportello with 

a marble angel on either side. s3 A figure of God the Father 

appears in the apse of the relief, above the sportello. Above 

the entablature of the lateral bays a simplified version of 

volutes connects the sides Hith the central arch. They are an 

updated interpretation of the volutes we have noted on 

several previous altarpieces, such as on that of the Badoer-

Giustinian chapel in S.Francesco della Vigna and on the Altar 

of the Madonna in SS. Giovanni e Paolo. 

A further example of this kind may have been the Altar 

of the Sacrament from S.Maria Maggiore (plate 77), now to the 

left of the presbytery in S. Maria Mater Domini. S 4. Like the 

tHO previous altars, statuettes of saints (plates 78, 79) are 

set in lateral niches, Hhile the central portion is reserved 

for a container of the Host. The frameHork 1· c.' ,..> lavishly 

construction may well have been under way, before work came 
to a halt due to the War of the League of Cambray. Much of 
the tomb r s statuary can be dated to the period betHeen 1500 
and 1510 on stylistic grounds and would, therefore, be 
approximately contemporary Hith the S.Sepolcro Altar. 

62 Cat.alogu.e no. 20. The altar was discussed at length by 
Schulz (1991), pp. 72f. and pp. 177-80. 

03 The sportello was added in 
Sansovino. See Boucher (1991), p. 

04. Catalogue no. 29. 

the 
70. 

early 1540s by Jacopo 
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decorated with pieces of colourful stones and gilding. 

Although the alta.r's framework is certainly piecemeal (it was 

perhaps altered in the late 17th century), it is likely that 

the original composition resembled that of Bregno's evidently 

successful altars. 

1.1.2 Single figures 

The most basic type of the iconic image is the 

representation of a single figure. A great number of 

devotional images, isolated statues and reliefs (in most 

cases representing an image of the Madonna), decorate the 

exterior as well as the interior of Venetian churches and 

houses (plates 80, 81). 

Two of the most crucial sculptured altarpieces of our 

period are each decorated with one single statue of a saint. 

In fact, the novelty of Renaissance forms used on the 

tr iptych of the de' l>1art.ini chapel (under const.ruct.ion in 

1475) is ant.icipat.ed by Ant.onio Rizzo's t.wo Al t.ars of Sts. 

James and Paul in t.he basilica of S.Marco (plat.es 82, 84).65 

These were execut.ed short.ly aft.er the same sculpt.or's hybrid 

alt.ar of t.he Madonna in t.he Chapel of St. Clement in the same 

church, and complet.ed in 1469. 

Rizzo's works are t.he first. t,o replace t.he in Venice 

hi t.hert.o common a11 .... 7011a in several compartments wi t,h one sale 

niche framed by an aedicula construct.ion that is surmounted 

by segmental-arched pediment..Ss The altars' lunet.tes are 

65 Catalogue nos. 18 and 19. 

66 Schulz (1983a), pp. 18f., commented on the introduction of 
the Renaissance t.abernacle, i.e. pilast.ers support.ing an 
entablature and a pediment, in Venet.ian art., i t.s earliest. 
manifest.ation being the Cenotaph of Federico Corner of the 
mid-1450s in the church of S.Maria dei Frari. A similar 
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decorated Hi th half-length figures of God the Father, Hhile 

their frameHork is lavishly decorated with floral patterns, 

sphinxes and putti. S 7 Despite this wealth of ornament, the 

large marble statues dominate their setting. In 

contradistinction to the narrOH but deep niches of the St. 

Peter Polyptych in S. Maria dei Frari, 'l>7hich did not allow 

-
their figures to move freely or "breathe", the niches of the 

S. Marco altars are much broader, Hhile at the same time too 

shallow to contain the statues. As a consequence, these come 

forward from their setting as truly free-standing figures. 

Particularly St. Paul (plate 85), represented in a relaxed 

and restful contrapposto pose, meditating over the book he is 

reading, has an momullentali ty unprecedented in Venetian 

sculpture. 

A bronze statue of the Resurrected Christ, made in 1494 

or shortly later, originally adorned the Altar of the Saviour 

in the chapel of the jeweller Domenico de Piero located in 

the church of S.Maria della CaritA.s8 Unfortunately, nothing 

remained of the altar's setting, when the chapel was 

destroyed in 1807, but a bronze statue of the Resurrect.ed 

Christ (plate 89) in the collection of the Museo Poldi 

Pezzoli in Milan is probably the figure in question. Three 

altars by Giambattista Bregno might give us an idea of 

possible settings for statues of the Salvator.SS On the 

setting can be seen on <.Tacopo Bellini's drawing from the 
Louvre Book of Drawings of St. ~lo}lJ] the Baptist ill a Niche 
(plate 88) of the middle of the Quattrocento. 

67 See below, 3. IJer,relr.Jpmellt of Ornament. 

68 Catalogue no. 47. 

6 S Bregno' s statues of the Resurrected Christ decorate the 
central niche of t,he Bettiglloli Bl"essa Al tar in S. Nicolo in 
Treviso, and the Al tar of the SacrameJ] t in the Cathedral of 
the same city. 11 statue of Cl11:"ist as a 1'1an of Sorrows 
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al tars by Bregno, however, the Resurrected Christ is always 

accompanied by other figures, which was, as far as is known, 

not the case for the Salvator at S. Maria della Carita. The 

earliest commentator on the chapel, Marc 'Antonio Michiel 

referred to only one figure on the altar. 70 Perhaps the 

lavish marble setting surrounding Bregno's Resurrected Christ 

in the Chapel of the Sacrament in the Cathedral of Treviso 

(plate 90) comes close to the rich decoration of the chapel 

at S.Maria della Carita. Alternatively, I would like to 

emphasise that the statue's setting was not so different from 

that of the Resurrected Christ represented in Carpaccio's 

painting of St. Augustine's Vision in the Scuola di S. Giorgio 

degli Schiavoni (plate 92). This picture, which was painted 

during the first years of the 16th century, features a very 

similar free-standing bronze-coloured statue behind the 

altar's mensa, very likely in imitation of the undoubtedly 

famous statue. 71 The real statue's round base and its even 

surface on the front as well as on the back increase the 

probability that it was made to be free-standing. 

Although the Altar of St. Luke in S.Giobbe (plate 93) 

from the Lombardo workshop of the first decade of the 16th 

century now features three niches, surely only the large 

central one, set between ornamented pilasters, is original. 

It accommodates a t1t1O-thirds life size statue of St. Luke. 

The later lateral niches are now occupied by angels, which 

occupies a central pC1sition on Bregno's Altar of the Corpus 
Domini in the Cathedral of Cesena. See Schulz ( 1983c) and 
Schulz (1991), pp. 32, 36-39, 159. 

70 Frizzoni (1884), pp. 231-32. 

71 See Sheard (1985), p. 435. 
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originally may not have been framed. 7::: The presence of a 

single saint on this altar may be explained by the fact that 

in 1463 the Fra.nciscan friars at S. Giobbe had received what. 

was believed to be the body of St. Luke. As Schulz pointed 

out, the authenticity of the relic was immediately challenged 

by the Benedictine mont-::.s of S. Giustina in Padua who also 

claimed to be in possession of St. Luke's remains. By 

installing one large statue of the Saint adored by angels, 

the friars were probably trying to emphasise the authenticity 

of their relics. 73 

Also accompanied by two angels was the statue by 

Bartolomeo Bergamasco on the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen 

(plates 94, 98) in SS. Giovanni e Paolo, originally located 

in the church of S.Maria dei Servi.74 The altar was an 

impressive size, its wealth of decoration inferior only to 

the High Altar of S.Rocco. The pedimented tabernacle or 

aedicula frame of the altar is more than nine metres high and 

originally held one sole life-size statue of St. Mary 

Magdalen (plate 9:5). This was located in a niche inserted 

into the altar's great. central arch. The angels (plates 96, 

97) were apparently located to the sides of the triangular 

pediment on the top, flanking a Crucifix. 75 

A unique decorative feature of this work was the 

inclusion of an alabaster window. This was probably destroyed 

when the church of the Servi was suppressed in the early 19th 

72 Catalogue no. 10. 

73 Schulz (1991), pp. 200-203. 

74 Catalogue no. 13. 

75 In this position the angels, originally made for the Altar 
of the Title of the Cross, were described by Soravia (1822), 
I, pp. 185f. 
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century and the altar was transported to its present site, 

where it occupies the first bay of the wall of the left 

aisle. The existence of this window in the "vol to santo" of 

the altar is revealed by documentation in the Archives of the 

Procurators of S. Marco de Ci tra, which I shall discuss in 

Chapter Three. Perhaps the opening in the rear wall of the 

altar's great arch, which is now filled with a relief of the 

Assumption of the Virgin by Alessandro Vittoria, 

approximately corresponds to the shape and size of that 

window (plate 98). 

Whereas the previously mentioned rivalry over the relics 

of St. Luke required the image of one sole saint adored by 

angels for church-political reasons, the case of the Magdalen 

is qui t.e different. Here, we are no longer confronted with 

"just" the image of a saint., but the creation of a virtuoso 

figure carved by a sculptor who was distinctly different from 

the ordinary stonemason. Bartolomeo di Francesco's status is 

confirmed by a letter of 1525, recommending the sculptor' s 

talents to the confraternity of the Misericordia in 

Bergamo. 76 

This is also the case of the Al tar of St. Jerome in 

S.Salvatore (plate 99).77 Although Tommaso Lombardo's statue 

of the saint and the relief of God the Father in the lunette 

were not added until the 1540s,78 the altar's framework 

undoubtedly foresaw the installation of one sole statue. Made 

by Guglielmo Bergamasco at the end of the 1520s, the 

76 Letter last published in Schulz (1984b), p. 257 and p. 
271, n. 3. 

77 Catalogue no. 36. 

78 See Boucher (1991), p. 68. 
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architecture of this work elaborates on the principle of the 

same architect"s Altar of St. Mary Magdalen. The concave rear 

wall of the niche is revet ted with veined marble, which gives 

~s at least a vague impression of what is lost on the earlier 

altar. 

Although some representations of saints on altars 

remained relatively simple images, such as St. Francis on his 

altar in S.Maria Mater Domini (plate 101), statues gradually 

came to be virtuoso objects, on altarpieces as in all 

categories of sculpture. 7;) Suffice it here to point out the 

exquisite statue of St. Jerome (plate 103) by Alessandro 

Vittoria of ca. 1576, made for the altar (?) of the Scuola di 

S.Maria della Giustizia e S.Girolamo at S.Fantin (now on the 

Altar of St. Mary Magdalen). 

1.2 The Development towards the Renaissance Unified 
Altarpiece 

As has already been observed, the tabernacle frame or 

aedicula, providing a single principal niche or arch to 

contain the altarpiece, painted or sculptured, became the 

standard format of the Renaissance altar in Venice. It is the 

prerequisite for the development of the Renaissance pala, 

which on innumerable painted altarpieces in Venice features a 

Sacra COllveJ:·sazione. 

7;' Little virtuosity can be discerned on the statue of St. 
Francis. Likewise, in S.Maria Mater Domini the Madonna of the 
Rosary (by Tiziano IvJinio?) on an altar by Antonio Buora of 
the late 1530s appears rather heavy-handed. For the former 
see Catalogue no. 30, for the latter Tramontin (1962), p. 38 
and pp. 43-44, nn. 30-31, and Boucher (1991), pp. 149f. 
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1.2.1 The Sacra Conversazione 

The term Sacra COllversaziolle refers to the 

representation of one central saint surrounded by other 

saints, The figures are no longer separated by compartments, 

but united in a common spatial -l--l-' se" "lng, which is usually 

archi tecturally articulated and proportionate to the figures 

it contains. 80 

The subject of the Sacra Conversazione was introduced 

into altar painting in Venice at the relatively late date of 

ca, 1475, when Antonello da Messina painted an altarpiece for 

S. Cassiano, and Giovanni Bellini the St. Catherine of Siena 

Al tarpiece for SS. Giovanni e Paolo. Soon afterwards, this 

type of composition was also taken up by sculptors. However, 

there are only few cases where one can really apply the term 

in the way it has been done for painting. 

As for Venetian sculpture, a first attempt to unite 

several figures of saints in a common spatial setting is the 

Street Altar of the Tragiletto della l1addalena, attributed by 

Schulz to Antonio Rizzo and his workshop, made shortly after 

1479. 81 The altar has been dismembered and two limestone 

panels (plates 104, 1(5), each representing two saint.s and a 

kneeling angel, appear t.o be t.he only figurat.ive remnant.s. 

However, a relief of t.he Madonna formed t.he cent.repiece in 

t.he mid-16t.h cent.ury, which was what. Grevembroch saw and drew 

in 1754 (plate 1(6). Schulz suggest.ed a reconst.ruct.ion of t.he 

80 Schmidt. in Pit.t.ura nel Venet.o , II, p. 704. 

81 Cat.alogue no. 6. Alt.hough this work is not. an alt.ar proper 
there probably was no altar t.able and mass was never 

performed at it. - t.he large relief is so closely related to 
and important for the development of the sculptured 
altarpiece, that I have included it in t.he cat.alogue. 
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altar's original state, which would have featured a painting 

of the Madonna on a central panel. 82 The form of the street 

tabernacle l· c· ,-, closely related to Florentine altar designs 

(plate 107) . Alternatively, the author of the relief could 

have seen a composition similar to his on Nicolo Pizolo' s 

terracotta altar (plate 108) in the Ovetari chapel in the 

church of the Eremitani in Padua, dating from 1449. 

In this particular context, it is important to point out 

several details which link the figures in a common space, in 

particular the relief ledge on which they are all placed -

some of the kneeling angels' drapery even hangs over the 

front of it. Furthermore, the layers of relief over lap at 

several points, thus emphasising the space in which the 

figures are standing. Thus, the outer saints, John the 

Baptist and Mark, who stand closer to the front of the ledge 

and to the relief surface, and who are partially , + unaercuv, 

overlap at several points the inner saints, Magdalen and 

Sebastian, carved in Im·1 relief. In front of the standing 

figures are kneeling angels in slightly higher undercut 

relief. 

With its subject-matter taken from contemporary 

painting, it is not surprising that the earliest proper 

sculptured work representing a Sacra COllversaziolle, set in an 

archi tecturally defined surrounding - the bronze Al tar for 

Jacopo Surian in S.Stefano (plate 109) - reminded Burckhardt 

of the paintings of Cima da Conegliano. 83 The relief was cast 

shortly before 1493, when it was described by Marin Sanudo. 84 

!3 2 Schulz (1983a), pp. 163-165. 

83 Burckhardt (1965), p. 38. Catalogue no. 38. 

84 Sanudo/Arico (1980), p. 51. 
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The large rectangular altarpiece represents the Madonna with 

the Christchild in her arms, seated on a two-stepped throne 

in a room. The two titular saints stand at either sides, 

recommending the kneeling donor and his wife to the Mother of 

God. 

I believe that the original altarpiece of the funerary 

monument for the Doges Marco and Agostino Barbarigo from 

S.Maria della Carita (plate 113) was also a Sacra 

COllversaziolle. Although the work was replaced by three bronze 

reliefs of the AssuJJ)ption and Co.rol1a tion of the Vi.rgil1 (plus 

four further reliefs of the Evangelists) (plate 114), which 

will be discussed below, the original altar can be 

reconstructed to a certain extent. 85 Schulz published an 

engraving of a medal of Agostino Barbarigo which represents 

the brothers' tomb. She observed that the altarpiece 

displayed "what seems to be a single figure". 86 On the other 

hand, the recently discovered contract of 1492, drawn up 

between Agostino Barbarigo and Giovanni Buora and Bartolomeo 

di Domenico, makes mention of several figures: 

a pala with its framework and steps and small 
columns and figures at the centre."87 

Since the altar was dedicated to "nostra dona", the 

central one of these figures would have been the Madonna, 

most probably accompanied by Sts. Augustine and Mark as the 

patrons' name saints. The material of the pala is not 

85 Catalogue no. 4. 

86 Schulz (1981), p. 173. 

87 The contract for the Barbarigo monument will be published 
in a forthcoming publication by Prof. Bernd Roeck who kindly 
let me read his transcription of the document. The respective 
passage reads:" ... una palla con il suo bassamento et soaze et 
coloneli et figure dentro." 
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mentioned in the contract, but doubtlessly it was made from 

ei ther Istrian stone or marble. The marble effigies of the 

kneeling doges (plate 116) to the sides of the pala 

complemented the altar. 

Contemporary to and perhaps not much different from the 

Barbarigo altarpiece is the relief in the crypt of S. Marco 

(plates 117-120), consisting of five slabs of Greek marble, 

each decorated with a figure. Ss The relief fills the lunette 

of the arch in front of the tomb of St. Mark. It represents 

an Enthroned Madonna with Child in the company of Sts. Mark 

and Peter to her sides, with the figures of two female saints 

on a smaller scale on the lunette's outer edges. Although no 

background setting is indicated, the figures share a common 

platform. While Sts. Peter and Mark are turned towards the 

Madonna, the female saints are presented frontally and bear 

no relationship to the central composition. 

The Lombardesque relief of ca. 1503 from the church of 

S.Nicolo di Castello also depicts a type of Sacra 

COllversazione (plate 121). This time the customary central 

saint has been replaced by a tabernacle situated in an 

interior articulated by windows, walls and a ceiling.SS High 

relief figures of the Virgin and St. Mary Magdalen are 

kneeling to i t.s sides, while the Dove of the Holy Spirit 

hovers above the tabernacle. so 

88 Catalogue no. 21. 

89 See this chapter, below, 4. Space and Perspecti ve on 
Sculptu.:red Altarpieces. 

80 Catalogue no. 42. The figure on the right is clearly a 
female saint and not an angel. Her untied hair and penitent 
gesture identify her as St. Mary Magdalen. Hence, the relief 
does not depict an Al11wnciatioll , as 110schini (1819), p. 35, 
and Wilk (1978), pp. 99-100, believed. 
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Whereas most of the previous examples were reliefs which 

used illusionistic elements to suggest space, the Sacra 

Conversazione on the Altar of the Zen Chapel in S. Marco 

(plates 122, 123) does not. 91 Instead, the seated Madonna 

holding the Child, accompanied by Sts. Peter and the 

Baptist, all three of which are free-standing life-size 

bronze figures, are put in the real spatial setting of a 

large canopy. Three other, similar projects were intended by 

the same testator: -[:,he High Altars of the Venetian parish 

church of S.Fantin 92 and of the cathedral of Vicenza, as well 

as an altar in the basilica of S.Antonio in Padua. All three 

of them were to be decorated with five or three figures 

apiece, "made from gi bronze, their size corresponding to 

the proportion of the pala and the altar". 9 3 The obvious 

source for constructions such as these is Donatello's 

previously mentioned High Altar in the Santo in Padua (plate 

6), the figures of which were standing on a common base under 

a large canopy. 

No background setting is articulated on the marble 

relief which was made for the Al tar of the Chapel of St. 

Nicholas in the Ducal Palace in 1523 (plate 13).94 Yet, it is 

clear that the high relief figures of Sts. James on the left, 

Nicholas standing on a round base in the centre and Andrew on 

the right presenting the kneeling Doge Andrea Gritti, share a 

space common to them all as they rest on the same plinth at 

91 Catalogue no. 23. 

92 Catalogue no. 45. 

93 ,Jestaz (1986), doc. no. 2, p. 175, and doc. no. 
176: "ex aere inaurato, conventientis magni tudinis 
proportionem pallae et altaris." 

94 Catalogue no. 22. 

3, p. 
juxta 
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the base of the relief. Moreover, different layers of relief 

are made to overlap: Andrea Gri tti is kneeling in front of 

St. Andrew who has placed his hand on Gritti's shoulder, St. 

James's staff rests in front of St. Nicholas' s cloak, the 

Doge"s praying hands are held in front of St. Andrew's cross. 

While the figures of St. James and the blessing St. Nicholas 

turn and look towards the kneeling Doge, his onomastic saint 

looks at the central figure. Only Gri tti himself does not 

appear to see any of the saints. An engraving by Antonio 

Visenti:ni (plate 14) indicates that the relief, now in the 

Chapel of S. Clement in S. Marco, was framed by a pedimented 

tabernacle and frescoes of the four Evangelists by Titian.s5 

The Al tar for the Trevisan family in S . Maria Mater 

Domini (plate 125 ) unites the statues of three saints in a 

common spatial setting. S 6 Here, Sts. Peter, Paul and Andrew 

(the latter is free-standing, while the two former are carved 

in high relief) are standing in the apse of a church. Similar 

to the High Altar of S.Geminiano and the relief from the St. 

Nicholas chapel, the figures of the Trevisan Altar are 

related to each other by the positions of their bodies and 

the movements of their heads and direction of their gazes. 

God the Father in the main apse above, is looking down at St. 

Andrew and spreading his arms so as to connect the three 

lateral saints. St. Andrew is looking at St. Paul on his 

left, whose gaze is directed towards St. Peter on the other 

side (plate 126). St. Peter, on the other hand, has turned 

his head upwards, back to God the Father. This device of 

35 See Hubala (1977), p. 135. 

96 Catalogue no. 28. Schulz (1991), pp. 209-212, focused on 
descriptions and stylistic aspects of the individual figures, 
rather than examining the altarpiece as a whole. 
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directing eyes and heads had long been used in Venetian 

Renaissance painting of the SacJ;'a conversazlone, but only 

here is it fully explored for the first time on a sculptured 

altar. 

1. 2.2 Pleta 

The subject of the Pleta was introduced into Venice from 

north of the Alps.S7 Like the above-mentioned sculptured 

al tarpieces of the Sacra Conversazione, the two altar reliefs 

representing a Pieta existing for our period unite a number 

of saints sharing the same spatial setting, this time in 

meditation over the dead Christ's body. The earlier of the 

two is the delicately carved but often overlooked altarpiece 

made from Greek marble for the Gussoni Chapel in the church 

of S. Lio (plates 128, 129), probably executed in the ear ly 

1480s. 98 The altarpiece consists of a large vertical 

rectangular low relief, framed by pairs of lasters on each 

side, a broad entablature and a segmented pediment. All of 

these elements are decorated with floral patterns in the 

Lombard fashion. The Pietii (plate 130) presents the Virgin 

lamenting the dead Christ in the central foreground with the 

cross behind, surrounded by four standing saints. Despite the 

relief's shallowness, the figures are undercut in many areas. 

Particularly the Madonna and Christ at the centre are deeply 

97 See Korte (1937). In his discussion of German VesperbildeT 
in Italy, Korte was aware of two Pleta of the period before 
1460 in Venetian churches (Baptistery of S. Marco and 
S.Giovanni in Bragora), plus several more in the Veneto. 
Wol ters (1986), pp. 102 and 262, recorded a third one in 
S. Bartolomeo, the church of the German community in Venice. 
They are very likely to have been made by craftsmen from the 
Alto Adige. 

98 Catalogue no. 16. 
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undercut along the contour, so as to set them off against the 

accompanying saints. Apart from the centrally placed cross 

the background is not articulated. 

The other Pieta was originally located in the church of 

S.Andrea della Certosa (plates 131, 132). ss Although it has 

been described as a Deposition, 100 it lacks the Cross, 

obligatory for that subject. The altarpiece may be 

characterised as a mystical event happening outside time and 

space, rather than as a narrative. The high relief includes 

several saints, most notably San Lorenzo Giustinian, who were 

not present at the Deposition. It is of a later date than the 

previous Pieta, probably from the first decade of the 16th 

century, and was carved from a single block of white 

marble. 101 

The relief from S.Andrea is pictorially much more 

advanced than both its predecessors (the S. Lio Pieta as well 

as the S. Marco lunette): the scene moves easily between all 

types of relief, from the heads of the figures in the 

foreground, which are practically sculpted in the round, to 

the low relief of the figures seen in profile. In this work, 

the figures of the foreground are situated in a kind of 

quarry, perhaps in front of Christ's sepulchre, while the 

silhouette of a hill town can be discerned on the horizon. 

99 Catalogue no. 27. 

100 Mariacher (1954), p. 369, n. 7. 

101 A third Pieta in high relief (plate 133 ) with two isolated 
Saints and apparently no background setting was carved by 
Tullio Lombardo for and altar in S. Francesco in Rovigo in 
1526. See Puppi (1972). 
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2. Narrative Altarpieces 

While progressing from polyptych to Renaissance retable, 

we have also moved from isolated figures to the use of relief 

and common spatial setting - the preliminaries for sculptured 

narratives. 

Goffen's claim that altarpieces with narrative subject-

matter or with the Virgin and Child accompanied by saints 

(doubtlessly in the common spatial setting of a Sacra 

COl1versaziol1e) were far more common than groupings of three 

or more saints cannot be applied to sculptured altarpieces. 102 

A similar statement by Burckhardt, that sculptured 

altarpieces featured a narrative relief more frequently than 

a combination of figures, has also to be carefully 

examined. 103 In fact, the definition of the term narrative as 

such is problematic. 

Alberti's criteria for a successful depiction of a 

historia were above all variety, proportion, harmony, 

movement and dignity. A good historia, he claimed, conveyed 

all this in a representation of not more than nine or ten 

figures. 104 On the other hand, it is noticeable that when 

wri ting about the decoration of an altar, Alberti was not 

thinking of historia at all. Rather, he recommended a 

limitation of the number of statues to two, at most three. IDS 

102 Goffen (1989), p. 184. 

103 Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988) p. 37. 

104 Alberti (1972), p. 79. 

105 Alberti (1988), p. 243: "On an altar there should ideally 
be two statues, and at most three; others may find 
appropriate places in niches." 
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The term historia in the documents of the period clearly 

refers to the narration of a story, such as St. Mark healing 

and baptising Anianus. This means that iconographic details 

wh do not be long to story, such as additional saints, 

must not be included in the representation. Hence, as has 

previously been explained, the two reliefs of the Pieta in 

S.Lio and from S.Andrea della Certosa, are not scenes of the 

Lamentation or Deposition, as they have occasionally been 

labelled, since they include figures who could not have been 

present at the time of Christ"s death. On Quattrocento 

altarpieces, historie are common in the predella zone, where 

they normally depict miracles of the saints represented in 

the altarpiece"s main tier. 

Mystical events, on the other hand, represent essential 

mysteries of the Christian faith, such as the Annunciation, 

Nativity, Baptism, or Crucifixion. Charles Hope has even gone 

as far as to claim that such events when represented on 

altarpieces are not narratives at all, but present single 

saints with their attributes. lOS 

The single, iconic image, such as the figure of a saint, 

is composed symmetrically either in itself or within its 

setting, and moves vertically from its niche towards the 

viewer, whereas a narrative representation may be 

asymmetrical and move horizontally, vertically and diagonally 

parallel to the picture plane as well as towards its 

background and, finally, out of the pictorial space towards 

the viewer. Therefore, a narrative expresses a moment in time 

lOS Hope (1990), pp. 543-50. On the other hand, Hope reasoned, 
that representations of these subjects may take on a 
narrative character, when depicted in narrative cycles. 
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as well as a moment in space, it possesses a geography which 

is lacking in the iconic representation. 

2.1 Narratives in Venetian Painting 

Renaissance was the execut.i·:)J:1 of 

the 
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it came 

t,8 t.te decoration of the altar for either the Scuole or r 

other patrons, the choice was usually an iconic image. In the 

confraternities' meeting halls the narrative cycles were 

complemented by altarpieces representing these iconic images, 

such as Francesco Bissolo's triptych for the Scuola di 

S.Stefano (now in the Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan) or the lost 

polyptych for the Scuola di S.Girolamo, which probably had a 

statue at its centre. lOS The Apotheosis of St. Ursula, painted 

by Vittore Carpaccio in 1491, is unusual in that it shows an 

event, the culmination of Ursula' s life story, although the 

representation of that event is extremely static. 

Patricia Meilman, in a study on Venetian altar paintings 

in the age of Titian, sought to establish that, almost forty 

years after the St. Ursula altarpiece , Titian' s St. Peter 

Martyr Altarpiece for SS. Giovanni e Paolo, completed in 

1530, was a revolutionary novelty in Venetian altar painting: 

107 For narrative pain~lngs during the period of ca. 1500 see 
Brown (1986) and most recently Humfrey in Pittura nel Veneto, 
I, pp. 295-338. 

lOS Peter Humfrey, . The Life of St. Jerome Cycle from the 
Scuola di San Gerolamo in Cannaregio', in Arte Veneta, XXXIX, 
1985, pp. 43 and 46, n. 21. For a comprehensive account of 
narrative cycles in the Venetian Scuole and relevant 
bibliography see Brown (1986). 
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it represented a true and violent narrative on the 

altarpieoe, which required a new emotional response from the 

church-goer. 109 We shall have to examine whether this 

development within Venetian painting also manifested itself 

in sculpture. 

2.2 Narratives on Sculptured Altarpieces in Venice 

Since the altar is the central location for the 

celebration of the Mass, potential narrative subject-matters 

for the altarpiece, predominantly Christological 

representations and Marian themes, 110 can often be directly 

related to the mystery of Mass, that is to say to the 

celebration of the Eucharist. These mystical events were 

popular subjects of painted altarpieces, but they also 

occurred in works of sculpture. 

Schulz, taking up Pope-Hennessy's point about the scarce 

appearance of Venetian Renaissance relief, observed that 

narratives were also not common in Venetian relief of the 

early Renaissance. 111 Yet, there do exist a number of reliefs 

wi th narrative subjects, sometimes in the most conspicuous 

109 See Meilman (1989). 

110 Such as the 
Adora tion of the 
the Crucifixion, 
Deposi tion f:rOll1 
Resu:r:rection, of 
Co:ronation of the 

Nativity (with its two variants of the 
Shephe:rds and the Ado.ration of the Hagi) , 
together with its related themes of the 
tile Cn .. ?ss and the LaJJlen ta ti on) and the 
the Annancia tion, the AssuJJlption and the 
Virgin. 

111 Schulz (1983a), p. 22, and Pope-Hennessy (1963), p. 93. 
Schulz C 1991), p. 96, recently reinforced her point, stating 
that more typically Venetian was the sculptor's concentration 
on the single figure. See also Sheard (1984a), p. 169, n. 9, 
for a list of narrat,ive reliefs of the late Quattrocento in 
Venice. 



locations, on ducal tombs,112 as wall decoration on the 

interio 3 as well as on the exterior of churches and other 

buildings. The question remains, whether they can also be 

found on altarpieces. 

2.2.1 Nativity, Adoration of the Shepherds, Adoration of the 
Magi 

One of the most popular narrative subjects, or, rather, 

the most popular mystical event for altarpieces was the 

representation of the Nativity, or of one of its variants, 

the Adoratiol1 of the Shepherds and the Adoration of the Nagi. 

A low relief of the Nativity (plate 134) from the 

workshop of Pietro Lombardo made of Istrian stone, is the 

first instance of such an event taking place on a sculptured 

altarpiece of the Renaissance in Venice. 114 Now in the 

Seminario Patriarcale, it was originally located in the 

church of S.Andrea della Certosa, perhaps made for the chapel 

for Orsato Giustinian between the mid-1470s and mid-1480s. 115 

The scene is composed with a strong emphasis on the central 

vertical axis and on symmetry. Mary and Joseph are kneeling 

to the sides of the Child in the centre; behind him stand ox 

112 Such as on the tombs for Dages Pietro and Giovanni 
Mocenigo in SS. Giovanni e Paolo (plate 72). 

113 Such as along the walls of the Badoer Chapel in 
S.Francesco della Vigna. 

114 Catalogue no. 40. 

115 Although the relief has been dated to the mid 1470s by the 
few scholars who have considered it, the plain architecture 
of the frame of the altarpiece would be most unusual for the 
this date (see Sheard, 1984, p. 169, n. 9). Low reliefs were 
made in Venice until the very end of the Quattrocento, for 
instance the Resur.rection for the Barbarigo tomb in S. Maria 
della Carit~. For the development of ornament on the 
framework see this chapter, below, 3. Der.,relopDJen t of 
OTllamen t . 
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and ass and two angels (plate 135). The stable's architecture 

defines a symmetrical internal frame for the holy event, and 

more particularly, for the Christchild. 116 Unlike the rest of 

the relief the chubby body of the Christchild is highly 

polished and disproportionately large. Accordingly, a bust of 

God the Father appears in the lunette above in axis with the 

gable's top and with the Child. A second narrative event, the 

Annunciation to a sleeping shepherd, takes place in the 

background to the right , without interfering with the Sacra 

ConveJ::'sazione in the main field. It is significant that, 

wi thin the limitations of his technical skill, the sculptor 

has particularly emphasised the pictorial elements of his 

work. As the subject-matter undoubtedly derived from 

contemporary painting, surface structures such as the soil 

in the foreground, the Child's wicker basket, the drapes and 

pillow, and the stable's thatched roof are carefully 

articulated and have been carried out in minute detail.ll7 The 

hilly landscape in the background displays rocks and trees 

and a castle or hilltown, as well the aforementioned 

Annunciation to the Shepherd including his dog and flock of 

sheep (plate 136). This pictorially conceived landscape of 

the Nativity from S. Andrea could be an indicator for the 

dating of this wo since it resembles the landscape 

background of the low relief representing the Three l1aJ:'ies 

116 See below, 
AltaJ:'pieces. 

4. Space and PeJ:'specti ve on SculptuJ:'ed 

117 Paoletti 
sentimento, 
pittoresche 
squisitezza 

(1893), p. 228, appreciated the relief 
pel gentile modo di panneggiare, per 
linee della scena e specialmente per 

della fattura". 

"pel 
Ie 
la 
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and an Angel at the Tomb (plate 138) on the attic story of 

the Pietro Mocenigo monument, datable to 1476-1483. 11 8 

The altars in the Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele date from 

1530.119 Their altarpieces were carved by the Lombard sculptor 

Giambattista da Carona. The two laterals (plates 139-142) are 

high reliefs, depicting scenes of the Adoration of the 

Shepherds and the Adoration of the Nagi. They were executed 

more than half a century after the Nativity discussed above. 

In the reliefs as well as in the contract which dictated 

their making we observe a particular emphasis on certain 

details. Thus, the lateral altars not only display a variety 

of figures and animals, but are also of a horizontal format 

which contributes to the narrative character of the 

representation in contrast to the more traditional and iconic 

vertical format of the relief from S.Andrea. The iconographic 

centre of the reliefs, the Christchild, is no longer out of 

proportion, but in keeping with the remaining figures. It 

been shifted from a central to a lateral position. 

On the other hand, the chapel"s High Altar, representing 

the Annunciation (plate 143), exhibits two figures on a 

larger scale (approximately two-thirds life-size) than the 

relief figures. They are free-standing and isolated in their 

niches (plates 144, 145). Apart from the lectern of the 

Annunciate Virgin, which we could call her attribute, there 

is no particu emphasis on a narrative setting. The 

representation of a half figure of God the Father in a tondo 

118 Wolters in Huse/Wol ters 
dating of the Nativity see 
Developmel1t of Ornament. 

( 1986), p. 
also this 

162. For 
chapter, 

the late 
below, 3~ 

119 Catalogue nos. 32, 33, 34. The history of the chapel will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter Four, 2.2.1 The Emiliani 
Chapel at S.Nicllele in Isola. 
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placed in the middle above the niches emphasises the central 

vertical axis of the altar. The iconic representation 

prevails over the narrative one. 

From the point of liturgy it is not even certain whether 

the laterals were ever used for the celebration of the mass. 

Perhaps the main altar was the only one which functioned as 

an altar proper. Therefore, the reliefs of the side altars 

would have had a complementary decorative rather than a 

strictly functional purpose, similar to the series of reliefs 

along the walls of the Badoer chapel at S. Francesco della 

Vigna. 120 

2.2.2 Assumption, Coronation, Resurrection 

The altarpiece by Tullio Lombardo in the Bernab6 chapel 

(plate 150) in the church of S.Giovanni Crisostomo, executed 

between 1501 and 1503, represents another type of holy or 

mystical event. 121 The relief features the Coronation of the 

Virgin by Christ in the presence of the Apostles (plate 151). 

All figures, with the exception of Mary, are standing. God 

the Father, the Holy Dove and angels are hovering above the 

scene. The event takes place under a coffered barrel vault in 

low relief and in front of a central tabernacle. As if to 

give the relief additional illusionistic emphasis, the most 

lateral figures in white marble overlap the decorative strips 

of variegated marble. 

Despite the narrative title, which was given 

subsequently, the relief contains many elements which are 

120 For the overall sculptural decoration of the Badoer Chapel 
see Chapter Four, 2_ 2 _ 2 The Badoer Giustinian Chapel in 
S. Francesco della Vigna. 

:7.21 Catalogue no. 11. 
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more characteristic of images with iconic value. The presence 

of the Apostles, who are generally present in scenes of the 

Assumption of the Virgin but not in the Coronation, is 

iconographically most unusual. Perhaps it can be explained by 

the fact that by the time the altarpiece was commissioned, 

the titular of the altar had changed from the Virgin Mary to 

the apostles. 122 Wilk' s study of Tullio Lombardo' s sculpture 

has already examined the relief's stylistic affinities with 

the byzantine relief of the Tradi tio Legis in S. Marco. 123 Wilk 

also noted the extraordinary iconography of the kneeling 

Virgin next to the standing Christ, neither of them seated on 

the usual throne. 

But h01(1 is the so-called narrative composed? The 

figures poses are rigid and the action and movements are 

limi ted to a minimum. It seems worth pointing out that the 

relief's arrangement of figures in a barrel-vaulted space, 

their gestures and draperies are very similar to a non-

narrative drawing of the Tr-lelve Apostles (plate 152) by 

Jacopo Bellini in the London Book of Drawings. The Apostles' 

emotions, intrinsic to Alberti's definition of historia, are 

practically non-existent. Instead, the idea of movement is 

taken up by the architectural features: all perspectival 

lines of the vault, as well as the central position of God 

the Father and the Holy Ghost in the upper portion of the 

relief, converge in the figure of Christ, behind whom we see 

a door in accordance to the model of a Renaissance 

tabernacle. Thus, the altarpiece of the Bernabo chapel 

relates a narrative subj ect-matter, not directly linked to 

122 Odenthal (1985), pp. 25 and 112, n. 72. 

123 Wilk (1978), pp. 85-145. 
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the mystery of the Eucharist, to the iconography or to the 

pseudo-function of a tabernacle. 124 The most important aspect 

of lio' s relief is not the illustration of a story, but 

the function and the theological message the subj ect in 

relation to the Mass. 

As mentioned above, three bronze reliefs representing 

the Assumption and CC)Tcwation of the ViTgin (plates 114) and 

four small reliefs of the Evangelists once decorated the 

altar in the central niche of Barbarigo tomb in the church of 

S. Maria della Carita. 125 Here, on a much smaller scale, two 

mystical events are represented in a much more dramatic 

manner and story-telling air than the one on Tullio's relief 

in S.Giovanni Crisostomo. 

In several instances scenes from the Life of Christ or 

the ResUTTection formed part of the altar's decoration, 

although they did not normally constitute the entire 

al tarpiece. Sel vatico knew of one Renaissance altarpiece of 

the ReSu.Trection in sculpture on one of the altars in the 

church of S.Felice. 126 Analogous to funerary monuments, most 

representations of this subject-matter decorated the 

uppermost tier of altars. A wooden Resu..r:rection relief 

occupies the central niche in the top tier of the Al tar of 

the Sacrament in the chapel of S.Tarasio (plate 2). It 

complements the wooden relief of the Lamentation immediately 

below, thus establishing a narrative sequence. A wooden 

relief also decorates the uppermost pedimented rectangular 

124 Wilk (1978), p. 100. 

125 Catalogue no. 4. 

126 

un 
Selvatico (1847), p. 
bassoriliefo che 

sepolcro." 

239:"S'ammira 
presenta un 

sopra uno degli altar! 
Cristo sorgente dal 
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field of the Altar of the Florentine Community in S.Maria dei 

Frari (plate 40). As mentioned previously, this may have been 

an actual altarpiece, belonging to the Scuola della Passione 

in the immediate vicinity of the Frari.127 

Another Resurrection (plate 115 ) with two thirds life-

size stone figures in relief was made by Giovanni Buora and 

Domenico di Bartolomeo shortly after 1492. It decorated the 

area above the Altar of the Virgin situated in the central 

arch of the previously mentioned Barbarigo tomb. Although 

this group does not form an altarpiece, it is related to the 

al tar, at the same time forming part of the Ducal double 

tomb. 

However, these Resurrections do little to emphasise the 

narrative aspects of the scene, and the soldiers may be 

regarded as mere attributes of representations of the 

Resu.rrected C}]rist. Free-standing statues of the Resurrected 

Ch:rist also stood on top of the High Al tar of S. Sepolcro and 

of the Altar of the Pietj in the Gussoni Chapel in S.Lio.128 

~1uch more animated, on the other hand, is the bronze 

relief of the Resu.rrection on the antependium of the Altar in 

the Zen chapel in S.Marco (plate 124). While Christ towers 

motionlessly in the centre, the poses and expressions of the 

surrounding soldiers range from sleeping and awakening to 

surprise and shock. As I shall show below, antependia and 

127 The provenance of this relief was pointed out to me by 
dott. Luigi Sante Savio, restorer of the Soprintendenza dei 
Beni Artistici e Storici di Venezia. 

128 Selvatico (1847), p. 236. 
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predellas were the customary parts of altars for the 

representations of narratives. 129 

2.2.3 Scenes of the Life of a Saint 

Sculptured altarpieces depicting scenes from the lives 

of saints do not exist in Venice and only two of the 

sculptured altarpieces of our period were intended to be 

adorned with true narratives: that of the Chapter hall of the 

Scuola Grande di S. ~1arco and the Al tar of the Title of the 

Cross from S.Maria dei Servi. 

The former is the sole example, albeit prestigious and 

important, in which a scene of the life of a saint was to 

form the subject-matter of a sculptured altarpiece. 130 

However, it was never brought to completion. Nevertheless, 

the fact that a project for such existed at all proves that, 

even if the idea was unusual, it was not entirely 

inconceivable. 

Some records survive in the registers of the Scuola' s 

archives, relating to the Scuola's new altar, as commissioned 

in 1499. Al though the contract drawn up between the banca, 

the Chapter General of the confraternity, and the sculptor, 

Giovanni da TraQ, was published by Paoletti and summarised by 

Sohm, neither of them explored the document's outstanding 

significance. 131 This contract contains detailed information 

about the altar's form and subj ect-matter as well as the 

materials to be used, the latter of which I shall discuss in 

129 See this chapter, below, 2.3 Decora tion of Fredella and 
iln tependi Wll. 

130 Catalogue no. 49. 

131 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 105, doc. 78, and Sohm (1978), p. 
279. 
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the second chapter. In the present context it is important to 

emphasise that stipulations were made for the new altar to be 

composed of "three fields, that is one in the middle, on on 

the right and the third one on the left".132 

The contract with Giovanni only made reference to the 

altar's third compartment on the left, for the decoration of 

ich the sculptor had already submitted a wax model. The 

subject-matter of the image was to represent "the story (of 

St. Mark) with architecture in perspective and with its 

figures made out of marble". 133 Thus, the narrative of the 

al tar would have taken up the motif of the facade of the 

Scuola's al bergo (plate 153), decorated by Tullio Lombardo 

Hi th two scenes of the life of St. Mark between 1485 a:ad 

1490.134 

Narrative reliefs with the same subject-matter can also 

be found in other places. In the late Quattrocento, the 

Scaola dei Calegl1eri, the cobblers' guild, decorated the 

tympanum of the entrance to their hall with a relief of St. 

Nark healiJ1g Anianus (plate 154). In the early 16th century, 

Antonio Lombardo (7) carved a relief of the Baptism of 

Anianus for the socle of the tomb of Doge Giovanni Mocenigo 

(plate 72). During the second half of the 1530s and the early 

1540s, Jacopo Sansovino made two sets of bronze reliefs with 

132 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 105, doc. 78:"1498, 22 Ottobre ... 
tre campi zoe nno al mezo, uno a dextris, et el terzo a 
sinistris" 

133 ibid.:" ... la istoria cum caxamenti in perspectiva con Ie 
sue figure di marmo ... " 

134 Already before the fire of 1485 the Scnola di S.Marco must 
have cared for figurative sculptural decoration: Antonio 
Rizzo was commissioned to carve reliefs with figures for the 
SenoIa's pulpit according to designs by Gentile Bellini. See 
Paoletti (1929), p. 16. 
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scenes of the life of St. Mark for the pergoli of the church 

of S.Marco. 

It is not by coincidence that the story of St. Mark is 

the only one to have found its way into the genre of the 

sculptured altarpiece (as of Venetian altarpieces on the 

whole) at that time. The saint's role as patron and protector 

of the city placed him in importance next to the Madonna. The 

contract demonstrates that the altar of the confraternity of 

St. Mark was not just another altar, but a first-rate status 

symbol of the Scuola's prestigious social position. It had to 

live up to the fame of the Scuola's newly erected facade. 

Particularly important was the condition that the relief 

on the left represented a historia, in other words an episode 

of the life of St. Mark. It was thus going to be a work of 

sculpture much more sophisticated than an iconic image, such 

as a single statue of the saint, could have been. The relief 

was intended to include seventeen figures, nine of them full-

length, approximately life-size, while the entire height of 

the relief was to be more than four metres (approximately the 

height of the Bernab6 altar and altarpiece at S.Giovanni 

Crisostomo) . 

Gi ven the space available on the wall of the Scuola' s 

sala sl1periore, it appears impossible that such a large 

number of figures and a relief of such size could be 

accommodated. It therefore comes as no surprise that Giovanni 

da Tra~ failed to live up to the expectations of the 

confra terni ty' s banca. One year after the commiss ion it was 
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stipulated that "one must not pursue the said work because it 

is of great damage and shame for the said Scuola."135 

Judging by the above criteria noted for an historia, the 

al tar for the Scuola Grande di S. Marco would have been the 

only true narrative altarpiece conceived in Venice before 

1500, be it in sculpture or in painting. 136 The only other 

instance of narrative scenes occuring as decoration for an 

altarpiece is the Altar of the Title of the Cross, originally 

in the church of S.Maria dei Servi.137 The altar was installed 

sometime between 1492, when the relic was donated to the 

church and before 1511, when the donor died in poverty.138 

Only four narrative bronze reliefs and a two-winged 

sportello (plates 155-160) by Andrea Riccio remain of the 

dismembered altar. The narratives depict scenes from the 

Story of the True Cross, Ie the relief of the double door 

sportello features the Glorification of the Cross in a 

triumphal arch. In the minute elaboration of detail on the 

crowded reliefs Riccio's training as a goldsmith can be felt. 

The reliefs' original arrangement is not known. However, 

their small size is reminiscent of the predella bronzes of 

135 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 105. doc. 78:"1500, 2 Febbraio ... 
non si debia seguir di to lavoro per esser de gran danno et 
ignomia de la di ta scuola." It is likely, though, that the 
project was interrupted for reasons other than Giovanni's 
failure. See Chapter Four, 3.2.1 The Al ta.r of the Scu.ola 
GI"ande di S.ffarco. 

136 In 1521 the chapter of the Scuola di S.Rocco also intended 
to have stories of the life of their titulus represented on 
the tomb-altar of the church. A paragraph in the related 
document quoted by Paoletti (1893), II, p. 124, doc. 147" 
mentions three bronze or silver reliefs to be made for the 
front of the saint· s sarcophagus. However, these would have 
corresponded to the function of a predella or antependium. 

137 Catalogue no. 5. 

138 See Chapter Four, 2.2.5 The AltaI" of the Title of the 
Cross fr0111 S.ffaria dei Servi. 
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Donatello's High Altar in Padua, Riccio's home town. 

Vicentini surmised that two marble angels, which subsequent 

came to adorn the Altar of St. Mary ~1agdalen, originally 

belonged to the Altar of the Title of the Cross.13S A possible 

reconstruction of the altar, following central Italiall 

models, 14 0 would place the angels to the sides of a cent.ral 

tabernacle with Riccio's sportello, while the re:i...ieis 

occupy a predella zone (p 

2.3 of ::La ana. 

..l..{l iac:t, \.. . ..:lE: <3.J... s ~ower zones, the predella ana 

ere ill~ch more appropriate locations for 

narra~ives on altars. Yet, the Altar of St. Jerome (plate 41) 

in the Badoer chapel at S.Francesco della Vigna is the on:i..y 

sculptured altarpiece carved in stone of the period, which 

includes a fully articulated predella. This is decorated with 

three delicately carved low reliefs (plates 45-47) 

representing narrative scenes from the life of the a ar s 

titular saint.142 Not diverging from this custom, the 

139 Vicentini (1920), p. 83, n. 2. See Schulz (1991), pp. 141-
44. 

140 Examples of this type would be Mino da Fiesole's 
tabernacle altar in the cathedral of Volterra of 1467-71, or 
Matteo Civitali's work in the cathedral of Lucca of 1473-77. 

141 This arrangement is corroborated further by the 
composition of the reliefs, which display a wealth of detail 
on the high relief front level as well as in the low relief 
background. They were not meant to be seen from below like 
Sansovino's bronze reliefs for the pez~oli of S.Marco, but at 
eye level or slightly lower. 

142 Schulz in her article on the Giustinian chapel (1977) 
focused on the reliefs of the Evangelists which form part of 
the chapel's decoration and did not devote much attention to 
the al tarpiece, let alone the predella reliefs. 
Representations of St. Jerome with a narrative character 
appear relatively frequently in Venetian relief. Examples 
include three reliefs of St. JerOllJe in t11e Desert in S. Naria 
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predellas of the two wooden altarpieces on Torcello each 

contain three narrative reliefs telling the stories of the 

altars' tituli, Sts. Liberale and a bishop saint (plates 66, 

68) . 

Whereas the predella zone on both painted and sculptured 

Venetian altarpieces was articulated only very rarely, it was 

more common to decorate the altar frontal with figurative 

representations. 143 Burckhardt suggested that this originated 

in the decoration of early altars, the frontals of which 

often presented the most striking artistic element of the 

whole church. 144 After all, the larger panel of the Pala d'Oro 

in S.Marco was originally an altar frontal. As for antependia 

of the Renaissance in Venice, the point is made clear by the 

;::;uperb delicacy of three reliefs with angels on the 

antependium of an altar in S.Trovaso (plate 161) dating from 

the late 15th century. 

The earliest instance of an altar to be decorated with a 

frontal in the Renaissance style is Antonio Rizzo';::; 

Conyersion of Saul (plate 86) on the Al tar of St. Paul in 

S.Marco. Schulz discussed the relief in detail, pointing out 

the extensive and detailed landscape and the variou;::; 

narrative elements of the scene. 145 

On the previously mentioned St. Jerome altar in 

S.Francesco della Vigna, the antependium is decorated with a 

del Giglio, in the Mus§e Jacquemart Andr§, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, further 
Penitence on the Tomb of Benedetto Pesaro. 

Paris, 
a St. 

and in the 
(Jerome in 

143 One of the few exceptions, featuring a fully historiated 
predella, is the Vincent Ferrer altarpiece in SS. Giovanni e 
Paolo of the mid-1460s. 

144 Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988), p. 20. 

145 Schulz (1983a), pp. 20-22. See also below, 4. Space and 
Perspecti ye 011 Sculptu.red Al taJ:'pieces. 
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large relief of the Last Judgement (plate 49). This would 

perhaps have complemented the iconographic programme of the 

narrative reliefs on the chapel's walls, but such subject-

matter strikes one as inappropriate in this low position.1 46 

Jestaz made a similar point about the antependium of the Zen 

Chapel at S. Marco where the altar frontal is decorated with 

the aforementioned bronze relief of the Resu:r:rection (plate 

124) .147 Like the Badoer Last Judgement this subject in its 

position as altar frontal strikes the viewer as unusual, 

since the iconographical meaning of the Resurrection would 

justify its appearance at the top of the altar rather than at 

the bottom. Although a lively and largely developed 

narrative, the horizontal format of the relief is not 

convincing for a representation that is almost always 

represented in a vertical format. 

Originally, the parts below the predellas of the two 

wooden altars on Torcello performed function of altar 

frontals as well as sarcophagi containing relics. The wooden 

reliefs of the antependium of the Altar of S.Liberale dep 

two further scenes from the life of the titulus (in addition 

to those of the predella). The reliefs of the altar of the 

bishop saint, on the other hand, represent the Adoration of 

the Magi and the Circumcision. 

146 Since the relief is incongruous not only with the 
iconography, but also with the dimensions of the altar"s 
mensa and the lateral balustrades, it may be possible that 
its original position was perhaps on a chapel screen. 

147 Jestaz (1986), p. 136. Jestaz (1986), p. 138, did not 
mention the antependium of the altar of St. Paul by Antonio 
Rizzo as one of the predecessors of the relief of the 
Resurrectioll. Yet several details, above all the soldier to 
the right of Christ, with the foreshortening of the head, the 
fluttering cloak behind him and the armour, are obvious 
borrowings from Rizzo's relief. 
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As an alternative j it became fashionable in the early 

16th century to decorate the antependium with precious 

stones j particularly fine examples of which can be found on 

the High Altar of S.Rocco and on the altars in the iliani 

Chapel at S.Michele. 148 

3. Development of Ornament 

Having considered the development of altarpiece, 

predella and antependium, I shall include a short survey of 

the altars' frames and ornamentation. Al though many points 

have already been made in passing in the previous sections, 

it is worthwhile drawing attention to this issue in a 

separate section. 

The decoration of the two altars of Sts. James and Paul 

(plates 82, 84) in S.Marco (1465-69) must have had a 

revolutionary effect on the development of design, not only 

of altarpieces, in Venice. 14 S Their floral patterns replaced 

the hitherto heavily foliated and florid grammar of 

ornament" of the workshop of Bartolomeo Buon (d. 1464). As 

has been pointed out by Sheard and, later, endorsed by 

Armstrong, the overall architecture including the sphinxes to 

the sides of the altars' lunettes was immediately assimilated 

in late 15th century book illumination. ISO In addition, the 

antependium relief on the St. Paul altar, which represents 

the Conversion of Saul, is the earliest example of the 

application of schiacciato relief in Venice. The altars' 

148 See Chapter Two, 5.3 The Colou.ristic Effect of Stones, and 
plates 63 and 146. 

149 This has also been noted by Wolters in Wolters/Huse 
(1986), p. 155. 

150 Sheard (1984c), p. 159, and Armstrong (1990), p. 18. 
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frameworks anticipate by a couple of years the first 

surviving aedicula frame for a painted altarpiece, Giovanni 

Bellini's destroyed Sacra Conve:rsazione wi th St. Cathe:rine of 

Siena. Surely inspired by Rizzors altars, the altar 

framework, still in si tu in SS. Giovanni e Paolo, features 

large sphinxes instead of the standard balustrades to the 

sides of the mensa. 

The floral ornaments that cover almost every 

architectural element of the S. Marco altars became standard 

for subsequent works. In fact, they are the hallmark of the 

workshop of Piet,ro Lombardo during the last two decades of 

the 15th century, best known from the Lombardos' masterpiece, 

the church of S.Maria dei Miracoli, but also from S.Giobbe. 

Elaborately carved floral patterns decorate the 

architectural elements, pilasters, entablature and lunette of 

the Gussoni altar of ca. 1480, as well as the entire chapel. 

Particularly striking, perhaps hinting at one particular 

sculptor and date (the early 1480s) , is the bird .;.. . ~ 
mO"lI 

decorating the pilasters of the Gussoni chapel, of S. Maria 

dei 11iracoli, under construction from 1480 onwards, and the 

marble screen at the Scuola Grande di S.Giovanni Evangelista, 

completed in 1481. While most of the late Quattrocento altars 

made use of the floral ornaments for the frames, a much 

plainer style simultaneously evolved in the 1480s. The altar 

of the Nativity at the Seminario Patriarcale (plate 134), the 

size and frame of which are similar to that of the Gussoni 

Pieta (plate 129), lS framed by profiled but otherwise plain 

pilasters. Similarly, the former' s architrave is smooth, in 

contradistinction to the latter's rich ornamentation. 
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The fagade of the Scuola Grande di S. Marco (plate 153, 

dating to 1485 ff.) anticipates the decorative schemes which 

were to dominate the ornamentation of altarpieces in the 16th 

century. 151 Here, most of the pilasters are no longer 

ornamented with floral patterns, but are instead profiled and 

smooth, or fluted. 152 Some feature inserted porphyry disks 

halfway up the shaft. 

From documents published by Paoletti it becomes clear 

that most of the craftsmen working on the Bernab6 chapel in 

S.Giovanni Crisostomo had already collaborated at the Scuola 

Grande di S.Marco. To my knowledge, though, it has not been 

stressed that Tullio Lombardo's altar and, indeed, the entire 

chapel (plate 150), erected between 1499 and 1502, repeat 

details of the Scuola's fagade. Like the Scuola's main 

entrance, the entrance to the Bernab6 chapel is flanked by 

columns on ornamented round bases, standing on square 

pedestals. Both the reliefs on each side of the Scuola's main 

portal and Tullio's altarpiece are framed by profiled 

pilasters with an inlaid porphyry disk in the middle. Their 

capitals are practically identical. Finally, the lateral 

Scuola reliefs and Tullio's altarpiece both feature coffered 

151 A parallel development can also be observed on the 
monumental tombs of the period. The difference between the 
Quattrocento floral decoration and the essentially 
Cinquecento austere ornament shows most drastically on the 
tomb for Pietro Mocenigo from the early 1480s and that for 
his brother Giovanni Mocenigo, completed in 1522. 

152 The "modern" profiled and smooth pilasters of the Nativity 
al tar from S. Andrea della Certosa contrast sharply with the 
archaic representation of this relief. The contradictory 
elements of the altar were also noticed by Sheard (1984a), p. 
169, n. 9. In view of the similarity of some of the scene's 
background details with the relief of the Three Naries a t the 
Tomb on the Pietro Mocenigo Monument (plate 138), I suggest 
a late dating of the entire work at the Seminario to the 
first half of the 1480s. 
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barrel-vaulted spaces. We can surmise that, if the cent.ral 

portion of t.his part of the Scuola' s fa9ade had not. servec. 

t.he purpose of a doorway, the logical consequence of the 

lat.eral reliefs would have been t.he vaulted space of Tullio's 

altar relief. 

Whereas the Scuola's fa9ade still allows floral patterns 

on a large proportion of the architectural elements, they 

were restricted to the columns' round bases in the chapel at 

S.Giovanni Crisostomo. Most of the chapel's decorative effect 

is achieved by the colouristic effects of the stone, its high 

polish , as well as by the use of inlays of various shapes. 

Thus, t.he Bernabo altarpiece is the forerunner of many 

alt.ars of the period t.hat. feat.ure "t.hat. chastely spare yet 

monumental style typical of t.he Venetian High Renaissance".153 

In the first, decade of the 16th century floral ornament.s 

disappear almost complet,ely from marble surfaces. They are 

superseded by smoot.h surfaces, and by inlays of different 

coloured stones in various geometr shapes. Columns begin to 

replace the previously used pilasters. 

In view of t.his development, the unique framework of the 

Altar of St. Jerome in S.Francesco della Vigna appears 

somewhat anachronist.ic. The architectural framework of the 

altarpiece is covered with putti carved in low relief, 

interwoven with the floral pattern of the pilast,ers (plat.e 

48) and carrying the tools of the Passion on the entablature. 

3.1 Introduction of Columns 

Although "litt.le columns" for t.he decorat.ion of a 

Venetian al t.arpiece are mentioned in a document. as early as 

153 Schulz (1991), p. 64. 
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1446,154 this more likely referred to late mediaeval 

decorative elements, such as the twisted pillars dividing the 

niches of the altar of the Mascoli chapel in S.Marco, than to 

columns of any of the classical orders. 

Such columns were introduced on Renaissance altars in 

Venice at a relatively late date. 155 The two fluted columns 

framing the Surian altarpiece (plate 109), made between 1488 

and 1493, are probably not original. ISS However, the columns 

which support the central arch of Sur ian 's tomb (plate 112) 

are among the earliest to appear on Venetian funerary 

monuments. IS? Columns certainly became standard once they had 

been introduced on the Ducal tombs. On the High Al tar of 

S. Rocco (plate 58), modelled on the Vendramin Tomb from S. 

Maria dei Servi, not only two but four columns support the 

entablature and upper on which tv10 further, shorter 

columns carry the final entablature and pediment. 

Lorenzo Bregno - s Altar of the Cross in S. Marco (plat.e 

73) is separated from the choir not only by steps and a 

balustrade, but also by a screen of six columns made of 

alabaster, African marble and verd antique. On the altarpiece 

itself, the columns framing the central bay are made from 

precious red jasper. A whole forest of columns frames the 

central niche of Guglielmo Bergamasco r s Altar of St. Jerome 

154 ASV, S.Stefano, busta 8, fascicolo 45. Document quoted in 
Chapter Two, 2. Stone. 

155 Not so elsewhere. The wooden frame for Mantegna's S.Zeno 
altar of 1459 features four gilded fluted columns structuring 
the altarpiece. 

156 Sheard (1977), p. 263, n. 17, argued that only the marble 
spalliera of the present frame is original. 

157 The only exception I can think of is Nicolo 1:1arcello' s 
tomb from S. Marina (now in SS. Giovanni e Paolo) from ca. 
1481-85. See Munman (1968), p. 138. 
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in S.Salvatore (plates 99) and the same architect"s altars on 

S.Michele (plates 1:38-142). Particularly on the St. Jerome 

Altar, where the columns project and recede, while elongated 

niches are inserted into the gaps between them (plate 100), 

architecture 1· c· ,.., the dominant feature of the monument and 

exists quite independently of the sculpture. The statue of 

the saint appears almost like an afterthought. 

4. Space and Perspective on Sculptured Altarpieces 

In the following section, I shall discuss the treatment 

of space in the altarpieces of the period. 

It is a common assumption that mathematical perspective 

which was "invented" in Florence never really made its way 

into Ve:aetian sculpture. Hence, analyses of space have been 

undertaken predominantly for Florentine works of 

architecture, sculpture and painting, whereas very few 

scholars have paid any attention to Venetian sculpture and 

its relationship to space and perspective. IS8 

An interest in the representation of space in relief in 

Venice began to develop with Antonio Rizzo (at a relatively 

late date) in the 1460s. After him, various other sculptors, 

such as Tullio Lombardo and Lorenzo Bregno, also applied the 

rules of perspective to several of their works. Nevertheless, 

it. is evident that complex illusionistic constructions did 

not occupy Venetian sculptors as much as they did their 

Florentine colleagues. Often, where the mathematical 

158 i~hereas Schulz (1991), p. 35, did not investigate her 
general observation on the subject any further, Sheard 
(1984b), pp. 25-56, drew attention to the Lombardos" possible 
contact with Bramante, in particular the choir in S. Maria 
presso S.Satiro. However, Sheard concentrated on the 
discussion of the monumental faQade of the Scuola Grande di 
S.Marco, without considering smaller reliefs. 
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exploration of space occurs in Venetian relief, it is adapted 

from Florentine models. 

The most prominent example of Venetian prespectival 

relief is, of course, the fat;ade of the Scuola Grande di 

S. Marco (plate 153), a creation of the late 148 Os. As has 

been shown above and will be demonstrated below, this work 

inspired a number of subsequent works. 

4.1 and Coffered Ceilings 

The first example of the representation of a spatial 

setting on an altar relief occurs in 1465 with Antonio 

Rizzo's centrepiece of the Altar in the Chapel of St. Clement 

(plate 12) in S.Marco. However, no attempt has even been made 

to put, as it were, "the coffered ceiling on the ceiling". 

Instead, it is put behind the Madonna like a screen. 

Subsequent similar reliefs, on the other hand, such as the 

accomplished Badoer tabernacle in the Victoria and Albert 

Museum (plate 81) and the relief of the Nadolllla delle Biade 

in the Ducal Palace from the Pietro Lombardo workshop, are 

less occupied with the representation of space in low relief 

than with development of high relief. 

The three low reliefs from S.Trovaso (plate 161), 

probably again by Antonio Rizzo and dating from ca. 1480, are 

the earliest in Venice to show a correct spatial recession in 

low relief. Here groups of angels are accommodated in spaces 

articulated by coffered ceilings. ISS 

159 Closely related to the S.Trovaso antependium is a fragment 
of a marble tabernacle altar (plate 162) in the Castello 
Sforzesco in Milan. The large low relief (145 x 166 em) shows 
six angels set into a space with lateral openings and a flat 
coffered ceiling to the sides of a missing sportello. Nothing 
is known about the work' s provenance, but Paoletti (1893)., 
II, p. 159 assigned the relief to Antonio Rizzo. Schu 
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On the bronze relief of the Surian altarpiece in 

S. Stefano (plate 109) , architectural space is again implied 

by a flat coffered ceiling. The square room in which Madonna 

and Child, saints and donors sit, stand or kneel is further 

defined by two windo1t,s, inserted symmetrically on the left 

and on the right. The base of the Madonna's throne is 

obviously designed with some idea of mathematical perspective 

in mind, though it is not pursued consistently. Moreover, the 

figures have been executed on different scales, the Madonna 

being one and a half times larger than the figure of the 

donor. Although the relief must have been famous at the time 

of its making, Pope-Hennessy commented that "the artist's 

determination is frustrated by incapacity. "160 

A further maj or example of the use of perspective in 

Venetian reliefs would have been the altar for the chapter 

hall of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco. It is not insignificant 

that the banca of the scuola chose Giovanni da TraQ, a non-

Venetian sculptor, to accomplish the task of executing the 

relief: 

"And in the empty space of the perspectives behind the 
figures he is obliged to put into place those stones he 
has been ordered to. "161 

The relief's "perspectiva" was probably to echo that of 

the Scuola s fac;ade, which had been made in the previous 

decade. 

The altarpiece of the Badoer chapel in S.Francesco 

della Vigna was commissioned at approximately the same time 

(1983a), pp. 183f., on the other hand, believed it to be a 
19th century forgery. 

160 Pope-Hennessy (1963/1971), p. 93. 

161 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 105 doc. 78:"Et nel vacuo de Ie 
perspective driedo Ie figure sia tenuto meter in opera quele 
piere come Ii sera ordinato." 
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as the altar relief of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco. Here we 

find a form of triptych which presents five figures of saints 

in high relief in front. of three architecturally st.ructured 

arches wi t.h coffered vaults in low relief. The perspective 

lines of the coffering converge in the centre of the centra: 

arch, occupied by St. Jerome. On the upper tier a high relief 

of the Madonna and Child is set against a flat coffered 

ceiling in low relief. 

The composition of the three arches of its main tier was 

surely inspired by Scuola's faoade. It also bears a 

strong resemblance to Donatello' s relief of the }Iiracle of 

the Nule (plate 5) on the Paduan High Altar. Nevertheless, 

whereas in the two previous cases, the motif was used as a 

means of establishing a monumental illusionistic spatial 

recession, here, the coffered vaults have a predominantly 

pictorial effect serving as the backdrop for the statuettes; 

the arches are narrow and the rear of the relief space is 

articulated by a cornice running behind the figures' heads. 

Notably, the figures do not in any way relate to this 

archi tecture. They are disproportionately high and stand on 

separate bases in front of the arches instead of under them. 

St. Jerome, larger than the other figures and by a different 

hand appears to have been made for a different setting 

altogether. 

As mentioned previously, Tullio Lombardo's Corona tion of 

the Vi.rgin (plate 150) in S. Giovanni Crisostomo is further 

evidence of the outstanding success of the Scuola di S.Marco 

faoade. It works on the same non-pictorial principle as the 

Scuola reliefs setting figures in high relief in front of an 

illusionistic architectural backdrop in low relief. The 
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construction of the barrel vault is mathematically precise 

and the perspectival lines converge in the figure of Christ. 

However, the ta.ste for sculpture in the early 

Cinquecento moved a~-1ay from the great achievements of the 

previous century. Illusionistic low relief was superseded by 

high relief and free-standing statues. It also gave way to 

more pictorial compositions. This becomes evident in the 

tabernac altar from S.Nico16 di Castello (plate 121), made 

by Tullio Lombardo shortly after his Coronation relief. In 

contradistinction the earlier illusionistic coffered 

vaults and ceilings, the ceiling of this work is no longer 

coffered, but consists instead of a slab of speckled red 

marble. 

The coffered ceilings vau s on the altars mentioned 

here are surface ornaments or mere backdrops, rathe:c:' -:::1"},';:1-' 

Donatellian experiments in the ia2. c1 

Venetian a o .. r 

:: .... '1' _ .:: • .: ,_,?': -L:: r. 
- -"-->-,-"'",,-- ......... '-'_rio \.' _ .... J a 

... e ') 
',-'- . f:c:'equent use of 

_ _ ..:: ....... _.! _,.,.L.. ... ..., 

...J,... "_",.,.", .::. ,_, --'- 'w.o.' and the interest of Venetian 

1's in space, sculpture in Venice remained essentially 

different from the Central Italian schools. It pursued a 

painterly mode of see 

162 Nor do Venetian iefs of the Cinquecento. Even Jacopo 
Sansovino's narrative e reliefs from the choir of 
S.Marco, which feature an architecturally articulated 
setting, lack the Donatellian ambition to create grandiose 
and mathematicallY correct spatial settings. See Boucher 
(1991), p. 59. 
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4 _ 2 Pic-corial Space 

This pictorial perception manifests itself already in 

late 15th century relief.16S 

The earliest of these examples, the Conversion of Saul 

(plate 86) on the antependium of the Al tar of St. Paul, is 

very much the exception, as it aims at rendering the space of 

a landscape in sciliar...:r...:ia to relief. Even if it lS evident 

that the sculptor encountered technical difficulties in its 

carving, companions of Saul are visibly escaping into the 

depth of the relief. As if to make sure of a tangible relief 

surface, the framing trees to the left and right stick out in 

slightly undercut relief. 

The altar relief of the Nativity (plate 134) in the 

Seminario Patriarcale, attributed by Zorzi to the 

"Donatellian phase" of Pietro Lombardo,164 also shows the 

sculptor's interest in the effective construction of space. 

Particularly the careful construction of the rustic shed 

gives the reli the character of an excercise in the science 

of perspective. Architecture of this kind, symmetrical and 

receding into the background, however, could also and above 

all be found in Venetian painting of the period, which surely 

provided the motif for t,he relief (plate 137).165 This is 

corroborated by the delicacy of the low relief of the 

163 See Sheard (1984a), pp. 149f. and p. 169, n. 9. 

164 Zorzi (1971), p. 399. 

165 A series of studies for the Nativity were made by Jacopo 
Bellini around the middle of the 15t,h century (See Eisler, 
1989, p. 299) . S ilar sheds are depicted on Lazzaro 
Bastiani's Nati vi ty of ca. 1480 in the Accademia (Moschini 
Marconi, 1955, pp. 55-56) and on Leonardo Boldrini's Nativity 
in the Museo Correr of ca. 1475 (See Giovanni Mariacher 
(ed. ), I I Museo Correr di Venezia: Dipinti dal XIV al XVI 
Secolo, Venice, 1957, I, pp. 60-61.). 
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landscape in the background and in the previously described 

care for details. Moreover, the altarpiece was originally 

polychromed. 

The architectural details of the predella reliefs from 

S. Francesco della Vigna (plates 45-47) are not inserted as 

perspectival constructions as on Carpaccio's roughly 

contemporary paintings of the same subject at the Scuola di 

S.Giorgio degli Schiavoni. Rather, they are pictorial 

elements belonging to the narrative, which is represented in 

a way similar to much older narrative reliefs in S.Marco. 1SS 

Two other approximately contemporary altar reliefs show 

the development of painterly space in relief during the early 

16th century. One is Giambattista Bregno' s Visi ta tioJ1 (plate 

163) of ca. 1505 in the cathedral at Treviso, the other t:1e 

much rarely considered relief of the Fieta (plate 131) of the 

first decade of the 16th century in the sacristy of the 

Salute. Bregno in the Treviso altarpiece experiments by 

interlocking various levels of relief, that is to say a high 

relief slope in the foreground, with figures receding from 

high to low relief and a low relief background. The 

sculptor's interest, though, was not to develop depth, but 

rather to develop almost fully-rounded figures in the 

relief's foreground. 

As previously described in detail, the Salute Fieta 

shows the Madonna holding the dead Christ (plate 132) sitting 

in the centre surrounded by six kneeling figures, while the 

background shows an extensive landscape culminating a hill 

town on relief's horizon. The composition in the 

IS 6 Such as a Byzantine relief of the Nati vi ty in the Zen 
Chapel in S.Marco. See Demus (1960), p. 174. 
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foreground moves gradually from the highest point in 

centre to the three levels of lateral figures with the last 

two heads shown in profile and low relief. The background, on 

the other hand, is in no way related to the figures in the 

foreground and serves merely as a backdrop. 

The High Altar of S.Rocco (plate 58) also plays with the 

illusion of profound architectural space, however, not in its 

SCUlptural, but in its painted elements to the sides of the 

altar (plate 62) .167 

On the Trevisan altar in S.Maria Mater Domini (plate 

125) Sts. Peter, Paul and Andrew are standing in the apse of 

a church, carved in low relief. The central barrel vault of 

the relief behind St.Andrew is coffered. In the semi-dome of 

the apse there l· ,~ 
c' a representation of God the Father. The 

lateral saints stand in front of semi-circular arches, again 

reminiscent of the actual church architecture. Even more 

striking than the similarity between the Trevisan altarpiece 

in S.Maria Mater Domini and the Vendramin tomb which has been 

observed by Sheard,ISB is the affinity of the altar's apse to 

the apses of Venetian Renaissance churches. In fact, its 

proportions closely resemble the choir chapel of the church 

of S.Maria Mater Domini itself (plate 127), ich had just be 

re-built. 16B 

The latest works of this survey are the side altar 

reliefs (plates 140, 142) in the Emiliani chapel at 

S.Michele. They show no interest in the development of 

1S 7 See Chapter Two, 5.2 Pain ted Decora tiOll of the .11 tars' 
SUJ:TOWldillgS. 

168 Sheard (1971), p. 261. 

169 Building of 
Tramontin (1962), 

the new 
p. 18. 

church had begun in 1504. See 
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illusionistic spatial depth and subtle low relief. Three-

quarter relief appears to have become the fashionable form of 

relief-making. In fact, this is stipu.lated in the contract 

drawn up between the procurators of S.Marco and Giambattista 

da Carona: the sculptor Has to carve the altarpieces with 

many figures and animals in high relief in such a Hay that 

t.hey stand out almost entirely". 170 Here, illusionistic 

spatial recession is practically non-existent., only realistic 

spatial advance. 

4.3 Space, and Tabernacles 

From the above discussion of the representation of space 

I have deliberately omitted a small group of altars which 

form a special category, that of the tabernacle altar, or 

al tar of the sacrament, that is to say the place in the 

church where the host was stored. 

Tabernacles in Venice did not play a significant role in 

figurative sculpture of the early 15th century.171 It is only 

from 1443 onwards (on the Al t.ar of the Resu:rrectioll in 

S.Tarasio, plate fj' 
L..) that tabernacle altars in Venice were 

decorated with a pala, and there are a number of sculptured 

altarpieces of our period which can be discerned as 

tabernacle al t.ars, functioning as repositories for the host 

or relics. 172 Despite Caspary' s and Cope' s studies of the 

170 ASV, Procuratori di S.Marco de 
right:" ... molte figure et anemali 
virano quaxi tutti fuora." 

Citra, busta 67, carta 
de gran relievo tal 

19, 
che 

171 Of the late 14th century are the two tabernacles in the 
choir of S. Marco and the one in the church of S. Pantaleone 
(of the late 14th century) Of the early Quattrocento, only 
the one in the chapel of S.Tarasio. Wolters (1976), I, p. 276 
and passim. 

172 Caspary (1964), pp. 84f. 
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It.alian t.abernacle and t.he Venet.ian chapel of t.he Sacrame::lt 

respect.ively, the sculpt.ured tabernacles surveyed here have 

hitherto not been examined as a group.173 

Particularly the early Venet.ian examples follow the 

Florentine scheme of an illusionistically receding coffered 

barrel vault , with the perspectival lines converging on t.he 

host, contained behind a door at the tabernacle's centre. 

This had been introduced by Bernardo Rossellino on the 

tabernacle in S. idio (plate 164) in Florence in 1450, and 

was repeated many t.imes by Florent.ine sculptors, most notablY 

by Desiderio da Settignano on the Al tar of the 
,... . 
oacramen"C 

(plate 165) in S.Lorenzo, completed in 1461.174 

The two small tabernacles to the sides of the presbytery 

in S.Haria dei t1iracoli (plate 166) of the mid-148Gs are 

decorated with reliefs of coffered vaults , with half-length 

reliefs of God the Father in the lunettes. 175 Their 

proportions are similar to Bernardo Rossellino' s altar. 

vaul ts are framed by ionic pilasters, an entablature and a 

triangular pediment, covered with floral ornaments. Yet, 

unlike possible Florentine models, the Halls of the vau ed 

spaces, lunette backgrounds, spandrels and pediment centres, 

hold inlays of different coloured stones, in keeping with the 

decorative scheme of the church of the t1iracoli. 

173 Caspary (1964) and Cope (1979). 

174 Pope-Hennessy (1963), pp. 277-278 
Hennessy also pointed out that Bernardo 
two tabernacles fifteen years prior to 
S.Egidio. 

and p. 285. Pope
Rossellino had made 

the tabernacle in 

175 The construction of the cappella lllaggiore of the church 
was commissioned from Pietro Lombardo in February 1485. See 
t1cAndrew (1980), p. 155, and Lieberman (1972/1986). 
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The Tabernacle of the Precious Blood in the sacristy of 

S.Maria dei Frari (plate 166) was probably made shortly 

after the donation of a relic of a drop of Christ's blood 

the friars in 1480. 17 6 It presents a complex notion of 

perspective and relief architecture. The sculptor has carved 

a low relief representing the crossing under a dome on 

pendentives, occupied by a tabernacle which holds the relic 

behind a bronze door featuring the relief of the Repente:.:lt 

Magdalen. The Dove of the Holy Ghost is descending from 

dome above. Perhaps the motif was inspired by the dome of 

S. Maria dei Miracoli, 1",hich was under construction at the 

same time, but, again, the proportions are similar to 

Rossellino's tabernacle in S. Egidio, as is the motif of the 

descending Holy Dove. 

The architecture of the relief is not decorated with 

ornamented surfaces and relies instead on the effect of 

variegated marbles and gilding. However, the architecture of 

the rectangular frame surrounding the low relief, consisting 

of a base, two pilasters of the Ionic order and an 

architrave, bears abundant Lombardesque floral ornaments. 

Above the entablature is a rectangular relief of the Dead 

Christ Mourned by Angels (plate 170). 

The Altar of the Sacrament from S.Stefano di Murano 

(plate 171), now in the church of S. Pietro Martire on the 

same island, is inscribed with the date 1495. 177 It takes up 

motifs from the tabernacle of the Precious Blood, making the 

25. Al though this tabernacle did probably 
altar, it is very closely linked to the 
sculptured altarpiece, for which reason I 

17 S Catalogue no. 
not belong to an 
development of the 
have included it in the catalogue. 

177 Catalogue no. 1. 
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crowning element of the former, the relief of the Dead Christ 

~10urned by Angels , its altarpiece, setting the figures in a 

deep coffered barrel-vault, framed by pilasters \-Ji th floral 

reliefs and surmounted by a pediment. The actual container of 

the host, richly inlaid with rectangular pieces of porphyry 

and serpentine, is placed in front of the altarpiece on the 

altar mensa. 

Altar of the Sacrament in S.Marco (plate 73) made by 

Lorenzo Bregno in 1518 combines the motif of the triumphal 

arch discussed at the beginning with the traditional form of 

the tabernacle. 178 Schulz not. only not.iced t.he altar's dual 

function of tabernacle and altarpiece, but. also observed 

Lorenzo s intelligent. fusion of the two forms. 179 Thus, -\-' lone 

cent.ral broad and high round-arched niche, framed by a pair 

of columns, feat.ures a coffered barrel-vault.ed hall. The 

vault's perspectival ~ . 
.LlneS converge on Christ's body, 

represented on Jacopo Sansovino' s later bronze sportello at 

the centre of the relief (being at the same t.ime the rear 

wall of t.he hall). 

Whereas a ,1 
..L..L altars of the Sacrament of t.he Early 

Renaissance in Venice more or less conform to t.he Florentine 

model of the relief of a barrel-vault, at t.he rear or centre 

of which is located a spo.rtello to contain the host or 

relics, the altars of t.he period aft.er 1530 begin to assume 

much more elaborate and, above all, independent three-

dimensional architectures. They become the main feature of 

178 Lorenzo's ot.her altar t.hat. served as a repository for the 
host and relics, t.he High Altar of t.he church of S.Sepolcro, 
does not make use of illusionist.ic architecture. See Schulz 
(1991). 

179 Schulz (1991), p. 72 f. and pp. 177-180. 
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these altars, pushing the figurative decoration to the sides 

of the altarpiece and occasionally abandoning it 

altogether. 180 

180 Examples of this type of architectural altarpiece in 
Venice are the Sacrament altars in the Cappella dei Morti at 
the Scuola di S.Giovanni Evangelista, in the sacristy of 
S.Maria del Giglio, from S.Geminiano (now in the Villa 
Nazionale in Stra). In S. Fantin the Al tar of the Sacrament, 
was also decorated with a low relief of the kind of the 
.3.bove, rep:r:'esellting a vault or temple in low relief wi tb. 
flanking angels. In the 17th century, however, this central 
relief was replaced with a pompous three-dimensional 
tabernacle construction. 

:3ee Caspary 
noted that 
traditional 

(1964), 
in the 

pp. 118f. 
course of 

and Carl (1991), p. 21. Both 
the Counter Reformation the 

al tarpiece was frequently replaced by monumental 
tabernacle constructions. These became to be understood as 
the "heart" of the church. 
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In a study on the sculptured altarpiece the importance 

of the medium of the works is, of course, fundamental. 

However, while the first chapter introduced most of the 

sculptured altarpieces of the period, dealing with their 

forms and types, the discussion of their material has largely 

been omitted. 

This and related issues of polychromy and gilding , ", 
sna~~ 

be discussed separately in the following chapter. 



1. 

Hitherto little art-historical attention has been . , 
palO. 

to wooden sculpt.ure in Venice. In 1976 Wolters noted that 

research on wooden sculpture of the Hiddle Ages remained to 

be undertaken. 1 Since then, the situation has not changed much 

and to my knowledge, there is no study dealing wit.h the topic 

for the period considered here. Mariacher merely pointed out 

the importance of wood as a material for frames of paintings, 

and, most notably, for Venetian ceilings, but not for 

statues, let alone those on altars. 2 

Lately, the issue has been taken further in t'wo 

publications, by means of surveys of wooden sculpture in in 

t.he Trentino and Friuli.3 Craftsmen of these areas maintained 

close contacts vii th northern sculptors and woodcarvers. On 

the other hand, many of them may have worked in Venice or 

supplied painters' workshops with the wood for pane::'s and 

frames of paintings. In general, though, Paoletti's short and 

general account. of wooden al t.arpieces and in Venice has 

remained t.he only one of its kind for one hundred years! 4 

Few ,·woden altarpieces have survived in Venice itself. 

Even fewer make use of a Renaissance vocabulary of forms. In 

the Cice:rol1e the reason for the seemingly scarce use of wood 

was attribut.ed for Venice's love of luxury, which gave 

preference to precious marbles. 5 Yet, just before the arrival 

1 Wolters (1976), p. 11. 

2 Hariacher (1987), p. 212. 

3 Rizzi (1983) and Cast.elfranco (1989). 

4 Paoletti (1893), I, pp. 79-83. 

5 Burckhardt (1910), p. 238. 
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of Renaissance sculpture in Venice, that is to say up to the 

last third of the fifteenth century, wood was the material 

commonly used for altarpieces. This was the case for both 

painted and sculptured images and also for their frames. In 

fact, already Vasari, no doubt thinking predominantly of 

altarpieces of earlier periods, noted: 

"This type of [wooden] figure has often been used in the 
Christian religion, in view of the infinite masters who 
have made many crucifixes and various ot.her things." 6 

It was only in the course of the later 15th century that 

many wooden altars in Venice were replaced by altars made of 

stone. Paoletti observed that then marble altarpieces were 

still exception, \·lhi1e a monograph on the Augustinian 

church of S.Stefano claimed that all the church"s altars were 

originally made out of wood and remained thus until the 

second half of the 15th century or even longer. 7 Braun, too, 

was aware of the large number of wooden altarpieces of the 

14th and 15th centuries, as works which required the 

collaboration of painters and woodcarvers. 8 However, he d 

not put altarpieces with carved figures in a separate group, 

or set them off against contemporary or later counterparts in 

stone. S 

The material of the remaining interior decoration of 

Venetian churches varied. The majority of tombs were made of 

stone, as were the choir screens of S.Maria dei Frari dating 

6 Vasari (1981), I, pp. 166f: "Questa sorte di figure si e 
usata molto nella cristiana religione, attesoche infiniti 
maestri hanno fatto molti crocifissi e diverse altre cose." 

7 Paoletti (1893), I, p. 79 and Apollonio (1911), p. 18. See 
also Saccardo (1886), p. 90, n. 2. 

8 See Chapter Three, 4. Division of Labour. 

9 Braun (1924), II, pp. 303 and 310. 
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from 1475 (plate 172), S.Stefano (from the end of the 15th 

century), S.Giovanni in Bragora and S.Francesco della Vigna. 

Other choir screens, like the one of S. Antonio di Castello 

and the barco of S.Alvise, were wooden constructions, as were 

many churches' wooden beam ceilings, and the figural 

decoration along nave and aisles, such as those of S. Maria 

dei Carmini and S.Nico dei Mendicoli, both initiated at the 

end of the 16th century.l0 

Church decoration in Venice at the beginning of the 16th 

century is also documented by some contemporary paintings: 

Carpaccio's painting of the Vision of Francesco Ottobon 

(plate 173) in the Gallerie dell' Accademia has often been 

quoted as showing a typical church interior of the 

Renaissance in Venice. 11 The painting offers a view of the 

right aisle of S. Antonio di Castello. Of the three altars 

depicted, only one is made out of stone (in the shape of a 

Renaissance tabernacle), while the other two are late 

mediaeval wooden polyptychs, with painted panels in l'ichly 

ornamented and gilded niches. 

On Lazzaro Bastiani' s painting of the Donation of the 

Relic of tile TJ::ae CJ::oss (plate 174) from the Scuola di 

S.Giovanni Evangelista, the High Altar of the church of 

S.Giovanni Evangelista appears to contain three painted 

wooden figures in niches with an elaborate superstructure, in 

contrast to the stone statues on top of the balustrade above. 

As a general rule new altars from the late 15th century 

onwards were built in stone, mainly in order to decrease the 

dangers of fire or decay, but also as a matter of social 

10 Lorenzetti (1926), pp. 552 and 555. 

11 Most recently by Humfrey (1990), p. 126. 
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standing and prestige that appertained to their donors. 

Although wooden altarpieces were usually lavishly gilded and 

combined painting and sculpture, they nevertheless 

represented a more conservative and often less valuable type 

of altarpiece. 12 

As a result, it is not astonishing that works in wood 

have survived mainly on the Venetian mainland which was 

stylistically behind. Particularly to the north of Venice, 

the influence of Northern church decoration could be felt. 

Incentives to replace existing works were not as urgent there 

as in the capital. The very elaborate polyptych of St. Roch 

(plate 175) from Ileggio, a village near Udine (now in the 

Galleria Franchetti at the Ca' d' Oro), lS a good example to 

show the survival of the late mediaeval gilded and 

polychromed polyptych in the 1490s. 13 

A number of wooden altarpieces, or fragments of them, do 

remain in Venetian churches, or can be traced in documents. 

The most lavish examples of such late mediaeval wooden 

polyptychs, which characteristically composite works of 

painting and sculpture, are the altarpieces in the chapel of 

S. Tarasio at S. Zaccaria (plates 1 ... , 2) , for which they were 

probably designed as a set. 

12 For prices of sculptured altarpieces see Chapter Three, 5. 
The Cost of SculptuTed Al tarpieces. 

13 A fair number of such altars in the Friuli region is 
catalogued by Rizzi (1983) ; further examples are the 
polyptych of the Oratory of S.Giovanni of the Maltese knights 
at Pressana near Verona by Bartolomeo Giolfino (ca. 1410-
1486), now in the Gallerie dell"Accademia in Venice, which, 
according to the inscription at the altar's base, was carved 
in 1470. The polyptych of S.Rocco was carved by Domenico da 
Tolmezzo (ca.1448-1507). See Moschini, 1955, pp. l8a£f. ;;::0;[ 

other works same artis~ see aizz~ ( ... 965), pp. :~J-k~~. 
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elating from th.e middle of , 1 t.ne 

A second example for the use of large wooden 

figures on altars is the statue of St. Louis of Tou.louse 

(plate 177), or "Alvise" in Venetian, in the homonymou2:; 

church, probably dating from around 1500. 15 Although the 

figures are now isolated and framed by baroque altar 

structure of the 17th century, their original setting may 

well have resembled the triptych of S.Giovanni Evangelista in 

painting mentioned above. IS North Venice, 

several simi wooden figures have survived including their 

original canopy.l? 

A further monumental wooden figure made to stand on 0.:::1 

altar was the giant statue of St. Christopher. IS Although the 

figure does no longer exist, it is documented and described 

Sanudo and Sansovino as decoration of the High Al tar of 

S.Cristoforo, known as the church of the Madonna dell'Orto. 1S 

The figure, which was carved at the beginning of the 1470s, 

measured approximately five hundred and twenty centimetres in 

!4 Wolters (1976), p. 153. 

15 D. Aldo Schiavini, Sant'Alvise e la sua Chiesa in Venezia. 
Venice, 1951, p. 25. See catalogue no. 7. 

:6 The altar's architecture is also made out of wood, but 
painted as marble! 

17 See Rizzi (1983), pp. 94f. and 114-17. 

18 Catalogue no. 44. 

IS Sanudo/Arico (1980), p. 51. Sansovino (in 
Sansovino/Martinioni, pp. 163 f.) describes in an anecdote, 
how the intaiador Gasparo Moranzone carved the statue of the 
giant according to the size of a relic of the saint's knee 
that had come into the possession of the church. 
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height! 20 Surely, a figure of such proportions was not framed 

by any wooden structure but by the architecture of the choir 

of the church itself. Indeed, it would have the dominant. 

image of the entire ilding. 

The statues of Sts. Michael, Francis and Sebastian 

(plates 28-31) on the Altar of St. Michael in S.Maria dei 

Frari are completely polychromed with large areas of the 

drapery being gilded. The niches in which they stand 

painted blue with partial gilding. The frame is remarkably 

similar to Jacopo da Faenza"s frame of the Pesaro triptych in 

the sacristy of the same church. The figures, however, would 

not have been carved by him, but perhaps by a woodcarver from 

the Friuli or Trentino regions, where comparable works were 

produced during the first decades of the 16th century. 21 

The two wooden Triptychs (plates 65-68) in aisles of 

the cathedral at Torcello date from the end of our per iod, 

probably ca. 1530. Although they are in a poor state of 

preservation, one can see that the statues of the saints are 

polychromed naturalistically wear lavishly gilded and 

painted robes. The narrative reliefs in altars" predella 

zones are polychromed like on painted altarpieces. The 

al tars' frames are elaborately carved and are painted dark 

blue with rich partial gilding. Again, there are parallels to 

wooden altarpieces in the Friuli. 

In Venice wooden figures and altarpieces appear to have 

also been imported even from regio:ns north of the Alps. 2:2 A 

20 Paoletti (1893), I, p. 80. 

2: See Rizzi (1983), particularly pp. 132-38. 

22 Korte (1937), pp. 131-32, provides a list of document.ed 
German woodcarvers ( and goldsmiths) Ln Venice between 14G9 
and 1516. 



wooden altarpieoe, ordered for the ohurch of the Madonna 

dell'Orto rc 
\iJ. Cristoforo) between 1461 and 1474, was also 

made by a German woodcarver, called Nicco16, who was resident 

in Venice. 23 Simonsfeld noted a document concerning the 

seizure of a carved and gilded wooden altarpiece which had 

been imported illegally into the city by a German in 1457. 24 

Vasari, too, reported of "very excellent Germans" who worked 

as woodcarvers in Italy.25 The production of vJooden 

altarpieces, and of wooden sculpture on the whole, was 

widespread in these areas and has been the focus of various 

studies. 26 

That wood in Venice had become a little appreciated 

material by the late 16th century is documented by the fact 

that Sansovino ly ever mentioned wood carvings 

sculpture, even when they are of good quality. One of the few 

exceptions was the previously mentioned giant statue of St. 

Christopher on the High Altar of the Madonna dell'Orto, which 

"Jas a unique curiosity. Another example is Donatello' s St. 

John the Baptist (plate 40) in the church of the Frari: 

"In the chapel of the Florentines, (the figure of) St,. 
John the Baptist of gilded wood was carved by the most 
illustrous Donatello who made the horse of the Gatta 
Melata in Padua."27 

2 3 Connell (1976), p. 213. This wooden altarpiece was to be 
installed together with the miracle working white Istrian 
stone statue of the fiadol1J1a dell 'OTtO (plate 178) of the 
14th century. 

24 Simonsfeld [1887J (1968), vol. I, p. 265. 

25 Vasari (1981), I, p. 167. 

26 See Castelnuovo 
bibliographies. 

(1989) and Baxandall (1980) for 

27 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 188: "Di dentro nella cappella de 
Fiorentini, 11 San Giovanni Battista dl legno indorato, fu 
scolpi to dal famoslssimo Donatello, ehe feee in Padova il 
c:avallo di Gat,ta ~1elata. fI 
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From ..L' • 
vrllS passage it becomes immediately clear that 

Sansovino was not interested in the material as such, as he 

is when describing objects made from stone or metal, in 

the artist and his main work in the Veneto; the equestrian 

monument in Padua, significantly made of bronze. For him wood 

was mainly a building material, which was floated down from 

the mountainous regions of the Venetian terraferma. 28 

Vasari's interest in wood was also limited. In his eyes, 

it was the material of a craftsman rather of arl artist. 

Characteristically, he preferred nut wood to any other kind, 

as in its dark colour it resembles bronze. 

"But truly, you can never give 1;-wod this fleshiness or 
softness, which you can give to metal or marble and to 
other sculptures ich we see in those made of stucco or 
wax or clay."28 

2. Stone 

In contrast to his lack of interest in wooden sculpture, 

Francesco Sansovino never failed to mention the use of 

special and precious materials such as gold, silver, bronze, 

variegated marbles or other stones. It is not surprising that 

he, being the son of the city's leading architect and 

sculptor, Jacopo Sansovino, had an eye for materials and 

referred frequently to "the finest and most beautiful 

marbles" and to other architectural and sculptural features. 

In the chapter on Venice's private palaces a~n.d tlleir 

28 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 383 

28 Vasari (1981), 1, p. 167: "Ma, invero, no si da mai al 
legno quella carnosi ta 0 morbidezza, che al metallo ed al 
marmo, ed all'altre sculture che noi veggiamo 0 di stucchi 0 

di cera 0 di terra." 
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ornaments he differentiated in some detail between the 

various types of stone used in Venice. 30 

The use of stone, mainly as a building material but also 

as a medium for figurative sculpture, in the 15th century has 

been discussed at length by Connell. 31 Although some of her 

conclusions can be applied to the sl ly later period 

discussed here and to the specific category of objects, '-J-lv 

was not her task to pay special attention to altarpieces 

their material. 

Despite the fact that the majority of sculptured 

al tarpieces of our period still in existence are 

made out of stone, only few works in stone of the type of the 

15th century polyptych can be found. Among them are the 

Hascoli Altar in S. ~1arco (plate 7) or the Polyptych of C-J"-' v. 

Peter (plate 8) in the church of the Frari can be found. 

Even so, a few 1 1 worKS ana documents of the first half of 

the Quattrocento information on such stone 

al tarpieces in Venice or on the Venetian mainland. Paoletti 

published a contract of 1449 for the construction of a chapel 

and triptych in S. Pietro di Castello, which was to be made 

from Istrian stone. 32 Wolters drew attention to the contract 

for the High Altar of S.Prosdocimo in Padua 1436.33 Although 

the altar was probably never completed, it emerges from the 

document that it was going to be a stone (or terracotta) 

polyptych, with figures in niches and on two tiers. 

30 Sansovino/Martinioni, pp. 382f. 

31 Connell (1976). An excellent scientific as well as visual 
survey of the different types of stone can be found in Mario 
Pieri, I Marmi d'Italia, Milan, 1950. 

32 Paoletti (1893), I, p. 41. 

33 Wolters (1976), 1, p. 265. 
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In the years around 1500 the developing taste for the 

Antique exerted its influence not only on the style of 

sculptures but also on the choice of material. This 

predominantly visible in works of secular as well as 

ecclesiastical architecture, but becomes equally evident in 

cases of smaller religious art works. Marble and bronze 

became increasingly fashionable and quickly replaced earlier 

0looden furnishings, whenever the financial situation 

penni t ted it. 

During the last years of the 15th and the early 1 r> 
.LO 

century one might even speak of a Venetian "Marblemania". 

Often, fa<;ades of special interest or status and sometimes 

the entire building were revet ted in marble and semi-precious 

stone. For example, it was in this period that the church of 

S. ~1ar ia dei racoli (1481-89), the ..c ~ new .J..a<;aae of the Scuola 

Grande di S.Marco (built during the years following the fire 

of 1485) and the Palazzo Daria on the Grand Canal were 

erected. This particular taste for architectural decoration 

with coloured stones was not entirely new, but rather a 

revival movement, since most of the brick walls of the 

basilica of S.Marco had been covered with such materials. 34 

To satisfy the rapidly growing market for stone cutting 

carving, many Lombard stonemasons came to Venice in the 

second half of the 15th century, which eventually led to a 

34 Connell (1976), pp. 110f., pointed out that in Florence, 
too, important buildings had been encased in slabs of 
precious stones between t.he 12th and 15th centuries. At the 
same time she observed that while Florentines preferred 
geometrical patterns, the Venetians used patterns "made by 
nature". See this chapter below: 5.3 The Colouristic Effect 
of Stones. 



complaint by Venetian tagliapietra to the Provedadori de 

Comun in 1491. 3 5 

The earliest Venetian stone altar mentioned in this 

study, is the Triptych in the Mascoli Chapel in S.Marco from 

the 1430s. Shortly later, in 1441, an agreement between the 

Augustinians at S.Stefano and the Venetian citizen Andrea 

Corbelli specifically related to marble as the particular 

material to be used for the making of a new altar: 

"Hence, a place shall be given, conceded and assigned to 
mister Andrea de Corbelli, so that he can and may and 
must have built an altar adorned and constructed with 
marble stones, and bricks, with a vault above and 
surrounded by small marble columns."36 

As previously mentioned, one major reason for the 

replacement of wooden altars by altars made of stone was to 
~ 

minimise the danger of fire. In the quoted document, however, 

the emphasis of the content is quite different: not only was 

the altar to be built of stone, but marble was to be used as 

a particular decorative element, presumably covering brick 

structures and for the sides of the altar (and perhaps the 

chapel) . 

Hence, the installation of stone altars in the second 

half of the 15th century was not only a result of practical 

thinking but also of aesthetic perception. The latter changed 

as the painting of marble surfaces decreased and figures were 

left to display the natural beauty of the material. This 

shift in taste is corroborated by a comment from Alberti 

35 Discussed in Maek-G§rard (1980), p. 111. 

36 ASV, S. Stefano, busta 8, fascicolo 45:" In quo quidem loco 
sia dato concesso et assignato dictus D. Andrea de Corbellis 
possi t, et valeat, atque debe at fiel"'i facere et fab:::"icari 
unum al tare ornatum et constructum lapidibus marmoreis, et 
coctis cum volto super ius et clausum circum circa de 
colo~nellis marn10reis. It 
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irl his Ten Books on Architecture stated that he was 

fascinated by the shine of statues of deities made from white 

marb 37 

The fame of the Dragan chapel in S. Maria della Carita 

rested less on its altarpiece by Cima da Conegliano than on 

the lavish stone decoration and the use of columns. These 

were described by Jvlarc' Antonio Michiel and, above all, by 

Francesco Sansovino. 38 Humfrey related Cima's painting to 

sculpture, noting that the figures of the Dragan Sacra 

COllversaziolle (plate 179) bear a resemblance to free-standing 

statuary, but. did not draw further attention to the 

painting's bottom section. This features two large 

rectangular slabs of variegated marbles. 3s Surely, the 

painter inserted this prominent feature in response the 

al tar's frame and the remaining decoration of the chapel, 

which was executed well before the altarpiece was painted. 4Q 

2.1 Istrian Stone 

The hard Istrian limestone, called pietra da rovigno or 

pietra viva, was, together with brick, the standard material 

for works of i t.ecture in Venice. 41 Francesco Sansovino 

appreciated its whiteness and similarity to marble: 

37 Alberti (1988), p. 243. 

38 By mistake, Francesco Sansovino even described a marble 
altarpiece in the chapel. Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 267: "Pill. 
oltre la pal di San Giorgio di marmo, legata in bellissimo 
Al tare con ricche e nobili coloUl'le." 

39 Humfrey (1983), pp. 39f. 

o Humfrey (1983), p. 148. 

41 For the provenance of Istrian stone in Venice see Connell 
(1976), pp. 89-96. 
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.. a beautiful and marvellous building material is the 
hard stone which is brought from Rovigno and Brioni, a 
ci tadel on the Dalmatian coast. It is white in colour 
and like marble but sound and strong, of a kind that 
resists frost and sun for a very long "Clme. Therefore 
they make statues from it which are polished wi t;:1 felt 
to look like marble; then they are rubbed with pumice to 
resemble marble."42 

However, he also mentioned that, although Istrian stone 

can be polished to a high degree, ~ + 
.Lv does not have the 

lustre as marble. Sansovino's comment implies that 

same 

was 

less appreciated than marble. It was also cheaper and a 

number of stonemasons appeared to have quanti ties of it in 

stock or have direct access to the quarries in Istria. 

Marbles, on the other hand, were often supplied by the 

patrons. 43 

Throughout the period surveyed here, it was common to 

make the architectural parts of to.tone altars and tombs from 

Istrian stone, which was either decorated with floral 

patterns carved in relief, gilded or decorated with some 

inlays in different-coloured stones. 

A significant change in the use of material occurred 

with the increasing importance of altars' figurative 

decoration. In several cases of late Quattrocento altarpieces 

surveyed here, even the figures are executed in Istrian 

stone. It appears that the use of marble, common for statuary 

in Florence throughout the Quattrocento, became normal in 

Venice only towards the end of the century. Among the 

altarpieces in Istrian stone are the documented works of the 

Franco chapel in S. Pietro di Castello, and of the d' Arnolfo 

42 Sansovino, in Chambers/Pullan/Fletcher (1992), p. 24. 

43 This is the case in the making of 
Magdalen from S. Maria dei Servi and 
formerly in S.Maria della Carit~. 

the Al tar of St. 
of the Barbar igo 

Mary 
tomb 
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chapel in Chioggia (plate 32).44 In the contract for the 

latter, the whiteness and smoothness of the piera viva to be 

used are particularly emphasised. 45 

Still extant are the relief of the Nativity (plate 134) 

from S.Andrea della Certosa and the street tabernacle of the 

T:raghetto della Maddalena (plates 104, 105). The statues from 

the Altar of the Barbers' Guild (plates 15-18) are also 

carved from a type of limestone of a higher quality, the 

Triestine pietra aurisina. 

Furthermore, the contract for the Barbarigo monument in 

S. I:vlaria della Carita stipulated that, though the four free-

standing statues of saints in the niches of the tomb were to 

be made out of marble, it was sufficient to execute the mezzo 

r ilievo of the Resu..rrectioll (plate 115) above the 1 . aJ..0ar in 

Istrian stone. 4S From the wording of the document as well as 

from the fact that the effigies of the kneeling doges (plate 

116) were made from highly polished marble in 

contradistinction to the much less polished Resurrection 

relief, we can deduce that an aesthetic sensi tivi ty for the 

medium had evolved and a hierarchy of materials was 

establishing itself. By the end of the 15th century Istrian 

44 For the Franco chapel see Paoletti (1893), I, p. 41, 9th 
January 1449: "Nui pamtallon e zuan ttaiapiera stamo rimaxi 
dachordo chon miser piero ffrancho de farlli una chape11a de 
piera viva... Apresso investir l' altar de piera viva... e 
tutto el ditto lavor de piera viva eben lavorado de quello 
aspetta a1 nostro meS"('ler. For the d'Arnolfo chapel See 
Paoletti (1893), I, p. 53, 6th September 1458: "Maystro Jacomo 
de lazaro taia piera ... E convegnudo et accordato cum misser 
pre Nicolo boza... a far e lavorar una Capella de piera 
viva ... 

-15 ASV, Procurator! di S. Marco de Ul tra, busta 16, fol. 
recto. 

46 ASV, 
fascicolo 
Roeck. 

Archivio 
T, fol. 

Nani-Mocenigo, busta no. prov. 190, 
21 recto, in forthcoming publication by 
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stone was regarded aesthetically inferior to marble. 

Consequently, limestone statues were normally polychromed, 

and there is a possibility that the group from the Barbarigo 

monument was originally gilded, 

actual material. 47 

conceiling the relief's 

It appears that alongside the introduction of co s on 

funerary monuments and altarpieces, marble also became the 

preferable material for frames, or, at least, for their more 

important elements, that is to say columns and antependia. 

Like the brick walls in S.Marco, Istrian stones would 

sometimes be revetted with a layer of marble slabs, as was 

done on the altar of St. Mary Magdalen from S. Maria dei 

Servi. 48 

2.2 

Thus, by the late Quattrocento white marbles were the 

stones normally selected for the making of figurative 

sculpture. Carrara marble was particular appreciated for 

s crystalline whi t.eness and high surface polish that had 

already fascinated Alberti. As early as 1388 it was specified 

in the contract for the high altarpiece for S. Francesco in 

Bologna (plate 3) by the dalle Masegne brothers that the work 

was to be from Carrara marble, "tuto 10 di to lavoriero 

de marmoro fino de Charara", except the altar's mensa, which 

was to be made from Istrian stone. 49 The dalle Masegnes ,-

figures of the choirscreen in S.Marco were also carved out of 

47 See this chapter, below, 5.1 Polychromy and Gilding. 

48 See Chapter Three and Appendix I. 

49 Contract published in Wolters (1976), I, pp. 217f. 
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white marble, although here the stone has discoloured. 50 

Moreover, several originally white statues are now covered 

with a thick layer of dirt, which conceals their original 

candour. Thus, it is hard to believe that the now virtually 

black statue of St. Marina (plate 50) from the High Altar of 

the homonymous church was once praised as made of alabaster. 

Hhereas the marble figures of altarpieces during +~ . 
~ne 

first decades of our period were carved from various types of 

stone from the Venetian mainland, such as the yellowish 

marble used for the figures of St. James and St. Paul (plates 

83, 85) on their altars in S. Marco, Carrara marble gained 

importance during the last quarter of the 15th century. 51 

Thus, in contract for the altarpiece of the Scuola Grande 

di S. Marco it was repeatedly specified that the figures of 

the altar's foreground were to be made out of "marble from 

Carrara from the river of Pisa".52 Behind these, 

seu Giovanni da Trail was ordered to insert the other 

stones provided by the Scuola' s Chapter General, probably 

slabs of veined marble, as they had been employed on the 

Scuola's facade some ten years earlier. 53 

The special value of Carrara marble is further 

demonstrated by the statuary in the Chapel of the Sacrament. 

(plate 90) in the Cathedral of Treviso. Of the chapel's five 

50 As Connell (1976), p. 122 observed, this occasionally 
happened. 

51 Connell (1976), p. 142: "From about 1480 Carrara marble was 
once again imported by Venetian masons." A most notable case 
of the use of Carrara marble on a large scale during t.he 
1480s lS Antonio Rizzo's monumental staircase in the Ducal 
Palace. See Seipp (1911), p. 25. 

52 Paoletti (1893), p. 105, doc. 78:"marmo da carara 
riviera de pixa." 

53 See Sheard (1984a) and (1984b). 
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free-standing statues by Giambattista and Lorenzo Bregno only 

that of the Resurrected Christ (plate 91) as the central and 

most precious figure is carved from Carrara marble. 54 It 

distinguishes itself from the others by its transparency and 

different degrees of surface lustre. 

As mentioned above, the transparent whiteness of the 

marble statues from S. Marina was so conspicuous that they 

were admiringly described in 1676 as made from alabaster. 55 

Alabaster, however, was the material of two of the six 

columns constituting the screen of the Altar of the Sacrament 

in S.Marco (plate 73), which acco ing to a legend come 

from the Temple of Solomon. 56 

two cases, altar statues were carved ~o~ ~r !~~ 

but from coloured marble. -,:: _ -'-

r 
r - _, __ 
\,J:;;'-.-":;'\. 

~;'::\ 
'-' '-' ; 

,_'.: ...!::-c ~ _,,'¥ ',_. J-. r __ ~ 
>,"", _" ~ _._ ':::,: ...... :::.; 1 ... ,'"" ;::~ ~~~ '-'. ;:...' 

___ 0. ~ _" _ 

" ,-, _ .... _,;:;;:,v' ___ ,_, the saint's garment is a 

Ie. On the Trevisan altar in S. Maria Mater 

Domini the entire statue of the c+ 
;.) v • Andrew lS carved from 

purplish marble. It is unlikely that this colour is due to 

the discolouring of the stone. 

2.3 , Serpentine and Other Special Stones 

Parallel to the use of white marble for figures, the use 

of pieces of serpentine and porphyry increased greatly from 

about 1480 onward. 57 

54 Schulz (1991), p. 159. 

55 See Schulz (1991), p. 176, n. 7. 

56 Seipp (1911), p. 59. 

57 Connell (1976), p. 145. 



These were particularly hard stones which until the late 

16th century could be cut but not carved. 58 Therefore, it ..LO 

less surprising that Sansovino was full of admiration, when 

recorded the chapel for Domenico de Piero as most 

~oteworthy of all the city's chapels, because of its abu~da~t 

use of marbles, porphyry and serpentine in large pieces, 

"molto alla grande". 53 

Usually. the bits of such semi-precious stones were 

rather small and came as fragments from older monuments. 

Often their shape was not altered, and they were inserted as 

they came, as coloristic highlights mainly for 

geometrical inlay patterns of the altars' framework. 

Particularly richly decorated with these stones were the High 

Altar of S. Sepolcro, the High Al tar of S. Mar ina, the High 

Altar of S.Rocco and, in fact, the entire interior wall space 

in the Emiliani chapel at S.Michele (plate 147). 

In the contract for the Al tar of ~1ary Magdalen 

was mentioned that "diverse fine stones [are to be] embedded 

into the marbles and alabasters [of the --.1..4- '=l "V""'--' a..L V' .. A.1.. w 

frameworkJ".60 Thus, their effect was that of gems set into 

a piece of jewelry. Stringa, in his 1604 edition 

Sansovino's guide of 1581, enthused about High Al tar of 

S.Sepolcro (plate 69): 

"Inside, there is an altar made of marble, very 
abundantly used, and it is beautiful for its design as 
for the delicacy of its stones. On its antependium Ol'le 

sees a long and broad slab of porphyry, which is so 

58 According to Vasari, I, p. 112, the art of carving 
porphyry, lost since antiquity, was re-discovered by 
Francesco del Tadda in the second half of the 16th century. 

59 Sansovino/Martin i, p. 267. 

60 See Appendix I. 
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beautiful and delicate that one can look at oneself like 
in a mirror."Sl 

Furthermore, the materials, mainly rare Greek marbles, 

employed for the lost framework of the High Altar of S.Marina 

resul t from a description of 1676: "The large apparatus is 

made of Is~crian stone, Parian Marble, Porphyry, green 

Lacedemonian and Tiberian marble in various colours."s2 

Only occasionally were larger pieces of porphyry 

serpentine employed for the decoration of the figurative 

representations themselves, such as for the ceiling of the 

Tabernacle Altar from S.Nicolo di Castello (plate 121) or the 

lectern of the Annunciate Virgin on the ~1ain Al tar of -the 

Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele in Isola (plate 145).63 

Together with rare Greek marbles these pieces were 

spoils, purchased from local owners. 54 In 1524 

Sl Sansovino/Stringa (1604), p. 131 recto and 131 verso:" Qui 
dentro vi ~ un"altare di marmo molto ricco, e bello cosi per 
disegno, come per finezza di pietre... Nel suo parapetto vi 
si vede una lastra lunga, e larga di porfido, in cui vi si 
specchia, tanto ~ bel ,& f 

52 "~1achina magna est ex Istrio, Pario, Porphyretico, 
Lacedemonio viridi, ac Tiberiaco marmore versicolore erecta, 
ac speciosis coruscorum et muscosorum lapidum segmentis 
conspicua. A full transcription of the document, ich 
mentions Lorenzo Bregno as the altar's author and the 
Bragadin family as its patron, can be found in Schulz (1991), 
p. 176. is document, preserved in the Archivio S.Maria 
Formosa ( Teodoro d' Amadeni, Biologia S. Marinae monachum 
indutae virginis, Venice, 1676, 51 f.) was published in 
Schulz (1984a), p. 150 and note 31. See Cicogna, I, p. 333. 

S3 Bits of porphyry 
capi talon one of the 
Ducal Palace. 

are also 
pillars 

set into the stonemasons' 
of the 14th century at the 

64 Marble, t.oo, was "recycled", even when decorated wit.h 
reliefs. Thus, the Lombard relief of Leonardo' s Last SClppel', 
recently on show in t.he exhibition Leonal'do e Venezia, was 
found on t.he reverse of a 17th cent.ury t.omb slab in t.he 

of S.Maria i Miracoli (Planiscig, 1921, ]:'. 234). 
During t.he re-installation of the Cappella Badoer-Giust.inian 
at S. Francesco della Vigna in 1540, two fine marble slabs, 
possibly decorated with reliefs from the old Badoer chapel, 
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Procurators of S. Marco de Ci tra bought twenty-one pieces of 

porphyry and serpentine "large as well as small, some in the 

shape of disks and many other broken pieces which were 

originally round", that is to say ready-made, for the making 

of the altar of the t1agdalen. 65 Some of altar's other 

pieces of colourful stones were donated by the Servites, 

among them two marble angels. 66 Instead of being covered with 

glass, the altar's window consisted of a large slab of 

alabaster, ich was cut into shape to fill the opening. S7 As 

is well-known, alabaster windows were frequently used in 

Italian churches during the Middle Ages. 

Twice in 1529, the Procurators of S.Marco bought a large 

column of Greek marble and two pieces of a speckled 

serpentine column from the parish priest of S.Maria Formosa. 

They were to be sawn into disks and polished to decorate the 

frames of the lateral altars of the Emiliani chapel 

S.Michele. 68 A certain Domenico was paid fourteen ducats Ior 

a very beautiful white marble column with black marks, 

approximately seven feet long and one foot in diameter", 

which was subsequently cut up and carved to supply four of 

the small columns for the two side altars of the chapel. 

were sold to Jacopo Sansovino. See Schulz (1977b), p. 28, and 
Lewis (1983), p. 326. 

65 See Appendix I. 

66 Schulz (1991), pp. 141-144. 

67 See Chapter One, 1.1.2 Single Figures, and Appendix I. 

68 ASV, Procuratori di S. Marco de Ci tra, busta 67, Quaderno 
Spese, c. 10 left: "Contadi a messer 10 piovam et presente 
titoladi di sancta maria formosa in la sua sagrestia per una 
colona di marmoro zode grecho longa pie 7 pe 1 per far i do 
altari minori et algune striche da incasta in frixi per 
ducati ... XVIII." 
Ibid., c. 17 left: "per pezi do de colone di serpentin 
bastardo longe pie 2~ in zercha et grose 2/3 eli pe et per 
pezi no 2 de pezi pur de serpent in bastardo ... " 



These early documents and descriptions concerning altars 

which were adorned with piere fine, indicate not only the 

stones' monetary value but also their aesthetic appreciation. 

3. Bronze 

A few altarpieces among those introduced in the first 

chapter are made of bronze. During the Middle Ages, bronze 

was used only occasionally in Italy, mainly for the 

fabrication of church doors, such as those of S.Zeno in 

Verona. Ghiberti's baptistery doors, for instance, still 

follow that tradition. Only a few years later, monumental 

bronze statues were cast in Florence, Ghiberti's St. John the 

Baptist for the Orsanmichele being the first of them all. At 

the beginning of the 16th century Alessandro Leopardi 

suggested to the Signoria to cast bronze doors with narrative 

reliefs for the Porta della Carta. 59 

Leonbattista Alberti gave his opinion on the material of 

religious statues in his seventh book on architecture. Gold, 

he argued, would be too precious and tempt to steal. 

Ivory, on the other hand, would not suit larger figures. In 

his opinion, the aesthetically most appropriate materials for 

statues on altars were bronze or marble: 

"I would like bronze most, were it not that the candor 
of pure marble 1S very attractive. One of the main 
advantages in using bronze is its durability, provided, 
of course, that the statue be such as to make the sense 
of outrage at its destruction outweigh any financial 
incentive to melt it down for reuse."70 

In the Veneto of the second half of the 15th cen-:';.:try 

bronze as a material for religious monumental sculpture would 

69 Jestaz (1982). 

70 Alberti (1988), p. 243. 
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have been known principally through Donatello' s High Al tar 

for S.Antonio in Padua, and the works of Bartolomeo Bellano. 

In ice herself, the most prorninent work in bronze was 

Verrocchio's equestrian monument of Bartolomeo Colleoni, 

which was unveiled in 1496. It was followed one year later by 

the two giant moors on top of the Torre dell' Orologio at 

S. Marco. 71 

Bronze, which was an extremely expensive material, could 

only be afforded by wealthy patrons. Moreover, its 

significance as a "classical" medium attracted people with a 

humanist education (or pretensions). Carpaccio's painting of 

The Vision of St. Augustine (plate 92) for the Scuola degli 

Schiavoni illustrates the interior of a Venetian study of 

such a humanist around the year 1500. the early 16th 

century bronze became a material that was appreciated in 

private collections as well as in public. 72 Thus, it is Lot 

surprising that some of the most prestigious projects for 

altars in Venice made use of this medium rather than stone or 

'Nood. 

The bronze Altar for Jacopo Surian (plate 109) 

S. Stefano is one commission by just such a man of humanist 

learning. 73 Maximum attention was paid to the iconographical 

message of the academic details on the altar and tomb, 

is more than likely that the specification of bronze as the 

mater ial to be used for the altarpiece once more signified 

the patron's learnedness. altar and, above i~s 

71 On t,he use of bronze in Venice before Sansovino see 
Boucher (1991), p. 58, and Jestaz (1982). 

72 Wolters in Ruse/Wolters (1986), p. 180. 

73 Chapter Four, 3.3 The A1 tal:' al'lcl tC)J])b fol:' Jacope, Surian 
in S. SI~efano. 
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medium certainly left a deep impression on Marin Sanudo who 

highlighted it in 1493 in a separate sentence among the Gosse 

notabile of the oity: 

"At S.Stefano, 
physician from 
bronze."74 

[there 
Rimini. 

is] 
And 

the tomb 
there is 

of Jacopo Suria:l, 
his altar made of 

After Sanudo, Sheard was the first to notice that the 

Sur ian altar relief was the earliest work of this type in 

bronze. 75 In fact, it preceded all other public bronze works 

in. sance Venice. 

Approximately contemporary with the altar and funerary 

monument for Jacopo Surian is the chapel of the Saviour at 

S.Maria della Carit~. The previously mentioned bronze figure 

of the Resurrected Christ in the Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan, 

is probably the only surviving element of its decoration. 

Like the Sur ian altar, the Chapel of the Saviour, at that 

time still without figure on the altar, was included in 

Sanudo's catalogue of notable things in Venetian churches. 

Compared to the Al tar for Cardinal Zen (plate 123) at 

S.Marco, which was constructed over the first two decades of 

the 16th century, the two obj ects of the late 15th century 

appear small and insignificant. In Venice the only oronze 

monument of comparable scale commemorating an individual at 

that time was equestrian monument to Bartolomeo Colleoni, 

which I mentioned c.cbove. The Zen altar consist,s of three 

free-standing life-size figures under a bronze canopy with a 

relief of God the Father and an antependium Hi th a 10H-

relief representation of the Resurrection. Furthermore. the 

74 Sanudo/Arico (1980)' p. 51: "A San Steffano, l'arca de 
Jacopo ian da Rimano medico. 'E l'altar suo di bronzo." 

75 Sheard (1977), pp. 263-264, n. 17, and Sheard (1977), 
p.256. 
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cardinal"s sarcophagus in the chapel's centre, containing the 

patron's effigy and decorated Hi th lavish ornaments 

figures of six virtues, is also made entirely of bronze. 

The same material was also to be used for High Altar 

of the newly constructed church of S.Fantin, another project 

started by Cardinal Zen. The proj ect was not executed, but 

according to the cardinal's will the altar was to be adorned 

with five gilded bronze statues to be put on the altar. The 

same number of bronze figures was to decorate another 

(unexecuted) altarpiece donated by the Cardinal for the High 

Altar in the Cathedral of Vicenza. 76 

The Altar of the Title of the Cross from S. :r:laria dei 

Servi (plates 155-160) is quite different from the SaC1'3 

Convel'sazione relief in S. Stefano and the canopy 

stru.cture in the Zen chapel, which are closely related to 

painted altarpieces in Venice. The altar at the Servi was 

distinctly different. As described in Chapter One, it Has 

decorated with four narrative bronze reliefs and a bronze 

door with figures of angels in low relief Iding the cross. 

se multifigural representations ultimately derive 

sarcophagus decoration. They are related to bronzes 

in the Venetian private collections of ca. 1500. In this 

case, s function as a reliquary justified a 

particularly precious and detailed decoration. In d- 1 1 .J..-'-

likelihood the donor of the relic, Girolamo Donato, was also 

the patron of the altar and among the most learned Venetians 

of his age. Here, as well as in the case of Jacopo Sur ian, 

76 See Jestaz (1986), p. 176. 
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i:::1f lu.enced choice of material.?? 

Thea l:;'CrrlS isted ()f 

1 bronze reliefs of Assumption and Coronation 

of the Virgin (pla.t.es 114) and a ft1.rt.her fou.l~ reliefs ()f the 

a.ri a.rl(".Jrl~7rrlCftlS ru,~ste~;; 

they an earlier stone altar of inferic:,r 

quality Buora and Bartolomeo di Domenico. 

BrCf.Clze quickly a. popular material for practically 

all genres of secular as well as religious sculpture. While 

statuettes filled the cablnets of private collec~ors, the 

ir of 1 decorated with Sansovino's 

r.La.r'1'"'a .. 0 reliefs pergoli (15.37- '\ .I , Sacristy 

Do () 1'"' In 1546) and the figures of the Four 

the 0 bronze altarpieces remained the 

t ly large-scale projects 

i1' cost pr() il}iji"';1 i;.:tlla 1 pa t:t'"c~"n.s c:c)lJ~lc1 

()f 

were 

the ,0->1 i '.., 
.. It ..... h.~ .r 

s .. (~ 

78 tIle see 
Boucher (1991), pp. 55-72. 

?9 Abbot for the ths guild 
(Timofiewitsch, 1972, 

p" L.:77) ~ St. John ev. from Altar 
of the Scuola 0.1 S. Alessandro Vittoria were made in 
158a~./84" T!le Hig}: J.~l t,31" fi:>:C II Redentore by Girolamo 
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4. Terracotta and Materials 

There are records for two terracotta works in Venetian 

churches of our period. One represented a "gothic theatre" of 

the Lamentation of the Dead Christ with eight life-size 

figures by Guido Mazzoni in S.Antonio di Castello. so The 

other one was an altarpiece in the church of S.Spirito, 

representing Nativity. Nothing of it survives, but it was 

recorded by Sansovino: 

"There, Niccolo 
terracotta, 

dell' Arca Schiavone made the Nativity 
painted and in mezzo rilievo."81 

It is probably due to the fragili of the material and 

the Venetian climate that so Ii tt has survived the 

centuries. Although is 1 ely that more works of 

terracotta, a cheap but versatile medium, decorated the 

interiors of Venetian churches, it probably never gained the 

popularity it had acquired in Florence. s2 The large output of 

enamelled terracotta altarpieces the della Robbia 

wo shop there had no equivalent at all in Venice. 83 

dates from ca. 1590, while the contract for the High Altar of 
S. Giorgio Maggiore was drawn up between the same artist a:ad 
the Abbot of the monastery on 20th January 1592 
(Timofiewitsch, 1972, pp. 253-55, and pp. 257-62). 

80 Sansovino/Mart ioni, p. 32. Fragments of it are preserved 
in the Museo Civico in Padua. See Zorzi (1972), pp. 312-315, 
and Timothy Verdon, The Art of Guido Mazzoni, Ph.D. 
dissertation, Yale, 1975, pp. 69-76. According to -the 
contract Guido was paid 600 s for two years' work on the 
modelling, painting and installation of the group. 

81 Sansovino/Martinioni 
Schiavone vi scolpi il 
mezzo rilievo." 

82 Krahn (1989), p. 103. 

(1663), 
Presepio 

p. 230: "Nicolo dall' Arca 
di terra cotta colori to di 

83 However, terracotta altarpieces can be found on the 
Venetian mainland. Planiscig (1921), pp. 153-173, believed 
that works in terracotta had begun with Donatello and that, 
consequently, Padua had become the centre of works in this 
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5. Use of Paint and Gilding and the Colouristic Effect of 
Venetian Sculpture. 

5.1 Gilding 

No systematic studies deal with the polychromy of 

Venetian sculpture in the Quattrocento perhaps for the 

simple reason that there is no underlying principle t.o t.he 

gilding and polychromy of monuments. An early essay by Boni 

contains little valuable information on individual monuments, 

while more recent authors such as Muraro merely pointed out 

the lack of studies. 84 However, it. should be noted t.hat 

Sheard, Wolters and, most recently, Schulz have treat.ed t.he 

subject to some extent. 85 

There are no fixed rules for polychromy or gilding for 

the sculptured al t.arpieces of the Early Renaissance, or for 

Venet.ian sculpture of t.he period as a whole. From close 

examinat.ion we can deduce that., similar to Venetian tombs, 

many sculpt.ured altarpieces (as well as most. ot.her works of 

sculpture) were at. least part.ly polychromed and, in almost. 

all cases, partially gilded. S6 

On~ can assume that wooden altarpieces were always fully 

polychromed. The flesh of figures in wood as well as in 

medium. Still in situ in the Church of t.he Eremitani are the 
Sacra Conversazione (plate 108) by Nicolo Pizzolo of 1449 and 
t.wo alt.ars along t.he left wall of the nave, dating from 1495 
and ca. 1500. See Egg (1965), pp. 326f. 

84 Boni (1883), and Muraro (1961a), p. 359. 

85 Sheard (1971), pp. 70-72 
also Wolters in Huse/v~ol t.ers 
Schulz (1991), pp. 50f. 

and pp. 
(1986), 

355f. , 
p. 150 

nn. 51-52. See 
and pp. 165f. 

86 Braun (1924), I I, p. 417, though not naming examples, 
observed that the use of polychromy was deeply rooted in some 
places and continued t.o be used throughout. t.he Renaissance. 
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terracot,ta was always painted in a naturalistic way, while 

robes were either naturalistically coloured or 

extravagantly gilded, such as on the two altars in the 

cathedral of Tc)rcel or the Al tar of St. fiichael in the 

church of the i . Quite a lot of statues which today, 

strip:ped off their colour, look clumsily carved, would have 

looked considerably better in their original painted state. 

Wooden frames and their decoration were certainly always 

polychromed and gilded. A lost wooden altar in S. Maria dei 

Frari was known as di S. Girolamo d 'Oro, of the golden St. 

Jerome, since large parts of it were gilded. 87 This abundance 

of gilt, as a symbol of heavenly light, leads to a complete 

negation of the actual medium, or, as Fizzi coined "la 

smaterializzazione del legno",88 

It appears that works in limestone also required further 

embellishment. The Istrian stone altar relief of the NatiT;-i t7 

(plate 134) from S.Andrea della Certosa was originally 

entirely polychromed, many traces of pigments on -CHe 

object indicate. In this case, the notion of polychromy goes 

alongside the pictorial conception of the relief, Hhich has 

many parallels in contemporary Venetian painting. During 

recent restoration of the statues of Sts. Cosmas and Damia:tl 

(plates 17, 18) from the Altar of the Barbers' Guild, traces 

of gilding and polychromy Here discovered. It results that 

originally the figures' garments would have been painted blue 

wi til gilded collars, while the laces of their footHear, 

contours of their lips and fingers show pigments of cinnabar 

87 Corner (1758), p. 365, 

88 Rizzi (1983), p. 20. 



red. 89 Under these aspects, .+ lv appears unusual that t~ne 

documents contain no reference concerning the polychromy or 

gilding of the d' Arnolfo chapel in Chioggia, wh was made 

entirely from Istrian stone. Quite on the contrary, the 

contract for the altar emphasised the whiteness of the 

stones_ 

Most other altarpieces in stone before 1500, and before 

Tullio Lombardo, show· at least partial polychromy and 

normally gilding on the rims of the draperies. Colouristic 

accents such as the painting of pupils and lips as well as 

painting and gilding of architectural details are standard. 

For example, the pupils of all figures of the Triptych of the 

Madonna (plate 33) in 5S. Giovanni e Paolo were painted 

black. The niches of the St. Peter Polyptych (plate 8) in the 

iliani chapel in the church of the Frari were originally 

painted dark blue with stars. Many of the cornices and 

creepers were gilded, in very much the same way as Bartolomeo 

Bon's Porta della Carta (also known as rta Aurea ) at 

Ducal Palace. It is further noticeab that the female saints 

on the upper tier were originally polychromed and their hai= 

and attr gilded. The male saints on ~ne ~aln ~ler, O~ 

the other' hand, 110 po: 

tlla:n those of 

stat,~es saints (not necessarily of o 

.r: 
J.. Sj after 1500 were not ly polychromed. The 

88 Ettore Merkel in Restituzioni (1991), p. 44. 

90 The statues of the main tier were 
years later. See Chapte:l' Four, 2.1.1 
S. Haria dei Frari. 

perhaps executed thi 
The EJlJiliani Chapel at 
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naturalistic polychromy of the statues on top of the High 

Al tar in S. Maria dei Frari, h'hich Has noted by Schulz, was 

probably an exception and depended on their particular 

position atop Titian's painting of the Assumptiol1. 91 On the 

other hand, effigies of the deceased on funerary monuments, 

that l· C' 
~, to say the figures closest; to life, Here painted 

naturalistically. 92 

While polychromy continued to be used on some worKS, 

others, like Lorenzo Bregno' s Resurrected Christ In Treviso 

(plate 91), reli on the lustre of polished Carrara marble. 

o s made extensive use of gilt. According to an 

ear description, much of the monument for the doges 

Barbar igo, for instance, Has gilded. S 3 Contrary to Braur.:.' s 

observation, that as a rule Italian marble altars of the 15th 

century Here not or only sparingly gilded, Venetian altars 

almost invariably had gilded areas. S4 Gi was 

to architecture and ornaments, as well as to the statues of 

saints, where it highlighted drapery and attributes, and 

sometimes also hair or the beard of God the Father or saints, 

or the w of angels. On the relief of the Pieta in S. Lio 

(plate 130), the iconographically most important group, the 

Virgin and the Dead Christ is not only set off by deep 

91 Schulz (1991), pp. 50 and 185. 

'3 2 y~ol tel's in Huse/y~ol tel's (1986), p. 165. See also Sheard. 
(1971), especially p. 71. Sheard noticed that, while earlier 
sculpture was almost always polychromed and gilded, the 
Vendramin tomb employed paint only partially, while the later 
tomb for Giovanni Mocenigo virtually uses no colour at all 
(other than the natural hue of the stone). 

93 Jacobus Filippus Bergomensis. Supplementum Chronicorum. 
( 1st edition Venice, 1483). Italian edi tio:n Venice, 1540, c. 
CCCXXIII verso: "fu sepellito in uno sepolchro dorato da esso 
fabricato." 

94 Braun (1924), p. 417. 
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undercutting, but is moreover emphasised by extensive gilding 

on the Madonna's veil and belt, on Christ's loincloth and on 

the cross behind them. This decorative but also meaningful 

principle of gilding was not abandoned throughout the period, 

al. though it was used less and less. As a rule of thumb one 

could say, the holier the subject, the more lavish the 

gilding. On both the Altar of the Sacrament (plate 76) in 

S.Marco and the Trevisan Altar in S.Maria Mater Domini (plate 

125) the figure of God the Father is surrounded by a heavenly 

golden glow. 

As the documents reveal, the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen 

from S.Maria dei Servi, made between 1523 and 1524, had large 

areas of gilding. These were probably lost, Hhen the altar 

Has taken from its original location and installed in its 

present location in SS. Giovanni e Paolo. It appears that the 

altar's large niche contained a further, smaller niche with a 

shell-shape apse, which originally acommodated Bartolomeo di 

Francesco Bergamasco' s st.at.ue of t.he Magdalen. This entire 

niche was gilded. In contradist.inct.ion to most altarpieces of 

the period, Tullio Lombardo' s Corona tion of the Virgin (plate 

150) in S. Giovanni Crisostomo is completely void of gilding 

. -'-or palnl,. llio, like Rizzo on his Al tars of St. James c,nd 

St. Paul (plates 82-86), on the whole renounced po 

and gilding, and exploited instead the invariably highly 

polished surfaces of his statues, which would have reflected 

cand light almost like mirrors.s5 

The latest project discussed in this thesis, 

decoration of the Emiliani chapel at S.Michele, does not show 

evidence of gilding, nor do the documents mention the 

B5 For Rizzo see Schulz (1983a), pp. 166f. 
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employment of an indorador, a gilder. This indicates the way 

sculpture was to take in the second half of 16th century 

and later, although gi continued to be used throughout the 

Cinquecento, at times lavishly, like on the Sansovinesque 

Altar of the Sacrament from S.Geminiano. 96 

5.2 Painted Decoration of the Altars' 

Numerous Renaissance funerary monuments in Venetian 

charches were also originally surrounded by paintings, such 

as the pensile monument for Melchiore Trevisan (plate 180) in 

~3. Naria dei Frari the background of which is decorated with 

scoed ornaments. Vi ttore Carpaccio' s previously mentioned 

painting of the Vision (If Francesco Ottobon (plate 173) ShOHS 

that only the la:cge marble altar, which is fixed into the 

wall, is surrounded by a painted frame. In contradistinction, 

the wall behind the smaller wooden polyptychs, which are 

movable, is plain. 

Carpaccio's painting probably gives a good impression of 

the lost original non-sculptural embellishment of the Altar 

of Mary Magdalen from S.Maria dei Servi. This , -'-. aecora L.lOrl 

was particular rich. A certain maestro Francesco was to 

paint the sides of the altar with grisaille "spolgie", 

probably llions, further animals and a blue background. 

Moreover, the altar was to be adorned with some paint 

architecture, some steps and cornices", :';"n addition to its 

lavish gilding. 

A similar case, where the altar is to the present day 

framed by painted decoration is the High Al tar of S. Rocco 

96 is altarpiece is now in the chapel of the Villa Pisani 
at Stra. 
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(plate 58). While the altar was installed in 1520 and work on 

it was completed by 1522, it was decided six years later 

complete or complement the decoration of the saint's chape: 

even further. Ridolfi reco that Pordenone "composed a 

ring of co to the sides of the altar, inserting between 

them some putti who carry the pilgrim's hat, staff and 

bag" . S 7 These frescoes, depicting an elaborate architectural 

backdrop with inlaid pedestals, variegated columns and 

entablature w architrave, variegated marble frieze and 

cornice, can still be seen today. Much more than the former 

decorative framing devices, these elements are identical with 

the real architecture of the altar's framewo and create a 

magnificent spatial illusion. 

A of the Chapel of St. Nicholas (plate 13) iri 

the Ducal Palace, built between 1505 and 1506, was originally 

surrounded by frescoes of the Four Evangelists by Titian as 

can be seen on an engraving of the mid-18th century (plate 

14) . Both altar and frescoes were in si tu by December 

when they were described by Harin Sanudo.!3 8 

however, the frescoes are no longer merely complementing the 

altar's framework. The scale of the painted figures, 

evangelists on -!-, vne level of the relief figures and 

Hadonna with St. Nicholas and the kneeling Doge Andrea Gritti 

above, is muoh larger than the sea of the sculptures.!3!3 

Whereas the altar lS strictly framed by the customary 

97 Ridolfi (1648), p. 121:" ... ne'fianchi dell'Altare compose 
un giro di colonne, trammettendovi alcuni putti, che tengono 
il cappello, il bordone e la tasca del Santo Pellegrino." 

98 Hubala (1977). 

99 Doge Gritti was the patron of both frescoes and altar. See 
Chapter Four, 2.3.4 The ill tar ()f tbe 8t. Nicholas Chapel in 
the Ducal Palace fo:r Doge And:rea Gri tti . 
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aedicule, the frescoes did not have any limits but the wall 

itself. They have becOl'ne independent decorative 

elements, dominating altarpiece at the centre of 

chapel"s rear wall. 

5.3 Effect of Stones 

The fashion for colourful stones had caught on. in Venice 

long before 1500. Even before the fire of 1485 at the Scuola 

Grande di S. Marco, parts of its decoration were executed in 

stones of different colours. IOO After the fire, the Scuola"s 

facade was re-built, not only using a wealth of Lombardesque 

ornaments, but also a variety of white, black, red and green 

stones, "tutta incrostata di marmi ,..... •• II 

IlnlSSlml , as well as 

gilding. 101 

As mentioned in Chapter One, at the beginning of t~le 

16th century the employment of red and green disks, ovals or 

diamonds, inserted into cornices and pilasters and lavish 

ial gilding replaced the rich floral patterns on 

lY10numents of the late Quattrocento .102 Objects sue}} as 

High Altar of S.Sepolcro were admired for their use of 

expensive and multi-coloured stones. Stringa in his additions 

to Sansovino" s guide admired its altarpiece, as it was "a::"l 

inlaid with marbles and beautifully crafted with fine stones 

in many colours. "103 

100 Paoletti (1929), p. 16. 

101 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 286. 

102 See Chapter One, 3. Development of Ornament., and v~olters 
in Ruse/Wolters (1986), p. 180. 

103 Sansovino/Stringa, 
intersiata, & lavorata 
c010ri ... " 

p. 131 
vagamente 

verso: "e tutta di 
di pietre fine 

marmo 
di piC::. 
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The High Altar of S.Rocco (plate 58) is the most 

extravagantly decorated altar of the period. It disp a 

wealth of different materials. While the altar is also one of 

the richest exponents of the use of colourful stones in 

Venice on ich serpentine, porphyry and variegated rnarbles 

have been abundantly employed, the front of St. Roch's 

sarcophagus was to be decorated with narrative reliefs made 

from bronze or silver. I:Ll additiol:l, many decorative 

alld parts of the draper were originally gilded, were 

the apses in front of ich the statues of saints s ~he 

and figures of the main t.ier have ar;. extremely h 

polish (plate 61). o irllays ir1 tIle spa.ndrels of t11e rnaln 

arch are 
. .. . ..., seml-spnerlCa.l, as if to emphasise ever;. more t,he 

jewel-like appearance of the material. Selvatico was 

particular impressed by the altar's antependium (plate 63), 

"ricchissimo per scel ti marmi", which decorated wi t,ll 

inlays as well as with floral patterns in niello work.104 

At the very end of the period, in the years follow 

1528, the construction of Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele in 

Isola (plates 139-147) demoastrates clearly, that tile 

Venetian predilectiori for colourful stones was still go 

strong. The chc,pel's interior is veneered in white marble, 

~arge pieces OI semi-precious stones such as porphyry and 

serpentine and strikingly variegated marb s were used for 

the ornamental decoration of the wal and the altars' 

framework. Only the rectangular altarpieces are made of white 

marble in three-quarter relief. Connell noticed that 

marb and stones from the works by Guglielmo Bergamasco are 

highly polished: 

104 lvatico (1847), p. 171. 
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II The result. is quite differerlt fl"oln pl"eviotJ.s t;lpes of 
marble inlay In Venice: the colours of the materials are 
rrlOl~e val"'ieCl a1:1d~ l)rigrlter arid l1arsh.er. 11105 

In several cases the application of variegated mar:)le 

in the 16th century lS not much different frOIn the 

12th century when the interior of S. Narco had been revet ted 

with cut pieces of veined marble which formed patterns across 

the wall. This was applied, for instance, on the altar 

frontals in the Emiliani Chapel at S. Nichele (plate 146), 

where the natural syrnmetrical patterns created by the stone 

replace a relief or a geometrical design. Pl. close look 

these antependia revea an astonishing wealth in colours 

the highly decorative pattern of the material as such. 

105 Connell (1976), p. 137. 
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In this chapter I shall reconstruct the process of the 

making of sculptured altarpieces from the initial model to 

the final installation. This will be based on contemporary 

documentation, such as contracts, account books and receipts. 

The information they contain will light on the scope of 

some of the altarpieces surveyed in the previous chapters, 

many people were involved over what period of time, the 

dlvlslon of labour as well as the financial dimensio~ls of 

e Horks. 
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1. Documentation 

Not many detailed records survive of the making of 

sculptured altarpieces. However, in the archives of the 

Procurators of S. whose role as patrons will be 

discussed in following chapter, a few account books 

relating to projects presented in this thesis have been 

preserved. The account book of the Commissaria of Verde della 

Scala of 1523/24, ich I have transcribed in full in the 

Appendix of Documents, was partly published and paraphrased 

by Michele Caffi in 1884. The important documents relating to 

the COllJffJissaTia of Margheri ta Vi tturi Emiliani of 1528/31 

were partly published by Vittorino Meneghin in 1962.1 However, 

Ie Caffi"s interest was mainly that of reconstructing the 

career of the architect Guglielmo Bergamasco, Meneghin 

treated the chapel at S.Michele in Isola as one small part In 

the history of the Idolese monastery. Also 

published by Paoletti and Connell are the records of the 

making of the d"Arnolfo chapel in the cathedral of Chioggia. 2 

A fourth large sculptural project for which extensive 

documentation has survived is the Zen Chapel ~+ ctv S. co, 

lch was the object of a previously mentioned study by 

Jestaz. 3 He was the only one to publish a substantial body of 

re documents and dedicated some of his attention to the 

progress of the commission. 

1 Meneghin (1962), II, pp. 333-339. 

2 Paoletti (1893), I, p. 53, and Connell (1976), pp. 201-202 
and 211-12. Most relevant documents in ASV, Procuratori di 
S. Marco de [11 tra, busta 16. 

3 Jestaz (1986). 
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2. Models and Drawings 

The first stage of an altar was the making of one or 

more drawings or models by one or more craftsmen, architects, 

sculptors, carpenters and painters alike. 

Perhap:3 ow 

comprehensive stud 

to the enormous losses there are no 

dealing with drawings and models of the 

'Norks of sculpture of the Early Renaissance in Venice. An 

almost contemporary detailed and useful account of the use of 

models made from wax, clay or plaster is given by Giorgio 

Vasari in the introduction of his Lives of the Artists. 4 In 

recent academic writings, Wol tex's briefly referred to 

drawings and models for sculptural projects in general,5 

ile Connell's discussion dwelt almost exclusively Ofl 

drawings for architectural projects before 1500. 6 

The presentation of models was certainly common practice 

for all larger sculptural and architectural enterprises. 

These objects were not bought ready made, and, In Iact, all 

surviving contracts al tarpieces of our period, contain 

precise references to models. In addition to these models, 

the contracts usually described the features of the object to 

be made. is Has done in meticulous detail, referring to 

certain formal s lis tic features such as the imitation of 

other works, as Hill be discussed below, to material and 

colour, as well as to altar's iconography. 

Although most preparatory designs of sculptural projects 

in Venice are lost, they are documented in many cases. In an 

4 Vasari (1981), pp. 152-154. 

5 Wolters in Ruse/Wolters (1986), p. 148. 

s Connell (1976), pp. 201-202. 
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agreement of 1449 between the stonemasons Pantaleone and 

Zu.ctl1e and the patron Pietro Franco concerning the 

construction of a chapel and altar of the Madonna in S.Pietro 

di Castello, the craftsmen described the features of the 

chapel detail, then added that a design of the project had 

already been handed to Pietro. 7 Antonio Rizzo, when v.JOrk 

on a pu it for the old Scuoia Grande di S.Marco, was 

supplied Hith 
, 
aee by Gentile Bellini. 8 Like 

the scu.lptor Horked with different colours -,=,.nd the clocument 

specified that the figu.res had to be carved in white marble 

on a black background. Lorenzo Bregno, too, had submitted a 

draw t,o Procurators of S.Marco de Supra for the Altar 

of Cross., the detai of Hhich were delineated in the 

contract.S 

According to the contract of 1492 for the chapel of the 

Madonna and the double t,omb s Marco and Agost.ino 

in S.Maria della Carit.~, Bartolomeo de Domenico and 

Giovanni Buora were working from a draHing. 10 That. models were 

likely t.o be subject. t.o al t.erations and improvement. is very 

clearly expres;2',ed in the contract for t,his monume:nt, since 

the tHO stonemasons, craftsmen of mediocre qualities, were 

repeatedly reminded t.o seek to improve on t.he design they had 

submit.ted 11 As has been mentioned previously, the High Alt.ar 

7 Paoletti (1893), I, p. 41. 

8 Paoletti (1929), p, 16, 

S Document published in Cecchetti (1886a), p. 27, no. 160 , 
see this chapter, below. 

10 Parts of this document. are published in Roeck (1991). 

11 Document quoted in Roeck (1991), p. 31. Connell (1976), p, 
185, on the other hand, stated t,he opposite case, where a 
Hood carver had improved on the contract draw without the 
authorisation of the patron. 
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of S.Rocco also differs from the model that was described in 

t,he contract bet1'wer;. the Chapter of the confraternity anc 

Venturino Fantoni. ~\Jhile the original decision of the banca 

only referred to seven marble statues, a document of 1521 

mentioned eleven marble figure;::.; that were to decorate the 

al tar. 12 Eventually , neither the four figures that were to 

fill the niches on the altar's side faces nor the "christo 

razi" for the pediment were carried out, so that the number 

of statues on the altar remained the orig se"'fle11. 

Only a couple of attributed drawings for sculptural 

projects in the Veneto exist for our period. Sheard published 

a ing of a lavishly ornamented project for the Vendramin 

tomb by Andrea Verrocchio of the 1480s.13 She further 

suggested that a dra1'ling OT. St. Nark Healing Anianus in the 

Staalicrle t1u.seerl, Bel .... lirl, may llave served as a model for a 

relief. 14 Wilk drew attention to a drawing, attributed by her 

to the Bellini shop, ich served as a model for Tullio 

Lombardo's relief of the Niracle of the J.'1iser's Heart for the 

Cappella del Santo in Padua. 15 

As for altarpieces, a drawing by Jacopo Bellini in the 

Louvre Book of Drawings of the middle of the Quattrocento 

appears to represent. a carved polyptych, as Christ's Cross 

projects from the niche (plate 181).16 t interest is t,h(~ 

drawing of an altar (plate 32) by Venetian stonemason 

2.2 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 124, docs. 146-47. 

13 Sheard (1978), pp. 136 f. 

14 Sheard (1984a), p. 174, n. 80. 

15 Wilk in Lorenzoni (1984), p. 123 and fig. 220. Wolters in 
e/Wolters (1986), p. 147, tentatively attributed the same 

drawing to Antonio Lombardo. 

16 See Eisler (1989), pp. 382 and 403. 
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,Jacomo di Lazzaro for the d' Arnolfo chapel in the cathedral 

in Chioggia. hi a thorough analysis of this unique example, 

Connell pointed out the eminent importance of the drawing for 

the construction of the chapel, since the contract for it 

does not contain a led description. 17 Despite some 

uncertainties, the design clearly shows the chapel's most 

conspicuous decorative features and the arrangement of 

figures behind the altar's mensa (as described in Chapter 

One). A clause in the con-;:;ract clear that the figures 

were to be free-standing, a feature which is not visible or: 

the drawing. 18 

Of course, apart from drawings, there were o-;:;her ferms 

of models for sculptured altarpieces. A "modeleto de cera", a 

small wax model, was made by Giovanni da Trafr for the a 

of the Scuola di S. Marco in 1498. Also made of wax was the 

model by Bartolomeo Bergamasco which he had presented to 

Procurators of S .1'1arco de Ci tI'a for the statue of St. Mary 

Magdalen from S .1'1aria Servi, before the contract Wi3.S 

drawn up on 21st August 1524. The previous year, 

architect Guglie Bergamasco had submitted a drawing of the 

i tectural frame of the same altar and the tomb that was 

to be situated in front of it. According to the contract, the 

wood carver Biagio da Faenza had also made a wooden model. 19 

17 Connell (1976), p. 202 and pp. 211-212. Paoletti (1893), I, 
p. 53; and Procuratori di S.Marco de UltI'a, busta 16, folio 1 
recto. 

18 I have 
intriege" 

translated expression "de tuto 
the 

relieve zioe 
with free-standing. Connell, on 

irlte:"pret,ed as high relief. 

I9 Biagio had worked fOl' t.lle Venet.ian 
1503, when he made the wooden ceil 
Scarlatt,i. I:n 1504 b.(s w;~;3 
c 
,-,' . ,'_ .r: ,-, - -

-.) 
~- -'- - .,'-_ ..... ,;::;; 

-:'1 7 7-. ,':-';; 
-:. - -'- ,,-,.' -.~' 

-'.-, - ,'-, ,,-- ;-,,, 
• _i ...... __ '.\"~ 

government already 
()f -:,}18 c ~ .-", 
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_~_ 1_ ._, 

'...l":"w-':'> be~ween the Procurators of S.Marco de 

'...7i tra and Giambattista da Carona for the Emiliani chapel on 

we sculptor had submitted models, 

probably made out of wax, for all three of the chapel's 

altarpieces. These had been to the procurators' satisfaction, 

and was "all the figures pale have to 

correspond to the form and manner of the models as ordered 

from him (that is to say Giambattista da Carona), or, 1• _f" 
~.L they 

differ, they have to be changed in such a way that they 

please u~; more". 2 0 

2.1 and 

Pomponius Gauricus in his treatise De Sculptura of 1504 

tells the story of the competition between Antonio Rizzo and 

Tullio Lombardo, although nlS tale conforms to previous 

models of the writing of artists' lives. 21 In a socio-

historically oriented analysis, Michael Maek-G~rard drew 

attention to the conflict between Venetian stonemasons and 

those from other parts of the world, in particular of Lombard 

origin, who were in the majority and represented a threat to 

local craftsmen. 22 

ile rivalry was certainly strong, formal competi tiOl"lS 

in Venice, on the other hand, were feW or are not 

20 A2N, Procuratori 01 S.Marco de Citra, busta 69, Quaderno 
Spexe: " ... tute Ie figure e palle dieno essere della forma et 
modo a-Ll modeli decreta et etiam fata per lui over a <;.uel 
altro modo se anno mudar che piui ne piasera. 

21 Gauricus/Chastel (1969), pp. 254-255. See also Vasari's 
story of the competition between Giorgione and young 
Titian, who were both working on the Fondaco dei Tedeschi. 

22 Maek-G~rard (1980), p. 111. 



dooumented.23 It is doubtful, whether the competition the 

equestrian monument of Bartolomeo Colleoni real took place, 

as the comment of 1487 by the German pi im Felix l' is 

vague and Vasari's two versions of the story are 

contradictory. 24 

In fact, only one formal competition is recorded for -'-, 
G[le 

category of sculptured altarpieces of our period, that for 

the High Al tar of the church of S. Rocco (plate 58). Shortly 

after the Scuola '"' , l-:rranae d · l S.Rocco had been permitted to 

ld a new meeting-house and church, the Chapter General of 

confraternity organised a competition for the 

construction of its High Altar.25 In March 1517, from a 

number of models a.-nd drawings submitted by seve:::,'al 

stonemasons, that of maestro Venturin Fantoni was selected. 26 

Iii trle COIl tract. , the "modelo" and "desegno" are 

synonymously, making it impossible for us to determine, 

whether there had been a three-dimensional model as well as a 

drawing on paper. 

23 Burke (1972/1987), p. 
commissions also took place 
Florence and Venice, which is 
from republics of merchants." 

102:"Formal competitions for 
on occasion, especially in 
what one might have expected 

24 Vasari, III, pp. 367f. and F. Faber, Evagatorium 
Sancta"", Ara.b~ et Egypti peregriuationem, 3 va 
by C.D. Hassler, Stuttgart, 1843-49. 

. , 
Terrae 
edited 

25 The Scuola di S.Rocco was particular keen on 
competitions: they not only initiated the well-known story of 
Tintoretto's painting for the ceiling of the Scuola's 
albergo, but, more than sixty years after the commission of 
the church altar, also organised a ition for the altar 
of the confraternity's chapter hall. See imir 
Timofiew 'Ein Entwurf fUr den Altar del' Scuola d1 
;:, .1\OCCO in Venedig·, in Festschrift fUr Ulrich Middeldorf, 
ed. A. Kosegarten and P.Tigler, Berlin, 1968, pp.342-349. 

26 Paoletti (1893), p. 124, doc. 146:" ... avendo in quee.~to 
ttempo fatto far piui modeli a piui maistri ttagia pieri dil 
che avendo elett.o iO fatto per man de mo Venturin ..... 
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Rather than by means of competitions, it appears that 

the sculptors of our altarpieces worked on recommendation. 

Surely, Giovanni Trafj. was recommended the ral 

Chapter of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco as a conse~uence of 

his previous activities for a Venetian patron in Rome. 27 The 

sc:ul.ptor lomeo di Francesco Bergamasco, who made 

statues of at least three altars of our period, was 

recommended to the deputies of the Misericordia in Bergamo, 

who were responsible for the adornment of the High Altar of 

the cathedral. 28 

Schulz plausibly surmised that the Bregnos' projects in 

Cesena resulted from ir family 1 s \d th Antonio Rizzo, 

who had stayed in Cesena after his flight from Venice at the 

-'lery ene. of the 15th century. 29 This is corroborated by 

fact that patrons Cesena were not regular customers Ior 

Venetian altarpieces. 

In 1523 Guglielmo Bergamasco, the architect of the Altar 

of St. Mary i'1agdalen (plate 94) probably received the 

commission because of his family 1 s w Bal"to lomec bo:n 

w~no sil1ce 1505 b.ac1 proto or chief architect for the 

Procurat.or"s of S " r1a.rc:c; . 30 Shortly afterwards, in 1525, 

Guglielmo was again employed by the procurators for making a 

decoration at Lazaretto Vecchio as well as for making the 

27 See Chapter Fou!', 4.2.2 The A1 tar of the SCClo1a C:!rande di 
S.Narco. 

28 Schulz (198 ), p. 257. 

29 Scl1ulz (1991), p~ 23. 

30 See Th.-B., IV, pp. 264-265, ad 70CelJ) Bon, Bartolomeo. 
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tomb of Guglielmo Qt1.erini in S. Andrea della Certosa. 31 

years later, he was once again chosen by the procurators te 

construct Erniliarli altars at 

S. Michele. 32 Coming from Bergamo, he counted as a Venetian 

arl.d was perfect appropriate for the procurators to 

employ him. The regular employment of Guglielmo as well as of 

most of the other craftsmen working on both the altar of the 

Magdalen and iliani chapel indicates a typically 

conservative and patriotic Iflentali ty among the procurators. 

lS a characterised the patronage of other Venetian 

institutions. 33 

It is more likely that the sculptor Giambattista 

Carona received the commission for the three altars of the 

Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele (plates 139-149) through family 

links with other Lombard sculptors and architects. Acce ing 

to the contract, Guglielmo in this case had the function OI a 

mediat.or. A further J • • aeClSlVe factor may have been the 

sculptor"s relationship with Tullio Lombardo, whose will 

Giambattista witnessed 1532.34 

31 For 
Paoletti 
S.Andrea 

the zaretto Vecchio see 
(1893), II, p. 123, doc. 

see Connell (1988), p. 136. 

publi 
136. For 

document 
the tomb at 

32 For the career of Guglielmo Bergamasco see Angelini 
(1961), pp. 109-152. 

33 See Chapter Four, 4. The Role of Official BodieB as 
Patrons and Executors. ~1aek-Gerard (1980), p. 112, argued 
that Pietro Lombardo' s and Giovanni Buora' s dismissal from 
work at the facade of the Scuo Grande di 5.Marco and lr 
replacement by the "Venetian" Mauro Codussi from Bergamo was 
caused such patriotic think 

34 ASV, Notarile Testamenti, busta 210, no. 523. 



3. Contract 

Once a particular model had been chosen, a contract was 

drawn up between the patron and the sculptor, or, if -;:,he 

proj ect was of a larger scale, the stonemason who "Jas go 

to supervise Cf..;!ltract rlorrrlally~ prescribed tr18 scope 

size of the project, what was to be done by the craftsman 

(or craftsmen) and within wllat time span, what the material 

was going to be and parts of it the respective parties 

were to supply. Naturally, in almost all cases, it also named 

fee of the craftsman. 35 

Thus, the contract between Guglielmo Bergamasco and ~wo 

of the Procurators of S. Marco de C~ tra, Andrea Gussoni and 

An tonio Tron, :3pecifies adornment of an altar 

of the Servi of an approximate height of twenty-eight 

Venetian feet and of width of sixteen Venetian feet 

according to the model. 38 

The principal material was to be Istrian stone, in some 

areas revetted with Ie or alabaster, inlaid with various 

semi-precious stones, "with a figure in the middle in 2, 

niche, wh has to be the Magdalen made out of marble".;3 7 

This statue was to be the object of a different contract, as 

well as two marble columns that were to go on the altar. 

Guglielmo was to construct a tomb at the bottom of the s 

leading up to the altar, slab of which was to be made of 

Istrian stone into which pieces of marble and other "fine 

S-C011es II, P two epigrams with inscriptions and coat-of-

35 As Humfrey (1986) p. 66, noted, contracts for Venetian 
altarpieces do not differ from Florentine contracts. 

38 For weights and measurements see Appendix I. 

37 See Appendix I. 



arms of the Hadonna Verde della Scala, the altar's foundE:r 

All materials were to be supplied by the Procurators of 

S.Marco who presumably had easy access to such. As mentioned 

previously, these rons turned repeatedly to the same 

c:raf·tSITle:n fer supplies ~ ielmo's task ",as coordinate the 

construction of the altar, to supervise the stone suppliers, 

cutters and ilders, and to ensure the smooth runn of tIle 

Til 0 Though he normal had his workshop in the • 1 parlsn 

of S.Aponal in the sestiere of S.Polo, in the vicinity of 

rneeting place of the stonemasons' guild, we learn from the 

contract, that Guglielmo was to have a temporary workshop. 

This was set up in an appropriate corner of the monastery of 

the Servites, where he would be able to work with the 

materials, dress and polish stones. 38 

The other contracts of the period follow the same lines, 

and one can assume that in cases lacking documentation tile 

specifications were more or ss the same. 3S 

38 The stonemasons' guild, the Arte dei Tagliapietra, unite;:' 
all sorts of stone workers: architects, sculptors and 
stonemasons. On 1723 the Senate agreed to divide the 

iapietra from the scul~or~. For the history of the guild 
of the Stonemasons see Caniato and Dal Bargo (1990), p. 162. 

39 One exceptional case lS the contract 
chapel in Chioggia of 1458. Although the 

for d'Arnolfo 
document does not 

mention the stonemason's fee (probably because it was already 
a second version of an earlier contract), LTacomo de aro 
had to vouch for the completion and quality of the work ",i 
his owri son. AS'l, Procuratori di S.l!larco de Ult:ra, busta 16, 
folio 1 recto: "Et ad observation de tuti pacti e convention 
predicti el prefacto maistro jacomo obliga si e suo heriedi 
cum tuti soi beni presenti et futuri, et consti tuisse suo 
fiolo per prezo filla ad integra satisfation lav~r predicto. 
et tuti danari per parte over tuto del dicto laval' lui 
c.:. ... \lesse 1"ece\tudo. It 



3.1 Imitation 

In several cases;; COl1tracts (rlot o:nly of al tarpiec;es) 

prescribed the imitation of existing works. 0 

The contract between Procura tors of S. Marco de Ci tTa 

and Alessandro i and Antonio Lombardo for the funerary 

chapel of Giambattista Zen at S. Marco (plates 122-124) does 

not refer to models or drawings as such, but repeatedly 

insists that the altar for this chapel must be modelled on 

the High Altar of the church of S.Marco itself: 

however, with the difference that reas alle carl 
walk around the tar of the church, that of the chapel 
shall lean against the rear wall where the altar will be 
put."41 

Similarly, the cardinal's sarcophagus was to be designed 

"in the form of tllat of messer Orsato Justignan at 

SantrAndrea 1 Lido [that lS to say, della Certosa]". 42 The 

bases of the altar's columns also had to be 'i.Jorked "in the 

manner of Constantinople like the feet of the candelabra at 

S. Giorgio Maggiore", while the frontispiece of the altar >;-las 

to imitate the facade of the church of S.Michele or that of 

S.Giobbe. 43 Furthermore, it is interesting that Zenrs idea cf 

using bronze for his tomb and a was probably inspired by 

40 Huse/Wolters (1986), p. 148, and Connell (1988), pp. 
204ff. 

41 Jestaz (1986), p. 186:" ... uno altar simile a I' altar grando 
de la giexia di San Marcho cum questa tamen defferentia che 
dove a quel de la giexia granda se va atorno atorno, questo 
se apoza al :nuro del vol to dove 1 r altar si fa ... " 

42 Jestaz (1986), p. 188:"a la forma de que 
Orsato Justignan a Sancto Andrea de Lio ... " 

de messer 

43 Jestaz (1986), p. 186:"a la constantinopolitana come i pie 
di chandelieri di Z01:.'zi Mazor." 



recent papal tombs in Rome and by Donatello"s bronze altar 1n 

Fadua. 44 

3.1.1 

Certainly, considering imitation, the fornlu:a 

"all" antica" 1S the most frequently used dur our period. 

Though, the concept of "antique", and what of it was to 

be imitated by Renaissance craftsmen, was unclear to both 

patron and producer. 45 

While Renaissance sculptors of the first generation in 

Venice, such as Fietro Lombardo and Antonio Rizzo, worked 

'lery mucn in the Florentine idiom, the second generatio:"-l, 

above aLL Tullio and Antonio Lombarc.o, "collected antique 

mannerisms and used them as the core around which they 

developed a personal s Ie" 46 

The influence of the antique and the conscious reference 

to a classical repertoire of forms and motifs surfaces ac:; 

several levels: Thus, the will of Cardinal Zen stipulated 

that his epitaph shou be as faithful to the antique as was 

practicable, it fol the antique manner as closely 

as possible". 47 Simi ly, in the procurators aCCOul1t book 

for the Al tar of St. Magdalen it was specified that, 

apart from various l' details, the altar"s statue (plate 

44. This will be discussed further in Chapter Four, 2.1.2 The 
Zell C}]apel at :3 ~ 1~1~7.1·"C;O. 

45 On classical sculpture, its presence and imitation in 
Renaissance Venice '::n ge11eral, see Wolters in Ruse/Wolters 
(1986), pp. 166-168, 176-179 and passim. 

46 Fincus (1979), p. 29. 

47 Fope-Hennessy (19'(1), p. 95: "che tenga pili all"antica sia 
possibi 
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95) was to be "dressed in garments in the antique manner". 48 

Yet, it is not Antonio's sensitive Mother and Child group of 

the Zen altar, nor Bartolomeo Bergamasco's Magdalen 

contemporary dress, but the earlier work of Tullio Lombardo 

(most notably the Corona tion of the VLrgin in S . Giovanni 

Crisostomo, p. 151) and the statues by Lorenzo Bregno 

strike modern viewers as particularly classicising. 48 

Other works Sl."J .. ggest, that either the patron gave 

instructions orally as to what the finished work should 1 • 
.LOOK 

like or that sculptor was inspired by and imitated other 

works. For example, two putti carrying the saroophagus of 

the saint on the High Altar of S. Rocco are quotatioris from 

one figure in two much imitated reliefs of four Putti 

the so-called Th:rone of Saturn (plate 182), dating 

1st century A. D .. the early 16 century they were fixed 

to a wall at the Frezzeria end of Piazza S.Marco, where 

were described by Sanudo in 1522. 50 

3.1.2 of Venetian 

Imi tatiol1 manifests itself Inain. in the nlarlY 

similarities bet1:"een Venetian painting and sculptured 

altarpieces. 

However, a detailed comparison between sculptured and 

painted s would necessari reach beyond the limited 

category of the altarpiece. Parallel formal developments have 

48 See Appendix I. 

48 The classicis aspects of Lorenzo Bregno' s and Tullio 
Lombardo's art are discussed and characterised at length by 
Schulz (1991), pp. 93-95 and 80-82. I have not much to add to 
her description. 

50 Sanudo Diarii, LVII, col. 298, 30th November 1522. See 
also Zorzi (1988), p. 12. 
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been pointed out in passing in Chapter One and will be 

mentioned in Appendix Suffice it here to mention some 

ev leIs of motifs between the statue of the 

Resurrected Christ (plate 89) in the Museo Poldi Pezzoli and 

the painted one by Vi ttore Carpaccio in the Scuola degli 

Schiavoni, (plate already indicated in the 

chapter). Furthermore, the statuette of John the Baptist 

Bartolomeo di Francesco Bergamasco from the High Altar of 

S.Geminiano has its origin in a woodcut of St. Roch by Titian 

the same sculptor's C-I-
0i .... Mary Magdalen is 1J..ndoubtedl:l 

related to Palma il Vecchio's C-I
;J v • Barbara in S.l:Iaria 

Formosa. 51 A detailed study of mutual influences between 

Venetian sculpture and painting remains a desideratum. 

4. The of Labour 

Painted altarpieces involved a number of craftsffien, 

above all a carpenter, who supplied a frame, and a painter, 

who provided the A wooden altarpiece such as the 

Tr iptycll of St. ~1ic}1ael ill S ~ r1ar ia dei Frar i (plate 28-31) 

may well have been commissioned from a painter's workshop. 

There, a carpenter would have been subcontracted to carve the 

frame, while a woodcarver, possibly outside Venice, would 

51 For the Res cu:re c; Christ see Sheard (1985), p. 435. r 
the Magdalen see G. Frizzoni, 'Nuove Ri velazioni intorno a 
Jacopo Palma, il Vecchio', in Rassegna d'Arte, VI, 1906, pp. 
113f. For St. John see Schulz (1984b), p. 267 and p. 274, n. 
75. Some parallels in motif have been mentioned in Chapter 
One and in Appendix I. In a paper presented at the Symposium 
of the University of ick at the Ateneo Veneto, Venice, in 
December 1991, I pointed out several parallels between 
Titian's paintings and sculpture. 
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have supplied the .J:! • 
.LlglJ..reS. These were then polych:comed ana 

gilded in the painter"s workshop. 52 

As for stone altarpieces, one might be • ". 1 
lnc l.ll:18C. \..IV 

conclude that, since architects and sculptors alike were 

joined in the arte dei tagliapietra, the stonemasons' guild, 

the designer of an altar' s framewo would also carve the 

lInages ~ is may indeed have been the case for +1-- ,-, 
vllC al tar ir:i 

Chioggia, where one single contract was drawn up with one 

stonemason for the decoration of an entire chapel, includ 

its a iece. But even here, the stonemason was not the 

builder, who had to be employed and paid separately by the 

patron. Some sTnaller altars, like Lorenzo Bregno" s Altar of 

the Sacrament, also inclu.ded figures arid reliefs 

irl l:tne contract. 

However, frOID Tullio Lombardo onwards, it was 

increasingly differentiated between types of stonemasons. 

Tullio presumably had no hand in the mak 

chapel, but was instead solely re2,ponsible for the actual 

altarpiece. Guglielmo Bergamasco, on the other 

obviously specialised in elaborate marble frames, whether for 

altars or doorways. Although when designing an altar, he must 

52 This was pointed out t.o me by dott. Sante Savio, 
restorer from the Soprintendenza dei Beni Artistici e orici 
di Venezia. The same production process can also assumed 
to have taken place in the case of a polyptych for the Duomo 
in the Friuli village of S. Daniele. In 1441, the painte::::." 
Michele Giambono and the ~70odcarver Paolo di Amedeo, both 
bas in Venice, were commissioned to execute this work (the 
agreement between craftsmen and Cathedral chapter is 
published in V. Joppi, Di alcune opere d" arte In 

del Friu 1 i 1 Inedi ti documenti, Udine, 1885). It is general 
assumed that the \·70oden figures were supplied by Pao 
then polychromed by Giambono. Al though this view was 
challenged in an article by Norman Land, "A New Proposal Ior 
Mic}-lele Giambollo '" s iiI tal"'piece for S. Micl1ele in S ~ Daniele irl 
Friuli", in Pantheon, 81, IV, pp. 
deny the presence of wooden carved 

305-09, its author did not 
figures on the altarpiece. 



have planned tlle inc Li..s ic,n of an altarpiece, these images 

were provid.ed by ·different stonemaso:::lS by way of separa-:::.e 

corltracts. trl(~ Altar of St. Jerom.e in 

statue of saint was not set up until nearly twenty years 

after ing of 

The procurators' account books proved to be an excellent 

source for the analys lS of the making of an altarpiece, in 

icu. of Altar of St. Mary from S. 

Servi. By means of these documents, it has also become 

possible to reconstruct the original appearance of ~nlS 

altar, which included a gi niche for statue, as well 

as an alabaster window (plate 98). The account books 

contain detailed information about division of labour 

an altarpiece, r and k of craftsrnen iNO 

it, money was spent and how long it took to camp 

t~ne work. ~ 

-,-b2S. 

the 

di Jacomo Bergamasco. 

s, the master stonemason '"7 • 

.6aCCarla from 

supplied all the Istrian stone that was necessary for 

building of the al t,al~ ~ In tIle case of the Emiliani 1 

at S.Michele in Isola, on the a hand, Guglielmo was sent 

to Rovigno in person to purchase Istrian stone. 

The actual building of the Altar of the Magdalen did not 

start -!- • , un l.l.!. the beginning of January, whel1 a certain 

Francesco from Faclu.a paid for the :3upply of sand arl.cl 

chalk, transported boat down the river Brenta. 



By 31st (Ja.r11J.ary tl-le two !lelpers of r;laster ~lascrl Sirnon 

of the wall of the r aisle of -ene 

Servite church and dug the foundations, altar was 

tions of the altar were being laid, the 

procurators purchased pieces of semi-precious stor;.es. 

were to be embedded in the altar's Istrian stone framework, 

from a certain lla de' ?riuli who appears to have stored 

l1er h01J.se ~ 53 Irl a .. simi procu.rato:cs 

bought material from the parish priest of the church of 

S.Naria Formosa for the frames of the altars of the Emiliani 

chapel at S.N Ie. 

Two furt.her craftsmen, "christofalo segador di piere 

and a certain "maestro nicolo", were employed to cut the 

pieces of serpentine and porphyry into various geomet:;:-ical 

shapes and to polish the~. T+ 
.L \ .. J appears that such pieces had tc 

be bought before the Istrian stone could be cut into shape, 

since they were not available in every size and cut.t.ing them 

was an expensive and difficult undertaking. 54 

During tl1is time, that is t.o say the 

first If of the year 1524, superintendent Guglielmo 

received installments of his fee at almost regular weekly 

int.ervals. 

Finally, 011 16th July 1524 work had sufficiently 

progressed to take steps concerning the statue of St. ~1ary 

l'lagdalen. The procurators bought a block of marb froIn tILe 

53 It has not been possible to find out more about Anzollc~ 
de' Priuli. Perhaps the way in which she is mentioned in the 
procurators' account book, "~1adonna" and "daughter of i:1isser 
Carlo", indicates that she belonged to the noble family of 
the Priuli. To the present day, the courtyards of so~e 
Venetian palaces are storage spaces for spoils. 

54 See Chapter Two, 
Special Stones. 

2. 3 Porphyry, Serpen tine and 0 the:c 
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Ducal Palace. In order to transport "who 

carried many pieces of stone" put the stone into a boat and 

later took it boat to the workshop of Guglielmo at 

S.Aponal. In the following week +' "fle painter n1aes-:rCJ 

francesco" was pa. for diverse ornamental and figurative 

frescoes surrounding the altar. 

Then, as a separate part of the enterprise and by means 

of a different contract with Guglielmo of 20th June 1524, the 

procurators ordered the making of the pavement in front of 

altar a.round the tomb of Madonna Verde del Scala, 

t.Ile s founder. Only then, on 21st August 1524, the 

contract between procurators and the sculptor Bartolomeo 

di Francesco Bergamascc was set up. Hork on the altar was 

completed on 17th ,January 1525, when the stonemasons '.::::, '''''', ,-: 
......... 1.1.."-'1-

icipated in its making were given a 

lunch. 

The making of the Altar of the Magdalen involved as many 

as fourteen master craftsmen, most of whom were working on 

the altar at. seve:-cal point.s of its cO!lstructio~n. Apart fr"oril 

Gugl lmo supervisor Bartolomeo Bergamascc as 

sculptor of statli.e of the saint, several master 

stonemasons supplied Istrian stones, a segadol:' cut them intc 

shape, another stonemason specialising in inlay works made 

the cover of the tomb front of the altar. 

there iiJere , a painter and an indol:'ador, as well as 

a blacksmi U::. who cast two candelabl~a to go on the altar' s 

mensa. Tb.is list does not take into account a handful 

other skilled workers and apprentices, porters and boatl1:len 

who carried the material to the site. These 



corrot)Ol"'ate (near) a staternent by 

'1 jl '1 
..L-:.::..L 

Pietro 

Lombardo, which has previously been considered exaggerated. 55 

In a letter of 1496 to duke of Mantua, Francesco Gonzaga, 

• • -1" t roerl -ClCrleQ -ena was working with twenty-

five men at a chapel in the castello of Mantua. 56 

5. of 

In view of the size of the sculptured al ieces, ·t}lei:=-~ 

figures, their material, and the time and effort it took to 

carve stone or cast bronze, one might suspect that they would 

ent,ail a c()rlsiderable financial outlay. is 

part. arly so, where project foresaw the erection of a 

chapel to the altar, as in the case of the 

Emiliani chapel at S.Michele. 

Unfortunately, the surviving documents which refer to 

the financial aspect of sculptured altarpieces, sue}l as 

sculptors r contracts, account books or s eS of stone and 

other material, are scarce. In order to provide a bl'oader 

base of documentary evidenCe concerning expenses made for 

works of sculpture, T 
..l- 11 also consider some other 

al tarpieces, made by scc:.lptors Venice, but in~3 led ~!1 

locations on the mainland, or other types of sculpture :in 

Venice, for which records of cost are available. 

Documents such as testators r wills and their bequests 

contain litt information about the cost of the actual 

al tarpiece that was eventually installed on their behalf.:; 7 

55 Wolters in Huse/Wolters (1986), p. 146. 

56 Luzio/Renier (1888), p. 434. 

57 se documents will be discussed in the relevant sections 
of Chapter Four. 



Thus, the modest sum of one hundred s which P~etro 

Emiliani in :429 set aside for the altarpiece of his funerary 

chapel seems hardly enough for gilded and polychr01YJed 

polyptych (plate 8) with five full-length and five half-

st.£.):ne figures of half life-size, which was 

subsequently erected in S.Maria dei Frari. This seems 

particularly evident, if one considers that short in 

1440, the wooden polyptych of S.Daniele in Friuli with 

smal figures, which Here, however, lavishly 

gilded, cost ninety-five ducats. 58 

This is confirmed further by records relating to the 

payment of a wooden altarpiece, which Scuola dei Mercanti 

at S.Cristoforo commissioned from a German woodcarver in 1461 

and ich was finished by 1484. 5 S It was valued at three 

hundred ducats, which included the materials, wood, paint and 

gilt, as well as the craftsmen's (v1Qodcarver, painter and 

gilder) fees. Unfortunate ,nothing is known about scope 

of the work and how many figures "+ l,-, contained, though the 

fact it was to stand behind the over life-size 

miracle-working stone statue of the Madonna dell 'OTto (plat.e 

178) in the church indicates that it. must have been a rather 

large multi-figural work. 

Sac:cardo discovel"ed that. tIle fi,gure of St ~ Cl1rist,opller 

from High Al tar of the church of the l'1adonna dell' 

:-cesul t,ecl from a bequest by Marco .-:I' ul Matteo Trevisan 

58 Rizzi (1983), pp" 76-79. The polyptych measures 248 cm x 
261 cm, the figures of the main tier ca. 75 
length figures of the upper tier ca" 37 cm. 
(1986), p. 80. 

59 Connell (1988), pp. 213-214, and pp. 284-285. 



1429. 6 0 had lated tl"lat one hundred and 

.t:: • 
..Ll s were to be solely on the image on 

construction of an altar. 

Schulz estimated that. the maximum cost of the Al tar of 

the ~1adonna (plat.e in SS, Giovanni e Paolo 

large free-standing statues of saints and two smal r angels 

and high 
1 . _ 

re-'.le of God Father and angels could hardly 

have been more than two hUGdred ducats. 51 Given the altar's 

number of figures and reliefs, and also the lavish 

gilding of not only the i t.ectural elements, but also of 

the figures' beards, their drapery and attributes, 

angels' hair and wings, this amount is probably correct. 52 

While these amounts may be regarded as average figures, 

extremes. Thu.s, LoreGzo Loredan, son of doge 

Leonardo Loredan. pI to spend one thousand and five 

hundred ducats his father's monument, ich was to 

inc the High Al tar SS. Giovanni e Paolo. In the will 

of Cardinal Giambatt.ista Zen, five thousand ducats were set 

aside for either of two chapels and their altarpieces, one 

be his chapel at S.Marco (plate 122),53 

5.1 Cost of 

In a few cases it. is possible to distinguish bet.ween 

amounts paid on material and the sculptors' fees. They 

be surveyed in the following paragraphs. 

50 Saccardo (1886), p. 89 and n. 1. 

51 Schulz (1977a), p. 204. 

62 Schulz (1977a), p. 205. 

63 See Chapter Four, :2,1.:2 The Zen Chapel at S .11arco. 



The most expensive material was bronze. The material 

alone for each of the life-size bronze figures of Sts. Peter 

to go on tl1e al-;:'clr of Zen chapel 

cost seventy-five ducats. The 1.1sed fOl"' tb .. e a:n 

was thirty-two ducats, sarcophagus H 

two hundred 64 total cost of 

equestr IT10nt1.Inerlt to BartoloITleo Colleoni was o:ae tl10t:tsarld 

wax, wood, moulds, bronzes and for the saicl 

destinat " 65 

Huch less expensive, but still from cheap, 

The four pieces of marble for the two al t.ar reliefs 

and the figures of the Annunciation at S.Michele (plates 140, 

142, 144, 145) cost thirty-five ducats. 66 From a passage iL 

the procurators" account book it appears that the cost of the 

chapel"s main altar amounted to four hundred and thirty-three 

lire, or nearly ducats 4 Judgirlg frOID the wordillg of 

document amount concerned mainly the altar"s 

64 Jestaz (1986), p. 204, doc. 69. 

65 Hilanesi, G. Nuovi documenti per 
toscan~al xrT al XV secolo. Rome, 
1973), pp. 150-152, doc. 172: "omnibus 
cere, lignaminis, stantie, bronzi et 

. +. . .. lna c.lonlS. 

la storia dell"arte 
1893 (reprint Soest, 
sumptibus, videlicet 
ferramentorum dicte 

6 (3 ASV, Procurator i Cl S. Marco Lie Ci tl<a, bust.a 67, Quaderno 
Spese, carta 16 left, 21st November 1529: "contadi cne se a 
manda per maestro vielmo a ser piero moroxin per marmori 
bianchi pe2i 4 comprati lui zoe quadri do grosi di pie 3 
inzercha per quono per far le do pale deli do a i picoli 
et pezi tondi per far le do figure intierge vano alaI tar 
grando qual tuti sono sta milliaria X dacordo a ducati 3 1/2 
a1 milliarium monte ducati 35 e per piata ~a conduta 
maestro vielmo lire 2 e fachini 8 a soldi 13 lun lire 5 soldi 
4 tuta lire 224 soldi 4. 
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materials aLd did no~ include the making of the statuary, nor 

t,l1.e cost of altar"s installation. s7 

The total cost of the Altar of the Magdalen (including 

tomb slab for Verde della Scala in front of it) was four 

hundred twenty-one ducats five lire and nine soldi.S8 

Although much of the material, including two marb angels 

Giambattista Bregno, was donated "gratis senza a 

pagamento" by friars of ite monastery, 

approxilnate half of the money was spent on materials. 59 The 

block of rnarble frOin life-size statue of 

Magdalen (plate 95) was carved cost twenty ducats. 

Istrian stone was much cheaper than white marble. During 

our period, it was available at price between eighteen soldi 

and approximate half a ducat or three 1 . ..I..lra per 

milliarium. 7o marble, on the other hand, was sold at 

approximately three and a half ducats per milliarium. A list 

of materials supplied by various stonemasons for the Bernab0 

Chapel at S.Giovanni Crisostomo (plate 150) demonstrates that 

most of e stones were marbles, bought for considerab::"e 

amounts of money. 71 Pietro Lombardo was paid thirteen 

ducats for two columns, whereas two capitals made 

5 7 ASV, Procuratori di S. Harco de Ci tra, busta 67, fascicolo 
no 19, carta 17 left:" 7 marzo 1529. contadi a maestro vielmo 
che a dado a ser frances co zustignan a san moixe per uno pezo 
di marmora biancho per el spirito santo va di sopra 
alaI tar grando fa .ure 433 a ducati 4 el milliarium monte 
dacordo lire 11 et per barcha e fachim el condusse da maestro 
vie soldi 11 val lire 11 soldi 11." 

68 See ix =. 
69 Ibid., and Schulz (1991), p. 123, who attributes the 
angels to Lorenzo Bregno. 

70 One milliariwn weighs 1,000 pounds. 
measurements see Appendix T. 

71 Paoletti (1893), II, pp. 110-11, doc. 90. 

weights and 
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piere to say stone from the Istrian 

town of RovlnJ, There was an enormous 

difference between the cost of Istrian stone and that of 

marbles and of the semi-precious stones serpentine and 

porphyry, w wfllcn more or less all stone works of the 

half of our period were adorned. 

More expensive than white marble were serpentine, 

porphyry and rare variegated stones. On 17th December 1524 

the commissaria of Verde della Scala spent nine ducats for 

twenty-one pieces of porphyry and serpentine of various shape 

and sizes. For the liani at S.Michele 

procurators bought two seven foot long and one foot thick 

columns of variegated marble for fourteen and eighteen ts 

respect in order to make small columns for the 

framework of the lateral altars. 72 

Considerable sums of money were spent on the gilding 0= 

altars of the period. The most complete record of this 

process is the order for the gilder Donato da Bergamo to 

er;}bellish the altar of Magdalen from S. rlaria dei 

Servi. Donato was commissioned by the Procurators di S.Marco 

de Citra to 

gild the altar at his expense... that is all 
straight and flat parts of the cornice of the 
frontispiece and of all other cornices and ledges which 
surround the les al"ld inlaid semi-precious stones, 
further all cornices which go below the vault and all 
shafts of the round and square columns which are fluted, 
the plint,hs of the steps and bases and pilasters, the 
sI';)all frieze of t.l1e a~ntepen.cliuln. For all t11is wo?cl{ wee 
shall have to pay him for his labour and gold provided 
at llis expE:flSE:S t.lli~ct"Sr-two ducats .. <l 73 

72 See Chapter Two, 2.3 Porpllyry, Serpen tine and Other 
Special es. 

73 See Appendix I. 
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5.2 - Salaries 

In 1449, the sculpt.ors Pant.alon and Giovanni asked fo:c 

fifty for tl1ree figures OJ: urll~nowIl size 

they were going to carve from hard st.one for an altar in the 

cathedral of S.Pietro di Castello. 74 

In 1458 t.he st.onemason Jacomo di Lazzaro v,Jas p:;::omised 

t.wo hundred ducats for t.he making of t.he d'Arnolfo Chapel in 

Chioggia. As was cust.omary, payment. t.ook place in severa.L 

instalment.s. Accord to t.he cont.ract, this fee included all 

the sto11es a tut.e sue spexe et pericholi e fadige". ':::'11e 

pat.ron, on t.he other hand, a canon from .L 

Chapter, had t.o hire s and men to transport the 

from .Jacomo· s workshop in t.he Venet.ian parish of S. Pant.alon 

t.o the church at. Chioggia. L ise, he had t.o pay for 

builders t.o erect. the chapel. Ten years lat.er Jacomo claimed 

t.hat. alt.hough he had carved free-st.anding statues he had been 

paid for figures in relief only and was paid an addi t.ional 

eight.een ducat.s. 75 

As ment.ioned previously, in July 1476 Ant.onio Rizzo was 

commissioned by the Scuola Grande di S. ~1arco to build a;:"ld 

carve a marble pulpit. wi a spiral staircase and figurat.ive 

reliefs# r this wOl:k, lcn was to take him no 

five mont.hs, he was promised a fee of one hundred and ter;. 

ducat.s. 76 Fift.een years lat.er, in 1491, Rizzo, t.hen chief 

archit.ect. at the Ducal Palace, received one hundred and 

t.wenty-fi ve ducat,s annually. This sum was li t.t.le enough for 

74 Paolet.ti (1893) T p. 41. , - , 

75 See Connell (197(;) , p. 212. 

76 Paoletti (1929') , p. 16. 
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hirn to complain that, as owner of a private workshop, ne 

would be able to earn three times as much. 77 As a consequence 

of this complaint, his salary was raised to two hundred 

ducats pel'"' anntun. Compared to Antonio Rizzo, other 

stonemasons employed in the Ducal Palace, earned next to 

nothing. 78 And even Rizzo's successor, Pietro Lombardo, on~y 

received one hundred and twenty ducats. In compar ison, 

annual income of the master mason/builder Simon who laid the 

foundations of the altar of the Magdalen in S.Maria dei Servi 

in 1524 would have been approximately sixty ducats. 

earn much more money: in the contract for the High Altar of 

the Cathedral of Treviso his fee was to be five hundred and 

twenty ducats (a sum which presumably included the material) 

plus "cari do di vin", tr,lO cart loads of wine. 7 S 

The letter from Bernardo de' Marin to Lorenzo Lotto 

mentions that Bartolomeo Bergamasco, one of 

successful sculptors in Venice in the years around 1520, had 

a respectable monthly stipend: 

"This master sometimes earns ten, sometimes 
sometimes sixteen ducats per month depending 

twelve, 
on 

77 LC"!(€'I'1Z;i (1868), p. 106, document nO 230 (ASV, Magistrato 
al Sal 1491-1529, Notatorio 2, carta 6):"[Antonio RizoJ 
expose, che essendo diputado per soprastante a la fabrica del 
Palazzo si a far Ie figure come tutte Ie altre cosse 
necessari a di tta fabricha cum el salario tantum de i 
c:el1to et "\lintic ,(:;1..1.1'1) el qu~al el 11011 puol viVer l1i faI' 
dote a la sua vechieza ni a la fameia sua per haver dil tutto 
serado et abandonato la sua botega per cessar dogni suspicion 
suportando intolerabel fatiche: cum la qual sua botega era 
sufficiente et etiam guadagnar in Ie; di t.t,O S lO. 

78 See Lorenzi (1868), p. 114f., document nO 239: the salary 
of the other stonemasons is calculated by the day, and varies 
between 13 24 soldi. 

79 Last published by Schulz (1991), pp. 114-115. 
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contract. It 
of the Magda 

took him three months to sculpt the Ilgure 
fIe got ~ift .. y clucats. 1180 

As a matter of fact, Bartolomeo got ten ducats less: 

forty ducats for the life-size statue of the Hagda Hh 

Has to be put on tlle a for Ve della 

church of the i. These figures make up an average 

of ca. one hundred and fifty-six ducats annually. s 

colleague architect Guglielmo Bergamasco, on the other hand, 

was paid one hundred and forty-five ducats in several 

iW3taliments ti1e arclli teet and supervisor of t11e proJ eet, . 

The painter Francesco who decorated the wall against Hhic:l1 

the altar was placed (and perhaps also 

statue) was paid three ducats. 

The stonemasons and builders who carried out the actual 

bui cf the Altar of the Magdalen in S. Maria dei i"' ' oel""\' l 

were paid daily by the procurators. The two helpers of 

master builder Simon were pa ~ irteen soldi per 

whereas Simon h If earned twenty-four soldi per day. 

The above salaries and wages are standard and correspond 

roughly to the sums quoted by Lane craftsmen and wo 

in the Arsenal. Sl However, other sculptors were promised, and 

sometimes even paid, much higher fees. Giovanni da Trau, a 

sculptor of considerable reputation who had 

Andrea Bregno on papal monuments in Rome, signed his contract 

r the altarpiece of the Scuola Grande di S. Marco in 1498. 

For only one relief, 'tihich was, hO~7ever , to 

seventeen figures, nine of \.Jhich full-length, ne was to 

paid four hundred and fifty s, plus a bonus of one 

80 Letter last published by Schulz (1984b), p. 271, n. 3. 

87. (1973), p. 333. 
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:lundred ducats, should the relief please the exami~ing 

committee. Moreover, the material was to be supplied the 

Chapter of the Scuola. This amount is exceptionally high, if 

one considers that almost at the same time Pietro Lombardo as 

the new superintendent of the works in the Ducal Fa 

an a~nual stipend of only one hundred and twenty ducats. 

1506 Tullio and Antonio Lombardo were paid two 

hundred a:nd irty-£ive ducats for a coup of chinmey hoods 

in the Sala dell' Udienza and in the vestibule to the Doge's 

private rooms, which they had made a few years , . 
ear.J..ler J 

decorated with narrative reliefs that co~tained f s ariel 

rses. 82 Once Antonio Lombardo had moved to rrara l1e l1acl a 

regu of twenty gold ducats. 83 

Among most expens proj ects, 1)efore: :5;J 0 

:Jucal do;.:cb tomb for 

,;.-, ..\.... C 'l\l" ~_ ~.".: _, 
l-__ ' • ~.".,::"' ......... c'" 

- .,~ r-! =-., ..., 
,:::M.._ .... ,_,,~ ,_" 

~ -'. ---"> '::, . .,.,....-...., ...... ' .... 

'~~ ..... ",:: .J...;: 
,j~':" - .~''-''-:t 

,_, "~. _"" D _. _ .. .,...L r ...., r-

,.:;.... ... '" ''-<' .1-',<...\ __ .~, ,_.' _. ___ "¢.:.:::: '-' 

-'- ,-, "-" _ " 1 ,-1 
V ,,_/ ..J '-.,.~ -'_ -'- ',,-,-

As spec if ir~ 

O~7 
v.:..; G iO"'i\l -3.[lr1 i and Bartolomeo had to provide 

Istrian stone. Marbles, po ry and serpentine, on the other 

were to be supplied the patron, Doge Agostino 

Agostino also commissioned a di 

sculptor, probably Antonio Rizzo,to carve the life Slze 

figu.res of t1-16 k.rleelirlg doges to Sld.eS of tIle a 

the monument's central bay.8 The size of the project, wh 

cove three bays of one aisle of the church and included a 

82 Lorenzi (1868), 
(1983/1987 italian), 

pp.137-138, 
p. 21. 

doc. 

83 A.Venturi, 
dell'Arte, 1894, 

'Nuovi 
VII, p. 

Documenti' , 
55. 

84 Wolters (1986) and Roeck (1991). 

283, and Wolters 

in 

,I 
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considerable number large s-"t.at-J.es Inade from Istrian stone 

and marble, would have required the intervention of a large 

:lumber of craftsmen, b;l.ilders, stone masons, stone c-,J.tters, 

and gilders al Since the business of subcontracting other 

craftsmen and their payment appears to have been left to 

Giovanni ra and Bartolomeo di Domenico, the fee lS net 

necessarily a very generous one. This becomes even more 

ev in comparison to the muoh smaller but (at least 

according to the contract) generous rewarded proj ect. fOl" 

the altarpiece of la Grande di 2,. Marco a few years 

In 1514 Lorenzo Bregno was to be paid one hundred ducats 

for the Altar of St. Leonard in the cathedral of Cesena. His 

fee included all matel'ials, above all the blocks of Carrara 

marble from which the life-size figures of sa were 

to be made. One year later, Lorenzo agreed to make the Altar 

of Sebastian church of S.Margherita in Treviso, 

which included only one full-length figure of almost life 

s e plus half- length high reliefs of the Madonna and Child 

ana two Angels. Here, too, Lorenzo' s fee was to be one 

hundred ducats. is amount excluded most materials necessary 

for the construction OT the altar, which were to be supplied 

by the patron. However, Lorenzo had to provide the marbles 

Istrian stones, as well as install the work, at his own 

expense. a5 

Lorenzo agreed to make the Altar of the 

Sacrament (plate 73) in the choir of S. Marco, once more for 

one hundred ducats. For this amount Lorenzo had to "make his 

perspective which is l1alf a foot. deep", to say 

85 Schulz (1991), pp. 147-150 and pp. 119-120. 



central relief of the a represent a vaulted space with 

two angels to the sides of the door of the Sacrament, a h 

relief of God the Father, and in the lateral niches two 

statuettes of Sts. Anthony of Padua and Francis. These he had 

to carve "with utmoE.;t cUligence and beauty". 86 

Although for all three of the above-mentioned projects, 

the fee had reroained the same, Lorenzo" s actual i:nvolvement 

had decreased. In the last case, he did not have to take care 

of the purchasing of the materials. Instead, were 

provided by the procurators who, as we have seen in the case 

of the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen and of the Emiliani 

had easy access to stones. 

Bregno"s career confirms that sculptors, 

Renaissa!lCe c were paid accord to experience and 

stat1..lS a:ruj scope of the object, and their fees could vary 

considerably. TI1U,S! -the Ii t,t,le known Lombard l' 

Giambattista da Carona was paid a mere one hundred and thirty 

ducats for his three altar decorations in the Emiliani 1 

at S.Michele in Isola p the two life-size statues of Sts. 

John the Baptist on chapel"s exterior 2.. 

statuette of St. ~Tohn the Baptist to decorate a holy water 

stoup. This is less than a third of the amount the well-known 

sculptor Giovanni da Trau was promised for one relief, even 

if one considers t.hat his work was to be large and contain 

seventeen figures. In fact, the number of prine 1 figures 

in high relief on Giambattista's altarpieces already add up 

to fourteen, not count angels and animals. The cost of the 

86 Cecchetti (1886a), p. 27, doc. 160:" cum summa diligent.ia, 
tia.1J.ta et bellezza. ~ .. II 
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IGate~ .1 does rl0t aCCOtlllt for -t.he diffel"erlce i11 fees, Slllce 

in both oases, marbles were provided by the patron. 

Venturin Fantoni was to receive three hundred and fifty 

Altar of S.Rocco. From the documents it 

become clear, whether this amount included the 

rnaterictl. 87 Like Giovanni da TraQ, Venturin, was 

promised a although lS time, only the modest amount 

of tweri dtlcats ,. 

the contract of 19th January 1504, iilessa:ndrc 

Leopardi and All t.onio Lombardo were promised 

extraordinarily h fee two thousand and six hundred 

fifty ducats for the decoration of the Zen chapel (plc~te 

123). However, we have to bear in mind, that this included 

rlot 02:1 an but also a large sarcophagus. Apart 

from that. J ief arclll tects were obliged t,o subcontract 

severa::' other masters, because the "difficul ta di fare l 

...!-..L 0II 

ge 'v l-l , as Vasari called i +-
~ v, required specialised crafts;rje:-l. 

and often necessitated re-casting. 88 ~1oreover , 

procurators demanded a speedy execution of the chapel. 

Therefore, Alessandro and Antonio }.Jere admonished to emplclY 

"as many masters and journeymen as possible to make the work 

as beautiful and quickly as possible". 89 

5.3 The Price of in Comparison with 

Scu al tax"pieces were n10re expel1sive t.l1all t.I1eir 

because scu 

87 See Paoletti (1893), II, p. 124. 

88 Vasar~, I, pp~ 161f. 

8 S ,Jestaz (1986), p. 189: "piui maistri et lavoranti che se 
pu()l per far 1 ~ oper"a t)elissirna et p i pl""esto si p~ol." 



were paid a higher fee than ir painter colleagues. As 

been. previously, it was above all considerable 

quantities of expensive materials which accounted for of 

the overall cost. material for painted altarpieces, on 

the other hand, can hardly have exceeded a few ducats. 

Moreover, even more than the making of a painted 

altarpiece, the manufacture of a sculptured stone altarpiece 

required the collaboration of a fairly large number of 

craftsmen, as the account books in the appendix of documents 

illustrate. Surely , it was more expensive to hire six men to 

carry a block of marble than two or three to carry a canvas 

or panel. 

Another important factor, related to the sculptor"s fee, 

was the time it took to carve a figure out of stone or wood. 

This was a process considerable longer than painting a figure 

of the same size on panel or canvas. Presumably commissioned 

at the same sometlme in 1513, ,Jacopo il Vecchio 

and Tullio Lombardo were working on an Altar of the 

Assumption for the Scuola di S. Maria Maggiore. in February 

1514 the painter was paid fifty ducats for the altarpiece, 

Tu:lio Lombardo paid one hundred ducats for the 

altar"s framework four months later.9o Although the latter"s 

fee would have included the material, most of difference 

SO ASV, Scuole Picco Ie e Suffragi, busta 99, fascicolo XII, 
Scuola di S. Maria ~laggiore, Spese di Fabbriche, e COl1cieri, 
fol. 16 recto:"A di 5 Febraro 1513. Fo contado a maestro 
Jacomo palma per depenzer 1a pala delaltar in scola 
da basso ducati 50. Adi 4 Zugno 1514. Fo contado a maestl'o 
tulio lonbardo iapiera per far ltar In scola ducati 
100. " Document published Rylands, "Palma Vecchio" s 
Asswnption of the Virgin", in The Burlington Magazine, CXIX, 
1977, pp. 245-50. See also Rylands (1988), p. 199. Tafuri 
(1986), p. 40 , without. giving any further reference, claimed 
that Tullio"s frame had the form of a triumphal with the 
painting in the centre and reliefs of Sts. Sebastian and ,John 
and i to the sides. 
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in payment resulted from the longer period of time it took to 

make the frame. 

Apart from the bronze altar of the Zen Chapel at 

S.Marco, the most expensive altarpiece of the period was the 

Altar for the Scuola Grande di S.Marco. According to the 

contract of 1498, Giovanni da TraQ's fee (of four and 

fifty ducats) was go to be more than twice as high than 

the highest fee for a Venetian altarpiece of the period 

fore 1530, Titian's Averoldi Polyptych for scia 

(completed in 1522), for which the painter was paid two 

hundred ducats. 91 

91 Humfrey (1986), p. 69. 
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In the following chapter I shall survey the patrons of 

sculptured altarpieces. 

As the previous chapters have shown, sculpt,ured 

altarpieces were conspicuous monuments decorating Venetian 

churches. Most of them were large objects made from marble 

and other stones. Sculptured altarpieces in particular stood 

as (posthumous) status symbols .. in perpetuum", manifesting 

wealth and social status of their donors and patrons, as they 

were almost invariably more expensive and believed to be more 

durable than their painted counterparts. 
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1. What is a Patron 

Before examining the patrons of the individual objects 

in detail, it is necessary to define the term "patron". 

In many of the cases discussed below, the initial idea 

for the installation or decoration of an altar goes back to a 

clause in a will. In it, a testator normally defined the 

location and frequently also the iconography of his altar and 

its decoration. 

However, more often than not, the testator, donor or 

founder of an altar did not even see the commencing of work 

on, let alone the completion of the altar founded or acquired 

and financed by him. Renaissance donors, being well aware of 

the fragility of human life, normally appointed commissaries 

to oversee donations .. in perpetuum" and projects that were 

likely to take their time, such as tombs and altarpieces. 

Hence, a typical clause in wills of the period reads as 

seems fit to my commissaries". These commissaries were either 

relatives or friends, the Chapter General of a confraternity 

of which the testator was a member, or the Procurators of 

S.Marco. 

Hence, a patron, strictly speaking, was the person or 

group of persons who commissioned one or several craftsmen to 

actually make an altar and its altarpiece, thus normally 

choosing the style and medium, sometimes iconography, 

occasionally even the site of an altarpiece, provided it had 

not been determined by the donor. 

Donors and patrons of sculptured altarpieces, as of 

al tarpieces in general, can be and have often been divided 

into several social categories. For the sake of practicality 

I have adhered to the standard division between individuals 
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of Venetian society, that is to say patricians and non-noble 

citizens, clergy, officers of state, above all the doge. 

Furthermore, there are different kinds of organisations, such 

as religious or national confraternities and guilds. However, 

it will emerge that often donors and patrons who, according 

to the above division, belong to different categories 

commonly belong to a new category. 

Rather than depending on class, patrons' attitudes 

towards piety and their interest in commissions of religious 

character depended above all on their wealth, their education 

and their social standing. These factors influenced the 

founder's or patron's interest in the installation of an 

altar in general, his or her choice of the medium, 

iconography and style of an altarpiece, as well as the 

original location for his commission. 

2. Individuals 

2.1 Ecclesiastical Patrons and their Altars 

Among the patrons of sculptured altarpieces we find only 

three eminent clerical patrons. All of them belong to the 

Venetian patriciate. One of them, the cardinal Giambattista 

Zen, commissioned the largest and most costly project of the 

period in Venice. The second is bishop Pietro Emiliani, whose 

chapel is situated in S. Maria dei Frari, while the third, 

Giovanni Trevisan, was abbot of S. Cipriano di Murano, where 

his oratory was constructed. 
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2.1.1 The Emiliani Chapel at S.Maria dei Frari 

Pietro Emiliani was the founder of the large chapel 

added to the left aisle of the church of S.Maria dei Frari at 

the height of the choir screen. 1 It is accessible from the 

church as well as by a separate entrance on the chapel's 

street front. This facade (plate 10), is decorated with a 

large round window and a pointed-arch doorway. The lunette of 

this door is decorated with an Istrian stone statue of St. 

Peter, with a bishop's mitre and the Emiliani coat-of-arms at 

his feet. The space between lunette and window is filled with 

a half-length statue of God the Father. 2 The chapel' s altar 

is decorated with the stone polyptych on two tiers (plate 8) 

discussed in Chapter One. Despite its size and conspicuous 

site, the Emiliani chapel has remained relatively unknown and 

only recently has it been attempted to attribute the altar's 

statues to the Florentine sculptor Agostino di Duccio, while 

the patronage aroused no further interest. s 

Pietro Emiliani belonged to a small Venetian noble 

family whose casa di statio, or main seat, was in the parish 

of S. Simeone. He was appointed bishop of Vicenza by Pope 

Alexander V on 12th August 1409, thus being the first 

Venetian bishop in Vicenza after the city's submission to 

the Serenissima in 1404. During his 23-year-Iong period of 

1 Catalogue no. 24. 

2 The sculptures of the facade probably date from an early 
construction period, ca. 1434. See Wolters (1976), I, p. 256. 
A corbel frieze runs along the chapel' s gable, and corners 
and the centre are accentuated by little Istrian stone 
turrets. Thus, the facade of the Emiliani chapel (plate 10) 
is almost identical with the Corner chapel, which was added 
to the left transept of the Frari in the 1450s. 

S Stefanac (1991). 
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office Pietro was involved in two major architectural 

projects. He launched the rebuilding of the Cathedral of 

Vicenza, part of which had collapsed in 1384.4 Moreover, on 

25th August 1428, Pietro laid the foundation stone of a 

sanctuary on the Monte Berico, a hill just outside Vicenza, 

after the Virgin had miraculously appeared there. 

When he wrote his will in the following year, on 8th 

April 1429, the bishop mentioned a couple of further 

architectural projects, that the construction of his chapel 

at S.Maria dei Frari had already begun, and that the 

foundations had been laid: 

"I want to be buried in the place of the Franciscan 
friars of Venice, if the chapel which I have begun to 
build and the foundations of which have been laid will 
be in such a condition at the time of my death that it 
will appear appropriate to my executors to bury me in 
that place."s 

For the execution of the entire project Pietro left the 

considerable amount of two thousand and five hundred gold 

ducats, one hundred of which were to be spent on the 

altarpiece, pro una ycona magna et pulcra". An additional 

one hundred and twenty ducats were intended for a chalice, a 

missal, altar furniture and other customary liturgical 

objects for the chapel. Another one thousand and one hundred 

ducats were put aside for the bishop's alternative burial 

place, the Camaldolese monastery of S.Michele in Isola, which 

was distinguished for the devout religious life of its monks. 

4 Mantese (1964), III, pp. 893ff. 

S ASV, Cancelleria Inferiore, busta 240, will of Pietro 
Emiliani:"Sepeliri volo in loco frat rum minorum Venetorum. Si 
capela quam construere incepi et eius fundament a ibi cepta 
sunt. Erit in tali condictione tempore mortis mee quod 
comissariis meis videatur me ibi apte sepeliri posse." 
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It was also the burial place of Pietro's first-born son 

Giovanni.S 

Similarly, he bequeathed four hundred ducats for the 

future construction and decoration of a chapel in the 

cathedral of Vicenza, to which he also donated a chalice, my 

alb, stole and other things that are used to celebrate mass 

by my chaplain in the chapel of the episcopal palace" and 

also .. a gold pall which he (the chaplain) used to carry in 

front of me". 7 Like the chapel in Venice, the Vicentine 

chapel (which was never executed) was to be decorated with 

"una ycona magna et honorabilis", displaying the bishop' s 

coat-of-arms, once again for one hundred ducats. The 

altarpiece was far from being the most expensive item of the 

chapel's decoration: five hundred gold ducats were spent for 

a missal to be used for mass there. 

In view of the cost of sculptured altarpieces discussed 

in the previous chapter, the amount of one hundred ducats set 

aside for the "ycona magna et pulcra" of the Venetian chapel 

is only a modest sum, especially since the altarpiece would 

originally have been at least partially gilded and 

polychromed. It would at the most have sufficed for a painted 

al tarpiece, but certainly not for the stone polyptych that 

was eventually installed. Presumably the making of the 

S See this Chapter, below, 2.2.1 The Emiliani Chapel at 
S.l1ichele in Isola, and Mantese (1964), III, p. 117. See also 
Barbaro, ASV, V, p. 73. Mantese (1964), p. 112, n.3, quoting 
a document from the Vatican archives of 1449, explains that 
it was possible for Pietro Emiliani to have legitimate 
children during his term of office as a member of the 
Apostolic Chamber:"dudum in seculo existens, matrimonium 
contraxerat, ex illo nonullos filios et nepotes fuerat 
legitime consecutus ac, eius posteauxore de medio sublata, ad 
apicem pontificalis dignitatis et in episcopum fuit 
vicentinum assumptus." 

7 ASV, Canc. Inf., busta 240. 
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altarpiece was also sponsored by Faustino, Pietro's son, who 

was one of the executors of the bishop's will. In 1434, 

Faustino had dealings with the chapter of the Frari 

concerning his father's chapel, which was also to become his 

own burial place. 8 According to the inscription of the tomb 

slab in front of the chapel' s altar he was buried there in 

1435, which implies that by this date the chapel was largely 

completed. Finally, according to Barbaro, a second Piero, son 

of the bishop's first-born son Giovanni, was buried there in 

1464. In the Genealogies by Marco Barbaro the inscription 

underneath the pensile monument on the chapel's side wall is 

related to him.s 

Although Barbaro probably confused grandfather and 

grandson in his writings, the altarpiece may have been 

completed on the younger Pietro's behalf. Accordingly the 

polyptych commemorates himself, but also the founder of the 

chapel, while putting St. John the Baptist, the name saint of 

his father, in the place of honour, to the left of the 

central statue of St. Peter. A continuous decoration and re-

decoration of the chapel over three generations may also 

account for the different styles of the altar's sculptures. 

The originally partially polychromed and richly gilded half-

length female saints on the upper tier with their 

standardised faces and fit easily into the period of the 

1430s, the full-length male saints on the main tier, which 

are individualised and only partially gilded, were carved 

thirty years later. 

8 Cancelleria Inferiore, busta 214, also in Paoletti (1893), 
II, doc. 6, where the relevant documents are quoted as busta 
213 and busta 215. 

9 ASV, Barbaro, V, p. 73. 
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2.1.2 The Zen Chapel in S.Marco 

In contrast to the Emiliani chapel at S.Maria dei Frari, 

the chapel for the Venetian Cardinal Giambattista Zen has 

always been one of the most discussed sculptural monuments of 

the Renaissance in Venice. 10 This is due partly because of its 

prominent location at the south end of the narthex of 

S. Marco, and partly because of the extraordinary wealth of 

the decoration it displays. As mentioned in Chapter One, the 

altar of the Zen chapel (plates 122, 123) consists of the 

life-size bronze figures of Sts. Peter and John the Baptist 

to the sides of an Enthroned Madonna and Child. 

The personality of the testator, the proceedings of the 

procurators of S. Marco de Ci tra as executors and the history 

of the making of the chapel have been thoroughly studied by 

Jestaz and shall not be reiterated at any length here. 11 For 

our purpose, though, it is important to draw attention to a 

few points. 

Giambattista Zen was born in 1439 as the son of Niccolo 

Zen and Elisabetta Barbo. The latter's brother followed Pope 

Pius II Piccolomini on the papal throne as Paul II in 1464. 

Probably as a consequence of these family relations, 

Giambattista was appointed cardinal in 1468 and bishop of 

Vicenza in 1471. 

After the cardinal's death on 8th May 1501, an inventory 

of his house in Padua was made. This listed, above all, six 

safes, which contained more than sixty thousand ducats. The 

total of his estate was estimated to amount to eighty 

10 Catalogue no. 23. 

11 Jestaz (1986). For a concise biography of Zen see also 
Schulz (1991), pp. 181f. 
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thousand and fifty ducats.12 He was thus one of the wealthiest 

Venetians of his time. 

Even if Jestaz stated that Giambattista Zen's education 

was not much above average and that he can not be classified 

as a humanist, we have to consider that he spent many years 

of his life in Rome, where by 1483 he had built his own 

palace. 13 There, he would have been acquainted with some of 

the richest and most influential men, in particular the 

Popes, whose monuments he would certainly have been familiar 

wi th. Zen retired to Padua, where he had already spent his 

years as a student (1455-1460), that is to say at a time when 

Donatello's bronze altar (plate 4) and the equestrian 

monument of the Gattamelata were brand-new. 

Among the architectural projects mentioned in his will, 

the first place is taken up by the re-building and decoration 

of his family's parish church of S.Fantin.14 For ten thousand 

ducats, this was also to include the High Al tar of that 

church, which the cardinal wanted to be decorated with five 

gil t bronze figures cast in the round, an idea which was 

probably inspired by Donatello' s High Al tar of the basilica 

of S.Antonio. 

Being as bishop of Vicenza a successor of Pietro 

Emiliani, Zen also continued the re-building of the city's 

cathedral. For the decoration of the High Altar chapel at the 

Cathedral of Vicenza he bequeathed a further five thousand 

ducats. He furthermore restored and embellished S.Zeno at 

Verona, of which he held the benefice. 

12 Jestaz (1986), p. 29. 

13 Jestaz (1986), pp. 11-12. 

14 Catalogue no. 45. 
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Moreover, Giambattista Zen ordered the construction of 

yet another chapel in a further codicil to his will. This 

chapel was to be erected in S.Antonio in Padua, next to the 

chapel of S. Anthony himself. Its altar was to contain three 

gilt bronze images of his onomastic saint John the Baptist" 

and the patron saint of the basilica, St. Anthony of Padua, 

to the sides and a Madonna and Child composition in the 

centre. The walls of the chapel were to be built 

"made out of large stones of rectangular shape and 
noteworthy size, and that those stones are beautiful and 
very hard, well and regularly carved, with figures made 
from beautiful marbles and with antique festoons in the 
Roman manner, and with artificial leaves, minutely 
carved. "15 

Still not satisfied with his commissions, the most 

ambitious of all of the cardinal's projects was his funerary 

chapel, which he wanted to be in the Ducal Chapel of S.Marco 

and for which he bequeathed another five thousand ducats. The 

chapel was to contain Zen's sarcophagus and an altar, all 

cast in bronze. 

The minuteness with which the testator described the 

details of the monuments to be erected in his memory is most 

unusual for contemporary wills. It is no accident that Zen 

chose bronze as the material for his sepulchre, since only a 

few years earlier, Antonio del Pollaiuolo had cast the 

monumental bronze tombs for two popes, Sixtus IV and Innocent 

VIII. IS There is no doubt that Zen wanted to follow suit, 

15 Jestaz (1986), doc. 4, p. 177:"ex lapidis magnis forme 
quadrate et notabilis magnitudinis et quod ipsi lapides sint 
pulcherimi et durissimi, bene et stabiliter incisi, cum 
figuris ex marmore pulcherimis et cum festis antiquis, more 
Romanorum, et cum foliis artificiose ac minutim incisis ... " 

IS The monument for Sixtus IV (d. 1484) was made between 1484 
and 1493, that of Innocent VI I I (d. 1492) between 1492 and 
1498. See Poeschke (1990), pp. 181-183. Sixtus IV had granted 
Zen the right to dispose independently of his estate. 
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commemorating himself in a completely novel monument in his 

home town. Moreover, as Jestaz rightly observed, the papal 

monuments were only tombs: as a combination of sepulchre and 

al tar the chapel of Giambattista Zen is probably unique at 

its time. 

Despite his detailed plans for his various chapels, Zen 

could not supervise any of them, but put everything in the 

hands of executors, as we shall see below. 17 

2.1.3 The Trevisan Chapel at S.Cipriano di Murano 

In contradistinction to the extensively documented 

Commissal:'ia Zen, there are no contemporary documents to 

substantiate the patronage of the two-tiered marble triptych 

of St. Benedict (plate 36) from the Benedictine monastery of 

S.Cipriano di Murano, then seat of the Seminario 

Patriarcale. 18 A first indicator of the patron can be found on 

the altar itself in form of the two coats-of-arms on the 

inner pilasters of the altar's main tier (plate 39) and one 

on the entablature above the central niche. They belong to 

the principal branch of the Trevisan family, called del 

Scaglione. The coats-of-arms on the pilasters are accompanied 

by an abbot's mitre. The altar's original site was in an 

elegant oratory, adjacent to the church, which was built for 

a certain Giovanni Trevisan, who was abbot at S. Cipriano. 19 

According to Moschini' s guide to Murano, a tomb slab was 

situated in front of the altar, which was also decorated with 

the Trevisan coat-of-arms. The presence of St. John the 

17 See this chapter, below, 4.1 The Procu.:rators of S.l1arco. 

18 Catalogue no. 41. 

IS Moschini (1815), II, p. 425. 
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Baptist in the place of honour (to the left of St. Benedict 

who occupies the central niche) as the abbot"s onomastic 

saint underlines Moschini"s statement. Subsequently some 

confusion was caused by the fact that in the 16th century two 

Giovanni Trevisan were abbots at S.Cipriano. However, 

Moschini ruled out the patronage of the later Giovanni, since 

he, as patriarch of Venice between 1560 and 1590, was buried 

in the cathedral of S. Pietro di Castello. 20 To Moschini" s 

identification of the donor/patron I have not much to add, 

but it will emerge from further case studies of patronage 

that Giovanni Trevisan was not the only member of his family 

to have commissioned an important work of sculpture. 21 

All three of the above projects were not just pieces 

installed on pre-existing altars in older chapels. They also 

necessitated maj or architectural acti vi ties. In the case of 

Pietro Emiliani's chapel this meant the insertion of a large 

arch in the wall of the left aisle of the Frari and the 

addition of a brick chapel with a separate entrance. 22 For 

the Zen chapel the southern end of the narthex of S.Marco had 

to be closed off, while at S.Cipriano a separate oratory was 

erected. 

20 Moschini (1808) , p. 78. Moschini" s information is 
corroborated by Corner (1758), p. 21, who noted that the 
younger Giovanni had left "il corpo nel seno della sua 
cattedrale da lui ornata coll"altare di marmo dedicato a San 
Giovanni Evangelista" . According to Sansovino/Martinioni 
( 1663), p. 9, the altarpiece for this altar was painted by 
Paolo Veronese. 

21 See Barbaro, ASV, VII, p. 114 and this chapter, below, 
2.2.3 Tile Trevisal1 Chapel at S.Haria Hater Domil1i. 

22 In fact, the Emiliani Chapel was the first 
extensions, followed by the Corner Chapel in the 
the Pesaro Chapel in the 1480s. 

of three 
1450s and 
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2.1.4 Other Patrons from the Clergy 

Despi te the low number of only three cases of clerical 

patronage presented above, it must not be forgotten that 

members of the clergy constituted an important group among 

the patrons of (painted) altarpieces. Titian's Assumption for 

the High Al tar of S. Maria dei Frari, made at the behest of 

the Franciscan prior, Fra Germano, is the most notable case 

in point. Other patrons of sculptured altarpieces may also 

have belonged to the clergy. As I have argued in Chapter One, 

it seems likely that the Al tar of St. Luke in S. Giobbe was 

commissioned by the Franciscan friars. It fulfilled the 

function of a visual statement to emphasise the authenticity 

of their relics of the saint, as opposed to those that were 

in the possession of the Benedictine monks of S. Giustina in 

Padua. 23 Furthermore, the relief of the Pieta at S. Maria 

della Salute may have been made for the Venetian patrician 

Antonio Surian, who was prior of S.Andrea della Certosa and 

patriarch of Venice from 1504 until 1508, the year of his 

death. 24 However, in these two cases the lack of 

documentation does not allow us to draw definite conclusions. 

On several occasions the parish priest may have played a 

not insignificant role in the patronage of an altarpiece and 

in the choice of its medium. 25 Schulz argued that S.Geminiano 

(including its High Altar) was rebuilt by Cristoforo da 

Legname under and as a result of its parish priest Matteo 

23 See Chapter One, 1.1.2 Single Figures. 

24 See Catalogue no. 27. 

25 Howard (1975), p. 62:"In Venice the parish priest was not 
appointed by a higher Church official, but was a layman 
elected by the non-noble house-owners of the parish, subject 
only to the approval of the patriarch," 
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degli Eletti. 26 Similar ly, Ludovico Talenti of S. Giovanni 

Crisostomo was the initiator behind the re-building of his 

church around the year 1500. Finally, S. Maria Mater Domini 

was newly constructed under Angelo Filomati who died only in 

1540, that is to say after all the church's altars had been 

erected. 27 It appears that these parish priests, who also 

worked as notaries for their parishioners, were able to exert 

some pressure on patrons and the physical aspects of their 

commissions. Co-ordinated chapels and altarpieces, such as 

the Bernabo and Diletti Chapels in S.Giovanni Crisostomo, or 

the frameworks of the Trevisan and Contarini Altars in 

S.Maria Mater Domini, may have been the result of the parish 

priest's intervention. However, there is little documentation 

to prove the parochial clergy's role, "although business 

might be carried out in the name of the parish priest and the 

latter would certainly have to petition the Senate". 28 

2.2 Lay patrons 

The majority of commissions of sculptured as well as 

painted altarpieces came from lay individuals. 

2.2.1 The Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele in Isola 

Another member of the previously mentioned Emiliani 

family, Margheri ta Vi tturi Emiliani, was the founder of the 

Emiliani chapel at S.Michele in Isola (plate 139-149). 

Despi te the little attention this building has received so 

26 Schulz (1984b), p. 264. 

27 Tramontin (1962), pp. 19-20 and 25-26, n. 14. 

28 Logan (1972), pp. 197-198. 
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far , it is a maj or architectural and sculptural proj ect of 

the third decade of the 16th century. 29 

As has been indicated in Chapters Two and Three, 

comprehensive documentation survives in the archives of the 

Procurators of S.Marco de Citra and of the Camaldolese 

convent of S.Michele in Isola. 3o Although Margherita is only 

the donor and not the patron of the chapel, she is a 

particularly interesting figure in this context. Previous 

writers were not aware that she was the widow of Giovanni (d. 

1419), the first-born son of the above Pietro Emiliani, and 

hence the Vicentine bishop's daughter-in-law. 31 

The original project of the chapel dates back to 23rd 

July 1427, when Margherita wrote in her will: 

"Herewith I wish and order that my money 
deposited and put aside so that it may 
multiply, until there is a sufficient amount 
chapel constructed and newly built... "32 

shall be 
grow and 

to have a 

For unknown reasons, Margheri ta did not want to leave 

her estate to members of her family alone. Instead she 

dictated: 

"As the executors of my estate I appoint the procurators 
(of S.Marco) de citra and my relatives who are to have 
this said chapel constructed and built as a sign of my 

29 The chapel was described by various authors, above all by 
Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 235, Temanza (1778), pp. 127-28, 
Tassi (1793), pp. 24-25, and, less favourably, Ruskin (1851), 
III, pp. 326-27, who compared it to a bee-hive. For a 
description of the architecture See Appendix II. 

30 Meneghin (1962), pp. 333-39, published parts of the 
documents and summarised much of their content. However, he 
did not point out the historical context discussed here. 

31 Barbaro, ASV, V, p. 73 and ASV, Avogaria del Comun, Indice 
Matrimonii, ad vocem Miani, Giovanni. 

32 ASV, Procuratori di S. Marco de Ci tra, busta 67, will of 
Margheri ta Vi tturi. The documents were known to and partly 
published by Meneghin (1962), II, pp. 333-39. 
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devotion and for my consolation at the church of 
S.Francesco della Vigna."33 

Thus, like her father-in-law, Margherita intended to 

have her chapel adjoining a Franciscan church. In her 

unusually precise iconographical as well as architectural 

instructions, she stipulated that this chapel was to be built 

as an extension to the existing church, accessible through a 

separate door without and through another door wi thin the 

church. 34 This characteristic also happens to be an important 

feature of Pietro Emiliani's chapel in S.Maria dei Frari, as 

I have shown earlier in this chapter. In 1427, at the time 

Margheri ta wrote her will, the construction of this chapel 

ei ther had already begun or was about to begin and it is 

likely that a plan of it was already in existence. Thus, in 

all probability, it was Margherita's intention to imitate her 

father-in-law's grandiose project. 

However, in contradistinction to the bishop's chapel, 

that of Margherita was to be furnished with not only one but 

three altars (plates 139, 141, 143). 35 The main altar, she 

ordered, "must be founded, made and built under the term and 

ti tIe of the Annunciation of our Virgin Mary". 3 6 The two 

3 3 ASV, Procuratori di S. Marco de Ci tJ:"a, busta 67, will of 
Margherita Vitturi. 

34 ASV, Procuratori di S.Marco de Citra, busta 67, will of 
Margheri ta Vi tturi: "Et illo tunc volo et ordino quod per 
ducatos meos comissarios una cum dominis procuratoribus de 
citra quos comissarios meos constituo et esse volo penes 
predictes commissarios meos et consanguineos dicta capella 
construi fieri et de novo fabricari debeant ex mea devotione 
et consolatione apud ecclesiam Francisci de vinea extra 
ecclesiam ubi nunc est domus scole que habeat portam unam 
extra ecclesiam ad viam publicam et portam aliam intra 
ecclesiam." 

35 Catalogue nos. 32-34. 

36 ASV, Procuratori di S.Marco de Citra, busta 67, will of 
Margherita Vitturi. 
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other altars she intended to be "dedicated to and in memory 

of the Nativity of Christ ... and in devotion to and reverence 

of the Three Magi. .. 37 For further spiritual comfort 

Margherita also spent one hundred ducats which she bequeathed 

to the friars of S.Francesco for an eternal light burning in 

the chapel. Another one hundred gold ducats she donated to 

the friars of S.Michele in Isola, where the chapel was 

eventually erected: 

"AI ternatively I wish to be buried in the monastery of 
S. Michele di Murano, where my husband lies, in which 
case I shall leave one hundred gold ducats in government 
bonds to the friars of the said monastery for masses to 
be said for my own and for my husband's souls." 38 

Unfortunately, Margheri ta never mentioned the residuum, 

that is to say the amount of money she set aside for the 

project. However, since she had decided that her money should 

be invested in government bonds until it had accrued a 

certain amount of interest, one can imagine that it had been 

considerably less than her father-in-law's bequest. By the 

time the procurators took initial steps towards the 

construction of Margherita's chapel in 1508, Margherita's 

will was eighty-one years old and the testator had been dead 

for fifty-four years. Nevertheless, in the early 16th 

century, there was enough money make the chapel one of the 

most outstanding monuments of its kind. The activity of the 

procurators on S.Michele (as well as on other sites) shall be 

discussed later in this chapter. 39 

37 ASV, ibid. 

38 ASV, ibid. 

39 See this chapter, below, 4.1 Tile Procura tors of S. }fa.rco. 
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2.2.2 The Badoer Giustinian Chapel in S.Francesco della Vigna 

At the time the Procurators of S. Marco de ci tra were 

negotiating with the Chapter General of the church of the 

Observant Franciscan monastery of S. Francesco della Vigna, 

the chapel of another Venetian noble family was either just 

completed or about to be finished . Although now generally 

known as Cappella Giustinian, the project was founded and 

embellished by members of the Badoer family. 40 

Located immediately to the left of the presbytery, it is 

now furnished not only wi th the elaborate sculptured 

altarpiece of St. Jerome (plate 41) described in Chapter One, 

but also with three sets of reliefs along the chapel's walls. 

These represent twelve prophets, the four Evangelists and 

eighteen narrative scenes of a Christological cycle. 

For various reasons the project of this chapel and altar 

for the Badoer family is similar to that of Margherita 

Emiliani's chapel at S. Michele in Isola: in both cases the 

chapels were decorated with sculptured altarpieces, both 

projects involved women in significant roles: while 

Margherita Emiliani acted as the founder of chapel and 

altars, much of the decoration of the Badoer chapel was 

supervised by a woman, Agnesina Badoer. In relation to the 

Emiliani family one issue becomes particularly interesting: 

why was one patron allowed to erect a family chapel at 

S.Francesco and decorate it abundantly, while the other 

40 Catalogue no. 8. See Barbaro, ASV, I, p. 74. This chapel 
has been the object of two studies. While Schulz in 1977 
analysed the stylistic features of the chapel's sculpture, 
Lewis in 1983 presented a thorough investigation of the 
Badoer and Giustinian art patronage. In the following 
parapgraphs I shall mostly refer to the results of his 
research. 
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project was turned down more or less at the same time. 

Moreover, the Badoer chapel was even re-installed after the 

church of the late Quattrocento had been replaced by 

Sansovino's new building of the 1530s. The answer may well be 

that the Badoer family had one crucial advantage over the 

Emiliani: In the late 15th century, the Franciscan monastery 

had been re-built with the financial help of mainly two men, 

Andrea Bragadin and Girolamo di Giacomo Badoer, both from the 

neighbouring parish of S.Giustina. 41 

As Douglas Lewis revealed in his study of the sculptures 

in the chapel of the Villa Giustinian at Roncade, Girolamo 

Badoer (1429-95) was a keen patron of architecture and 

sculpture. For the decoration of a first chapel on the 

interior fa~ade of the old church, Girolamo had commissioned 

two reliefs, decorated with reliefs of the Nadonna and Child 

(now in the Victoria & Albert Museum, London, plate 81) and 

St. Jerome (now in the Museo Bardini, Florence).42 Perhaps 

they served the function of wall altars. Lewis also noted 

that a further relief, the Nadonna delle Biade in the Ducal 

Palace, also carries Girolamo's coat-of-arms, as he was one 

41 Foscari/Tafuri (1983), p. 14. Perhaps the Badoer's takeover 
at S.Francesco della Vigna and their activity in the field of 
sculpture provided the incentive for members of the Bragadin 
family to erect the High Altar of the church of S.Marina at 
the beginning of the 16th century. However, there is no 
documentation to allow definite conclusions. 

42 See Lewis (1983), pp. 310-11. Despite the same author's in 
many ways convincing argument there is no proof that the two 
reliefs were actually wall altars, nor that they were 
commissioned by the Girolamo in question. Lorenzetti (1926), 
p. 374, mentioned the year 1478 as the foundation date of a 
Badoer chapel at S. Francesco. There is a possibility that 
they were commissioned by his uncle, another Girolamo, who 
was probably the founder of that first chapel. Until the 
discovery of further documentation, none of these 
possibilities can be verified. Plaster casts of the two 
reliefs of the Madonna and Child and St. Jerome are now 
installed in the family chapel at Roncade. 
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of the magistrates in the years 1481-82.43 Girolamo's 

building activities in S. Francesco della Vigna concerned 

mainly the area of the choir, which was erected on Badoer 

land. This included a monk's choir (built between 1490 and 

1494) which was originally decorated with the reliefs of the 

prophets that were eventually installed in the chapel (plate 

183). He also intended to decorate his chapel at S.Francesco 

with a marble altarpiece, for which he left unusually precise 

instructions. Not only did he determine which saints were to 

be represented, but also that the altarpiece was to be made 

out of marble, "beautiful and without regard to expenses". 44 

However, Girolamo died before it was completed and the 

project was taken over by his daughter and universal heir 

Agnesina (ca. 1472-1542).45 In 1494, she had married Girolamo 

Giustinian. According to Lewis, Agnesina had the entrance to 

the chapel decorated with a pair of marble pillars and two 

putti carrying shields with the arms of the Badoer and 

Giustinian families. Agnesina must also be regarded as the 

patron of the narrative reliefs and the altar frontal of the 

Last Judgement, as well as the altarpiece itself, the 

iconography of which she changed, placing St. Jerome as the 

name saint of her great uncle, father and second husband 

43 The relief, which has been attributed to Giovanni Buora 
(Schulz) and Pietro Lombardo (Munman), features the coat-of
arms of Doge Giovanni Mocenigo (1479-84). The coats-of-arms 
of six civil servants are added below, plus an inscription 
which names their tasks and the construction of new offices. 
See Wolters (1983), p. 137, n. 1. 

44 Document published in Schulz (1977b), p. 40, n. 8:" Sia 
fato uno altar de messer S. Antonio in giexia dala banda del 
inchiostro di marmore. S.Antonio in mezo del abito 
S.Francesco. S.Jeronimo. San Michiel dale bande. Apreso 
S.Agnexe, S.Benedeto apresso nostra dona de sopra. E sia fato 
belo e non se vardi a spexia." 

45 See Schulz (1977b), p. 40, n. 11. 
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(Girolamo Giustinian) in the cental niche. Lewis noted that 

the Seated St. Jerome as well as the Madonna and Child relief 

of the altar's upper tier are modelled on the earlier 

devotional reliefs, dating the altarpiece to ca. 1510-13. 

Schulz, on the other hand, argued that the altarpiece was 

made shortly after Agnes ina had inherited her father's 

fortune and that it was finished by 1509, when the chapel was 

no longer mentioned in a version of her will. 

As is known, this arrangement of the chapel was 

undertaken during Sansovino's re-building of the church 

around the year 1540. Sheard noticed that the chapel's 

original decoration did not include the marble panels of 

prophets and evangelists (plate 183).46 While the former were 

part of the church's monk's choir, similar to that of S.Maria 

dei Frari (which in an inscription is dated 1475) (plate 

172), the latter, according to Lewis, belonged to a chapel 

screen.47 The original chapel would thus have been decorated 

mainly with the triptych discussed in Chapter One. Lewis 

plausibly surmised that the Christological narrative reliefs 

probably also formed part of the chapel's original 

decoration. 48 

2.2.3 The Trevisan Chapel in S.Maria Mater Domini 

The Trevisan family features three times among the 

patrons of sculptured altarpieces. After the previously 

mentioned oratory and altarpiece at S. Cipriano, the second 

46 Sheard (1977), p. 238f. and p. 262, n. 11. 

47 Ibid. and Lewis (1983). For S. Giovanni in Bragora see 
Mariacher (1959), p. 195. 

48 Lewis (1983), pp. 324-25 and p. 348, n. 39. 
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large proj ect is the marble altar of Paolo 

parish church of S. Maria Mater Domini 

Trevisan in the 

(plate 125) . 49 

Francesco Sansovino recorded that it was "fatta gi.3. da Paolo 

padre di Giovanni Patriarca di Venetia". 5 0 The altarpiece, 

described in Chapter One, presents figures of Sts. Paul and 

Andrew, the name saints of the patron and his son, and St. 

Peter. If we compare Sansovino's information with the 

corresponding pedigree in the Marco Barbaro's Genealogies, we 

discover, that our patron Paolo of S.Maria Mater Domini was 

not only the father of Giovanni the Younger, abbot of 

S. Cipriano and later patriarch of Venice, who died in 1590, 

but also that Paolo was the brother of Bartolomeo, bishop of 

Cividale, and of the abbot Giovanni for whom the above 

discussed oratory and altarpiece at S.Cipriano were erected. 51 

However, while the abbot chose a site that was related to his 

office, Paolo Trevisan chose his 

location for the memorial altar 

inscription on a slab in front of 

parish church as 

of his family. 

the 

The 

the altar commemorates 

Paolo himself, as well as his second son Andrea, his daughter 

Elena and his wife Anna. The first-born son Giovanni, on the 

other hand, is excluded from the inscription, probably 

because of his office as abbot at the Benedictine monastery 

of S. Cipriano from 1524 onwards, which is shortly after the 

altar had been commissioned from Lorenzo Bregno. 52 

Here, as in the cases of the two chapels for members of 

the Emiliani family, one sculptural project undertaken by a 

49 Catalogue no. 28. 

50 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 205. 

51 Barbaro, ASV, VII, p. 114. 

52 Schulz (1991), pp. 210-211. 
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prominent member of the family was soon followed and in a 

certain sense outdone by another· Both altar's display three 

saints, one in the more conventional form of a large 

triptych, the other in the modern spatial setting of a relief 

representing a church apse. One may wonder, whether it is 

just by coincidence that the central statues of both altars 

were carved from a particular coloured stone. 

The two large altars for members of the Trevisan family 

of the early 16th century were preceded by a commiss ion of 

the late 15th century. It is not an altarpiece but the 

masterly sculptured tabernacle which served as a reliquary to 

contain the relic of the Precious Blood in the Sacristy of 

S. Maria dei Frari (plate 167). 53 This relic was donated to 

the Franciscans by Marchio Trevisan in 1480. 54 Marchio was a 

distant relative of the two Trevisan mentioned above, one 

generation older than the others, but nevertheless of the 

same branch of the family, the Scaglione. As the donor of the 

relic Trevisan would probably also have paid for its 

container. 

Cicogna recorded an inscription in Marchio Trevisan' s 

funerary chapel of S. Michele in the left transept of the 

Frari, from which we learn that the relic of the Precious 

Blood must originally have been kept in the chapel of the 

Arcangel Michael which now contains the tomb of Marchio 

53 Catalogue no. 25. 

54 Barbaro, ASV, VII, p. 119. "abba un'ampola con una gozzola 
del Prezioso Sangue di Cristo, che poi dono ai Frari al 
1480". 
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Trevisan as well as the wooden Triptych of S.Michael. 55 The 

patronage of that altar will be discussed below. 

2.2.4 The Gussoni Chapel in S.Lio 

The presbytery of the parish church of S.Lio is flanked 

on its right by a chapel the altar of which is decorated with 

the relief of a Pieta with four Saints (plate 130). 56 The 

entrance to the chapel, identical with that on the other side 

of the presbytery, is articulated as a large aedicule with a 

triangular pediment (plate 128). It is built on a square plan 

and surmounted by a ribbed dome on pendentifs which hold 

roundels with half-length reliefs of the evangelists. 

Unfortunately, hitherto no documents concerning the 

construction of the chapel have come to light. 57 Two reliefs 

of the Gussoni family' s coat-of-arms on the altar' s lateral 

balustrades, identify the altar to the right of the 

presbytery as a project of a member of that family. Francesco 

Sansovino was the first to make mention of the chapel and of 

a Jacopo Gussoni a c
• 'J its founder, whom he characterised as 

55 BMC, Cod ice Cicogna, busta 2009, Inscrizioni inedite: 
Inscrizioni di S. Maria Gloriosa dei Frari, no 29: "Melchiori 
Trivixano / Pauli Tri. F / qui cum gallearum Romaniae praef. 
/ esset ex Constantinopoli patriam / vediens preciosissimi 
salvatoris N / Iesu Christi sanguinis gutam Mariae / Magd. 
unguento infusam divino / mitu absportare mervillet in urbe / 
iam ductus eaudem sacro huic con / ventui pie ac benigne 
donavi t/ Ex quo non ingrati tanto munere / huius convent. 
fratres praeter / nonnulla alia spiritualia dona una cum 
clave sacri eiusd. deposi / ti sacellum hoc sub divi 
Arcangeli / Michaelis auspicllS prout extat ex / tructum 
eidem largi tori et post / perpetuo bm. di cavere ann. sal. 
MCCCCLXXXXVIII XI maii." 

56 Catalogue no. 16. 

57 The Archive of S.Lio at S.Maria Formosa contains no 
information on either the chapel or its patron. 
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.. senator of high esteem in his time". 5 8 Jacopo, born in 1422 

and died in 1501, may well have been a very distinguished 

man, but he remains one of the more elusive patrons surveyed 

in this chapter. We know that he lived only a few yards away 

from his parish church in a palace on the Rio della Fava. 5S 

The rich Renaissance decoration of the palace faQade (plates 

184, 185) corresponds to the floral patterns and bird reliefs 

decorating the pilasters of the chapel in S.Lio. At the same 

time these modern ornaments constrast with the mediaeval 

asymmetry and irregularities of the building. Similar 

revampings took place at the houses of the citizens Giovanni 

Dario and Domenico de Piero. 

In the case of the Palazzo Gussoni, this has led John 

McAndrew to suspect that "the owner may have wanted something 

in the newest fashion, and wanted it quickly; perhaps he had 

come into money or was marrying it - and he had a stylish new 

slipcover put over the old front." so The latter of McAndrew 

assumptions may be true, since, as late as 1479, Jacopo 

Gussoni had married Donata Loredan, the eldest of Leonardo 

Loredan's four daughters. S1 

As we shall see in relation to the project for the 

funerary monument of doge Leonardo, the Loredan family was 

exceptionally wealthy. In the Decima of 1514, his fortune was 

58 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 41:" senatore di mol to stima ai 
suoi tempi". 

5 S Barbaro, ASV, IV, p. 206, noted 
originally from the parish of S. Vi tale, 
neighbourhood of the Loredan family. 

so McAndrew (1980), p. 223. 

that Jacopo came 
which was also the 

61 ASV, Avogaria de Comun, Matrimonii, ad vocem Gussoni, 
Giacomo. 
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valued at thirty thousand ducats. 62 Thus, a hypothetically 

fortunate wedding for Jacopo Gussoni would coincide with a 

stylistic dating of the Palazzo Gussoni as an early work of 

Pietro Lombardo to ca. 1474-80. Moreover , it would provide 

the occasion for the restauration of Gussoni's house at S.Lio 

where he moved from his house in S. Vi tale. Probably it was 

around the same time that Gussoni acquired the space in the 

parish church to erect his chapel and there appears to me no 

good reason to assume, along with John McAndrew, that the 

chapel was erected "near the end of the 15th century". 63 

Apart from St. Nicholas depicted on the far left of the 

relief, the saints surrounding the seated Madonna holding the 

Dead Christ have hitherto not been identified. They might 

well represent St. .James as Jacopo' s onomastic saint on the 

far right, St. Andrew (both Jacopo Gussoni' s father and son 

were called Andrea) on the inner left, whereas the female 

saint on the inner right, holding the Cross and a book, would 

iconographically suit St. Helena,64 the onomastic saint of 

Jacopo's mother, Elena Pisani. Finally, the presence of St. 

Nicholas explains itself by the fact that Jacopo' s brother 

was called Nicolo. 65 

2.2.5 The Al tar of the Title of the Cross from S. Maria dei 
Servi 

The Altar of the Title of the Cross in S.Maria dei Servi 

was decorated with Andrea Riccio' s four bronze reliefs and 

62 See Da Mosto (1966), p. 267. 

63 McAndrew (1980), p. 226. 

64 LCI, ad VOCeDJ "Helena Kaiserin", col. 488: "Neben dem Kreuz 
halt Helena oft noch ein Buch." 

65 Barbaro, ASV, IV, p. 206. 
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double-winged bronze sportello (plates 155-159), and two 

kneeling marble angels (plates 96, 97).66 

The relic of the Title of the Cross had been donated to 

the church of the Servi in 1492 by the Venetian patrician 

Girolamo Donato, according to Cicogna uno de'piu 

ragguardevoli soggetti della casa sua non solamente, ma della 

repubblica".67 Although it is known that Girolamo Donato died 

destitute in 1511, he was in all likelihood the patron of the 

altar that contained the relic donated by him. 

Girolamo was one of several members of his family to 

patronise the Servi - bequests go back to the 14th century. 

Already in the first half of the 15th century Pietro Donato, 

bishop of Padua, had tried to acquire the jus patronatus for 

the choir chapel of the Servi and reserve it for members of 

his family, by leaving a large bequest to the monastery, 

which, however, the monks renounced. 

Girolamo was the author of several treatises concerning 

the government of the Church, works resulting from his long 

experience as Venetian ambassador to the Pope and to Crete. 58 

As a result of his services to the Pope, he was given a piece 

of the Title of the Cross during the first of his four Roman 

periods in 1491-92. Diplomat and man of great learning, 

Girolamo was also a well-known connoisseur of antiquities. o9 

As governor of Ravenna he commissioned the restoration of a 

66 See Chapter One, 2.2. 3 Scenes from the Life of a Sain t, 
and Chapter Two, 3. Bronze. 

67 Cicogna, I, p. 90. 

68 See Margaret L. King, Umanesimo Cristiano nella Venezia 
del Quattrocento, in Vian (1989), pp. 15-54, and King (1986), 
mainly pp. 532-35. 

59 Zorzi (1988), pp. 23f. 
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classical statue of Hercules and at his behest another statue 

was transported from Ravenna to Venice, where it was seen and 

drawn in the Palazzo Donato at S.Stin by Johannes Grevembroch 

in 1759. 70 

Girolamo Donato's taste is certainly reflected by the 

learned character and classicising manner of the bronzes on 

his altar in the church of the Servi. Similar reliefs by 

Riccio once decorated the tomb of Girolamo della Torre, a 

distinguished physician at the University of Padua. 71 As we 

shall see in the case of another physician, Jacopo Surian, 

the choice of bronze to some extent depended on the patron's 

learning. 72 

2.3 Doges as Patrons of Sculptured Altarpieces 

Among individual patrons of Venetian nobility, the doges 

as highest officers of the state occupy a separate position. 

According Francesco Sansovino' s Dialogo <..1i tutte le cose 

Notabili che sono i11 Venetia of 1560, every doge was obliged 

to commission three objects for the Ducal Palace. 73 These 

were a portrait of himself for the Sala del Gran Consiglio, a 

devotional picture of the Doge kneeling in front of the 

70 Grevembroch, I, c. 43. 

71 Radcliffe in Hope/Martineau (1983), p. 372. The reliefs are 
now in the Musee du Louvre, Paris. 

72 See this chapter, below, 3.3 The Al ta:r and Tomb fo:r ~Tacopo 

Su:rian ill S. Stefano. 

73 Sansovino (1560) , p. 49: " . . . il principe nel suo 
principiato fa tre cose: il suo ritratto naturale, il qual si 
mette nella sala del gran consiglio ... un quadro in collegio 
o in Pregai 0 in qualunque altro luogo ove torni meglio, nel 
qual si fa la Madonna e il Doge in ginocchioni con al tre 
figure. Ultimo uno scudo con l'arma del Doge, il qual vivendo 
esso porta nel Bucentoro e si tiene attaccato nella sua sala; 
e morto si mette in S.Marco a sua perpetua memoria." 
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Madonna or a saint, and a shield with the doge's coat-of-arms 

for the Sala dello Scudo. 74 In addition to these, from doge 

Nicolo Marcello's term of office onwards, each newly elected 

doge was also legally bound by his promissione, his 

government declaration, to donate an antependium for the high 

altar of S.Marco, which was to cost at least forty ducats. 75 

The doges' mortal remains were customarily deposited in 

splendid marble tombs, the only monuments outside the Ducal 

Palace where they were allowed to display their coats-of-

arms. This restriction of displaying the ducal coat-of-arms 

had existed since 1413 and was once again emphasized in 1501 

in the additions and corrections to Agostino Barbarigo's 

p:romissione, where it was stated that: 

"His lordship the Doge must not exhibit nor allow anyone 
else to exhibit his arms anywhere else than the Ducal 
Palace under penalty of 200 ducats ... "75 

Although during the funeral ceremony the doge was 

separated in public from his office and thus returned into 

the private sphere, the ducal tomb was an official as well as 

a private commiss ion. 77 It glorified the impersonal State, 

its most distinguished civil servant and the private 

patrician who was buried in it. In 1486, in the codicil to 

his will Marco Barbarigo decided that, as doge, his person no 

longer belonged to him but to the dignity of his 

office: " ... et hoc dicimus quia persona nostra non est nostra 

74 See Wolters (1983), p. 92. 

75 See Wolters (1983), p. 95, and ASV, Cancelleria Inferiore, 
Doge, busta 157/A. 

76 ASV, Promissione di Agostino Barbarigo, no. 186: "Dominus 
Dux non possi t facere nec permi ttere quod fiatur in aliquo 
loco extra palatium arma sua sub pena ducatorum CC ... " 

77 Muir (1978), and Muir (1981), p. 273 ff. 
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sed digni tatis . " 78 As a consequence, he annulled a previous 

disposition according to which he was to be buried in the 

Barbarigo family chapel constructed by his father in the 

church of S.Andrea della Certosa. 

Sculptured altars were made for Cristoforo Moro in 

S.Marco, for Andrea Gritti in the chapel of St. Nicholas in 

the Ducal Palace, Marco and Agostino Barbarigo had their 

tombs in combination with an altar in S.Maria della Carita. A 

sepulchre with altar was planned in the memory of Leonardo 

Loredan in the church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo. 

Among the doges of the period between 1457 and 1523, two 

doges, namely Cristoforo Moro (1462-71) and Agostino 

Barbarigo (1486-1501), excelled the others for their interest 

in art and architecture. Both reigned for a comparatively 

long period and, therefore, were perhaps more dexterous than 

others at developing a policy of self-glorification. 

2.3.1 Three Altars in S.Marco for Doge Cristoforo Moro 

In contrast to his predecessor 

to contemporary writers a 

Pasquale 

man of 

Malipiero, 

mediocre according 

abilities, in whose time nothing memorable was done, 

Cristoforo Moro was among the most outstanding and educated 

men in Venice of the second half of the 15th century. 79 He 

had studied at the University of Padua and had served as 

ambassador to popes Eugene IV and Nicholas V. Yet, in a Latin 

poem, Moro was described as "crudelis, raptor, avarus who 

wanted "vanissima pompa". 8 0 Some forty years later, when the 

78 ASV, Notarile Testamenti, busta 1060. 

79 Da Mosto (1966), p.217. 

80 Da Mosto (1966), p. 224. 
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imminent danger of Doge Moro's self-glorification was 

overcome, he was praised as a person of great devotion and 

as a patron of religious art. 81 

We learn from his will of 1470 (codicil from 1471) that 

Cristoforo Moro had a collection of manuscripts which he 

bequeathed to the monastery of S. Salvatore 8 2 and it was due 

to his initiative that the Franciscan church of S.Giobbe (and 

S.Bernardino) was rebuilt. 83 As is well known, its presbytery 

was erected as the doge's mausoleum. During Moro' s term of 

office, between 1462 and 1464, the Areo Foseari, the archway 

leading into the Ducal Palace, begun on a modest scale by 

Doge Francesco Foscari, was transformed into a grandiose 

monument to the doge as the restorer of the earthly 

paradise. 84 

Cristoforo Moro was the patron of Antonio Rizzo's three 

marble altars of Sts. Paul and James and the Madonna in the 

basilica of S.Marco (plates 12, 82-87), described in Chapter 

81 BNM, Ms.Cod.it. VII, 323 (8646), fo1. 173 verso: "Or questo 
doxe benigno e devoto in sua vita molto agumento el monestier 
de Sam Job nel qual luogo a reverentia de misier Sam 
Bernardino fexe mol te e belle cose e la capella e granda a 
honor de Sam Bernardim e simel tuto el monestier e feze 
festizar la sua festa che prima non festivizava. E dapuo la 
sua morte laso tuta el suo e vestamenti fose fato paramenti e 
sui stendardi e bandiere e tuto zo iera suo per el qual modo 
molta. E agumenta el dicto luogo ... fo portado con bel seguio 
ai frati menori e bello honor daposta, el suo corpo fo 
portado a S.Job e Ii fo sepulto." 

8 2 ASV, Procuratori di S. Marco de Supra, busta 186: 
Commissaria 11oro, codicil 12-10-1471 (copia): "Et perche di 
sopra ordino che i mie libri et scripture siano depositadi a 
S.Andrea della Certosa/siano depositadi nel monestier di St. 
Salvador ... "; see also Da Mosto (1966), p. 220. 

83 See McAndrew (1980), pp. 134-143. 

84 Muir (1981), p. 256, and Pincus (1976), pp. 208-52. 
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One. 85 Around the year 1430 Foscari had also commissioned the 

so-called Mascoli Triptych in a side chapel of S.Marco, which 

may have prompted Moro to have his altar, the first of the 

three, in another chapel (that of St. Clement). 86 Like its 

predecessor, though in a much different form and on a smaller 

scale, Moro' s altar presents the Madonna and Child at the 

centre accompanied by two saints on the sides. It is more 

than likely that Moro, as a man educated at Padua, 

deliberately chose Rizzo as a "modern" sculptor, and that he 

personally supervised the altars' design and execution. 87 

Moreover, he may even have been the man who made the sculptor 

come to Venice. 

Although the church of S.Marco was the ducal chapel, it 

maintained at the same time its character as the state 

church. Thus, personal memorials of doges, or of any other 

individual, were banned from the building, and no doges were 

buried there after 1354.8 8 According to Sansovino, only the 

coats-of-arms of the dead doges were exhibited in S.Marco "to 

their eternal memory". 8 9 Therefore, it seems odd that all 

85 Catalogue nos. 17-19. A document in the archives of the 
Cancelleria lnferiore records a final payment of 35 ducats to 
Antonio Rizzo for the three altars on 28th June 1469. The 
document was found by Julia Keydel, A Group of Altarpieces by 
Giovanni Bellini Considered in Relation to the Context for 
which they were made, Ph.D. diss., Harvard, 1969, p. 242, n. 
15. Its relevant parts were published in Schulz (1983), p. 
18, n. 1. 

86 Al though Foscari' s patronage of chapel and altar is not 
further documented, the inscription above the altar leaves 
Ii ttle doubt. It reads: "MCCCCXXX DUCANTE INCLITO DOMINO / 
FRANCISCO FOSCARl PROCURATORIBUS / VERO SANCTI MARCl DOMINIS 
LEONARDO ~10CENIGO ET / BARTOLOMEO DONATO HEC CAPELA CONDITA 
FUlT." See also Muraro (1961b), pp. 264f. 

87 See Sheard (1987), p. 475f. 

88 Muir (1981), p. 257. 

89 Sansovino (1560), See note 72. 
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three altars in S.Marco bear prominent inscriptions which 

refer to and honour Doge Moro as donor.so Even more so, the 

narrow balustrades to the sides of the altar tables of the 

altars dedicated to Sts. James and Paul carry medallions with 

doge Moro's coat-of-arms (plate 87). 

According to the records of the Collegio dei 

Cerimoniali , it was not at all easy for doges to alter 

anything in S.Marco: in 1556, the doge in office, Lorenzo de' 

Priuli, was admonished not to act as it pleased him with 

respect to S.Marco: 

"Even though the care for and conservation of our church 
of S. Marco ought to belong principally to the doge, he 
must not be allowed to deal with the building at his own 
discretion. .. as for instance the erection of new 
structures or other changes to the building of this 
church ..... Sl 

The location of the first of Moro' s altars, the Chapel 

of St. Clement is to the right of the presbytery. It played a 

particular role wi thin the church of S. Marco: here was the 

door through which the doge privately entered the church from 

the ducal palace, here stood his throne during the Middle 

Ages, above which, on the intrados of the arch towards the 

presbytery, appeared the image of the pan to era tor, while 

opposite, in full view of the enthroned doge, was the mosaic 

figure of the Virgin. S2 It is important to bear this 

particular location in mind when looking at Moro' s altar. 

Although it is no longer in its original state, Rizzo's altar 

probably consisted of what is now the upper half of it: above 

the later relief, we see the Madonna and Child with Sts. Mark 

so See Catalogue nos. 17-19. 

91 ASV, Collegio dei Cerimoniali, I!, cc. 3 verso f., 7-6-
1556. Translation quoted from Sinding-Larsen (1974), p. 131. 

92 Demus (1960), p. 47. 
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and Bernardino of Siena (plate 12). Both saints along with 

the inscription represent personal and official references to 

the personality of Moro. While St. Mark represented the 

doge's official status as head of the Venetian republic, the 

presence of St. Bernardino of Siena has a personal 

connotation, since Moro had been acquainted with the Tuscan 

saint. 

The inscription of the altar carries the date 1465, 

which was probably the year of this altar's completion as the 

first of the three. The other two altars are located in 

prominent positions symmetrically to the sides of the choir-

screen. Their importance in the history of Venetian sculpture 

has been discussed in the previous chapters. 

2.3.2 The Altar of the Virgin in S.Maria della Carita for 
Doge Agostino Barbarigo 

Recently discovered documents disclosed much of the 

history and authorship of the Barbarigo tomb and altar in 

S.Maria della Carita. 93 

Agostino Barbarigo was by far the most conspicuous of 

the ten doges of t.he period between 1462 and 1523. His 

fifteen-year-long term of office in which he succeeded his 

brother Marco certainly shows signs of dynastic ambition. 

That the Venetians were well aware and suspicious of such 

trends is revealed by contemporary writers. On 20th June 

1501, the day of Agostino's death, the diarist Girolamo 

Priuli remembered the doge as a proud and arrogant ruler who 

93 Roeck (1991). Catalogue no. 4. 
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let people kiss his hand and accepted presents from 

everyone. 94 

The tomb of the doges Barbarigo was the first and 

largest double monumental tomb in Renaissance Venice. It was 

constructed under Doge Agostino Barbarigo from 1492 onwards. 

He must have been impressed by the memorial for Doge Nicolo 

Tron, already finished and very visible, above all in its 

size, at S.Maria dei Frari and he must have decided to outdo 

it. 95 The Barbarigo monument was destroyed at the beginning 

of the 19th century, but an engraving of 1692 by Isabella 

Piccini (plate 113) allows us to get a fairly accurate 

impression of it: the monument encompassed three contiguous 

shallow barrel-vaulted bays and was approximately nineteen 

meters wide and twelve meters high. Inserted between the two 

arches of the brothers' tombs was the altar of the Madonna. 

In the niches between the bays stood statues of the 

Annunciate Virgin and the Angel Gabriel, and of Saints Mark 

and Augustine. 

Of the two marble statues of the kneeling doges to the 

sides of the altar only that of Agostino has survived (plate 

116). It was probably carved by Antonio Rizzo, who was then 

proto, or chief architect and sculptor, at the Ducal Palace 

and in charge of the monumental, free-standing staircase, 

later called the Scala dei Giganti. This project had been 

ini tiated by Marco and was carried further during Agostino 

Barbarigo's term of office. 96 

94 G. Priuli, I Diarii, vol. II, edited by R. Cessio Bologna, 
1913, p. 176. 

95 McAndrew (1980), p. 78. 

96 See Muraro (1961a). 
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By the time Isabella Piccini executed her engraving, the 

monument's altar was no longer in its original state. As 

mentioned previously, the figures of the altarpiece had been 

replaced by three bronze reliefs (plate 114) donated in 1515 

by Vincenzo Grimani. 

The altar provided the space where the public monument 

of the ducal tomb was combined with "la cappella di nostra 

dona", a place of individual, private devotion, where the 

prayers of the church-goer would ensure the salvation of 

Agostino's and Marco's souls. The figures of the Annunciation 

and onomastic saints in the niches can also be interpreted as 

part of both tomb and altar: underneath the promise of 

salvation of the Annunciation and Resurrection, the kneeling 

figures of the doges in eternal veneration of the Madonna 

stimulate the church-goer to kneel and pray as well. 

Roeck's essay on Agostino Barbarigo' s role as a patron 

of works of art has also indicated that Barbarigo may have 

been the person who commissioned the three reliefs with 

musician angels and angels carrying the instruments of the 

Passion in S.Trovaso (plate 161).97 S.Trovaso was the parish 

church of the Barbarigo family, who had their principal seat 

on the other side of the Rio di S.Trovaso, just opposite the 

church. 

2.3.3 The Project for the Monument and Altar to Doge Leonardo 
Loredan 

After Agostino Barbarigo's self-aggrandizing term of 

office, the Venetians seem to have chosen their new leader 

carefully. According to Sanudo, Leonardo Loredan who had 

97 Roeck (1991). 
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remained in office for twenty years died "con ottima fama di 

principe". 98 

Although Leonardo was initially buried in SS. Giovanni e 

Paolo in a plain, unmarked grave, that contrasted with the 

nearby funerary monuments of Doges Pasquale Malipiero, Nicol6 

Marcello and Pietro and Giovanni Mocenigo, more ambitious 

plans were underway. As early as 1517, when the doge was 

still alive, his son, Lorenzo , initiated negotiations with 

the Chapter of SS. Giovanni e Paolo for the construction of a 

splendid funerary monument embracing the church's High 

Altar.99 The Chapter of the Dominican church, probably 

anxious to outshine the new High Altar under construction at 

the church of the Frari, ceded an area in the choir of the 

church to Lorenzo in order to construct a monument for his 

father. 100 In a later document of 1536 the project, still 

unexecuted and by now come down to Lorenzo's nephews, is 

further described as also comprising an altar: 

they want to erect... a beautiful altar made 
entirely of marble with three figures and a pyramid on 
top in which must be inserted a beautiful ornament for 
Christ's body. For this they intend to spend 1,500 
ducats ... "101 

98 Sanudo Diarii, XXX, col. 388. 

99 Catalogue no. 
outlined by Da 
(bibliography) . 

46. The history of 
Mosto (1966) , pp. 

the monument 
274-275 and 

has 
p. 

been 
701 

100 ASV, SS. Giovanni e Paolo, Serie Registri in Busta, busta 
11, c. 81 verso:"... concede ret locus in capella maiori ubi 
nunc est presbiterium ut possint construere sepulturam magnam 
et solempris pro padre suo ... " 

101 ASV, SS. Giovanni e Paolo, Consegli Diversi, c. 711 
recto: " ... facere volunt... Al tare pulcherium totum marmoreum 
cum tribus figuris et piramide supra qua poni debebat 
ornamentum perpucrum pro corpore Cristi, et exponere 
intendunt ducatorum 1500 ... " 
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A further document of the same year mentions that the 

pyramid was to be made out of marble, and that the container 

of the host on top of the pyramid, was to be made out of 

crystal. 102 When the funerary monument was finally erected in 

1572, it was no longer related to the High Altar (or, in 

fact, any altar at all), and looked quite different from 

what Lorenzo Loredan must have had in mind. 

2.3.4 The Altar of the St. Nicholas Chapel in the Ducal 
Palace for Doge Andrea Gritti 

The building of the Chapel of St. Nicholas was begun 

under doge Leonardo Loredan in 1505. However, presumably due 

to the War of the League of Cambray, the building came to a 

halt, and was not taken up again until the early 1520s. 

Andrea Gritti was elected doge on 20th May 1523. Nearly six 

months later the chapel and its altar were finished and 

consecrated. 103 

Howard noted that an early biography of the doge 

confirms his interest in embellishing the city.l04 

Furthermore, she pointed out that Andrea Gritti made the 

generous donation of one thousand ducats for his monument in 

front of the High Altar of the re-built church of S.Francesco 

della Vigna. 105 

Regarding its location, as the doge's private chapel, 

the Chapel of St. Nicholas was part of the Ducal Palace, at 

102 ibid., c. 711 verso. 

103 Catalogue no. 22. 

104 Howard (1975), p.4: BMC, MS Gradenigo-Dolfin, no 50: Vita 
di Andrea Gritti doge di Venezia, tradotta dal Latino al 
volgare 1686. 

105 Howard (1975), pp. 68 and 173, n. 36 and n. 37; ASV, 
S.Francesco della Vigna, busta 4, pp. 236-43, 25 July 1536. 
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the same time, it was situated above the choir of S.Marco.l06 

It was here, where the doge could listen to mass privately.l07 

Sanudo reported: 

"The most serene [doge]... with the Sigllo:ria and the 
Councillors and A vogado:ri and the heads of the Ten, 
attend mass in the new church of S. Nicolo, which has 
been nearly completed by this doge. And this doge, who 
is well, has been painted by Titian, with his lap dog 
next to him and other figures, St. Nicholas and the four 
evangelists who are writing the gospel; then [there is] 
the gilded altar, where yesterday and today the holy 
office was performed for the first time. "108 

The al tar i.:hn·ado mentioned by Sanudo can be seen in an 

engraving by Antonio Visentini of 1761, when it was still in 

its original location (plate 14).109 It has since been removed 

and been brought into the Chapel of St. Clement in S.Marco, 

where it was installed in combination with Rizzo's altar of 

the Virgin for Doge Moro. The altarpiece (plate 13) shows St. 

Nicholas in the centre, with Andrea Gritti, the newly elected 

doge, kneeling on the right, presented by his name saint 

Andrew, and St. Mark on the left. The relief demonstrates the 

close relationship between altarpieces and devotional images, 

106 Pincus (1976), pp. 21 f. 

107 
199 

Marin Sanudo, Vi te dei Dogi, 
f. : " . .. et comenzo abrusar 

zorno udiva messa ... 

BNM, It. VII. 801 
la capella chel 

(7152), c. 
doxe ogni 

108 Sanudo, Diarii, XXXV, col. 254:"El serenissimo ... con la 
Signoria e Ii Savii et Avogadori e Cai di Dieci, andono a 
messa in la chiexia nuova di San Nicolo, dove quesio Doxe 
l'ha fato compir quasi et e dipento esso Doxe, che sta ben, 
di man di Tiziano, fon col, suo cagnol suet in drio, et altre 
figure, San Nicolo et Ii quatro evangelisti che scriveno Ii 
evanzeli; poi l'altar dorado, si die eri et hozi si principio 
qui afar oficio ..... 

109 Antonio Zatta, L'Augusta Basilica dell'Evangelista San 
Marco, Venice 1761, plate V. See also the engraving by 
Antonio Visentini, BMC, Raccol ta Gherro, I. This has been 
reproduced and discussed by Hubala (1977), pp. 134-35. See 
also Lionello Puppi, in Renovatio Urbis (ed. Manfredo 
Tafuri), Rome, 1984, pp. 222-23. 
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which each doge customarily displayed in the Ducal Palace. 110 

However, it is probably not the official quadro each doge had 

to do"nate according to custom, which in Gri tti' s case was 

probably a lost painting by Titian. 111 Thus , it is one of the 

very few Venetian altarpieces of the period, which includes a 

representation of the patron. 

This was customary for devotional images, but unusual 

for altarpieces. Devotional images of the kind are the 

reliefs of the Presentation of Doge Leonardo Loredan to the 

Virgin as well as the painted votive image of Giovanni 

Mocenigo, now in the National Gallery in London, or Giovanni 

Bellini - s Pala Barbarigo, now in S. Pietro Martire on Murano. 

According to Agostino Barbarigo' swill, this painting, his 

obligatory devotional picture for the Ducal Palace, was to be 

transferred and placed upon the High Altar of S. Maria degli 

Angeli after the Doge's death. 112 However, it is unlikely that 

this ever happened. Decorum may have allowed the presence of 

a donor on a private side altar, as on the reliefs for Andrea 

Gri tti or .Jacopo Surian, but such decorations would surely 

have been unacceptable on a High Altar. 

3. Cittadini 

The term "cittadino", citizen, does not refer to an 

inferior or poorer class of Venetian society. Sometimes it is 

not even possible to draw a clear line between citizens and 

110 See Wolters (1983) , pp. 
Dogen' . 

111 Hubala (1977), p. 138. 

92-136:'Die Votivbilder der 

112 Agostino's will was first published by F. Nani-Mocenigo, 
"Testamento del Doge Agostino Barbarigo', in Nuovo Archivio 
Veneto, XVII, pp. 234-61; see also Chambers/Pullan/Fletcher 
(1992), pp. 418-19 and Roeck (1991), p. 106. 
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patricians and many families had branches among patricians as 

well as citizens. Many of them were merchants, while others 

followed the liberal professions, as civil servants, 

advocates and notaries, or physicians. 113 It is a well-known 

fact that Venetian citizens, although excluded from the 

politically ruling class, were not necessarily less wealthy 

than Venetian patricians. 114 Indeed, artistic projects of 

great prestige and financial scope were undertaken by 

cittadini. 

During our period, the most ambitious project that 

encompassed sculptured decorations and that was initiated by 

Venetian citizens, the de' Amadi family, is the church of 

S.Maria dei Miracoli.115 They were wealthy silk merchants and 

belonged to the cittadini originarii of Venice. The fame of 

the church rests on the rich sculptural decoration of 

exterior and interior by the Lombardo workshop and the 

marbles and semi-precious stones that were used. Perhaps its 

High Al tar was originally decorated with sculptures, as was 

claimed by Temanza. llS 

Although in this context the majority of individual 

patrons were patricians, some of the most prominent and 

lavishly furnished projects of chapels and sculptured 

altarpieces resulted from bequests of Venetian citizens, such 

as the chapels for the naval officer Giorgio Dragan, Jacopo 

Bernabo, Domenico de Piero, Jacopo Surian, Filippa Benedetti 

113 Pullan (1971), p. 100. A detailed definition of ci ttadino 
can be found ibid., pp. 100 ff. 

114 Lane (1973), p. 151:"Not all nobles were rich nor were all 
rich Venetians noble." 

115 See Lieberman (1972), pp. 35-145. 

116 Temanza (1778), p. 121. 
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and the Corbelli and de' Martini families. 117 All of these 

were executed during the last quarter of the 15th century. 

3.1 The De' Martini Chapel in S.Giobbe 

The chapel of the de' Martini family is the earliest of 

these projects. It is the second on the left in the church of 

S.Giobbe and decorated with a triptych (described in Chapter 

One, plate 23), exhibiting statuettes of St. John the Baptist 

in the central niche and of Sts. Francis and Anthony in the 

lateral niches. lIS Furthermore the chapel's vault is clad with 

enamelled terracotta tiles (plate 25), featuring roundels of 

the four Evangelists and God the Father. 

The de' Martini chapel has for a long time not received 

much scholarly attention. However, in a recent thesis by 

Apfelstadt on the later sculpture of Antonio Rossellino, the 

patrons and their family background have been disclosed and 

former misleading conclusions have been clarified. Apfelstadt 

demonstrated through documentary evidence that our de' 

Martini family were not silk merchants from Lucca as was 

previously thought, but that they had belonged to the 

Venetian ci ttadini originarii and were probably of Milanese 

origin. lIS It has further been shown that their family ties 

117 Schulz (1991), p. 
of important works 
three citizens. 

118 Catalogue no. 9. 

88, n. 37, listing non-patrician patrons 
of sculpture included only the former 

119 Apfelstadt (1987), p. 250. See also Tassini, cc. 1306ff. 
According to Tassini' s confusing account in the Genealogie, 
there were three families called Martini, one from Milan, 
which acquired Venetian citizenship in 1348, one "molto 
antica e che a Martino nell'arma", and a third one, who were 
silk merchants from Lucca and had come to Venice in the 14th 
century, where they lived opposite the church of the Carmini, 
on the other side of the canal in the parish of S. Angelo 
Raffaele. In 1398 this family acquired Venetian citizenship 
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with Florence account for the chapel's un-Venetian 

features. 120 

Checking the testaments of the different members of the 

de' Martini family, it became clear that the patron of the 

chapel and triptych in S. Giobbe was Giovanni di Pietro de' 

Martini who lived in the parish of S. Geremia, not far from 

S. Giobbe. Giovanni wrote his will on 15th May 1475. 121 It 

reveals that he had significant assets in Florence, owned a 

cloth shop there and held investments at Florentine banks. 

Together with his brother Alvise, he also had a business 

branch in Damascus. 122 From Giovanni's will it also emerges 

that, at the time of its writing, a chapel was under 

construction at the Franciscan monastery of S. Giobbe, where 

he wanted to be buried. 123 The decoration of this chapel 

Giovanni left for his wife, Cornelia de' Pazzi, "quod 

fioratur secundum opinionem et disposi tionem predicte uxoris 

mee", whose will is unfortunately no longer extant. As one 

would expect, the three statuettes of the altarpiece are the 

onomastic saints of the chapel's founder and two of his 

brothers, Francesco and Antonio.124 Another of Giovanni's 

under Francesco 
which is the 
Crisostomo. 

Martini 
adjacent 

who was 
parish 

120 Apfelstadt (1987), pp. 241 ff. 

resident 
to that 

at S.Bortolomeo, 
of S. Giovanni 

121 Unaware of Apfelstadt' s thesis I discovered Giovanni de 
Martini's will at an early stage of my research in the 
Archivio di Stato di Venezia, Canc. Inf., Misc. Testamenti, 
Not. Diversi, busta 27, no 2513. A complete transcription of 
it can be found in Apfelstadt (1987), pp. 243-45. 

122 Frederick C. Lane, I mercanti di Venezia. C1944/it. ed. 
Turin, 1982), p. 99. 

123 As mentioned above, in relation to Doge Cristoforo Moro, 
S. Giobbe was being re-built at that time. 

124 At the same time, the lateral figures represent the 
principal saints of the Franciscan order. Incidentally, the 
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brothers, Girolamo, had his own chapel erected in the church 

of S.Maria delle Grazie. 125 

It is significant that Giovanni de' Martini's widow, a 

Florentine, employed Florentine artists rather than Venetian 

or Lombard sculptors for the decoration of the family chapel. 

The altarpiece is from the workshop of Antonio Rossellino, 

and the glazed terracotta vault was produced in the della 

Robbia workshop. In a most interesting parallel, Apfelstadt 

pointed to a marble altarpiece made for the church of 

S.Girolamo in Fiesole. It was commissioned by Tita de' 

Martini, sister of Cornelia de' Pazzi and wife of Giovanni 

de' Martini's brother Girolamo. 126 

3.2 The Benedetti Altar in SS. Giovanni e Paolo 

The large triptych in SS. Giovanni e Paolo (plate 33) 

was founded by and built for the Venetian citizen Filippa 

Benedetti.127 Some of the altar's history has been uncovered 

by Schulz, who emphasised the role of a possible former 

founder of the al t,ar, Zanetta Grimani. 128 However, the same 

author observed correctly that her bequest paid for the 

figure in the central niche, 
only Giovanni's name saint, 
Florence. 

St. 
but 

John the 
also the 

Baptist, is 
patron saint 

not 
of 

125 This must have happened some time before 1483, when 
Girolamo wrote his will. See Tassini, Genealogie, cc,1306 f. 

126 This altar is a typically Florentine tripartite triumphal 
arch structure, with a large central arch flanked by smaller 
niches surmounted by medallions. It was made between 1493-97 
by Andrea di Piero Ferrucci of Fiesole and Jacopo di Andrea 
del Maza, is now in the Victoria & Albert Museum, London. 

See also Pope-Hennessy (1964), I, pp. 179-81, and III, pl. 
174. 

127 Catalogue no. 14. 

128 Schulz (1977a). 
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repair rather than for the making of an (older ) altar. 129 

Hitherto unknown documents suggest that a new altar was made 

for the Benedetti family. 

The Benedetti were rich cloth merchants and of rather 

high social standing. Thus, one Pietro, son of Marin 

Benedetti, Filippa' s uncle, was Callcellier Ducale and was 

buried in SS. Giovanni e Paolo in 1488.130 According to the 

Ci ttaelillallze by Tassini, the Benedetti family had two tombs 

in SS. Giovanni e Paolo, one in the second choir chapel on 

the right, which is the site of our altar, and one "outside, 

not far away". 131 It is the former that was erected by 

Filippa. In her will of 1487 Filippa Benedetti, wife of 

Girolamo Businello, mentioned the altar in her chapel at SS. 

Giovanni e Paolo, which at that date had been erected .. some 

time ago". Her brother Andrea had already been buried in the 

tomb in front of the altar. Thus, despite her marriage to 

Girolamo Businello, Filippa kept her original family bonds. 

As a recently discovered document in the Archive of the 

Illquisitori eli Stato has revealed, the genesis of the 

Benedetti altar was linked with a court case between the 

Scuola Grande di S.Marco and Filippa Benedetti in 1478 before 

the Inquisi to:ri di Sta to. 132 From it we learn, that the 

initial concept of the altar originated from Andrea 

Benedetti's will, and that Filippa acted as a commissary of 

129 ibid., p. 204. 

130 For the pedigree of the Benedetti family see Tassini, VI, 
cc. 260 verso and 261 recto. 

131 Tassini, VI, c. 259 recto. 

132 ASV, Inquisitori di Stato, busta 912, 26-1-1478. I would 
like to thank Joseph Wheeler for having drawn my attention to 
this document. 
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her brother's estate, which was estimated at 20,000 ducats. 

According to the Scuola di S, Marco, in a first version of 

this will Andrea (d, 20th January 1478), had bequeathed a 

large fortune to the confraternitY,I33 In its complaint before 

the Inquisitors, the Scuola accused Filippa Benedetti of 

having "taken away and hidden" the original version of the 

document and having forced her brother on his deathbed to re-

write it "in order for her to profit of the goods of the said 

ser Andrea", 134 

Eventually Filippa won the courtcase and thus became an 

extremely weal thy woman. It comes as no surprise that the 

al tar is a richly gilded marble triptych which originally 

contained three marble figures. While a figure of the Madonna 

decorated the central niche, statues of Sts. Philip and 

Andrew (plates 34, 35) the name saints of the patron and 

her brother, stand in the lateral niches. More than a 

century later it was still an object of prestige, as 

confirmed by Angelo Benedetti who wrote in his will in 1589: 

"I want my corpse to be buried in SS. Giovanni e Paolo 
in our family tomb, which has our coat-of-arms ... in our 
Chapel of the Madonna, next to the cappella g:rande ... 
the altar in the said chapel has been made with the 
proper money of our family of the Benedetti... the 
monastery of this church has profi tted from our 
family ... "135 

133 ASV, Inquisitori di Stato, busta 912, 26-1-
1478: "promission fata de lassar case 24 da logar 24 povere 
fameie, et proveder al viver de quelle." 

134 ibid. per vegnir lei ala succession di beni del ditto 
q.S. Andrea, i qual sono calculata de ducati 20,000," 

135 Tassini, VI, c. 259 recto and ASV, Notarile Testamenti, 
will of Angelo Benedetti, 9-12-1589, Atti di Marco Trigier: 
"Volgio che il mio corpo sia sepulto a S.Zuane e Paolo nella 
nostra arca che ha le nosttre arme per Ii cantoni di esa arca 
nella nostra cappella della Madonna appresso la cappella 
grande per essere stato fatto l'altar che e in detta cappella 
delli propri denari de cas a nostra de ca' Benedetti... il 
monastero di essa giesa e beneficato da cha nostra ... " 
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3.3 The Altar and Tomb for Jacopo Surian in S.Stefano 

As mentioned in Chapters Two and Three, the bronze 

relief of the Sacra Conversazione in S. Stefano (plate 109) 

was one of the most recent of the notable things in Venice 

listed by Marin Sanudo in 1493.136 

According to the Genealogies by Toderini, there were two 

branches of the Surian family in Venice. 137 That of Jacopo had 

come to Venice as late as the 15th century. In fact, the 

patron's father, Bartolomeo, a legal counsellor, was the 

first one recorded.138 Jacopo is mentioned in various sources 

as a "celebre medico". He built and owned two houses, one in 

the parish of S. Trovaso, the other one in the parish of 

S. Giuliano, where he lived. On 31st May 1488, an agreement. 

was reached between the procurators of S.Maria dei Frari and 

Jacopo Surian, which permitted him to erect his tomb in the 

Franciscan church near the campanile. Why the monument was 

eventually erected in S. Stefano is not known, but the dates 

of the document and Sanudo's description establish its making 

to the years between 1488 and 1493. 

Jacopo's personality remains rather sketchy, but his 

funerary monument and altar document that he must have 

enjoyed a considerable social status and financial well-

being. The type of his marble tomb (plate 112) is that of 

136 Catalogue no. 38. 

137 Toderini, V, pp. 1863-65. Apart from the citizen Sur ian 
family, there was also a Venetian patrician family of the 
same name. One of its members, Antonio Surian (d. 1508), was 
in all likelihood the patron of the marble Piet<.9. from 
S.Andrea della Certosa in S.Maria della Salute (Catalogue no. 
27). He was, however, not related to Jacopo Suriano 

138 BNM, Cronaca di Famiglie Cittadinesche Venete, ms. 
century, ad vocem Suriano 

18th 
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humanist and ducal monuments of the period, consisting of a 

triumphal arch on fluted columns, containing an effigy of the 

deceased. 13S Resting on a sarcophagus, the figure of Surian is 

dressed in academic robes. Ris head and feet rest on books, 

which also appear on the sarcophagus' front, where they are 

entitled .. Aristoteles" and "Galen", and, finally, also on 

the altar at the base of the Madonna's throne. The 

sarcophagus is carried by gryphons, a classical as well as 

Christian symbol of eternal life and the Resurrection. 140 In 

the lunette of the arch the kneeling Jacopo Sur ian is 

presented to the enthroned Madonna by St. John the Baptist. 

The spandrels are prominently decorated with the patron's 

coat-of-arms. The tomb also features two inscriptions, one on 

the sarcophagus, the other, below it, carried by two shield-

bearers. 141 

As for the altar, bronze was a material that few could 

afford on a relatively large scale. In addition to the 

aforementioned tomes, the base of the Madonna's throne holds 

once again Surian's coat-of-arms at the centre. An 

inscription engraved in the marble ledge at the bottom of the 

relief refers to the patron. But most importantly Jacopo 

Surian and his wife themselves (plate 110, 111), designed on 

a smaller scale and kneeling to the sides of the two saints, 

are represented on the altarpiece. They have both 

individualised features and look up to the Christchild, who, 

13S In fact, it goes back to the 
monument for Nicolo Marcello of ca. 
pp. 204 ff. 

140 LCI, II, col. 202. 

design of the funerary 
1485. See Munman (1968), 

141 The inscription on the sarcophagus reads "RURA DOMUS NUMMI 
FELIX RINC GLORIA FLUXIT." 
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turning towards Jacopo, is blessing him. In Venice of the 

years examined here, this altarpiece is one of the very few 

where a portrait of the patron is included.142 

Almost all of these elements allude to the patron's 

learning, his social standing and self-esteem. Surian's 

monument and altar certainly impressed not only Marin Sanudo. 

Shortly afterwards another monument for a learned patron, the 

Venetian physician and philosopher Pietro Roccabonella, was 

made by the Paduan artist Bartolomeo Bellano. It included two 

large bronze reliefs, one with the effigy of the deceased, 

the other one representing the Enthroned Madonna between Sts. 

Francis and Peter Martyr. 143 

3.4 The Chapel of the Saviour in S.Maria della Carita 

Along with the chapels for Jacopo Bernabo and Jacopo 

Surian, the most prestigious project of our period initiated 

by a cittadino was the Chapel of the Saviour in the church of 

S . Maria della Cari tit. Its altar was adorned with a bronze 

statue of the Resurrected Christ (plate 89), which I have 

discussed in the previous chapters. 144 

The personality of Domenico de Piero has been delineated 

by Sohm in connection with the Scuola Grande di S.Marco, of 

which Domenico was guardian grande. 145 Significantly, he held 

office as many as four times in the years 1482, 1485, 1487 

142 The other one is the altar from the Chapel of St.Nicholas 
in the Ducal Palace, which includes a portrait of Doge Andrea 
Gri tti. In a certain sense, the kneeling statue of Agostino 
Barbarigo also belonged to the altar of the doge's monument. 

143 This latter measures 1.97 (height) x 1.59 m (width). See 
Krahn (1988), p. 183. 

144 Catalogue no. 47. 

145 Sohm (1978), pp. 114-18. 
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and 1496/97. Following his second election briefly after the 

disastrous fire of the confraternity buildings, he must have 

been deeply involved with the decoration of the new Scuola, 

which will be discussed below. 

While Domenico de Piero's social status as one of 

Venice's leading jewellers and president of the Scuola di 

S.Marco was certainly outstanding, his wealth must have been 

colossal. It is probably for this reason that he is described 

by Marcantonio Michiel as "zogiellier et antiquario 

singular" .146 In his will of 1496, Piero ordered the 

compilation of a most impressive inventory of the contents of 

his house. Among many other things this catalogue was to 

include jewels and pearls, vases made out of chrystal, ivory, 

jasper or chalcedony, silver objects, paintings, mosaics, 

cameos, medals and figurative reliefs, gold salt cellars and 

tapestries. 147 Unfortunately the actual inventory does no 

longer exist, but even without it, we can roughly guess the 

testator's wealth as well as his social ambitions as a 

private art collector. 

Domenico owned a palace on the Grand Canal, near S.Maria 

della Carita, until 1483 when he sold it to the Signoria. 14S 

In 1489 he purchased marble slabs for his new house, which 

were to be used as decoration on its fa<;ade. 14 S In this, he 

146 Frizzoni (1884), p. 231-32 .. 

147 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 135, doc. 104, and ASV, Notarile 
Testamenti, busta 718, Malipede Francesco. 

148 Tassini, ad vocem Di Piero, c. 1654. 

14S Paoletti (1893), p. 118, 7-7-1489: "Conttati da ser 
domenego de piero per pie 25 de lastre de marmoro strete che 
alias lave al fabricar de la sua caza mese in la faca de 
quela Come referi maestro Iacomo taiapiera a san vidal 
dacordo ducati 6, Ie quali sono dade in tempo de maestro 
Antonio zelega come die aparir per suo libro." 
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follows the fashion of the period, which in Chapter Two I 

have called "Marblemania". 

This was even more true for the jeweller's chapel at 

S.Maria della Carita. It was first mentioned by Sanudo who 

listed it among one of the cosse notabile" in Venice. 

Almost a century later, Francesco Sansovino commented, full 

of admiration: 

"Et nella cappella del gioielliero, e un Christo di 
bronzo di buona mano ... "151 

and later: 

"AII'incontro appar isce la cappella di San Salvadore, 
notabilissima fra tutte I' al tre della ci tta, edificata 
da Domenico di Pietro gioielliero ricchissimo, et 
antiquario, con marmi, con porfidi, et con serpentini 
molto alIa grande. "152 

Apart from these early descriptions, almost nothing is 

known about the appearance of the chapel. However , it is 

referred to in a hitherto unknown agreement between the 

chapter of the monastery and Domenico of 6th April 1494 and 

in the jeweller's will of 1496. 153 From these documents it 

emerges that construction of the chapel began shortly after 

9th March 1488 and that, while Sanudo admired the finished 

chapel in 1493, an altar including its decoration was 

installed only in 1494 or later.154 

150 Sanudo/Arico (1980), p. 50. 

151 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 266. 

152 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 267. Sohm, (1982), p. 117, noted 
that "Sansovino seems to have considered the type of 
ornamentation in the chapel as fitting expression of a 
jeweler's aesthetic, since he substituted the ecclesiastical 
designation of the chapel with that of 'cappella del 
gioielliero' . " 

153 See Zorzi (1972), pp.525-27. 

154 ASV, S.Maria della Carita, busta 28. 
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Whoever the des igner of the chapel may have been, its 

fame was unabated in the 18th century, when it was described 

and attributed to Mauro Codussi by Temanza. 155 Perhaps it is 

not just by chance that more than one hundred years after the 

making of the bronze Resurrected Christ for the "Cappella del 

gioielliero", the jewellers' guild commissioned a statue of 

St. Anthony Abbot (1603-07) from Girolamo Campagna to 

decorate their altar in S.Giacomo di Rialto. 156 

3.5 The Corbelli Altar in S.Stefano 

From documents in the Archive of the Augustinian 

monastery of S.Stefano in the Archivio di Stato in Venice it 

emerges that the founder of the altar of St. Nicholas of 

Tolentino in S.Stefano was the Venetian citizen Andrea 

Corbelli. 157 At the end of the 15th century, this altar was 

decorated with the statues of three saints. 15S 

According to the Genealogies by Toderini, Andrea 

Corbelli was appointed count palatine and knight by Emperor 

Sigismund in 1434. 15 S In other instances, too, the Corbelli 

proved to be a most distinguished family: according to 

Cicogna who refers to several ancient sources, they were 

"conti cesarei, nobili di Padova e Cittadini veneti 

155 Temanza (1778), p. 96:"E perche non se gli puo attribuire 
anche la cappella del Salvatore nella Chiesa della CaritA, la 
quale a tempi del Sansovino chiamavasi la Cappella del 
Gioielliero, ricca di marmi, porfidi, e serpentini come di 
quei tempi era l'uso?" 

156 Timofiewitsch (1972), pp. 276-278. 

157 ASV, St. Stefano, busta 8, fascicolo 45, and busta 9, 
fascicolo 48, Nal1siollaria Corbelli. 

15S Catalogue no. 39. 

ISS Toderini, II, p. 655. 
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originarii", who had come to the lagoon in 1390.160 Among the 

most outstanding family members listed by Cicogna are 

Benedetto, son of the above Andrea, who in 1488 financed the 

construction of a church in Mira, on the banks of the river 

Brenta, and NicolO Maria who supported the Republic con 

molti soldati a proprie spese"161 in the War of the League of 

Cambray. In 1506 Benedetto and his son Andrea also donated 

their third of the vineyard at S.Francesco della Vigna to be 

used by the friars for the erection of the new church. 

In an agreement of 24 August 1441 between the prior of 

S.Stefano and the "circumspectus egregius vir" Andrea, a 

space was ceded to the Corbelli family to erect their altar 

and family tomb "under the pulpit, which at present is 

attached to the wall of the said church, on the left hands ide 

if one enters the church through the main door. There is the 

place near the altar of the Annunciation of the Virgin 

Mary. "163 

By the time Andrea wrote his will on 1st August 1447, he 

mentioned that both altar and tomb were completed. 164 In the 

meantime, the Augustinian hermit Nicholas of Tolentino had 

160 Cicogna, V, p. 22. 

161 ibid. 

162 Document published in Foscari/Tafuri (1983), pp. 183-185. 

163 ASV, S.Stefano, busta 8, fascicolo 45, 24-8-1441, 
Inst:rumell tum (copy):" sub pulpi to, quod ad presentis est in 
dicta ecclesia apud murum parte ecclesiae introeundo dictam 
ecclesiam per portam magnam ad manum sinistram qui locus est 
apud altare Annunciationis Virginis Mariae" 

164 ASV, S. Stefano, busta 8, fascicolo 45, p. 3: "Volo, et 
ordino corpus meum sepelliri debere in ecclesia sancti 
stephani, Ordinis fratrum eremitarum de venetiis, in Arca et 
sepul tum mea nova, quam fieri feci in dicta ecclesia posi ta 
in dicta ecclesia ante capellam meam quam noviter fieri feci 
in dicta ecclesia." 
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been canonised (on 5th June 1446), but it must not be 

excluded that even before his canonisation an altar had been 

dedicated to him. 

The marble statues of three saints which have remained 

on the altar despite its later reconstructions do not date 

from the 1440s, but from the last quarter of the 15th century 

and are fine works by Pietro Lombardo. Whereas the central 

saint has always been recognised as St. Nicholas, the names 

of the two lateral saints have been various. 1S5 I suggest that 

they represent Sts. Andrew (on the left) and Jerome (on the 

right), since the patron of the statues was probably Girolamo 

Corbelli, son of Andrea, who would have acted either as a 

commissary of his father's will or as a patron in his own 

right. 166 Al though no dates are available for Girolamo, the 

decoration of the altar would probably have taken place in 

the years around 1488, when Girolamo's brother Benedetto 

patronised the building of the church at Mira on the Venetian 

mainland.167 Hence, the statues which are still in situ on the 

much altered altar commemorate father and son, the altar's 

founder and the patron, as well as the titular of the altar. 

165 Moschini (1815), II, p. 585, identified them as two 
representations of St. Jerome in different attire, while 
Paoletti (1893), p. 158, only names St. Jerome. Apollonio 
(1911), for no obvious reason identified the saint on the 
left with St. Paul the Hermit. Burckhardt (1909), p. 538, 
also interpreted the figure on the left as St. Paul. 

166 Tassini, VIII, c. 686 - 1. 

167 ibid. 
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4. The Role of Official Bodies as Patrons and as Executors 

In several of the above cases, donor and patron were not 

identical. When testators died childless and/or without close 

relatives or friends who would act as trustees of their 

estate and ensure that their will was carried out, they 

normally chose the Procurators of Marco or the Chapter 

General of a Scuola of which they were a member. By doing 

this, the testator had a guarantee that even projects that 

were left unexecuted over a long period of time would 

eventuallY be seen to. 

4.1 The Procurators of S.Marco 

The honorary office of the Procurators of S. Marco was 

among the most prest,igious in the Venetian government and 

often the last step before election to the dogeship. As is 

well-known, the procurators' office was the only one, apart 

from that of the Doge and the CallcellieJ:"e G.rallde, that was 

held for life. 

The principal function of the Procurators of S.Marco was 

the supervision and execution of testators' wills. The office 

was subdivided into three sections of de cit.ra, responsible 

for the estates and their administration in the three 

sestie.ri on the S.Marco side of the Grand Canal, of de ult.ra, 

in charge of the remaining three sestie.ri, and of de supJ:"a 

which was responsible exclusively for the administration of 

Piazza S.Marco and its immediate surroundings. lSB 

16B Da Mosto (1937), I, p. 
Procurators of St. Mark's', 
105-220. 

25. 
in 

See Reinhold Mueller, 
Studi Veneziani, 1971, 

'The 
pp. 
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The making of five large sculptured altars discussed in 

this thesis was administered by the procurators: the 

d'Arnolfo chapel for Chioggia Cathedral, the chapel of 

Cardinal Zen and the Altar of the Sacrament in S. Marco, the 

Emiliani chapel with its three altars at S. Michele and the 

altar and tomb for Verde della Scala from S.Maria dei Servi. 

In the above survey of individual patrons or donors I 

have not included the last one of these, Madonna Verde della 

Scala. She was the daughter of Mastino della Scala, podesta 

of Verona, and had been rnarried to Nicolo d' Este, duke of 

Ferrara. After her husband's death in 1388, political 

tensions forced Verde della Scala to move to Venice, where 

she resided in the parish of S.Maria Formosa. 1SS 

Although the donor of the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen was 

undoubtedly a lady of high social standing, she was not at 

all involved with the making of her altar. In fact, in her 

will of 4th December 1393 she asked for a funeral "sine alia 

pompa" in a wooden coffin in front of an altar in S.Maria dei 

Servi.170 Without further specifications concerning the altar 

she bequeathed two hundred ducats to the Servites pro 

fabrica", for the building of the church. With the execution 

of her will she entrusted the Venetian patricians Giovanni 

Contareno and the banker Gabriele Soranzo, whom the testator 

called .. compatrem meum". 171 However, for unknown reasons, the 

lady's altar and tomb were not erected by them, but instead, 

one hundred and thirty years later , with the professional 

ISS Verona e il Suo Territorio. Verona (1975), III, 1, p. 751. 
See also Appendix I, doc. no. 1. 

170 Appendix I, doc. no. 1. 

171 ibid. 
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routine of the Procurators of S. Marco de Ci tra, outlined in 

the previous chapter. The other projects administered by 

these state officers are documented very much in the same 

manner. 

The Procurators ensured that their role in the making of 

these chapels and altars did not pass entirely unnot,iced. 

Thus, on the facade of the Emiliani chapel they commemorated 

themselves with an inscription that makes the chapel as much 

a project of the founder as of the Venetian state and its 

officers. 172 Similarly, to the side of the Altar of St. Mary 

Magdalen, an inscription referred to the "most pious 

Procurators who had erected tomb and altar, 173 Notably the 

bronze sarcophagus of Cardinal Zen was modelled on the marble 

one of Orsato Giustinian, himself a Procurator of S. Marco, 

whose estate was administered by his successors in office. 174 

Occasionally, officers of the state emerged as patrons 

in their own right. The previously mentioned devotional 

relief of the Madonna delle Biade was made on behalf of the 

Officers of Nagistrato alle Biade, who were responsible for 

the Republic's grain supplies. The street altar of the 

Traglletto della Naddalena, on the other hand, was 

commissioned by the Heads of the Council of Ten. 175 Generally, 

172 The inscription reads: "MARGARITAE AEMILIANAE TESTAMENTO / 
MATRONAE PIETATE INSIGNIS / PROCURATORES DIVI MARCI DE CITRA 
/ FIDE OPTIMA A FUNDAMENTIS EXTRUENDUM / CURARUNT ANNO M. D. 
XXX. " 

173 Catalogue no. 13. 

174 ASV, Procuratori di S.Marco de Citra, buste 117/118, 
Commissaria Orsato Giustinian. 

175 Catalogue no. 6. 
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street tabernacles, whether painted or sculptured, were 

commissioned by the Provveditori di Comun. 176 

In at least one case, the Procurators were patrons of a 

sculptured altarpiece in their own right. On 3rd March 1518 

the three Procurators of S.Marco de Supra, Andrea Gritti (to 

become doge in 1523), Lorenzo Loredan (son of the ruling doge 

Leonardo) and Alvise Pisani, drew up a contract with Lorenzo 

Bregno to construct a new Altar of the Sacrament for the 

church of S.Marco. 177 

4.2 Confraternities as Patrons of Sculptured Altars 

In Venice, there are several types of confraternities, 

the Scuole Grandi, the Scuole Piccole, which comprise the 

devotional lay confraternities, the confraternities of the 

trade guilds and the confraternities of the foreign 

communities. 178 Each confraternity had its meeting place, the 

location, size and decoration of which varied according to 

the confraternity's wealth and status. 

A keen sense of rivalry between the Scuole can be 

observed in the ongoing architectural and sculptural 

competition between the two Scuole Grandi of S.Marco and 

S.Giovanni Evangelista at the end of the 15th century: 

between 1478 and 1481 the entrance to the Scuola di 

S.Giovanni Evangelista was decorated with an elaborate marble 

facade screen (1478-1481) that included figurative sculpture 

as well as the use of different stones. Perhaps it was part 

176 Rizzi (1987), p. 75. 

177 Catalogue no. 20. 

178 For a more detailed definition of Scuola see Pullan 
(1971), pp. 33f. For a survey of the Scuole of Venice and 
their artistic decoration see Pignatti (1981). 
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of a deal between the confraternity the stonemasons wno 

unt11 1516 the the church. The fire of 

1485 at the SenoIa ~ " \.Jra.rloe prov1ded welcome 

for 1ts confr~res to start rebuild 

st,3.irc:a.se des by Mauro Codussi, Three years after its 

c()mpletion 1495, the boa t~ne la di 

also decided to a new st;3.ir(~;8.E.~e , also by 

Codussi. 179 

Whereas the weal Scuole Grandi were able to afford 

large meet houses built. by t,he city's lead archit.ects 

and sumptous exterior and interior decoration, t,he smaller 

confraterni ties had t.() be content. with smaller buildings in 

the vicinity of a church, or often only a 1 or a:n 21.1 tar 

in one of Venlce s churches. 

Apart from fulfilling a variety of administrat.ive and 

charit.able tasks, the confrat.ernities t.ook care of the 

spiritual welfare of their members. A passage from the 

statutes of t.he Florentine communi in Venice 

scuola's supportive function in issues of faith and reI ion: 

"And since all confreres must not lad:: someone to turn 
to in cases of doubt, which can be relieved by spiritual 
persons, when there is no confessor, or at simi 
occaSlons and s; hence we order, a religious 
friar has t,o be elected, resident in Venice, of t.he 
order and convent. of S.t1aria dei Frari "180 

179 2,ohm (1978), p. 29. 

180 BMC, Mariegola dei Fiorent.ini, no. 71, capit.olo 28. See 
(1853), p. 490: HE perche egli non manchi a t.:"'lt.ti 

frat,elli dove ricorrere in que' casi e dubbi, che a per:30Le 
spir Ii appart.enessero; come in mancament.o di confessore 6 
in. al tro tale accider;.t.e e bisognio; orcnniamo noi. che egli 
si debba eleggere un religioso frate, stanziale in Venet.ia, 
de l'ordine e convento di Santa Maria de' Frari," 
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An altar with its altarpiece was of utmost importance to 

the confraternity, Sl11ce J independent of the incli"\lidual 

its devotional 

arnC)rlg most t, lSI In the firE;t place, a scuo 

the celebration of mass, which constituted 

an e::.;;::.entia1 of confraterni ty"::.; devot,ional 

activities. When the stonemasons" guild moved to S,Aponal in 

was established a inc Iud 

procession round Campo S.Aponal, was to be held on the last 

clf every month as ¥7ell as on the 2,cuola" s holiday, 

plus small masses every Tuesday.lS2 These could not have been 

performed without an altar. 

Apart from being the centre of the mas;::" t.he 0.1 t.ar r,,~c.s 

also the location around which the main events in the 

Scuola"s social life, for example the elections of the 

confraterni ty" s officers, would t place. Again a passage 

from the l1ariegola, that is to say the statutes, of 

Florentines ll1ustrates the altar"s 1'0 in this secular 

context: 

"Of observation and ceremonies which must be 
folloHed in the appointment of offices... it 1S 

obligatory that tb.e first of the [Scuola" sJ governor::.; 
b.as to be pI"eSe11t, whereas t,he p1:'*()veclitcJ;t"e will fin.d 2111 

ings necessary for this business '::Clt the altar: 
beal1s [wb.icl} ser"ve as lot,s J t,O select t.he part,ies, trle 
bag which contain:::. names of all confreres Hho have 
the 1 timate age, and all the other instruments, 
necessary for this."183 

81 See Pullan (1971), pp. 42f. 

IS2 BMC, Mariegola dei Tagliapietra, no. 150, c 69 verso. 

183 (1853), pp. 464f.: "De 1" osservanza 
si debbon"usare ne 10. creazione Ii uffici 
governatori che 
trovera Ie cose 
a 1" 0.1 tare: Ie 
Siall() imDrJrsat,i 

vi ;;:.le presente, mentre 
necessarie, apparecchiate 
fave per i parti ti do. 
tutti 1 nomi de"fratel1i 

che 
per 
Sl; 
C: rl (2; 

e cerimonie che 
il prirno dei 

il provedi tore 
questo affare, 
la borsa d·)ve 
habbian I" eta 

legi ttima, e tutti gli 0.1 tri strume:nti perci6 di bisogno." 
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In accordance to their central role, the altars were 

normally richly decorated. Humfrey and MacKenney surmised 

that only the smallest and poorest of guilds could not have 

been able to afford some sort of painted altarpiece. 184 

However, it appears that during our period relatively few 

altars with sculptural decoration were commissioned by 

Venetian confraternities. On the other hand, the altarpieces 

of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco and of the Scuola Grande di 

S.Rocco were the most sensational and prestigious projects of 

the period. Those of the guilds of the barbers and the 

crockery sellers, are projects on a smaller scale and are 

very much the exception compared to the large number of 

Scuole Piccole. 

4.2.1 The Bernabo Chapel in S.Giovanni Crisostomo 

Like the procurators, the scuole acted as commissaries 

of their members's estates and bequests. This was the case of 

the estate of Jacopo Bernab~ whom I omitted from the previous 

survey of cittadino patrons. 

Tullio Lombardo's relief of the Coronation of tile Virgin 

of 1502 was made for the chapel of the silk merchant Bernab~ 

in the former parish church of S.Giovanni Crisostomo (plates 

150, 151) .185 Bernab~ lived in the vicinity of this church, 

which since the 14th century had been the centre of silk 

merchants. 18 S 

184 Humfrey/Mackenney (1986), p. 318. 

185 Catalogue no. 11. 

186 Odenthal (1985), p. 15. 
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Ai though I have found no proof that the Bernabo family 

had been admitted to the patriciate, as McAndrew claimed, 187 

there is no doubt that Jacopo Bernabo was an extremely 

wealthy and prestigious merchant, since silk was an expensive 

luxury item and its trade was among the most profitable in 

Venice. 188 

Hence, Bernabo's will of 11th July 1438 contains 

numerous bequests to Venetian churches and monasteries, some 

of which of considerable value. 189 While he had his private 

chapel at S.Giovanni Crisostomo, his funerary chapel was 

located in S.Stefano. The Augustinian monastery was 

generously endowed with the sum of one thousand ducats in 

government bonds on the condition that the testator's 

funerary chapel in that church was never to be ceded to 

another benefactor. In fact, it was not until 1708/9 that the 

wooden altar there was replaced by a marble one. 190 

Furthermore, Bernabo ordered that several good and 

devout people must be sent on pilgrimages on his behalf, 

among other places to the Holy Land, Santiago de Compostela, 

to Vienna and Rome. 191 

Finally, Bernabo, as a member of the Scuola Grande della 

Misericordia, stipulated, that eight thousand ducats of the 

capital he had deposited with the Scuola, were to be invested 

187 McAndrew (1980), p. 312. 

188 See F. Brunello, Arti e Mestieri a Venezia nel Medioevo e 
nel Rinascimento. Vicenza, 1980, pp. 120-29. 

189 The will was discovered and partly published by Paoletti 
(1893), p. 178, doc. 89. 

190 Apollonio (1911), pp. 11-12. 

191 This passage of Bernabo' s will in Odenthal (1985), pp. 
153-54, doc. no. 1. 
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in government bonds in the Scuola' s name .. aspettante alIa 

commessaria del Iacomo de Bernabo". 1 S 2 The interest of that 

money was to be spent in favour of the church of S.Giovanni 

Crisostomo. Bernabe's chapel there was already built and 

decorated with the image of a Virgo Orans, so that no 

immediate need arose to refurbish it. 

However, during the re-building of the church between 

1495 and 1504 by Mauro Codussi, it eventually came to the 

construction of the present chapel and its altarpiece. This 

time, strictly speaking, the patron was the Chapter General 

of the Scuola Grande della Misericordia which was in charge 

of the bequest and of the chapel. Nevertheless, it is 

tempting to interpret the extraordinarily delicate folds and 

surface shine of the figures' draperies not only as proof of 

Tullio's talent, but also as an allusion to Bernabe's 

profession. 

In the archives of the confraternity a series of records 

documents the proficiency and sense of responsibility with 

which the Scuola's board proceeded. IS3 Thus, the chapel with 

its altar practically became as much property of the 

Misericordia, in charge of the re-erection as well as the 

maintenance of the chapel, as of Jacopo Bernabe. Of course, 

each scuola also had its own altars, which were, as it 

appears, in churches in parts of the city other than their 

own sestiere. IS 4 

IS2 ibid. 

IS3 ASV, Scuola della Misericordia, busta 198, Notatorio 1438 
- 1587; see also Odenthal (1985), pp. 21 ff. 

IS4 In 1466, an inventory of the liturgical objects related to 
the altars of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco in the churches of 
S. Cassiano and S. Croce, for example, provides an impressive 
list (BMC, Mariegola 19, c. 11 recto). 
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Interestingly enough, the chapel opposite, donated by 

the merchant Giorgio Diletti, was also closely connected to a 

confraterni ty, the Scuola Grande di S. Marco, of which the 

Diletti was a member. Like in the previous case of Bernabo, 

the Scuola's banca acted as executor of Diletti's estate, as 

a consequence of which the altar in S.Giovanni Crisostomo may 

have passed into the possession of the confraternity. ISS 

4.2.2 The Altar of the Scuola Grande di S.Marco 

The sculptured altarpiece for the Chapter Hall of the 

Scuola Grande di S . Narco was planned and begun in 1498, but 

abandoned only one year later. ISS In case of its execution, it 

would have complemented the lavish marble decoration of the 

confraternity's fa<;ade. This and previous architectural 

undertakings there have been discussed at length by Sohm.IS7 

The driving force behind the reconstruction of the 

Scuola Grande di S.Marco appears to have been mainly one man: 

Domenico de Fiero, the same man who financed the decoration 

of the Chapel of the Salvator at S.Maria della Carita. 

Domenico was the Scuola' s gua:rdian g:rande in the years 1482, 

1485, 1487 and 1496. Holding office four times and, during 

the interims, remaining a member of the Scuola's Chapter 

General, Domenico was probably able to pursue his personal 

politics to at least some extent. 

The Scuola di S.Marco received the main impetus for its 

embellishment exactly during the years Domenico held office, 

especially in 1485 when, only two months after the fire had 

195 Goffen (1989), p. 183. 

19S Catalogue no. 35. 

IS7 Sohm (1978). 
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destroyed the previous building, Domenico was re-elected 

gczardian grande. Sohm also noted that, shortly before his re-

election, he had also accepted the life-time post as one of 

the Scuola's five proveditori sopra la fabrica. 1S8 

"With its intricately carved 
enlivened by the inlaid porphyry, 
marble, the Scuola' s facade must 
vision of perfect beauty. "lSS 

and gilded surfaces 
serpentine and Carrara 
have been a jeweler's 

Even before the fire of 1485, one of Piero's first 

activities as guardian grande had been to commission "Jachomo 

de Vechi depentor de conpir de belezar e depenzer 10 resto 

dela faza dela nostra schuolla ... fino al muro dela giexia de 

Zanepollo ..... 200. Further records for the decoration of the 

Scuola follow later the same year, still during Domenico's 

term of office, including the manufacture of twelve large, 

golden, two-branched candlesticks and of an altar hanging 

woven with gold threads. 201 

The man who received the commission for the relief was 

Giovanni Dalmata from Trail, a highly competent sculptor who 

spent much of his career in Rome. There, in the mid-1470s, he 

had been commissioned by the Venetian cardinal Paolo Barbo to 

execute the monument for his uncle Pietro, who, as Pope Paul 

II, had occupied the seat of St. Peter until 1471. At the 

time of its completion, it was the largest and sculpturally 

most elaborate of all papal tombs in Rome. It contained 

several narrative reliefs, most important of which a 

representation of the Resurrection which apart from the 

198 Sohm (1978), p. 115. 

199 Sohm (1978), pp. 117-118. 

200 ASV, Scuola Grande di S. Marco, Registro 16 bis, c. 4 
recto, 3-5-1482. 

201 ibid., c. 4 verso, 15-8-1482. 
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obligatory soldiers includes two angels and a landscape 

background. 202 It is highly unlikely that Giovanni's altar 

relief was so inferior that it would put the Scuola to shame. 

The cancellation of the commission was perhaps caused by 

pressure from members of the confraternity itself, since 

prominent painters like Giovanni and Gentile Bellini and 

Alvise Vivarini would have been keen to promote their own 

art. 

4.2.3 The High Altar of the Church of S.Rocco 

At the beginning of the 16th century the Scuola Grande 

di S.Rocco joined the competition. At the time of its 

construction and for years afterwards, the High 

Al tar of the homonymous church (described in Chapter One, 

plate 58) was the largest and most lavishly decorated of all 

the city's altars. 

With repeated outbreaks of the plague during the second 

half of the 15th century, veneration of St. Roch as a 

protector from the epidemic grew in Venice. After a severe 

outbreak of the disease in 1477, a confraternity dedicated to 

the saint was founded and approved of by the Council of Ten 

on 10th June 1478. 203 

The transferral of St. Roch' s relics from Piacenza to 

Venice in 1485, following yet another outbreak of the plague, 

was an acquisition of major importance for the city. Within a 

few years, St. Roch complemented the traditional plague Saint 

Sebastian as principal protector from the disease, a 

development which manifests itself clearly in the changing 

202 See Poeschke (1990), pp. 155-156. 

203 Tramontin (1965), p. 89. 
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iconography of Venetian art between the late 15th and the 

early 16th century. 204 

In fact, Venice became one of the principal centres of 

the saint's veneration. On the teI'I'aferma, too, 

confraternities dedicated to the saint were founded. In 1489, 

the Scuola di S.Rocco was declared Scuola Grande. Apart from 

the church and meeting house that were erected at the choir 

end of the Frari, another church dedicated to Sts. Roch and 

Margherita was simultaneously erected in the parish of 

S.Samuele. 

Yet, it was not until the year 1516, that the project 

for the rebuilding of the church of S. Rocco and its high 

altar was initiated by the Chapter General of the 

confraterni ty .. del glor ioso magistro San Rocho", and even 

then only after considerable pressure and complaints. 205 At 

the same time it seems to have been clear from the beginning 

that a monument which was to contain the "chorpo glorioso" 

had to be particularly pompous, 

"because many gentlemen and notable persons and pilgrims 
and foreigners, who from time to time come to this 
illustrious city, are desirous to come and revisit the 
said church, as they wish to see the said body [of St. 
RochJ ... but see that it is kept with lack of 
honour. "206 

In the same document of 8th June 1516, the Chapter 

General decided that the saint's relics were to be 

2 0 4 Stefania Mason Rinaldi, 'Le Immagini della Peste nella 
Cultura Figurativa Veneziana', in Venezia e la Peste, Venice, 
1979. 

205 ASV, Scuola Grande di S.Rocco, busta 49, c. 6 verso. 

206 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 123, doc. 142: "per che mol tti 
signori ett nottabile persone et signiori peregrini et 
foresttieri che veno de ttempo in ttempo In questa inchlitta 
zitta sono desideroxi venir arrevexittar ditta giexia volendo 
vixittar ditto... chorpo... vedendo esser tenutto ditto 
chorpo glorioso chon mancho honore ... " 
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transferred from their former location to the choir of the 

new church, "fazendo pero prima far uno ett piu modeli". 2 0 7 

The guardian grande under whom the project was started and 

much of it seen throu.gh was Jacopo Dragan, who appears to 

have combined the construction of the High Altar with the 

commission of his own monument at the second altar on the 

left. However, unlike in the case of the Scuola Grande di 

S.Marco, nothing indicates that the decoration of S.Rocco may 

have been promoted by one single person. 

The church and High Altar of S. Rocco demonstrate that 

alreadY in the second decade of the Cinquecento, when the 

Venetian government was in a financial crisis, the 

confraterni ty r s fortune must have been considerable. It was 

one of the few architectural and sculptural enterprises that 

were erected immediately after the War of the League of 

Cambrai, when only few proj ects of such considerable 

financial scope were launched. Already in 1525 the Scuola di 

S.Rocco was renowned for its liking of pomp and luxury, when 

Bernardo de' Marin stated that Bartolomeo di Francesco 

Bergamasco had made all the statues of the church r s High 

Altar, as in that place they do not mind the cost in order 

to have good and perfect works". 2 0 8 Certainly the scuola' s 

reputation was established by the end of the 16th century, 

when Francesco Sansovino claimed that the confraternity had 

become the wealthiest of them all. 209 Full of admiration, he 

207 ibid. 

208 Letter quoted in Schulz (1984b), p. 271, n. 3. 

209 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 288: "Accresciuta poi per i tempi 
calamitosi del morbo di limosine, di lasci, & d'altri utili e 
vivi proventi, divenne finalmente la piu ricca fraterna di 
tutte l' al tre." The treasure of the Scuola di S. Rocco is an 
impressive collection of devotional objects. Among its 
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described the Scuo la's faQade as .. entirely encrusted with 

most noble marbles and rich wi th ornaments, made at 

incredible expense". 210 

4.2.4 The Altar of the Barbers r Guild 

Only four free-standing statues of saints (plates 15-18) 

have survived of the Altar of the Barbers' Guild. 211 

Originally in S.Maria dei these are now located in the 

church of S.Sofia. All other elements of the altar, frame and 

a central image of the Madonna, are lost. 

Schulz, attributing the statues to Antonio Rizzo, shed 

light on the history of the altar. It was first mentioned in 

an agreement bet~7een the guild and the brotherhood of the 

Servi of 19th July 1462. As commemorated in an inscription of 

1468 and in a document of 6th July of the same year, the 

chapter of S. Maria dei Servi and the guild of the barbers 

agreed on a meeting place for the members of the guild in the 

church of S. Maria dei Servi: an oratory, adjacent to the 

cloister of the Servi tes was constructed and an altar, the 

second on the right (as seen from the entrance), then 

dedicated to St. Mark, was ceded to the guild. The members 

were given permission to re-dedicate the altar to Sts. Cosmas 

and Damian and to any other saint they chose. 

"[They shall] make it and decorate it with a pala, 
putting in the middle the figure of the Virgin Mary and 

objects are two small silver altars, one from the beginning 
of the 16th century with a central relief of a Pieta and 
figures of Sts. Roch and Sebastian to the sides, the figures 
of which are not unlike the marble statues on the high altar 
of the church. 

210 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 288: .. tutta incrostata di 
nobilissimi marmi & ricca di ornamenti, con incredibil spesa" 

211 Catalogue no. 37. 
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on the sides the figures of Sts. Luke, Andrew, Cosmas 
and Damian. "212 

Schulz reasoned that the Barbers' Guild was neither 

weal thy nor prestigious and, in contradiction to the 

documents, that its members could not afford an independent 

meeting house, concluding that "probably they did not have 

much money to decorate their altar."213 However, the Barbers' 

Guild may have been more prestigious than she believed. 

According to legend, the guild' s patron saints Cosmas and 

Damian were Christian physicians in the Near East during the 

3rd century. 214 Therefore, they were the appropriate 

protectors of the barbers, who tradi tionally had the 

functions of physicians and surgeons, and thus played an 

important role during the plague. 

The 1460s were hit by three outbreaks of the epidemic., 

from 1460-62, in 1464, and in 1468. In view of the related 

historical circumstances and documents, it becomes very 

likely that the sculptural decoration of the new altar, which 

was completed by 1490, was initiated in or shortly after the 

year 1468, that is to say after the epidemic, when the 

spiritual need for physical protection would have been at its 

height. Similarly, the commission of the St. Vincent Ferrer 

Polyptych in SS. Giovanni e Paolo may well have come as a 

result of the epidemics in the 1460s. 

212 ASV, S.Maria dei Servi, busta 9, cod ice 2.1:"e far 10 e 
adornarlo cum una palla metando in quello la figura dela 
vergine Maria in mezo e da illadi Ie figure de San Luca e 
Santo Andrea e San Cosma e Damian." 

213 Schulz (1983a), pp. 41-43, and 180-81. 

214 LCI, VII, col. 344-52. 
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4.2.5 The in the o£ the Frari 

Another guild which probably was in the possession of a 

sculptured altarpiece (plate 28) was the Arte dei Bocaleri, 

the guild of the crockery sellers. They had their meeting 

place in the chapel of St.Michael in the church of the Frari. 

Cicogna concluded from an inscription recorded by him, 

the altar belonged to the patrician Marchio Trevisan who 

was buried in the same chapel. 215 in my view this is not very 

likely. Trevisan"s lavishly decorated pensile marble monument 

(plate 180), which was erected on the chapel" s right side 

wall, would hardly have been accompanied by a wooden altar. 216 

As the donor of the relic of the Precious Blood (plate 167) 

and General of the Venetian fleet, he or his executors would 

have commissioned an altarpiece in a more precious material. 

On the other hand, we know that wooden statues Here 

often carried around in processions of the confraternities 

and guild. This was the case Hi th the figure of the 

Archangel f:<lichael, the guild" s patron saint. During recent 

restoration discovered that the central statue was 

fitted into its niche much later than the date of its carving 

as a consequence, Michael" s wings had to be cut off 

almost completely. Presumably, it came to replace an earlier 

statue during the chapel" s re-arrangement in the ear 19th 

century. 217 

215 See this chapter, above, n. 55. 

216 According to Munman (1968), p. 295,no documents concerning 
the Trevisan tomb survive. 

217 This Has pointed out to me by dott. Luigi Sante Savio from 
the Soprintendenza dei Beni Artistici e Storici di Venezia. 
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In the above survey I have selected those patrons which 

can be determined 'lt7 i th reasonable certainty and who 

contribute to convey a comprehensive picture. Many other 

donors or patrons of sculptured altarpieces remain more 

obscure, some can no longer be identified. Wherever feasible, 

I have indicated possible patrons in Appendix IT. 
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CONCLUSION 

The sculptured altarpiece is a major genre of Venetian 

sculpture during the period between 1460 and 1530, second in 

rank only to the Venetian monumental tomb. Al though by far 

outnumbered by their painted 

surprisingly large number of 

counterparts, there is 

sculptured altarpieces 

a 

in 

Venice. As the thesis has shown, many of them are impressive 

monuments, decorated with reliefs or free-standing figures 

and employing expensive materials for their construction. 

1. Form and Content 

Shortly after t.he middle of the 15th century, parallel 

to a development in altar painting, the sculptured altarpiece 

in Venice began to develop from its late mediaeval forms of 

polyptych and triptych towards the unified retable of the 

Renaissance. During the transitional years of the late 

Quattrocento both forms and their variations co-existed. 

Thus, Rizzo's pair of aedicula altars in S.Marco (plates 82, 

84) of 1465-69 is approximately contemporary with the 

Polyptych of St. Peter in S.Maria dei Frari (plate 8), 

probably completed in 1464, and with the altar of the 

d' Arnolfo chapel in Chioggia (plate 32), which was made in 

the years after 1458. Moreover, the basic form of the 

triptych continued to be used throughout the 16th cent.ury, 

often in combination with the motif of a triumphal arch. This 

can be observed on the Altar of the Madonna in SS. Giovanni e 

Paolo of the early 1480s (plate 33), approximately forty 

years later on the two wooden altars in the cathedral of 

Torcello (plate 65,67), and finally on Alessandro Vittoria's 
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Altar of St. Anthony Abbot in S.Francesco della Vigna (plate 

186), which was commissioned in 1561 by the Procurators of 

S.Marco de Citra. 1 

Even though they often lack the elegance of Rizzo's 

statue of St. Paul (plate 85), the statues on many of these 

altars are imposing images of saints of considerable 

dimensions, often two thirds life-size, sometimes life size, 

as on the monumental tombs of the period, such as the lost 

wooden statue of St. Cristopher (catalogue no. 44). In a few 

exceptional cases they were even larger. On altars of the 

Sacrament, on the other hand, statuary remained on a small 

scale in order to give precedence to the central tabernacle 

as the symbol of the Eucharist, while, as Burckhardt noted, 

"pure decoration came into its own."z Eventually, this led to 

the exclusively architectural type of tabernacle altars of 

the Counter-Reformation, which focused on the holy nature of 

the Host and Eucharist and not on .. idolatrous" images of 

saints. 

While these statues were normally isolated iconic 

figures or sometimes grouped as a Sacra COl1versaziol1e, 

narrative altarpieces in sculpture are comparatively rare. 

They were also far less common than their painted 

counterparts. A generalising hypothesis by Hills that 

"narrative altarpieces were commonplace, even if they were 

not designated sto.rie before the Cinquecento" cannot be 

confirmed. 3 

1 Pope-Hennessy (1963), p. 417. The altarpieces of the later 
Cinquecento will be discussed in a forthcoming thesis by 
Susanne Kiefhaber (Technische Universit§t, Berlin). 

Z Burckhardt/Humfrey (1988), p. 40. 

3 Hills in Humfrey and Kemp (1990), p. 39. 
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The dignity of the altar's location in the church 

appears to have determined the choice of a narrative for the 

altarpiece. During the period considered in the thesis, that 

choice was restricted to principal Christo logical and Marian 

scenes, that is to say mystical events which were most 

closely related to iconic images. Venetian narrative altar 

reliefs, such as the Altar of the Nativity (plate 134) in the 

Seminario Patriarca Ie , virtually always retain the meditative 

character of the Sacra Conversazione. Significantly, the only 

true sculptured historia which was intended to decorate a 

Venetian altarpiece of the period, the Altar of the Scuola 

Grande di S. Marco, would have shown a sequence of 

representations, conveying separate moments of an histo:ria, 

like the predella reliefs of the Badoer Altar in S.Francesco 

della Vigna (plates 45-47) or those of the Altar of the Title 

of the Cross from S.Maria dei Servi (plates 155-158). 

Apart from a few exceptions, Venetian sculptors did not 

endeavour to emulate Donatello' s tour-de-force perspectival 

constructions. The emphasis seems to have been on the 

monumental statue rather than on the subtleties of 

schiacciato relief. At any rate, by the time Venetian 

Renaissance sculpture began to distinguish itself, the main 

achievements of Quattrocento sculpture in Italy were already 

out of date and beginning to be overshadowed by the 

figurative art of Michelangelo. Before the arrival of Jacopo 

Sansovino in Venice, only a few sculptors showed themselves 

receptive to Michelangelo's new concept of monumental 

sculpture and the virtuoso figure, most notably Bartolomeo di 

Francesco Bergamasco in his "figura serpentinata" of St. 

Sebastian (plate 60) on the High Altar of S.Rocco. 
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The mainstream of Venetian sculpture during the years up 

to Tullio Lombardo's death in 1532 was, however, dominated by 

the Lombardo, their workshop and similar-minded sculptors 

(such as Lorenzo and Giambattista Bregno), drawing on a set 

classicising vocabulary of forms that had been established in 

the late 15th century and did not develop much in the years 

after 1500. It is noticeable that, with the exception of 

Antonio Rizzo, Tullio and Antonio Lombardo and Lorenzo Bregno 

who proved themselves to be first-rate artists, the majority 

of these sculptors had the social status of craftsmen and 

were, together with architects, united in the arte dei 

tagliapietra, the stonecutters' guild. 

2. Material 

The extant sculptured altarpieces in Venice of our 

period are exclusively made of either wood, stone or bronze. 

At least one terracotta altarpiece (Catalogue no. 48) 

existed, but has not survived. 

While the altars' innovative forms during the second 

half of the Quattrocento were the aedicula and derivatives of 

the triumphal arch, the innovative material was marble. White 

marble, and Carrara marble in particular, quickly became the 

standard material for altar sculpture, whereas the hitherto 

common wood, terracotta and Istrian stone were pushed more 

and more into secondary positions. 

As long as it had been a common habit to polychrome both 

wooden and stone sculptures, there was no crucial difference 

between the various materials. Only when changing taste 

discovered the "noble" qualities of marble, its high surface 
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polish and the fact that it had been used by classical 

sculptors, the difference between wood and stone became 

evident. The Vendramin tomb from S. Maria dei Servi, under 

construction at the time Sanudo wrote, was praised by him as 

"the most beautiful of this world" for the "worthy marbles" 

it was being made from. 4 

Parallel to the development of the colorito in Venetian 

painting, a preference for colourful stones, such as rare 

veined marbles, porphyry and serpentine, crystallised in 

Venetian sculpture. They came to decorate virtually every 

available surface and replaced earlier floral ornaments. 

Painters of altarpieces seem to have been eager to 

depict such precious stones and variegated marbles, most 

notably Cima da Conegliano in Giorgio Dragan's altarpiece 

from S.Maria della Carita (plate 179), where the painter had 

to compete with a lavish marble decoration of the chapel, and 

Giovanni Bellini in his altarpiece in S.Giovanni Crisostomo, 

which was made for the Diletti Chapel in 1513, situated 

opposi te Tullio Lombardo's Corol1ation of the Virgin (plate 

150) of the previous decade. Although I have tried to point 

out parallels between sculptured and painted altarpieces 

wherever it was suitable, a comparative study was beyond the 

aim of the thesis and would offer a starting point for 

further research. 

The appreciation of the beauty of these stones manifests 

itself in the lavish way they were employed on the framework 

of many altars and in a few cases even on the figurative 

sculptures themselves. It furthermore emerges from 

contemporary documents. Even the normally dry and business-

4 Sheard (1977). 
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minded Procurators of S. Marco enthusiastically praised the 

beauty of the material during the construction of the Al tar 

of St. Mary Magdalen and of the Emiliani Chapel at S.Michele. 

Andrea Gussoni r s entries in the account books express his 

admiration for the pieces he and his colleague had chosen. 

For once, these records speak of a very beautiful column 

made from white marble with black marks" or of .. two most 

beautiful pieces of a speckled serpentine column" or a slab 

of a black and white stone with the most beautiful pattern". 

It is particularly on Venetian altars with their lavish 

inlays of coloured stones and large areas of gilding, where 

Burckhardtrs idea of the pure decoration" is put into 

practice. 

The third material, bronze, was a completely new medium 

for the genre of the altarpiece, the earliest example being 

the relief for Jacopo Surian (plate 109) of ca. 1490. As an 

extremely expensive medium, it could only be afforded by a 

few affluent patrons. Interestingly enough, the terracotta 

altarpiece of 1449-51 by Nicolo Pizolo in the Ovetari Chapel 

in the church of the Eremitani at Padua was painted brown so 

as to look like bronze. This was certainly done in imitation 

of the High Al tar in the Santo, which consisted of seven 

life-size bronze statues and twenty-one bronze reliefs. For 

the same High Altar Donatello had made a terracotta relief of 

the Entombment, which was also painted in imitation of the 

altar's figural decoration in bronze. 5 Alessandro Vittoriars 

terracotta figures for the Al tar of the Sacrament in the 

Venetian church of S .Giuliano of 1577-78 were disguised in 

5 Alberta De Nicolo Salmazo, in Pittura Veneta, II, pp. 488-
490. 
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the same fashion. S Stucco was a material to be discovered for 

Venetian altarpieces in the second half of the Cinquecento. 7 

Sculptured altarpieces, whether made from marble or 

bronze, were almost invariably more expensive than painted 

ones. Not only was the material cost higher, but their 

manufacture normally took longer and required the 

participation of several craftsmen, from the porters to carry 

the blocks of stone, to the sculptors who carved the figures. 

3. Patronage 

Ironically, the 17th century al t.ar of the stonemasons' 

guild at S.Silvestro is decorated with wooden figures, which 

are painted to look like stone. The guild's altarpiece of the 

early 16th century is not a sculptured one at all, but a 

painting of rather poor quality (sometimes attributed to 

Vincenzo Catena), now in the Gallerie dell' Accademia. The 

reason for this choice was surely conditioned by the 

stonemasons' lack of financial resources. The arte del 

tagllapietra was simply not wealthy enough to afford a better 

painted altarpiece, let alone a sculptured one. In fact, 

during the period considered in the thesis, the only guild 

that is certain to have owned an altarpiece with stone 

S Timofiewitsch (1972), p. 236. 

7 It was used, for instance, on Alessandro Vi ttoria' s Al tar 
of St. Jerome in S.Maria dei Frari, where the central figure 
of the altar's titular was carved in marble, whereas the 
accompanying figures were conceived as stucco reliefs. 
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statues is that of the barbers. 8 Among the remaining Scuole, 

only two of the competitive Scuole Grandi commissioned 

sculptured altarpieces, and only one of them, the High Al tar 

for the church of S.Rocco (plate 58), was ever completed. 

Most patrons were wealthy individuals from Venetian 

patrician and ci ttadino families. Between these two classes 

no distinction can be drawn regarding patterns of patronage. 

This becomes particularly evident in the four cases of 

sculptured altarpieces which featured bronze works. Two of 

them were commissioned by patricians, Girolamo Donato (plates 

155-160, catalogue no. 5) and Giambattista Zen (plate 122, 

catalogue no. 23), the other two by citizens, Jacopo Surian 

(plate 109, ca ta logue no . 38) and Domenico de Piero 

(catalogue no. 47). Both Donato and Surian were men of 

humanist learning. Donato was further known as a collector of 

antiquities, as was Domenico de Piero. 

Zen, on the other hand, does not seem to have chosen 

bronze predominantly for its implications of learnedness. 

Instead, his main interest was to have costly monuments on a 

large scale erected in his honour and memory. For these he 

also chose the most conspicuous religious sites of the 

Venetian Republic, the Ducal Chapel of S.Marco and the 

basilica of S. Antonio in Padua. In his funerary chapel in 

S.Marco, with Zen-s large sarcophagus directly in front of 

the altar, Mass could not have been celebrated for anyone but 

8 It is only from the last years of the Cinquecento that 
guild altars with significant sculptural decoration are 
extant. The most important of them are the altar of the guild 
of the goldsmiths in S. Giacomo di Rial to with a life-size 
bronze figure of St. Anthony Abbot by Girolamo Campagna, and 
in the· same church the altar of the Casaroli with a marble 
statue of St. James from the workshop of Alessandro Vittoria. 
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Zen, while the altarpiece with its life-size statues remained 

clearly visible for everyone. 

While most other patrons were more modest in the choice 

of the location of their altars, they regarded altarpieces -

like funerary monuments -, whether paintings or sculptures, 

as important status symbols of their society. Thus, the 

founder of the altar in the Badoer Chapel at S. Francesco 

della Vigna, Girolamo di Jacopo Badoer, stipulated in his 

will of 1494 that his altar was to be made of marble "and one 

must not think of the cost of it".9 

Individual founders and/or patrons of the altars I have 

surveyed are usually commemorated by the representation of 

their onomastic saint on the altarpiece. Furthermore, patrons 

often had the family's coat-of-arms inserted on the altar's 

framework. Inscriptions on the altars themselves are less 

frequent, but feature prominently on all three of Doge 

Cristoforo Moro' s altars in S. Marco. In a few cases, altar 

reliefs even include a portrait of the donor, such as Jacopo 

Surian and his wife on the physician's altar in S.Stefano. 

Both altars and tombs were crucial to the salvation of 

the soul of the person they commemorated, they were 

commissions "in perpetuum .. which means they had to last , 

forever. It is probably for this reason that some patrons 

preferred works in bronze or stone on their altars, as they 

were believed to be longer lasting than paintings. Thus, to a 

certain extent, the emphasis of the altarpiece as a 

functional object was on material, not artistic aspects, 

which shows in the poor quality of some of the works. Sadly, 

the present situation shows that the opposite is the case as 

9 Document published in Schulz (1977), p. 40, n. 8. 
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many of the sculptured altarpieces discussed in the thesis 

are badly neglected. Using this argument of the durability of 

his works, Tullio Lombardo successfully tried to convince a 

patron of his in Rovigo. Praising the invaluable qualities of 

sculpture in a letter of 18th July 1526 he wrote: 

"Once finished it will be a beautiful work and an 
everlasting memory, as your lordship will be able to 
judge. .. Painting is such a common thing... whereas 
sculpture is tnuch more without comparison and not to 
compare with painting in any way."lO 

10 Document published in Puppi (1972), p. 103. 
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I 

ST. 

The fol ing documents are preserved in the Archivio di 

Stato di Venezia, Procuratori di S.t1arco, NiBti, Busta 98A. 

In the transcr ion I have put into square brackets standard 

phrases which are repeated regular Legib words" 

sense of which lS unclear, are followed by a question 

Illegib words are marked a c:· ,-' such in a footnote. SOIne 

specialist terms are explained in the footnotes. 

The contract and a. few paragraphs of the ac:count book 

were published and paraphrased in 1884 by Caffi FJ some 

minor differences transcr ion. Carta 18 t of the 

account book, paraphrased by Caffi, Has publi by 12 

(1991, pp. 123f.), again w minor differences in the 

t:canscr ion. 
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Document I: from the of Madonna Verde 
Scala. 4th December 1393 

In nomine dei eterni Amen. Anno ab incarnatione domini nostri 

Ihesu ~ • -I- ~ 

CnrlSl<l. Millesimo trecentesimo nonagesimo tercio 

mensis decembris die quarto. 

Ego Viridis de la Scala civis veneciae de confinio S. ~larie 

formose nata quondam clare memorie magnifici et potentis 

domini mastini dela sca olim Veronae ... , ac olim consors 

bone n1ernor" ie 11 tris domini Nico i olim Estensis marchiois 

sana mentis et intelleetus fratia ihesu christi cop ius su:n 

egri tudine corpis aliquali tel' al terata timens humane nature 

fragilitatem nolens intestata decedere vocari feci ad me 

de Raphanellis notarium et --1 meum, et cum rogavi, 

hoc meum testamentum scriberet et eompleret illud post obitum 

meum cum clausulis et addition consuetis. 

In quo quidem mea testamento vola et constituo meos 

fideicommissios et executores huius mee ultime voluntatis 

Nobiles viros dominum Johannem Contareno quondam domine Luce 

TI10ratt:lr ad sanctum Job et dominum Gabrielem superantio 

bancher ium in Ri voal to rem meum, et post eorum dicti 

deeessum aut eo rum alt'ius Nobiles et sapientes viros dominos 

procuratores sancti marci supra comissariabus constitutos. 

Qui domini Johannes et Gabriel donee vixerint et post eorum 

decessum aut alter ius eorumdicti domini procuratores debeant 

post meum obitum facere et adimplere ut infra seriosius 

J:JOllti:netur. primis vola et ordino quod corpus meus 

sepelliatur ad locum frat rum servorum sancte marie di 

Venecia in una capsa lignea, in loco basso in terra ante unum 

1 Illegible word. 
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altarem ubi indebitur suprascriptis dominis Johani et 

Gabrieli comissariis meis supra quod meus corpus in terra 

positum ponatur solum unus lapis vivus et vola ut ad exequum 

mee sepulture sint solum fratres suorum servorum quattuor 

deplecii sine alia pompa. Item ecclesie dictorum fratrum 

servorum pro fabrica ducatos ducentos auri de prode meorum 

Imprestitorum. Item dimi tto ecclesie et comissarie de padua 

ducatos ducentos auri per fabrica quos solvi vola de dicto 

prode meorum imprestitorum. 

Item dimi tto cuilibet Regule fratrum mendicantum de Venecie 

minorum, predicatorum, carmelitarum, servorum sancte marie et 

hermi tarum ducatos sedecim omni anna in perpetui quos " . SOJ..Vl 

vola de dicto prode meorum iprestitorum cum conditione tamen, 

quod quilibet conventus dictorum rum teneatur -- 2 fallo 

facere celebrari omni die in perpetuum in sua ecclesia una 

missam speciali ter pro anima mea cum orationibus votivis et 

etiam omni anna in perpetuum facere aniversarium meum 

solemni tel' .. 

Item dimitto Aqueti nepoti mee ducatos mille auri ... per dote 

sua ... Item dimitto Matteo dicto Zuacharato filio Mignanelli 

de Senis ducatos mille auri... cum ipse fiut etatis annorum 

decemocto... Item dimitto Luchino filio Anechini sartor is 

olim habitantis ferrarie ducatos centum auri ... 

l~em vola et ordino quod Mazina sclava mea sie libera 

Reliquum no (?) prodis meorum Imprestitorum super abundant is , 

legatis contentis in hoc mea testamento dari et dispensari 

vola omni anna in perpetuum per anima mea in fabricis 

ecc siarum et monasteriorum de Venecie sicut indebitur meis 

commissariis ... 

2 Illegible word. 
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Document II: The Contract between the Procurators or S.Marco 
de -tra, Andrea Gussoni and Antonio Tron, and Guglielmo di 
Giacomo d~Alzano, December 1523 

El Sl dechiara per la presentte Come i Signori progurattori 

di zi ttra a di sopradi tto sono rimasti da cordo com maestro 

vielmo tagiapiera di ,Jachomo che Ii die far uno adornamento 

daltar ne la giexia di servi Venexia per contto de 

comesaria de madonna verde de la schalla quale di essere 

al tto da tera fino ala zima del fronttespizo da pie 28 in 

zircha et largo di fuora via de tutti Ii pilastri da pie 16 

in zircha segondo la forma 13 modi de uno desegno fatto per 131 

ditto maestro vielmo 13 de uno modello di legname fatto P -r.;::."l·" 
~ • ..l.., 131 

maestro biagio da Faenza qual alttar die essere de piere vive 

da ruigno com due colone di marmoro et algune in vestixom de 

marmori over alabastri ingaxado de diverse piere fine com una 

figura al mezo in uno nichio qual die essere la madalena 

fatta de marmoro. Die far etiam 131 ditto maestro vielmo 1 ~ 
..L.L 

inchastri di una sepul tura dela di tta madona verde che va 

davantti Ii schalini da baxo de ditto alttar qual dieno 

essere etiam de piera viva de ruigno largi pe 3 1 inzircha, 

soazadi et in chaxadi de marmori 13 piere fine 131 choverchio 

de la qual 13 fatto io che si vol metere in opera pero di 

quel non se dize all tro. Die far etiam due pigrame pur di 

piera viva che vano per banda de 1 ttar soazade 13 Ie sue 

letere denttro che achaderano stuchade qual dieno essere 

large pie 2 in zircha 13 longe pie 3 1/2 in zircha e die far 

due arme schiete de la ditta madona verde sotto ditti 

epigrame over dove me parerano star bem. Qual tutto 

3 One Venetian foot measures 34.77 cm. See Concina (1988), p. 
110. 



sopraditto lavor zoe alttar in chastri epigrame et arme ezeto 

che la f igura de madalena che die essere fatta per qo 

altro modo uno altro marchado. 

:8:1 sopraditto maestro vielma si obliga a far zoe so per 

quanto appartiem a la fattura per che tutte le piere vive 

piere fine marmori chollone I sopraditti segnor prochurattori 

dieno meter lore 

et el ditto maestro vielmo li nel monestier di servi in uno 

locho comodo che Ii aparechiato die lavorar di tte colone e 

piere vive et fregar e lustral' tagiar e comzar ale mesure i 

marmori alabastri e tutte piere fine achaderano et il tuttC) 

meter et inchazar ai sui logi come melgio parer a et ordenera 

el magnifico meser anttonio Trun et meser andrea gussoni 

prochurattori che hanG el chargo de ditta opera e per che e1 

achadera segar alguni pezi de alabastro marmori e piere fine 

se dichiara che ditta spexa de segadure die essere fatta per 

i sopraditti magnifici signori prochurattori magistri alttre 

fattura de fregar lustrar e alttro come e ditto di sopra die 

essere fatta per el ditto maestro vielma el qual e obligatto 

etiam metere in opera al suo locho tutto il sopraditto lav~r 

maestro zoe buttar mane et maistrare i mureri che pagerano i 

sopradi tti signori prochurattori per meter in opera i di tti 

lavori ut supra. Del qual tutto sopradi tto lavor I sopra 

di tti prochurattori dieno dar al sopra ditto maestro vielma 

per sua fattura si come sonG rimasti da cordo presentte 

maestro bom protto de i signor progurattori de la giexia e 

del ditto maestro vielmo ducati 145 zoe duchatti 

zentto e quarantta zinque qual danari doverano essere datti 

ditto maestro vie per zornada si chome andera lavorando 

lche non vengi ad intachar i di tti signor prochurattori i 
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lui abi il suo dover e perc de tempo in tempo gratta dil 

lavor havera fatto habi etiam la porziom e ratta del danaro. 

El qual maestro vielmo promete far eli tto lavoro com ogni 

diligenzia comeso et bern inchaxado i1 tutto promete 

far110 quantto per i presto Ii sera possibille lavorando 

com quattro e 6 maistri com ogni solizittudine et pero 

cadauna de Ie parte qui sotto si sotto scriverano cusi e per 

contratto. 

Cussi essere content to 10 andrea gussoni prochurator per nome 

mio et dei signori prochurattori mei cholege sono contentto 

et confermo quanto di sopra e ditto. 

10 maestro vielmo chondam iacomo taiapiera sono chontento et 

asicuro quanto di sopra et da ltra banda chontente. 

III: of the Commissaria Verde della 

carta 

1523 

Spexe in monte fate per el far far laltar et sepoltura 

madonna verde dela schala nela giexia di servi de Venezia die 

adi 12 dezembro contadi a maestro biasio da Faenza sta in 

San Lio per aver fato uno modelo di legname soazado segondo 

la forma die essere el sopradito altar ducati 2 val lire 12 

soldi 8. 

5 Zener. 

Contadi a Francesco Ferarexe proto de barcha da padoa per 

bene do sabiom groso che se trova di sora padoa per el fondo 

de la brenta dacordo a soldi 40 la benasi come Ii pagano 

quelli de san rocho monte lire 4. qual e tolto per adoperar a 

far segar i alabastri. marmori et algune balote grande et 

altre piere a butar monestier di servi val lire 4 soldi. 
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31 elito. 

contaeli a maestro simon di nicolli dal castelliom murer per 

dar a manoalli do che anno lavorado zorni 5 per uno Incavar 

Ie fondamente et romper el muro in giexia di servi dove va 

laltar son zornade 10 a soldi 13 per uno al di lire 6 soldi 

10. 

Item. 

Contadi al dito maestro simon che a compra calc ina negra per 

far dite fondamente fo masteli 12 a so i 6 el mastello 4 lire 

3 soldi 12 e per sabiom lire 1 soldi 4 barcha a conduto ai 

servi soldi 12 tuto lire 12 soldi 18. 

7 Frever. 

Contadi a maestro simon murer sopradi to per calcina negra: 

acomprado mastelli 25 a soldi 25 el mastello monte lire 6 

"wldi 5 et per barcha la conduse ai servi soldi 12 et per 

terram di savon 5 burchiele 4 a soldi 13 la burchiela conduti 

Ii monte lire 2 soldi 12 

Item. 

contadi a manoalli numero 3 anno lavorato questa setemana che 

sta zorni 5 in tuto zornade 15 a soldi 13 luna monte lire 9 

soldi 15 

contadi al dito maestro simon per zornade 6 a lavorado lui eli 

murer a soldi 24 a1 di lire 7 soldi 4 suma in tuto lire 

soldi 8 

4 One mastell0 is equivalent to 7 secel-lie or 75.117 Ii tres . 
Cf. Cone ina (1988), p. 97. 

5 Terra di sa von is an impermeable clay. See 
Gianighian (ed.). Dietro I Palazzi. Venezia, 1984, p. 

rI • • I..:ilorglo 
37. 
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Ie qual sopra dite robe et opere sono sta per el farfar dele 

fondamente de Ii schalieri et pilastroni de 10 altar et meter 

in operam tuti diti schalini et alaltar va di sopra. 

c. 

Spexe al incontro die aver adi 7 frever per lei medeme porto 

avanti per saldo di questo charte 6 lire 54 soldi 14 

carta 

1523 

Piere fine in monte comprade per metter nel altar et fafar al 

servi da Venezia per la commissaria di madonna verde dela 

schalla die dar adi 17 dezembris contadi a madonna anzolla 

priolli moier che fo di miser carlo per pezi numerc di 

l et serpentini fra grandi et piccoli zoe alguni III 

::orma di tondi et mol ti al tri pezi roti che erano tondi 

grandi dacordo di tuti per ducati 9 Lire 55 soldi 16. 

7 mazo 1524. 

contadi a christofallo segador di piere che lavora in chaxa 

per aver fato di nostre piere pinzete S picole no 12 di 

serpentin et porfido fini et pinze 4 grande de piera meschia 

negra et biancha dacordo con lui de tute lustrade come dieno 

star per ducato uno lire 6 soldi 4. 

dito. 

per maestro nicolo segador per uno marchado fato con lui di 

far di nostre piere do mandole grande de serpent in et doi 

mazor cha mezi tondi de porfido et segar do quadri et 

tondizar et conzar uno tondo de porfido come apar destinto 

lire 16 

6 Illegible word. 
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dito. 

per maestro nicolo dito per segar uno --7 pezo de fites 8 et 

far di quello '-1 striche 9 et darne del suo 4 tondineli di 

diaspro el tuto come destinto apar charte 5 lire 92 

suma lire 87 

carta 

Piere alincontro die aver adi 17 zener 1524 per spexe in 

monte fato per far far uno altar et sepo in la giexia di 

servi da venetia porto a quel conto per saldo di questo 

charte 17 lire 87 

carta 3/1eft 

1523 

maestro zacharia da lugam taiapiera die adi 17 dezembris 

contadi a i a bonconto di piere vive da ruigno lui r:;.e die 

per 10 a se ai servi ducato uno segondo la 

forma del marchado fato con lui val lire 6 so i 4 

17 zener. contadi a lui a bonconto ducati X val lire 62 so i 

11 frever. contadi al di to utsupra ducati XV val lire 93 

sold.i 

20 april 1524. contadi al d ut supra ducati XX val lire 

124 soldi 

7 II ble word, perhaps crossed 

8 The I-wrd fi tes, possibly with an abbreviation at the end 
occurs at several inst,ances throughout the document. I have 
not able to find a definition of it anywhere. In my 
opinion, judging from the use of the word in the documents, 
it describes a precious material (stone or glass?) used for 
the decoration of the altar's architecture. The four br ight 
red disks on the Al tar of St. Jerome in S . Salvatore (plate 
99) may be pieces of it. 

;:l A striclla defines a stone ledge. 
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16 luio. contadi al di to per resto di tute piere vive cIa 

ruigno ne anne conduto et di ogni altra raxon lire 68 so i 

16. 

suma lire 354 soldi 

carta 

152:3 

maestro Zacharia alincontro die aver adi 17 zener 1524 per 

spexe in monte fate per far laltar et sepoltura in giexia di 

servi per piere vive da ruigno ne a consegnado adi 12 

dezemb!.'is 1523 segondo la forma del rnarchado abiamo con llAi 

zoe che el ne die dar tute Ie piere vive che ne besognano per 

10 altar et sepoltura se fane far ai servi qual dieno esser 

da ruigno son stade et redute segondo Ie sagome et me sure Ii 

son sta date per maestro vielmo taiapiera che fa di ta opera 

qual piere ne die dar condute et descargate 1 • 
-i..l in giexia 

overo in rnonestier di servi dacordo per lire 3 el miliarium10 

et soldi 0 ne consegna adi 17 dezembris per parte alguni pezi 

per far i s lini et quadroni fo miliaria no 18 a lire 3 el 

miliarium ut supra monte lire 54 val charte 17 lire 54 soldi 

dito. 

per spexe dite che ne a consegna deschargato Ii ai servi adi 

12 zener 1523 algune lastre per i basamenti et per parte del 

salazado et altri pezi per altri besogni In tuto miliaria 20 

a lire 3 el miliarium monte charte 17 lire 60 soldi. 

dito. 

10 One J1Jilliariufl) weighs one thousand libbra (1,000 x 0.476 
). Francesco Semi, Glossario del Latino Medioevale 

Istriano, Venezia, 1990, p. 247, ad voceJ1J miliare. The term, 
which in the documents is almost always abbreviated, is 
identical with the term mier (see n. 19). 
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per spexe dite che ne consegno adi 16 luio 1524 deschargato 

Ii In li servi in tre fiade fin questo di tute le piere ne 

manchavano per compimento di lopera zoe i triancolli 

nichio tute le lastre per el salizado do pezi per far i 

pegrami et per far le colone quadre et alguni pezi de cornixe 

qual tuto son sta dacordo miliaria 80 a lire 3 el miliarium 

segondo el marchado monte lire 240 soldi 

suma lire 354 soldi 

carta 

152311 

maestro vielmo q. Jacomo taiapiera diedar adi 19 dezembrio 

contadi alui a bon conto di uno margado fatto con lui di far 

10 alta:::: et sepo dela commissaria di madonna verde dela 

scual in glexla di servi de Venezia ducati 2 doro val 

ducati 2 lire 12 soldi 8 

23 dito. 

contadi al dito a bonconto ducati do val lire 12 soldi 8 

3 zener C ... J ducati 3 val lire 18 so i 12 

9 dito [ ... J ducati 4 val lire 24 soldi 16 

1~ dito C . ] ducati '7 val lire 43 soldi 8 .L I I 

24 dito i ] ducati 7 val lire 43 soldi 8 L 

31 dito. contadi al dito ut supra ducati 6 val 37 soldi 4 

14 frever [ ... J ducati 5 val lire 31 

21 frever C ... J ducati 5 val lire 31 

11 marzo 1524 C ... J ducati 15 val lire 93 

24 dito C ... J ducati 10 val lire 62 

3 april [ ... J ducati 10 val lire 62 

17 dito C ... J ducati 8 val lire 49 soldi 12 

11 Corrected by the same hand for 1524. 
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24 dito C ... J ducati 10 val lire 62 

primo mazo [ ... J ducati 5 val lire 31 

8 dito [ ... J ducati 5 val lire 31 

16 dito ducati 5 val lire 31 

23 dito [ ... J ducati 20 val lire 124 

19 zugno [ ... J per resto del contrascri to marchado 

diexe lire 64 so i 

dito e fo adi 2 frever 1523 che ave contade ducati 6 val lire 

-.32 soldi 4 

suma lire 899 soldi 

carta 

152312 

maestro vielmo taiapiera alincontro die aver adi 17 zener 

1524 per spexe in monte fate per far uno altar et sepoltura 

in giexia di servi et som per uno marchado fofato con lai 

fino adi 6 de dezembrio 1523 per el qual era obligato far uno 

adornamento dal tar in giexia di servi di venezia Url.:3 .. 

sepol tura qual 0.1 tar die esser alto da teram fino a zima 

del frontespizo do. pie 28 inzircha et largo di fuora via di 

tuti Ii pilastri do. pie 16. in zircha: die aver uno nichio 

almezo dove andera una santa madalena di marmoro qual altar 

die essere di pietre vive do. ruigno con due colone di marmora 

et algune investizom di marmori et alabastri incastado di 

diverse piere fine segondo la forma et modi de uno desegno et 

uno modele fato pel di to maestro vielmo die far etiam do 

ep de piera viva soazade et cornixade che vano una per 

banda del di to altar qual tuto sopradi to lavor zoe altar 

incastri dela sepoltura et epigrame etzeto che la fegura che 

12 Corrected by the same hand for 1524. 
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die esser fata per uno al tro maistro el sopradi to maestro 

vielmo se obliga a far zoe per quanto apartiem ala fatura per 

che tute Ie piere vive alabastri marmori colone et piere fine 

Ie debiamo dar del nostro: tal che lui non mete salvo che a 

10. fatura dechiarando che tute Ie segadure di marmori et 

alabastri noi Ie dovimo et i Ie die fregar et lustral' 

et taiar segondo Ie forme achaderano Ie piere fine etiam noi 

dobiamo dargel1e tute lavorate del qual tuto lavor debiamo 

dar 0.1 di to maestro vielmo per sua fatura ducati 145 come 

apar per uno s-co (?) apresso di noi di magnifico messer 

andrea gussoni procurator et sotoscrito di sua man val charte 

17 lire 899 soldi. 

carta 5/1eft 

1523 

Maestro nichollo segador di piere fine tien botega al ponte 

di Fuxeri die dar adi 31 zener contadi alui a bon conto di 

uno marchado di alguni pezi di piere fine el ne die far lire 

6 soldi. 

21 frever. 

contadi aId ito abonconto ducati 2 val lire 12 soldi 8 

3 april 1524. 

contadi aldito per res to di uno marchado lire 6 soldi 12 como 

apar alincontro val lire 6 soldi 12 

carta 

1523 

maestro nichollo die aver adi 7 marzo 1524 per piere fine per 

uno marchado fato con lui adi 14 zener 1523 che el ne die far 

di nostre piere do mandole grande de serpentini fini et doi 



mazor cha mezi tono.i pur grandi o.i porfido: et segar do 

quadri lustrar et squarizar di porfido segondo Ie sagome alui 

dati eT.. tono.izar et conzar uno tondo di po ido qual tuti 

pezi son per el schabello 13 di 10 altar et farfar ai servi 

dacordo con lui per lire 16. et fu mezam et prefer ito vielmo 

taiapiera val charte 2 lire 16 soldi 

dito. per piere fine sopradite per uno altro marcado fato con 

e1 dito adi 31 zener pas ado che ne die segar uno nostro pezo 

di fi tes et far di quelo striche 4 comese et incolade in do 

pezi et do mando1ete il tuto lustrado et die ne etiam dar 

del suo 4 tond inet, i di diaspro qual tuti pezi vano 

nelantipeto delaltar et del tuto siamo dacordo mezam maestro 

vielmo taiapiera per lire 9 val charte 2 lire 9 soldi. 

carta 

Spexe in monte per far far la1tra et sepoltura per conto de 

la commessaria de madonna verde dala schala nela glexla di 

servi die dar adi 7 frever per lei medeme trato avanti de 

charta 1 lire 54 soldi 14 

21 dito. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade a fato quest.:1 

setemana a soldi 24 aldi lire 3 so i 12 et per zornade 9 de 

':! " • ,,) manoaJ..l a soldi luno monte lire 5 soldi 13 et lire 9 

soldi 9 qual zornade son sta per metter i pilastroni delaltar 

et saldadi di muro come dieno star val lire 9 so i 9 

11 marzo 1524. 

13 Schabello normal means stool, but us sometimes aJ..so used 
in the meaning of predella. See Connell (1976), p. 292. 
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contadi a ser bortolo garbin segador di marmori per zornade 

no 10 da noi lavorado fin questo di per segar alguni pezi a 

soldi 15 aldi monte lire 7 soldi 10 val lire 7 soldi 10 

24 dito. 

contadi a ser bortolo sopradito per zornade no 8 a fato 

finquesto di che el zuoba santo14 a soldi 15 al di monte lire 

6 soldi. 

:3 april. 

contadi a ser bortolo sopradito per zornade numero 4 a 

lavorado: In segar marmori questa setemana dapoi pasqua a 

soldi 15 aldi monte lire 3 

10 dito. 

[ ... J per zornade numero 4 [ ... J alguni pezi di marmoro per 

Ie basse dele colone a soldi 15 aldi monte lire 3 val lire 3 

17 dito. 

E ... J per zornade no 4 questa setemana a soldi 15 monte lire 

3 et contadi a zuane manoal che a Ida el dito bortolo a segar 

1],1'10 pezo colona de marmoro grosa ed una sega granda a 

soldi 12 aldi zornade lire 1 soldi 4 tuto lire 4 soldi 4 

18 clito~ 

contadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a compra calc ina negra 

mastelli 12 a soldi 6 1/2 el mastello monte lire 3 soldi 18 

s iom lire 1 soldi 4 barcha soldi 14 qual esta permessa in 

opera lantipeto del la1 tar el schabelo i quadri basse et 

colone quadre et tonde et saldar el tuto di muro ro \ria 

et contadi che a dadi a bastaxi 15 no 6 che anno conduto tute 

dite piere del Ciostro fina in giexia suso e1 lavor et aiutar 

14 Venetian for Giovedi - Thursday. 

15 rs. 
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ameterlle inopera lire 4 soldi 18 tuto lire 10 soldi 14 val 

lire 10 Boldi 14 

lire 98 

carta 

spexe alincontro die aver al di 18 april 1524 per lei medeme 

porto avanti per saldo di questa charte 7 lire 98 soldi 11 

carta 

Spexe in monte fate per far far lal tar et sepal tura nela 

giexia di servi da Venetia per canto dela commessaria madonna 

Verde da s dar adi 18 april per lei mederrle per 

saldo trato avanti da charte 6 lire 98 soldi 11 

contadi per far segar uno pezo de serpent in in do striche 

dametter nei quadroni lire 1 soldi 0 et per 3 cantenele 1S per 

i ponti et per adoperar alargani et per barcha conduse uno 

cao da san marcho et per do sponze soldi 16 tuto lire 1 soldi 

16 

20 dito. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 6 a fato per far 1 

ponti meter in opera lantipeto dellaltar schabelo colcne 

tonde e -l
-0 et altri pezi a soldi 26 aldi monte " • '7 J..lre ! 

so i 16 et contadi a do manoali per zornade no 12 ano fato 

con di to maestro simon indi ta opera a soldi 15 al di monte 

lire 9 et contadi al dito maestro simon per agudi i per 

far i ponti fo libra 15 a solidi 12 1/2 la libra monte lire 1 

soldi 17 suma lire 18 so i 13 val lire 18 soldi 13 

dito. 

16 A cantinella is either a ledge or a softwood joist. 
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contadi a bortolo segador per zornade 6 a fato questa 

setemana a segar la colona a soldi 15 aldi monte lire 4 soldi 

10 et a zan manual per zornade 6 che Ii a butta man a 

soldi 12 aldi lire 3 soldi 12 suma lire 8 soldi 2 

primo mazo. 

contadi a bortolo dito per zornade numero 5 a fato per andar 

driedo a segar la colona sopradita in taolle a soldi 15 al di 

monte lire 3 soldi 15 et a zan manoal la i dado per zornade 5 

a soldi 12 monte lire 3 suma in tuto lire 6 soldi 15 

8 dito~ 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade numero 4 a fato 

permetter i lidi de Ie colone et el primo ico a soldi 26 al 

di lire 5 soldi 4 et contadi a do manoali per zornade 8 ano 

lavorado con el dito a soldi 15 aldi monte lire 6 et contadi 

al di to che a compra calcina negra mastelli 6 a soldi 8 el 

mastello lire 2 so i 8 sabiom et barcha lire 1 soldi 0 suma 

in tuto lire 14 soldi 12 val lire 14 soldi 12 

dit,o ~ 

i a ser bortolo segador per zornade 4 a fato questa 

setemana che a principia a segar el pezo groso dalabastro 

tavole a soldi 16 aldi lire 3 soldi 4 et al monal per di ti 

zorni lire 2 soldi 8 tuto lire 5 soldi 12 

carta 

1524 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 8 mazo per lei medeme 

per suo saldo po avanti dieno dar charte 8 lire 154 soldi 
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carta 

1524 

Spexe in monte fate per far far [ ... J 

16 dito. 

contadi a bortolo segador per zornade 6 a fato questa 

setemana che e andado driedo a segando 10 alabastro a soldi 

16 monte lire 4 soldi 16 et contadi a zane suo campagna per 

altre zornade 6 a soldi 12 monte lire 3 soldi 12 suma lire 8 

soldi 8 

22 dito. 

Contadi a Bortolo dito [ ... J lire 5 soldi 14 

12 zugno. 

contadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a comprado uno peze di 

marmoro zalo per meter nei cantoni del s 10 del altar 

seldi 18 et che a da contadi a maestro nicholo segador per 

segar el dito in do striche soldi 8 et contadi che la dado a 

francesco Ferarexe per bene do sab per r da segar i 

alabastri che non ne siam privi di quello fo tolto per avanti 

a soldi 40 la bena monte lire 4 soldi 2 

eli to. 

contadi a bortolo s per zornade numero 17 a fato in 

setemane 3 che son sta fuer dela terra da di 22 mazo 

finquesto di che a segado tuti i pezi di Ie balote per far 11 

primo frixo a soldi 16 monte lire 13 soldi 12 et contadi a 

zane che Ii a dado per al tra tante zornade a solcli 12 1/2 

aldi monte lire 10 soldi 13 tuto lire 24 soldi 5. 

15 elito. 

contadi a maestro alexandro taiapiera lavora de intagio per 

aver conzo el coverchio vechio dela sepol tura zoe fato uno 

intavolado a torno in 10cho di alguni retortoli et ancheti ne 
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erano Item fato lal tra parte de Ie rasom ei::, renovato anchor 

quelo era fato et conzado i drapi de la dita figura del tuto 

dacordo per lire 6 soldi 10 val lire 6 soldi 10 

suma lire 204 soldi 4 

carta 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 25 zugno per 

medeme per suo saldo porto avanti dieno dar charte 9 lire 204 

so i 4 

carta 

Spexe in monte fate per far far 10 altar et sepoltura r 'l 
L ••• j 

19 dito. contadi a bortolo segador per zornade 6 fate questa 

setemana In segar i alabastri a soldi 16 al di monte lire 4 

soldi 16 et contadi all? manoal che lia buta mam per al tre 

zornade 6 a soldi 10 al di monte lire 3 suma lire 7 soldi 16. 

26 di to. [ ... J 

3 luio, [ ... ] 

10 dito. [ ... J 

16 dito. 

contadi mandadi al offitio dal sal fino adi 12 dito a maestro 

alvixe bom provedador al di to offi tio ducati 20 qual l.~ 

porto maestro antonio scharpogim porto rafael mio serv 

et sam per uno pezo de marmoro iamo comprato dala signoria 

di ta in corte di palazo puol essere miera18 5 1/2 qual esta 

17 Another word in the text appears to have been crossed out. 

18 Mier, . miera, is a measurement for weight, consisting of 
one thousand libbre (pounds), equivalent to 470,998 kg. It is 
the vernacular word for the latin term miliariullJ. Concina, 
1988, p. 98. 
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tol to per far la fegura de la madalena che va suso 1 tal"' 

dacordo con dito maestro antonio et de consen~lmen~o del 

sererllS S llllO In ducati et 
, ,. con-caal abastaxi: 

molti pezi piera viva corte di palazo per de sora via 

dito marmoro et et lano chargato in una barcha et conduto a 

santo aponal et deschargato nela botega de maestro vielrf.io 

lire 2 soldi 10 tuto fe, in suma lire 31 soldi 10 val lire 

131 soldi 10 

17 dito, 

contadi a garbim segador per zornade 6 a fato lui solo per 

alguni tondi fato dele balote 19 a so 1 i lire 4 soldi 16 

carta 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 17 luio per spexe dite 

porto avanti dieno dar per saldo di questo charte 10 lire 366 

soldi 10 

carta 1 

1524 

Spexe in monte [ ... J 

dito. 

contadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a comprado calc ina 

negra tolta per meter suso el resto delaltar fo mastelli 25 a 

soldi 6 1/2 el mastello monte lire 8 soldi 2 et per sabion 

lire 2 soldi 4 barcha soldi 14 suma lire 11 soldi 0 e per 

tavole dalebedo (?)20 no 8 per far i sesti21 da meter i volti 

e per agudi da 25 et alguni zovadeli (?) ale armadure lire 3 

19 A balota is a sphere or a ball. Cone ina (1988), p. 44. 

20 Perhaps this means cial 'abete, made of fir-wood. 

21 Ribs of a vault. 
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soldi 10 et per agudi grandi da 1/2 pe oltra queli tolti per 

avanti lire 2 soldi 12 suma in tuto lire 17 soldi 2 

dito. contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 4 fate questa 

setemana che a comenzado a meter siuso el resto del altar i 

ladi dele colone in suso a soldi 28 aldi lire 5 soldi 12 et 

contadi a manoali 4 che anno lavorado tuta la setemana Ii che 

son zorni 6 a portar el resto de piere del di to altar hl. 

giexia sopra el lavor et ano aida 22 atirar suso i ponti i 

volti cornixoni: frontispizi et meter in opera son sta 

zornade 24 a Boldi 16 luna monte lire 19 Boldi 4 tutc lire 24 

so i 16 

24 di to. contadi a 10 segador per zornade numero 5 a 

fato questa setemana che se anda driedo a segar i tondi va 

nel salizado a soldi 16 aldi monte lire 

dito. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 5 fate questa 

setemana che e andado iedo metando suso laltar a soldi 28 

aldi monte lire 7 soldi 0 et contadi a manoali 4 anno 

Iavorato con lui a soldi 16 aidi per uno per dite zornade 5 

monte lire 16 soldi 0 tuto lire 23 

dito. contadi a maestro francesco depentor a santa maria 

mater domini per capara 23 de uno marchado fato con lui che 

die inzer atorno di to altar zoe a far algune soaze et 

co et algune spolgie di chiaro et schuro ed animali et 

campo azuro per ducati 3 1/2 lire 3. 

22 Read aiutato. 

23 A rm of payment. 
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carta 1 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 24 luio per spexe dite 

porto avanti dieno dar per saldo di questa charte 11 lire 438 

soldi 8 

carta 1 

1524 

Spexe in monte [ ... J 

30 dito. 

contadi a maestro vielma chi compra calcina negra masteli 13 

per compir da meter irl opera et principiar a meter 
, 

eJ.. 

salizado a so i 7 e1. mastelo monte lire 4 so i 1::' et per 

sabion lire 1 so i 10 et per barcha conduse soldi 12 et per 

a i arpeseti di rame per meter nel foro per tener i pezi 

di alabastri lire 1 soldi 12 suma lire 8 soldi 13 

aito. 

contadi a bortolo segador per zornade 5 fate questa 

setemar::.a in fregar i anzolli et renovarlli fregar la 

sepal tura et al tre fusarete (?) a soldi 16 aldi monte 

lire 4 soldi 

eli to. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 5 fate questa 

setemana per compir da meter suso lal tar a soldi 28 a i 

monte lire 7 

dito. 

contadi per do manoali per zornade 5 per uno alavorado can el 

soradi to maestro simor::. la ai ta setemana a soldi 16 per uno 

aldi lire 8 

7 avosto. 
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eontadi a bortolo in segaaor per zornaae numero 5 fate 

questa setemana elle a eomenzado a segar uno all tro pezo ai 

alabastro per el foro ehe manehava a soldi 16 alai lire 4 

soldi 0 val lire 4 soldi 

dito. 

eontadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 5 a fato questa 

setemana in meter el resto del salizado et ponte dela 

Investixom del foro a soldi 28 a i monte lire 2 soldi a et a 

do manoali ehe Ii a buta man a zorni 5 per uno son zorni X a 

soldi 16 aldi monte lire 8 tuto lire 15 

elito, 

eontadi a aleuni fachini che ano porta in giexia el resto 

dele laste del salizado lire 1 soldi 8 et per ealzina negra 

masteli 7 che ano mancha per dita opera a soldi 6 e1 mastelo 

monte lire 1 soldi 2 et per sabion e barcha e sponse do lire 

: so i 13 tuto suma lire 5 soldi 3 

carta 1 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 7 avosto per lei 

medeme porto avanti per saldo de questa charte 13 lire 490 

soldi 4 

carta 

1524 

maestro vielma s. Jacomo taiapera per conto del salizado va 

davanti 10 al tar atorno la sepoltura die dar adi luio 

contadi a lui a bon conto del marchado fa to e di lui ducati 

do val lire 12 soldi 8 

10 dito. 

contadi al dito a bonconto di dito marchado lire 18 soldi 12 
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17 dito. 

contadi al dito ut supra ducati 4 lire 24 soldi 16 

24 dit.o. r 1 ducati 4 lire 24 soldi 16 L -' 

30 dito. [ ] ducati 3 lire 18 1 •• 
SOJ..d.l 12 

7 avosto. [ ] ducati 1 lire 6 soldi 4 -L 

16 dito. [ J ducati ? lire 12 soldi 8 .... 

27 dito. r J ducati 2 lire 12 soldi 8 l 

11 settembrio. C ... J ducati 3 lire 18 soldi 12 

21 di to. contadi alui per resto del con troschr ito marchado 

del salizado ducati 2 lire 12 soldi 8 

d 

contadi aldito maestro vielmo a bonconto del marchado fato di 

far I perfilli 24 rossi che van a atorno dito salizado che non 

era comprexo nel marchado lire 6 soldi 4 

14 novembrio. 

contadi a mestro vielmo dito per resto del marchado fato con 

i per far i perfilli rossi atorno el salizado lire 3 soldi 

carta 12/right 

maestro vielmo alincontro die aver adi 17 zener 152 per 

spese in monte fate per far uno altar et C ... J per uno 

marchado fato con lui adi 20 zugno 1524 per el qual sia 

obligato a far uno salizado atorno 10 altar et sepoltura 

sopradita Qual salizado die essere largo pie 20 e longo pie 

20 die essere dilastre de piere di Rovigno Incasade 

marmori et alabastri di diverse sorte et altre piere fine con 

alguni tondi pinze et quadri segondo la forma del desegno 

24 Stonemasons' j argon of uncertain meaning, pe:rfilo probably 
describes a long and narrow marble slab. See Cone ina (1988), 
p. 111. 
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fato per el dito col alguni suo perfilli negri di stucho cne 

fa alguni gropi et ligamenta qual tute piere di ogni sorta 

Ie segadure debiamo meter noi tutto 81.. resto de 1a fatura 

fregadure et lustral' die far lui de la qual opera Slamo 

dacordo de darlli ducati 26 val charte 17 lire 161 soldi 4 

dito. 

per spexe di te per uno al tro marchado fato con lui , . 
aQl 21 

settembrio 1524 per el qual era obligato a far i perfL: .. li 

rossi largi --/3 25 di pe vane atorno atorno el salizado 1 

qual siamo dacordo dela fatura a''; .J.. i di ti perche Ie piere Ie 

debiamo dar noi in ducati uno e 1/2 charte 17 lire 9 so i 6 

carta 13/1eft 

1524 

Spexe in monte fate [ ... 

13 dito. 

Contadi a maestro francesco depentor a bonconto dele 

depenture fa intorno altar ducato uno val lire 6 soldi 4 

14 dito. 

contadi a bortolamio garbin segador per zornade numero 5 fate 

questa setemana per segar I alabastri a soldi 16 aidi monte 

lire 4 

dit.o. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zo una fata lui lire 1 

soldi 8 et per zornade 3 del suo manoal a soldi 16 lire 2 

soldi 8 et contadi che a compra calc ina biancha mastelli do a 

soldi 11 monte con la portadura lire 1 soldi 10 suma lire 5 

soldi 6 

16 dito. 

25 Illegible number. 
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contadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a compra da uno 

taiapiera pexi 6 de piere rosse di pe 1 1/2 per quadro per 

meter nel salizado lire 5 soldi 14 [ ... J 

21 dito. 

contadi a bortolo segador per zornade 4 a questa 

setemana in segar alabastri ut supra a soldi 16 aldi monte 

lire 3 soldi 4 [ ... ] 

dito. 

i a maestro sea depentor a bonconto dele 

depentura e fa atorno 1 altar ducato 1 lire 6 soldi 4 

di to. contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 4 a fato 

questa setemana che a compido da investir el foro del altar a 

soldi 28 aldi mote lire 5 sodli 12 et per altre zornade 4 di 

l.lnO suo lavorante man soldi 16 a l monte lire 

so i 4 val lire 8 soldi 16 

dito. 

contadi per ca ina biancha masteli 3 per far altar dentro di 

luogo del volto santo che besogno romper mo muro et 

sfondrar dentro per meter lal tar a soldi 12 monte lire 1 

soldi 16 et per piere grande numero 150 tolte per salizar in 

giexia dove erano i do coverchi dele sepol ture rosse tol ti 

per el frixo etorno el salizado monte ed barcha lire 1 

soldi 15 et per legno di noxe suma lire 4 soldi 7 

carta 13/right 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 29 avosto per lei 

medem per saldo porto avanti die dar charte 14 lire 533 soldi 

19 
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carta 

in monte E ... J 

23 dito~ 

contadi a maestro francesco depentor per resto dela depentura 

a fato atorno laltar dei servi lire 6 soldi 6 [ ... J 

28 dito. 

contadi a garb in segador per zornade 5 a fato questa setemana 

in segar alabastro per meter nel salizado a soldi 16 a 

lire 4 soldi (J [ ••• ] 

dito. 

contadi a maestro simon murer per zornade 2 a fato uno suo 

rante la salizada Ii in giexia ai servi dove erano i 

coverchi rossi di arche tolti per far i perfilli del salizado 

a soldi 16 aldi monte lire 1 soldi 12 et contadi al dito per 

calcina negra mastel1i 5 a soldi 8 e1 mastello monte con la 

condutura lire 2 soldi 6 tuto lire 3 soldi 18 

3 settembrio. 

contadi a in segador per zornade 6 a fate questa setemana 

che e per tuto ozi nelequal a compido di segar i alabastri 

del salizado a soldi 16 aldi monte lire 4 soldi 16 [ ... J 

19 dito. 

contadi a in segador che a segado questa setemana a i 

tondi di marmora et di piera negra per meter suso i schalini 

nel frixo roso son sta zornade 5 a soldi 16 aldi monte lire 4 

28 dito. 

contadi a maestro s murer per zornade 4 a fato per meter 

tuti l perfil1i atorno el salizado et sopra una fenestra 

dentro di luogo del volto santo des far tuti I ponti a soldi 

26 a i lire 5 soldi 4 di manoal buto aman al dito per far e1 
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soradi to lavor a soldi 16 aldi lire 3 soldi 4 tuto lire 8 

soldi 8 

29 otubrio. 

contadi a maestro marchio maragon per zornade 2 1/2 a fatto 

inconzar el suolo ai servi dala banda abiamo fato laltar che 

tuto era sta desfato et etiam a fato da novo di to Buolo in 

doi lochi dove erano alguni coverchi di sepolture tolte per 

adoperar per noi a soldi 20 aldi lire 2 Boldi 10 e per i 

--26 numero 300 lire 3 Boldi 8 

carta 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver aldi 29 otubrio per 

per Baldo porto die dar charte 16 lire 568 Boldi 15 

carta 

1524 

maestro bartolomeo di francesco da bergamo schultor a sancto 

apostolo die dare adi 21 avosto contadi alui a bon conto de 

ducati 40 el die aver per marchado fato per far di una f 

di marmora dela madalena come alincontro ducati 4 val lire 24 

so i 16 

11 settebrio. 

i aldito a bonconto ut supra ducati 5 lire 31 

9 otubrio. contadi C ... J ducati 5 lire 31 

30 dito. [ ... J ducati 5 lire 31 

30 novembrio [ ... J ducati 5 lire 31 

21 dezembricl~ 

26 Illegible word. 



contadi a1dito per resto del contrascrito marchado ducati 16 

prestate maestro vielmo taiapiera chome apar del --27 sua 

man in uno libro tenuto per el magnifico messer andrea 

gussoni procurator da driedo de quello val lire 99 soldi 4 

suma lire 248 

maestro donado da bergamo indorador die dar adi 24 avosto 

contadi alui a bonconto de ducati 32 e1 die aver per el dorar 

del altar al qui come apare a1incontro ducati 5 lire 31 

2 settembrio. 

contadi aId ito a bonconto ut supra ducati 10 lire 62 

23 dito. contadi aldito a bonconto ut supra ducati 10 lire 62 

2 otubrio. 

contadi aldi to per resto del contrascri to marchado ducati 7 

val lire 43 soldi 8 

carta 

1524 

maestro bortolamio alincontro die aver adi 13 zener 1524 per 

spexe In monte per far per uno altar et sepoltura In g 

dei Servi di Venezia per uno marcado fato con lui 

avosto 1524 per e1 qual era obligato a far una figura de 

nostro marmora di santa maria madalena qual da longa da pie 5 

1/4 inzercha: la qual die aver el conzier del capo In chave1i 

legadi et nonzo per spalla con el suo vaseto In mane vest ida 

con drapi largi alantiga segondo la forma di uno modelo afato 

di chrea per fatura dela qual figura Ii debiamo ducati 40 et 

~ sta presente maestro vielmo s. Jachomo taiapiera val charte 

17 lire 248 so 

27 Illegible word. 
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maestro donao da bergamo alincontro die aver adi 13 zener 

1524 per spexe In monte fate per uno altar et sepoltura se fa 

far In giexia de servi per uno marchado fato con lui adi 24 

avosto 1524 per el q1..:tal era obbligato a far zoe dorar a 

mo a tute suo spexe 10 altar sopradito zoe tuti i dreti 

et piani de Ie cornixe del frontispizo et de tute altre 

cornixe tuti Ii regolli che sono atorno l marmori et piere 

f incasade tute Ie suaxe sono soto el volto tuti i quarti 

de colone tonde et q1.;,adre che sono acanelade Ii orri del 

schabel0 quadrixeli et pilastri: el frixeto de talgio de 

lantipeto del qual tuto lavor Ii debiamo dar per sua fatura 

et oro a tute suo spexe ducati 32 val lire 198 so i 8 

carta 

1524 

Spexe In monte fate ~ ... J 

14 novembrio. 

oontadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a dado a maestro 

Zuanantonio taiapiera sta suo fiol che anno fato alguni tondl 

di fi tes et da t;rc) et lnezi tondi di marmora et Ii aJll10 

incastadi nele lastre deli schalini nel qual lavor anne 

zornade 5 1/2 e fo fin questa setemana pas ado a soldi 24 aldi 

Inonte lire 6 soldi 12 et contadi che a dado a garb in per 

zornade 3 a fate per notizar (?) et Ie rustagnar (?) da novo 

tuta lopera a soldi 14 a i lire 2 soldi 2 tuto lire 8 soidi 

21 dezembrio. contadi a maestro vielmo taiapiera che a dado a 

fachini X che anno lavorado tuto ozi In condur la figura dela 

madalena da san cassan dala sua bottega fino ai servi fra 

conzar et descargarlla et meterla suso censada al suo loco 
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computo etiarn la spexa ..La piata lire 10 soidi 10 et 

COn~aQl per pionbo lire 11 per Impionbar la dita lire 1 soldi 

14 val lire 12 soldi 4 

10 zener. contadi a maestro rocho marangon lavora di parechio 

quie a santa marina per uno bancho a fato ai servi apresso el 

sopradi to al tal: che e demezo lal tar vechio qual e largo da 

pie 8 In zercha con el suo pozo cornizado fi la raxon et 

-28 con Ie arme de la dita madonna verde et del marido fato 

in alcuni quadri dacordo con lui a tuto suo spexe furo meso 

in opera per ducati 4 e 1/2 val lire 22 soldi 18 

11 dito. 

contadi a maestro donado indorador per aver dorado tuto el 

nichio dove e andado la figura et la capa etiam qual 

alavorado fo comprexo nel alttro marchado dacordo a tute suo 

spexe per lire 14 

suma lire 631 soldi 11 

carta 16/right 

1524 

Spexe alincontro die aver adi 11 zener per lei medeme per 

saldo porto avanti die dare charte 17 lire 631 soldi 11 

carta left 

Spexe in monte fate per fal' far 10 altar et sepol tura: lr1 

giexia di servi da venexia per conto dela comessaria 

verde dala schall die dar adi xi zener: per lei 

trato avanti per saldo di quella come apar charte 16 

lire 631 soldi 11 

11 clito~ 

28 Illegible words. 



contadi a maestro zan da bergamo favro a san rocho per aver 

but ado uno para de candelieri delaton grandi fati a iga et 

per far i suo feri grosi che Ii tengono in sieme lire 8 soldi 

10. et contadi per laton lire 48 e andato inditi a soldi 6 pi 

8 libbra monte lire 15 so i 4. et contadi a bortollo tornedo 

qui in san lio per aver tornidi Ii pezi de laton de di t,i 

candelieri et polir el tuto come die star et far Ie forme de 

legno per el buta.r dei di ti lire 
,., 
0. suma in tuto lire 20 

soldi 20 lire 14 

dito. 

per piere fine per saldo di quelle portade qui como apar 

charte 2 lire 87 

dito. 

per maestro zacharia da lugan taiapiera per piere vive 

ruigno a aver da lui come apar charte 3 milliaria 18 a lire 3 

el illiaria charte 3 lire 54 soldi 

eli to. 

per maestro zacharia dito per piere vive da ruigno milliaria 

20 a lire 3 el milliaria come apar charte 3 lire 60 soldi 

dito. 

per el dito per piere vive milliaria 80 a lire 3 el milliaria 

charte 3 lire 240 

dito. 

per maestro vielmo taiapiera per sua merzede de aver fato 10 

altar come destinto apar charte 4 lire 899 soldi 

dito. 

per maestro vielmo di to per el far del salaz ado atorno 10 

altar como destinto apar charte 12 lire 161 soldi 4 

eli to _ 
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per maestro vielmo di to per far i perfilli atorno el dito 

salazado como apar charte 12 lire 9 soldi 6 

suma lire 2162 soldi 15 

carta 

Spexe in monte alincontro die aver adi 17 zener 1524. per lei 

medeme porto avanti per saldo de questa setemana 18 lire 2162 

Boldi 15 

carta 

1524 

Spexe in monte fate per far uno altar [ ... J die dar adi 17 

zener per spexe dite trato avanti per saldo di questo charte 

17 lire 2162 soldi 15 

dito. 

per maestro francescho di Bergamo schul tor per sua 

de far la figura de la madalena come a suo conto apar ducati 

40 val charte 15 lire 248 soldi 

dito. 

per maestro donado da bergamo indorador per aver indorado el 

dito altar como destinto apar charte 15 lire 198 soldi 8 

dito. 

per contadi ai taiapiera et mureri anno lavorado indita opera 

per far et una colation fra 101'0 per sua regallar corona (?) 

una del saldo lire 6 soldi 10 

suma tuto L 2615 so i 13 

ducati 421 sono L 2610 soldi 4 

resto L 5 soldi 9 
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carta 

Suma 10 amonte dela spexa fat a pel far de 10 altar et 

sepoltura nela giexia de i Servi da Venezia per conto de la 

commissaria di madonna Verde de la Schalla como stinto EU .. 

incontr~ apar ducati 422 lire 5 so i 9 Dechiarando che oltra 

sopraschrita spexa abiamo avuto che sono sta messo in dita 

opera dal monesterio et Frati dei Servi da Venezia gratis 

senza algun pagamento per averlle donate per suo cortexia: 

:3.20 se fati di ta OPeT"a, Le sotoscl1ri te piere et prima: dCl 

colone di marmoro venade, uno pezo grando de s in 

bastardo messo nel antipeto del a Ittem a i pezi 

a tro rosi et bianchi adoperati nel foro et nela gozola 

1 altar: Item alguni pezi eli serpentin bastardo et de 

porfido mesi nei quadrixeli dele colone. Item tavolle numero 

8 de marmora de una mes ia rosa et biancha dele qual e fato 

i do 2 S Frixi eli sopra et incasadi neli pilastroni da baso .. 

Item alguni pezi di fi tes mesi nel antipeto del altar et 

fato el tondo e nel Frontispizio de sora: Ittem ne ano to 

Ii do anzolli di marmoro con a i pezi di marmora del qual 

son sta fati i lidi et base dele colone et ladornamento che e 

di marmora atorno el nic11io de figura. Qual dechiaracion: 

se fa can inteligencia et va a dei sopradi ti l dei 

servi azo che in ogni tempo se sapia la verita 

carta 

1524 

maestro matio chrestaler sta in chale dale aque a san zulian 

die dar adi 8 frever 1523. che I
, 
l abiamo dato uno pezo de 

29 Schulz (1991), p. transcribed the wo as 100. 
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porfido de uno pe e 1/2 per uno quadro groso deda 4 ma non 

Den saldo per aver do sfesure qual pezo sie ebe nel numero 

dele piere comprade da madonna anzolla de priolli maier fa de 

messer carlo qual e sta dato al dito dacordo per ducati 4 a 

sconto de fature et de piere avuto da lui come alincontro 

apar lire 24 soldi 16 

primo avril 1524. per uno altro pezo de porfido dela grandeza 

di quello di sopra groso uno ded030 rna saldo et bon qual se 

ave e eran dala sopra dita madonna anzola di priolli in s 

et Ie altre piere qual pezo non meter in opera delaltar pero 

(?) fo dato al dito dacordo per ducati 4. alincontro di tante 

ure et piere come alincontro apar val lire 24 soldi 16 

noto che Ie contrascri te piere et fature avute da maestro 

matio sopradito non e sta messo a conto di spexe in monte per 

far 10 altar et sepoltura ai servi: et questo perche piere 

soprascri te a dade esta comprade da madonna anzolla ai 

priolli et 10 amonte de -- --31 esta messo aconto (?) 

piere fine comprade per dita operam come apar in questo 

charte 2 

carta 

1524 

maestro matio alincontro die aver adi 4 april per fatura de 

do mandole grande de serpen"Cln (?) vano neli incastri de 

se~pol tura ~ de nostre piere per lire 5. Item per do tondi 

porfido de nostre piere vano neli diti incastri per lire ~. 

Suma lire 10 soldi 

di tc). 

30 One equals one of a Venetian foot, 3.47 cm. 

31 Illegible words. 
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per do tondini di porfido con 4 triangoleti de serpentin fin 

de suo piere vano nei cantoni del niohio lire 6 soldi 4 

dito. 

per do mandole lange de porfido vano neli schalini de mezo 

laltar de nostre ere lire 5 soldi 

eli to. 

per do striche longe 3 a deda et lange pie 2 -- 3 2 1 de 

porfido de nostre piere vano dei . 1 . eplgrama .J..lre 3 so 

19 mazo. 

per fature de duo cuori grandi de serpentin f l de nostre 

piere vano nel primo seal in delaltar lire 4 soldi 

di to. per do tondi de serpent in fin de nostre piere grandi 

1/3 de pe vano neli pilastri son dale bande del nichio lire 4 

sold.i 

dito. 

per do tondineti di porfido et una pinzeta de se in di 

sue piere va nel frixo sopra el nichio lire 4 soldi 

dito. 

per segar uno tondo c" i piera meschia de nostre piere asai 

indo tondi et lustrarlli qual vano neli triangolli del 

volta lire 3 soldi 

dito. 

per segar uno 1/2 tondo grando de fi t.es de nostre piere et 

lustrarllo vano nel ispizo delaltar lire 3 soldi 10 

dito. 

per do tondi de terzo de pe di prasana de sui pietra vano nei 

perfilli del salizado lire 2 soldi 

dito. 

32 Illegible word. 
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per do tondi de terzo de pe de porfido ne nostra pietra vane 

nele colone quadre dele altar lire 3 soldi 10 

dito. 

per fatura di do volte fini over remenati di serpentin 

bastardo di nostra pietra vane neli vol ti delepigrama lire 

soldi 16 

suma lire 49 soldi 12 
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II 

SCULPTURED 

The purpose of this catalogue is to provide the most 

basic information regarding each individual altar in a clear 

outline. Each catalogue entry will introduce the obj ect as 

well as its original and present location. It will further 

mention the altarpiece's material, measurements and the date 

of its making. 1 Wherever possible I shall also mention the 

artistes) and craftsmen who were involved in the manufacture 

of the altarpiece, and the patron(s) who commissioned it. 

The catalogue is further divided into two parts. Part I 

contains the altarpieces which are still at least partially 

existence. Part I I lists those altarpieces which are no 

longer extant, but can be reconstructed to some extent. 

1 Although some of the dimensions may be imprecise in detail, 
all are at least approximately correct. 
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Part I 

1 . Murano, S . Pietro the Sacrament 
S.Stefano 

Plate 171 

The Al tar of the Sacrament was original located in 

S.Stefano on Hurano. Shortly before the monastery's 

destruction in 1815, the tabernacle was removed and installed 

in S. Pietro Martire, vlhere it now occupies the altar in the 

chapel to the left of the presbytery. 

al tar is an aedicula construction decorated wi a 

marble relief of the Dead Christ Mourned by Angels. The 

figures are set in a coffered barrel vault. 

representation of the Dead Christ in Venice derives from 

Donatello's relief on the High Al tar in the Santo in Padua, 

but has also many parallels in contemporary Ve~netiarl 

painting. 2 Large parts the relief's architectural 

elements, Christ's loincloth and the angels' wings and 

l'lies are gilded. The principal pilasters of the 

framework are decorated with floral ornament,s, whereas the 

outer pilasters are plain. The altar is further adorned with 

inlays of porphyry, serpentine and niello work. 

entire width of the altar (excluding the outer 

pillars, which are not original) measures 163 cm. The relief 

with the Dead Christ measures 127 cm in height and 93.5 cm in 

width. 

2 Very similar to and perhaps inspiring the relief are 
Giovanni Bellini' s early Piet,-~ 'Cli th Angels in the ~1useo 
Civico Correr in Venice and the same painter's Pieta r-ri th 
Angels in the Pinacoteca Communale in Rimini. For Bellini' s 
development of the theme of the Dead Chrsit see Goffen 
(1989), pp, 66-83, unfortunately without reference to coaeval 
sculpture. 
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L. t I 

repos i tory of the host in front of the altar ie, 

inscribed with the 1495 at its base~ 

The altar has not hitherto been attributed to any 

artist, Paoletti tentatively assigned it to qualche buon 

ornatista di Lombardia venuto in Venezia con Cristoforo 

Solari",3 On the grounds of its similarity to two tabernacles 

in S.Maria dei Miracoli and to the Dead Christ on top of the 

Tabernacle of the Precious Blood in the Sacristy of S. Maria 

dei Frari (see Catalogue no. 25), I suggest an attribution to 

the Horkshop of llie1 bardo. 

2. Torcello, of a saint. 

Plates 67, 68 

3. Torcello, Cathedral. of St. Liberale. 

Plates 65, 66 

The vwoden triptych of a bishop saint is the second in 

the right aisle of Torcello cathedral. Its central round-

arched niche is supported by richly decorated columns of no 

classical order. lateral niches are lower and 

rectang:..:tlar. The figure in the central niche is a young, 

beardless bishop saint, possibly St. Louis of Toulouse. He is 

accompanied by Sts. Anthony Abbot ft) and Nicholas of Bari 

(right, his crosier is missing) in the lateral niches. The 

spandrels above the latter are filled with reliefs of the 

Virgin and the , 
.J.. of the Annunciation. Above the 

entablature of the central bay is a k of lunette, held by 

i, with a relief of God the Father. 

3 Paoletti (189~1), II) p. 233. See also Maria Teresa Fiorio 
1n Leonardo a Venezia, Milan, 1992, p. 396. 
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The altar also features a predella with three narrative 

reliefs and a sarcophagus, whose front is decorated with 

another two narratives. While the former probably relate 

events of the saint in the altar"s central niche, the latter 

represent the Adoration of the Nagi and the Circumcision. All 

elements are po and gilded. 

The Altar of Liberale is the second along the 

church" s left aisle. Apart from some minor differences, all 

elements of the framework are constructed analogous "to its 

counterpart in the left aisle. St. Liberale, hold a scroll 

inscribed with his name, occupies the triptych"s central 

niche. He is ,3.ccompanied by Sts. Jerome (left) and Anthony 

(right). 

The altar' s bott.om zone lS decorated with a predella, 

featur three narrative reliefs, as is the front of a 

wooden sarcophagus low the predella. All reliefs relate to 

the life of St. Liberale. The altar is fully polychromed and 

gilded. 

Neither altar has received any scholarly attention. 4 In 

an early st.udy of t,he churches of Torcello, no attempt is 

made to differentiate between the wooden altarpieces and 

their later stone frames. 5 Hubala (1965) did not refer to 

them at all, while Lorenzetti mentioned them only briefly. 

The altarpieces are no longer in their original state, 

but have been inserted in stone tabernacle frames from the 

17th century, matching the remaining side altars of the 

cathedral. On both altars the pilasters of the stone frame 

4 The only one to mention the altars at all was Lorenzetti 
(1926), p. 827. 

5 Bruno Schulz, Die Kirchenbauten auf del' rnsel Torcello, 
Berlin and Leipzig 1927. 
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overlap with much of the outer columns and pan:.s of the 

predella narratives of the wooden altarpieces. I suggest that 

the sarcophagi at the bottom zone originally had the function 

of a frontals. 

central protruding bay of the Triptych of 

St. Li berale is 12;:1 em high (base to architrave) and 80 cm 

\,;ride (measured at the base of the predella). The figure of 

St.Liberale measures approximately 145 cm (height) including 

its base. The lateral saints of this altar are approximate 

90 cm h d ions of the Triptych of a bishop saint 

are approximate equal to that of the Altar of S.Liberale. 

Not,h is known about patronage of the altars. 

Judging on stylistic grounds the triptychs were probably made 

rlng the late 1520s. Lorenzetti believed the two altars to 

be the work of the ,·;rood carver Paolo Campsa, "al t,ered and 

spoiled" by Antonio de ::::'oris, without, however, giving 

reasons for these attri ions. s 

113-116 

Ca' d'Oro, Scuola Grande 
Sacristy of S.Maria 

to Doges 
Carita. 

The church S.}1aria della Carit,a had several chapels 

that were richly decorated with marble and bronze monuments. 

Apart from the Barbarigc' monument and altar, there was the 

famous Chapel of the Saviour (see Catalogue no. 47) and the 

chapel for Gl() Dragan (with Cima da Conegliano"s 

altarpiece, plate 179), which was also renowned for its 

lavish marble decoration. Two bronze reliefs, now in the Car 

s Lorenzetti (1926), 
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d'Oro., represe:1ting a Battle between Satyrs and Giants and a 

Battle between Horsemen and Soldiers T"ere part the 

funerary monument by the medallist Vi ttore 110, called 

il Camelio (d.1537), for "Briamonte capitano Illustre". 7 

The Barbarigo monument extended across three bays on the 

left wall of the church of S.Maria della CaritA. It inc 

an altar ich occupied a niche in the central bay, After 

igo 

monument was d red its tc d.~fferellt, 

places~ in an engra.v of 

1692. 

4.1 of the and of 

Galleria tti del -d'Oro houses three 

l;ronze I'elie:fs Assumption Coronation of the 

Vi which in all likelihood replaced the monument's 

earlier altarpiece in 1515. 8 Four bronze reliefs of 

Evangelists which once were part of the complex are now 

preserved in Berlin. 

bottom relief with the Tf-lel ve Al_,ostles measures 30 

em (height) x 83 em (',ridth). The central AsswlJption ()I the 

Virgin measures 36 cm x 25 em. The top Coronation ()f the 

Virgin measures 25 cm x 70 cm. S 

7 Grevembroch, III, c. 72. sarcophagus with the two 
reliefs is illustrated by Johannes Grevembrooh. The bronzes 
of the dismembered monument are now in the Galleria 
Franohetti at the Ca' d'Oro. 

8 Planiscig (1921), p. 
originally attached to a 

209, claimed 
c:anc:ello. 

that the 

9 Dimensions from Schulz (1981), p. 190, n. 23. 

reliefs were 



The reliefs were commissioned by the Venetian patrician 

Vlncenzo Grimani, son of the Doge Antonio Grimani. 1o 

They were finished in 1515 and installed on 20th March 

1518~ Perhaps irnmediately replaced an earlier 

al tarpieee. The reason for this replacement may well have 

beerl latter"s inferior 

particu 

-P~ e.l...I ies of 

altarpiece. 11 

evident in 

trle t:neeling 

quality, wh would have ceeil 

comparison to Antonio zzo r 

S 

doges to the sides of the 

Some writers suggested Andrea Riccio, others Tullio 

Lombardo, Alessandro Leopardi or Antonio Lombardo as creators 

of the reli 12 Planiscig and Wolters assigned them to an 

anonymous tel' of the Barbarigo reliefs", 13 while Pope-

Hennessy attributed them to Paolo Savin. 14 

4.2 the 

A further fragment of the monument is the Istrian stone 

low relief of t,he ReBurreCracJ11. No traces of gilding or 

polychromy are visible today. Former in the central arch 

above the altar, it lS now in the ground floor hall of the 

Seuola di S.Giovanni Evangelista. 

The relief measures 190 em in height. The mold below 

lS 72.8 em wide. 15 

10 The relevant document is published in Paoletti (1893), II, 
pp. 183-84. 

11 See Schulz (19S1), and Roeck (1991), p. 33. 

12 Valcanover (1986), p.36. 

13 Planiscig (1921), pp. 212-15, and Wolters in Huse/Holters 
(1986), p. 182. 

14 Pope-Hennessy (1968), pp. 180f. 

15 Dimensions from Schulz (1981), p. 191, n. 33. 
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The Resurrection was commissioned by Doge Agostino 

Barbarigo from the stonemasons Giovanni Buora and Bartolomeo 

de Domenico who were the designing and executing stonemasons 

of the entire ftmerary monument. J.6 The relief was rnade after 

the conclusion of the contra.ct on 12th November 1492 a.nd 

probably fin by 1501. 

4.3 Statue of Barbarigo. 

A third element which is related to the altar is the 

marble statue of the kneeling Agost Barbarigo in the ante-

sacristy at S.Maria della Salute. It was originally si 

to the altar's right. Its counterpart, the statue of the 

11::neel Doge Marco Barbarigo, lS lost. 

statue measures 120 cm in height. Traces of dark 

paint are visible in the figure's The figure's 

extremely high artistic quality \.Jarrants an attribution to 

AntorJ.io Rizzo. 

5. Venice, Four bronze 
a bronze of the of 

the Gross from S.Maria dei Servi. 

Plates 155-159; 160 (reconstruction) 

Like the churcl1 of S. Maria della Carita, church of 

S.Maria dei Servi contained a series of important sell. ral 

monuments. Three of these, the Al tar of St. Mary I'1agdalen 

(Catalogue no. 13) , the Altar of the Barbers' Guild 

(Cat.alogue no. 37) and the Altar of the Title of the Cross 

are discussed in this study. It furthermore housed the 

16 These two tagliapietra had worked together before on at 
least two occasions: at the Scuola Grande di S.Marco and at 
the Dormitory of S.Giorgio Maggiore (1494). 
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funera.ry monuments elf doges Andrea Vendramin and Francesco 

Donato (or DonA) and of Giovanni Emo.17 

The Altar of the Title of the Cross was originally 

located in front of the cholr screen of church of S.Ma.ria 

dei Its a.l tGlxpiece inc hlded four bronze relie::s and 

one bronze sportell0. The four narratives represent The 

Fi12 ding· of the True erO.58 , Tile P:r""oof of ti2e T:t·1..J.e Cro.sf3 J Tile 

Vision of Constantine, and The Victory of Constantine. The 

sportell0 features The CUorification of the C1:"OSS, that is to 

say a relief show a triumphal arch with the Cross 

presented by Angels and t Tt70 small narrative sCenes of the 

Deposition and Lamentation at the bottom. marble angels, 

attributed by ;:khulz to Giambattista Bregno, formed part of 

original installation. 18 

The altar was destroyed in the early 18th century, when 

the bronze reliefs as its most valuable parts, in combination 

with otner elements, were re-arranged on a new altar, 

dedicated to the Seven Holy Founders of the Servite Order. 19 

In the early 19th century) the reliefs were brought to the 

Accademia di Belle Arti and from there to the Museo 

Archeologico. They a:n2: now exhibited in the Gal ria 

Franchetti at Ca' d' Oro. 20 Of the marble angels which 

subsequently adorned the Al tar of St. Nary Magdalen in the 

same church (Catalogue no. 13), one is in the Staatliche 

17 For the Vendramin monument see Sheard (1971); for the tomb 
of Giovanni see A. Markham Schulz, 'A Portrait of 
Giovanni Emo in the National Gallery of Art', in Studies in 

, pp. 7-11. Washington, D.C., 1980. 

18 Schulz (1991), p. 48f. 

19 Vicentini (1920), p. 82. 

20 Valcanover (1986), p. 36. 
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Museen, Berlin, in the s<3.cristy of Giova.rlfli e 

The narrative reliefs measure 38 (width) x 30 cm 

(height,), each wing of the sportell0 measures 22 (width) x 88 

em (height) . The Berlin angel measures 77.8 em (height) 

53.7 cm (width), the Venice angel measures 78.2 cm x 56 cm. 21 

The bronze reliefs were first mentioned by Francesco 

Sansovino who described t,hem as decoration on the altar for 

Venetian noble Gabriella Garzoni, Cavaliere di Malta, 22 

However, Flaminio Corner pointed out that the relic of the 

Ti tIe of the Cross had been donated t,o the Servi tes by 

Venetian patrician Girolamo Donato (1454-1511) in 1492. 23 

The dat of the reliefs, which were made by Andrea 

Riccio, diverges. Ie some authors argue for a date shortly 

after the donation, others have dated them much later, 

towards the end of Giro 's life. Since it is }:no"m that 

Girolamo died destitute, a late dating for the altar's mak 

is unlikely. Pope-Hennessy convincingly argued on stylistic 

grounds that the reliefs were made during the last years of 

t,he Quat,troeento.24 Schulz t,hought t,hat in 1511 the angels 

were begun but not finished. 25 

21 Dimensions from lz (1991), p. :1.41. 

22 Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 160. 

23 Corner (1749), II, p. 34. 

24 Pope-Hennessy (1968), pp. 176f. 

25 Schulz (1991), p. 48, 
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6. Venice, Museo Civico Correr. Two Heliefs of the Street 
of the 

Plates 104, 105; 106 (drawing) 

The so-called ..:41 tar of the Tragiletto della Pfaddalella was 

originally a capitello, or street altar, fixed to the 

exterior Hall of S. Stae ( stachio). Its name derives 

the nearby ferry (tragllettc/) crossing between S. St,ae and the 

church of S.Maria Maddalena. 

Although the street altar has been dismant its 

appearance in the later 16th century can be reconstructed 

with the help of a Hat,ercolour illustration by T ' 
~jonannes 

Grevembroch of 1754. As can be seen, the altarpiece featured 

a Madonna and Child in the centre, while Sts. ,John the 

Baptist and Mary Magdalen were standing on the left and Sts. 

Sebastian and Mark on the right, accompanied on both sides by 

kneeling angels. An inscription (and probably t,he Madonna) 

dates from 1569. 26 Schulz noted inscription and 

framework (slabs I-d th gondolas) are kept in store rooms of 

Ca' Rezzonico. 27 The reliefs are made of Italian limestone. 

There are now no traces of polychromy or gilding. 

The two reliefs measure 103 em (he x 55.6 em 

(width) and 102.5 em x 56 em respectively. 28 

The capitello was probably installed short after a 

decree of the Council of Ten of 23rd December 1479, which 

ordered the re-building of the portico of S. Stae, including 

26 The mutilated inscription on the slab below the Madonna 
was also transcribed by Grevembroch:" IN TE~1PO D. CIPRIAN / DA 
CENEDA GAST E / ANZOLO FANTINATO / ANDREA PADOAN / COPAGNI / 
M D LXVIIII," 

27 Schulz (1983a). p. 163. 

28 Dimensions from Schulz (1983a), p. 163. 
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two tabernacles at the door of the church. 29 Schulz assigned 

the lateral reliefs to Antonio Rizzo and his workshop. 30 

7. Venice, S. of St. 

ate 177 

The wooden statue of the Seated St. Louis (AI vise in 

Venetian) of Toulouse is situated on a stone altar of the 

17th century on the right wall of S.Alvise. The figu::::e is 

fully polychromed and is slightly larger life-size. T+ 

1S datable to the early 16th century. 31 

Nothing 1S l;;:nown about the statue" s original setting, 

but considering its subject it once decorated Al ta:::' 

of thls church. In that respect it would have followed the 

wo statues on the H Al tars of S. Nicolo dei Mendicoli 

(plate 176) of the mid-15th century and of S.Cristoforo 

(Madonna dell"Orto) of ca. 1470 (Catalogue no. 44). 

S.Francesco of t;he 

Plates 41-49 

The chapel is situated in the church' s left transept. 

The marble altarpiece consists of two tiers with three relief 

niches on the main t,ier. They are occupied by h relief 

f res of St. Jerome (centre), Sts. Agnes and Michael (left 

niche), James and Anthony (right). The upper tier holds a 

relief of the Maaonna and Child. The altar's predella and 

25 Schulz (19830.), p. 164 and p. 165, n. 4. 

30 . 1 • , 
l0lC.~, pp. 69f. 

31 D. Aldo Schiavoni. Sant'Alvise e 10. sua Chiesa in Venezia. 
Venice, 1951/1980, pp. 25f. 
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antependium are decorated with narrative low reliefs, 

former showing three E;cenes of t.he life of St. .Jerome, t.he 

latter a Last Judgement. There are traces of polychromy on 

some of the saints' attributes, E;uch as on the mouth St. 

Michael's devil, or the lion's mouth and church model of St. 

Jerome. The entire compos i tion is framed by an .3.edicula Of:. 

doric columns of the period of the rearrangement of the 

chapel, around t.he year 1540. The aedicula' s architrave 

decorated with two reliefs depicting events from the Life of 

Christ. 

The altarpiece's main tier measures 165 em (at the 

lowest Cc)r"11iCe) x " 142 em (from lowest cornice t,o 

entablature), The width of one bay at the base of the 

pilas.ters is 41 em, The statuettes are approximately 54 cm 

high. upper tier including the lunette measures 90 em x 

56 cm (width between pilasters). The narrative reliefs with 

scenes from the Life of St. Jerome measure each 41 em x 23 em 

(height). The relief of the Last Judgement on the antependium 

is 153 em j,oJide. 

The making and decoration of the chapel and .-!-
lvS 

altarpiece was supervised by several members of the Venetian 

Badoer family.32 The commission of the altarpiece was 

undertaken by Agnesina di Girolamo Badoer, acting as the 

trustee of her father's estate. 

The chapel was decorated and altered several times 

during the late 15th and early 16th centuries. Its altarpiece 

was probably made shortly after 22nd December 1498, when 

Agnesina Badoer in a first version of her will referred to 

32 For a detailed discussion of the chapel's patronage see 
Lej:.7is (1983). 
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Hork to be done in her father's chapel. It waE.~ preE.~uma.b 

finished by 17th August 1509, when neither chapel nor altar 

were mentioned in a further version of Agnesina's will. 

The altar was pr()bab1y rnade in the workshop of Pietro 

Lombardo. It ,.las executed by at least two sculptors, one 

responsible for the finely carved St. Jerome (made of 

or Greek marble?), the other one executing the less animated 

rema figures of salnts, the Madonna and Child and 

angels. The exqu.isi te schiacciato reliefs of the predella 

(and the i on the pilasters and architrave?) were 

possibly carved by a third sculptor. 

9. , S. , De' 

Plates 23, 24 

The marble altar is situated in the second chapel 

opening along the nave's left side wall. The e identical 

niches of the altar accommodate marble statuettes of Sts. 

the Baptist (centre) , Fral1cis ( ft) and 

(right). Above these niches are two kneeling candelabre-

holding angels to the side of a central rectangular field. 

This is framed by pilasters, ornamented as the pilasters 

below. It is now decorated with a rn mosaic. Two 

differently coloured stones have been used for the altar' s 

architecture. are no traces of polychromy or Iding. 

The height of the entire altar measures 448.5 em. The 

height of the al eces up to the main entablature 

measures 142.5 cm, that of the superstructure 176 cm. Each 
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nlcne i~ 33 cm wide. St. John the Baptist is 81 cm high, 

An 78 crn. 33 

The altar was donated Giovanni de' Martini, Venetian 

citizen and merchant. Its decoration was commissioned 

Giovanni's Florentine wife Cornelia de' Pazzi from Antonio 

Rossellino and his workshop. 

As emerges from documentary evidence, the chapel was 

under construction in 1475. Its altarpiece must have followed 

shortly afterwards. 

10. , S. of St. Luke. 

Plate 93 

The Chapel of St. Luke is the first on the left, next to 

the Chapel of the de Hartini family. The altarpiece no'V, 

features three niches. Its central niche, presumably the 

original one, decorated w a Ie statue of the 

chapel's titular, St. accompanied by two angels in 

lateral niches. Some hems of draperies and the cover of St. 

Luke's book are gilded, but t,here are no traces of 

polychromy. On the antependium is a statuette of St. Peter. 

The figure of St. Luke measures 131.5 em in height 

(inc ing its e), the angels 84 and 86 cm respectively 

(bases included).3 

Nothing is known about the altar's patron, but in view 

of the theological dispute mentioned in Chapter One, it may 

have been a cleric:al commission by the Franciscan friars of 

S. Giobbe themselves. The altarpiece must have been in S~ r;u 

33 Dimensions from 
Apfelstadt (1987), p. 

the Soprintendenza 
260. 

34 Dimensions from Schulz (1991), p. 200. 

ai Monumenti, from 
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Hhen chapel Has ceded to Venetian patrician Pietro 

Grimani in 1539 added the little Ie statuette of St. 

Peter on frontal). Judging from s listic criter 

it was made at the inning of the 1 century. 35 

Schulz reinforced Burckhardt's attribution of the statue 

to Antonio drawing attention to the strong 

ilari ty between the statue of St. and of 

Peter t1artyr from the High Al t,ar of S. Giust.ina Antonio 

Lombardo. 36 It 1S high likely that, as Schu 

statue was begun by Antonio Lombardo, never entirely 

finished. 3 ? 

11. Venice, S.Giovanni with the 
of the 

Plates 150, 151 

The altar 1S situated in the chapel taking up the left 

arm of the former parish church of S.Giovanni 
,.,. , 
\,.TrlSOS"t,onlO 

ich is built on a Greek Cross plan. The Chapel was erected 

by several stonemasons, including Pietro and 

Giovanni Buora. T1-1e altar is decorated with a relief, 

consisting of t.wo slabs of light grey marble, of the 

COl"onatiol1 c)f the Vi 38 At it,s bottom ledge . "-
ll, is 

in:::.;cr i bed "TULLI I LOl'1BARDI OPUS". There 1S no evidence of 

polychromy or gilding. The a rp is framed by speckled 

35 Paoletti (189::n, II, pp. 201-02. A detailed disc~lsE;ion of 
the history of the church and I also in Schulz (1991), 
p. 201. 

36 Burckhardt (1909), p. 544. 

37 Schu.lz (1991), p. 202. 

38 See Wilk (1978), pp. 87 and 119-20. 
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?) relief of the Virge) Orane. 

The width at the base of the lower s :neaS1J .. res 198 ere, 

its height measures 162.5 cm (including the figures' base). 

The upper slab is of the same width, but slight less 

he 

central figure of Christ measures 105 c:m. The 

relief measures up tel 17. !:S cm. 

Chapel and its a.l tar were erected by the 

rr~h ,::", 
J. ..l...!.."_" 

r 

General of the 3cw:) Grande della Misericordia Hi th money 

from a bequest by Jacopo Bernab6, silk merchant and Venetian 

cltlzen. 

The two " t S.l.a ';8 for the altarpiece were delivered 

paid for on 7 December 1500. Both 1 and 

altarpiece were finished by 3rd November 1504. 39 

, S. dei di Malta. Altar 
S.Geminiano. 

Plates 54-56 

This altar was formerly the High Al tar of the parish 

lnlano at the far end of Piazza S.Marco, which 

Has destroyed short 19t,h 1807 . 40 Rebui ing of 

that church had begun in 1505 by Cristoforo dal Legname, but 

Has completed by Jacopo Sansovino in the 1550s. The altar was 

thus for and situated in the rectangular presbytery that 

had erected by Cristofaro. The altar is nOH in the 

church of S. Gio'ranni dei Cavalieri di Hal ta, where it was 

39 Sheard (1971)) p. 156. 

40 Zo:czi (1972)j P8 334. 
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installed in 1842.41 A large central rllche contains three 

small niches "l-7i th the marble statuettes of Sts. t,he 

Baptist (centre), (left) and a canon saint (right). 

statues are partly gilded. altar's architecture 1S 

abundantly decorated with inlays of colourful stones. 

St. John the ist measures 66 cm in height, . t1erLna 

65 em, the canon saint 63 cm.4Z 

Nothing is known about the altar' s patronage. 

the statuettes were referred to in a letter Bernardo (le' 

c!arved by the sculptor Bartolomeo d1 

Bergamasco. 43 

The altar was completed before 17th June 1525, which is 

the date of Bernardo's letter. it is also stated that 

this commission followed making of the statues ()n the 

High Altar of S. Rocco, which were nearly completed in 1521. 

Moreover, Bernardo de Marin wrote that the S.Geminiano altar 

was before the statue of the Magdalen for an altar in 

S.Maria dei Servi, which was commlssloned on 24th 

1524. 

55. 
del 

Plate:::., 94, 95 

e Paolo. Altar of St. 

t 

The Al tar of the len was erected in the church of 

ia dei it was fifth along the right 

wall. The altar's large n was occupied by one sole life-

41 For the altar"s history in 
(1984b), p. 262. 

19tJ1 c~ent.ury see Sc~hulz 

42 Dimensions from z (1984b). p. 272, nn. 41, 43, 45. 

43 Last published by Schulz (1984b), p. 271, n. 3. 
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size marble statue of Mary Magdalen, probably se~ into a 

smaller niche. The statues of two kneeling angels, mentioned 

pre'vious (see Cata.logu.e no, 5), were located to the s 

of the pediment, 44 After the demolition of the Servite 

monastery and church in the 1820s, the altar was moved to 55. 

Giovanni e Paolo, where the figure of the Magdalen was put on 

a of in the second choir 1 on the 

right. The frame, on the other was installed. irl t11e 

first of the left a1SLe and now con~a1ns a f 

Jerome (p i\les Vittoria and a relief of 

ion of v same sculptor. Of tHO 

kneel angels that once decorated the altar's irnell t J (jll(::; 

1· c' 
~. in sacristy ()f Giovanni ot11er C'l1e in 

21ta.-3.tlic11e MtlSeerl PrelJ.sE.~isc11el~ K1J. sitz, Berl:'n. 

a is made of mart , -l-' 
H11 .. n 

decorated Hi th a:c. alaba.E.;ter 

Tt'"{,?I,.S sU.rrolJ.rld.ed fresco pal.:ntlflg:S , its 

gild.ed. ~ 

The figure of the ~lagdalen measures 178 cm in he 

including its base. 45 According to the contract, the height 

of the en"t.1re altar '.Jas to be "from "t,he ground up to the apex 

of pediment ly 28 feet", or 974 cm, its wid'':.h 

556 cm.46 These imensions roughly corre t,o t,he al tax' as 

built. The width of the bay (between the free-stand 

CO s) measures 283 cm. ssal measures 60 cm in width. 

The altar table is 107 em high. 

44 See Soravia (1822), I, pp. 185f., who described the angels 
to si 

45 lz (1984b), p. 273, n. 273. 

46 See Appendix I. 



Altar and tomb were donated by Verde , " 
de.LJ..a 

noblewoman of Verona (d, 1.39.3), One hundred and th years 

after thlS donor"s they were commissioned by the 

Procl.:rators of S, f:'t3.rco de Ci tra. This Has recorded lr~ an 

inscr ion on the ,.7 a 1 1.. to the side of the a i~n. its 

origLn.al ion. inscription read:" PRAESTANTISS. 

MATB.C)NP~ IGt~OTA I I P~ENTISS. PROCDRATORES DE 

CITRA, ARAt1 DE POSUERE ANNO 1524,"47 

As evident from extensive documentation in the 

lve of the Procurators of S, t<larco de Ci tra, the altar a:lct 

tomb were constructed between 1523 and 1525.48 Guglielmo 

and the .S1.1 t.ar":; 

while Barto di Bergamasco carved the statue. 

Venice, 55. e Paolo. of 

F es 33-35 

Ie t.r s the first apsidal el tc 

of tl:..e ry. It is decorated wi 

l.n the lat,eral n. A ;2,ta.tue c:£ t,lie 

ed t.he central nlche, 

..:..ost. this nic:l1e is 

Francesco Bergamasco s statue of St. le:n. ~ The 

t.s of the upper t.ier, attic storey and are 

decorated '(41 reliefs of angels, God the Father and the Dove 

of the Holy Ghc'st. All f res and ornamented arch1 t,ectural 

elements are partial t.he figures' pupils were 

painted blad;:. 

47 Recorded Sansovino/Martinioni, p. 161. 

48 Part pub11 by Caffi (1884). 



Andre'", ilip measure 139 em and 

height respectively, the reliefs of the angels measure 

x 48 em, em x 81.5 

(width), the lunette 39 em x 83 em (width).49 
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l· 'r', 
~-' 

em 

C:ln 

The altar was built on behalf of Filippa Benedetti, 

Venetian citizen, who erected the a in memory of her 

brother Andrea. It emerges from documents that 

have been i11ade 

Scrl1J.lz 

::.n the works 

really tra.ce 

most 

1478 and 1 6. 

of the after a des 

her comparison ::.s tenuous. 

lei S C· . ." 

",·,f 
'-'~ 

lrl .3. f 

the apostle's 

altar mt!.st 

Andrea 

OLe 

t;:: he.s 

a iCi11 (:oI l -CS VO "?50 In her discu.ssion of 

relief of the Father, Schulz did not point OU.t the 

similarity with Antonio Lombardo's relief of the same subject 

on the soffit of the Zen altar in S.Marco. 

and Seminario 
statues from S.Marina. 

Plates 50-52, 53 (reconstruction) 

The parish church of S.Marina was suppressed in 1810 and 

lished in 1820. Its H A ar ~ras dismembered and the 

marble statues of Sts. Catherine and Magdalen were 

brought to SS. Giovanni e Paolo to 0 on the outer figure 

bases of the monument to Andrea in, replacing its 

or statues of Adam and Eve. The figure of St. Marina. 

on other ended up in Seminario Patriarcale. 

49 Dimensions from Schulz (1977a), p. 205. 

50 Schulz (1977a), p. 200. 
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the framework ~othing remalns, but the altar was described 

Str in 1604, and in a ma.nuscr of 1676, ~·7hich a 

reconstruction is possible. 51 

statue or inally at t~ne centre 'tATas 

S.Marina. St. len to l' arid a figure of 

left were located slight 

centra.l sGt.lrit. TIle t of figures (inc ir 

bases) lS as follows: St. Marina 169 cm; St. Catherine 164.1 

cm; St. Mary 157.8 cm.52 

three statues are carved from white marb Their 

attributes were orig lly gilded. altar's rk 

consisted of porphyry and Greek marb in various co 

Acco tIle altar:l InaO.e 

Lo1-"< er;,.ze) , was financed by the rician fc:mily 

..if ..... .., ...... 

1..:)1':::::; S.t . 

11arirlct i,r1aS one 

1524, the year of Lorenzo 

> S. 

? es 128-130 

Tl1e altar lS si t,u,at,ed l~l a 1 to the l' 

pre ry. The 1 is dOll":led and richly decorated Hi th 

reliefs of the lists in the dome's spandrels and floral 

ornaments on the pilasters and the altar's frame. The 

a1 tarpiece presents a 1'ec la1' low relief of the ~1adonna 

51 Schulz (1991,), 
recons~ruc~lon ( ate 5) 
for Doge Giovanni Mocen 
High Altar of S.Sepolcro 

pp. 175f. and p. 176, n. 7. 
is modelled on the contemporary Tomb 

(plate 72) the (much smaller 
logue no. 31 and plate 69). 

52 Dimensions from Schulz (1991), p. 174. 

53 ibid. See also Corner (1749, III, p. 255. 
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mourning the Dead Christ (centre) with Sts. Nicho and 

Andre,.-7 (left), James and Helen (r t). Selv"',3.ti"vo ai-SO 

described a free-stand statue of the Resurrected Christ on 

top of the a 5 4 The re~ief t~-JO S of 

delicately veined marble. Gilt is appl a all t.e) 

"s veil and gird ,Christ"s loincloth, 

approximately 4 em of gi runs as a frame a 

Narrow ba 

a mensa are decorated with the Gussoni family"s eoa~-of-

arrllS. 

The relief proper is 170 em high and 133 em wide, the 

oases of ea(::ll r of pilasters are 41 em wide, adding to a 

total width of 215 cm. The seated Madonna measures 95 cm in 

he 

Chapel and altar were made for Senator Jacopo Gussoni, 

Venetian patrician, ly rtly after 1479, 

Gussoni's marriage C( Loredan. 

Pac!letti ass the relief to Pietro Lombardo in 

collaboration w hlS son Tullio. 55 Similar 2;el'fIatico 

at,tr the a SCll. in the vicinity of Tullio 

Lombardo. Physical features and draperies are very similar to 

tro Lombardo"s free-standing figures of the Corbelli altar 

in S.Stefano (Catalogue no. 39). 

54 Selvatico (1847), p. 236. 

55 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 222. 
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S.l"Iarco, of St. Clement. tier of the 

Plat,e 12 

The upper tier this altar conslsts of a relief 

represent a with Child in half-length, by 

statuettes of Sts. Mark and Bernardino of Siena. is 

compr')si tio:n is 11ClW set, ()!1 top of t118 altarpiece: frOD) t,he 

Chapel of St. Nicholas in the Ducal Palace (see catalogue no. 

22) . Original it probably constituted the e:;:).tire 

a1 iece. Gilt lS applied to the saints' attributes, the 

Vi s halo ana the coffers of the 2~rld 

of the frame and the 

inscription at the 

relief of the Madonna, inc ing 

141.5 cm (he 

St~ ino 84 cm. 56 

Tile a=:" tar lS one of three commissioned 

Cristo foro Mora () lS iE inscr io~ns ():tl ,3.11 

tl1reE: al t,ars ~ T11e .i11scriptic:l of tllis altar l"'eads: "DTJCE 

SERENI:3S1 DNO CRRI /OFORO MCCCCLXV". The cate of 

tIns 14E;5, refers to the 

completlon. 

is a record of paymeEt 28th 

and 19) were made Antonio Rizzo. 

56 Dimensions from Schulz (1983a), p. 167. 
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of St. 

Plates 82, 83 

, S. of St. Paul. 

Plates 84-86 

The altar of St. James is situated in the r t tran 

of S. rco. The round- aedicula ~s richly decorated 

with floral ornaments. It frames a shallow round-arched niche 

with the marble statue of St. James. Its counterpart, the 

Altar of St. Paul, lS locat,ed in the left transept of the 

Its composition is analogous to its counterpart 

to St. with a marble statue of St. Paul 

standing in the niche. 57 The major difference the two 

is decoration the which on the Altar of 

C .... 
;...,,1 \.'. Paul a ItJw relief icting the Conve:t"sion of 

Saul. There lS no trace of gild or polycb.l"omy 011 ei tJ1er 

altar~ 

statue of St. s measures 106.5 cm in height. The 

statue of St.Paul measures 111 cm In ight. The an ium 

c,f the of Saul measures 65.5 cm (height) 

and 111 cm (Hidth). entire height of the Al tar of St. 

James is 373.7 cm, that of the Altar of Paul 37 .~j cm.58 

Like the altar in the Chapel of St. Clement, these two 

altars Here made by Antonio Rizzo for Doge Cristofaro Moro. 59 

57 Selvatico (1847), p. 192:" sti panneggiamenti ed insieme 
Ie are de" \lC> 1 ti.. 1(2; est,l"emi t,a e ill ,ge11erale Ie fOl"'me 
tutte, ricordano quelle maniere che allora vestlvano 
d"ingenua bellezza anche i dipinti del Cima, del Carpaccio e 

58 Dimensions from Schulz (1983a), p, 167, 

59 Again, this lS documented by two 
inscriptions on the altars. On the Al tar 
reads "DUCE INCLITTISSIMO ET PIENTISSIMO 
MAURO INCIPE" . 

almost 
of St. 

/ DNO 

icleX"!>t/ic:e~l 
~James 

..... 
lv 

CRISTClFClRO 
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The altars were made between 1465 (inscription on the 

previous altar) and 1469, when Rizzo received his final 

payment, 

20. Venice, S. the 

Plates 73-75 

The Al tar of the Sacrament was erected in the cel:.tral 

apse and behind the High Altar of S.Marco. is e ():n 

an e plat off four free-st.anding 

sted co t.\.Jo smooth co leaning against. 

apse wall. support an entablature which was original 

surmOllll ted a dome of gilded bronze. so 

0.1 tar is made of marble and other, semi-precious 

stones. In the centre of tr ite composition lS a 

bronze spor 10 with a relief depicting an Allegory (Jf the 

Recie.IlJpti(}J] I.Tacopo Sansovino. Above it" in the 10",Y-relief 

coffered barrel vault, is a If- figure of God the 

Father. The relief is two pray a~ngels i!l l1igh 

relief. In the lateral niches are two st,a:nd statt1.es 

of s. Anthony of Padua 

soffi t of its are 

gilded, is God the Father's halo. The capl tal.S of the 

jasper columns the centre are also gi 

al tal" roeaSl~l"eS 262 CITJ ill l1eigl1t a~nd 247. E: f::rn ill 

,,,;ridth. St. is measures 74.1 em St. 76.2 em 

in 61 

60 ~1eschinelli) (17f<n, p. 108. See also Caspary (1964), pp. 
86f and pp. 161f., n. 188. 

61 Dimensions from Schulz (1991). p. 177. 
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altar was ccmmiss~one~ by the Procurators of S.Marco 

de Supra who drew up the contract w sculptor LC11"'"e:nZ(i 

Bregno on 3rd 1518~ 

21. , S. 

Plates 117-120 

1'e2.ief the of S.Marco is situated behind an 

a2.tar table and set i:nt,o arch in front of the tomb of St. 

Mark, thus being directly under the High Altar of the church. 

The high relief consists of five slabs of Greek marble with 

f s of the Enthroned Madonna and Child in the centre and 

Sts. Mark and Peter to her left and l' . On the outer 

of the lunette are s Sts. Ursula (left) and Catherine 

All f s stand on a common base. The female 

sairlts, however', a 1"(-;:: :cepl"esent,ed 011 a smaller 

rounded than male saints, less animated, and appear 

a st 1 an afte While the t,hree central blocks 

are 0= tl1e Sal1::e s, the outer blocks are thinner. As 

far as I could see edges of each b , the original 

composition mere consisted of the central figures in 

a lar :'telief . Gilt is ied to the hems of the 

, .. 
araperles~ their sandals and their attributes .. The 

Madonna"s throne is ted with black inlays. 

~1adonna measu.re:3 106 em in 

(inc:luding the 13 cm high base), St. Peter 0~1 the right 

measures 104.5 cm, St. Ursula on the left 87 cm. 

The stone, but also the delicacy of the reliefs, and the 

.c 
J.. res aperle€, :;:-ecal1 the I

, . a "carplece of t,he GU.2,eOlli 

chapel at S. L10 ( Catalogue no. 16). Other details, sue:h 

drapery of the Madonna the face of St. ~jarl~ are 
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almost identical with elements of the relief of the Piet& in 

the ante-sacr ty of S. i.3. (Ie 1 foot ~ the 

an r ion reads: "t1CCCCLXXXXIIlI DIE PE, 

II EX H10SINI2,. " 

this mean that the altarpiece was made :;~ious 

donations? The 1st March 1494 marked the 400th anniversary of 

transferral of relics of is site in the 

crypt. the relief made to commemorate this hie.torical 

event? Accord the altarpiece belo:r:ged 

ich had its seat fl'om 1222 

until 1618, when the confraternity moved from the c into 

the so-called Cal'-,pella dei i ill the 

S.Marco, which is decorated ith the marble triptych of 1430 

(p 7)k 62 

Plate 13 

The marble h relief once decorated the 1 CJI St. 

Nicholas in the Ducal Palace. After tll(:::' destruction the 

chapel, it was instal as the lower portion on the altar of 

the of St. i:r: S.Marco. 53 is altar ~ S l:zppe::."' 

C;Cl 11Sist,g of ,"(,lle l'"elief describecl above (see catalc)gue 

no . ::. 7) . relief in questlon Doge Gritti 

(1' to St .. las (c{2.:ntre) y 

R? Lorenzetti (1926), p. 211. See a~so Muraro (1961b). 

53 Wolters (1983), p. 98, brie mentioned the altar i:n t~ne 

hist.oric.al cont,ext, of the decoration of the Ducal Palace. 
Schulz (H)~H) , pp. 190-91, provided a ana 
sculptures's, e. Hubala (1977) waf!. concerned malE 
the ctorial decoration by Titian (See Chapter Two, 
P,-7. ill teel Dec;()l'~a ti ()L? c,f tile ill ta 1'"'5 ' ~r()[:!..tlLiil]gs . 

07i -:::,h 
M ? 
~-.' ~ ..:..." 



gild 

f 

(left) . lS no evidence of polychromy or 

.. ..,..;.,. 
Dl .. 'LI..; tr.i.e 2:.1 ta.r as ~ ..... .. 

,g l.Lded.;; 

to the relief"s or inal ~rame, which is lost. 

The relief is 120 em wide and 17.5 em deep at 

w11icl-L Tna:i 

t~ne erltal):'a.t1.1re it rneasrtr"es 140 ern irl 11e 

re of St .. N L, 1 a.::"; rnea.S1).reE~ 112 c:rn irl fle (includ 

eITI fie of 

The altarpiece was made for Doge Andrea Gritti in 1523, 

when it was seen and described as new Marin Sanudo. It was 

assigned by Schulz to an anonymous Venetian sculptor. 54 

, S. , Zen . Altar. 

Plate;:; 122-124 

The Zen 1 is situated at the south end of the 

narthex of S. ~1arc(). Its altar coneasts of a fully 

dimensional c~aJ:l0py with three bronze st,atues 

repI'eS f2l:1t, l'1adonna and Child, Sts. Peter (left) and \.lGhn 

Baptist (right.). The soffit of the canopy, • J carr lea 

richly ornamented free-stand co at the front and 

pilasters at the r-ear, is decorated with a half-l 11 

reI of God the Father surrounded angels. The 0.1 tar' s 

antependium lS decorated with a bronze relief Gf the 

Resurt-ection. 

The c:anopy' s atform is 329 em creep. The canopy's arch 

lS 396.5 em h and 258 em wide. The relief of the 

antependium measures 84 em (he ) x 232 em Cwidth).55 

64 Schulz (1991), pp. 190-91. 

65 Jestaz (1986), p. 119 and p. 138. 
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The chapel .3.Yld. al t.a.r btJ.il t u.Ylder the 

F'Y"C;Ctlra.tors of S ~ Marc:o cle Ci t:t .. r.-7.:; fo 1 

tb.e te Venetia.n ician, Cardin2.l 

Giambattista 

Zen's will and lts codicils were written in il iE-lOl. 

The contract for the chapel between the Procurators and 

io rdo and Alessandro Leopardi was drawn up on :9 

1504, The chapel was virtually complete, when the 

cardinal's corpse was transfe:::'red there on 26 ~2arch 1521. 

, ~ 

...LJ... cal accessories were commissioned as late as 1552,66 

The altar was Antonio Lombardo (to whom ,:Te2taz 

attrib:.:tted the Seat.ed wi th t.he Christchild and St. 

Pet.er), Paolo Savin and various ot.her art.ists. 

S.Maria dei of 
Peter. 

P t,r2.S 7, 8 

The 1 was added to the main lId 

Frari a the left aisle at the he of 11' screen 

(plat.e 9). Its stone po has five pointed-arched niches 

on the main tier. are • 0 occuknen free-staJ:ld stor:e 

f of Sts. Peter (centre), Jerome (outer left), John the 

Baptist (inner left), lorcew 0:::" James and 

). Their attributes and the hems of their 

cloal~s ShO~T tl"a(2:eS of gild In the nlcnes of the upper 

t.i.er ax"e I1alf- figures of the Madonna and Child at the 

centre and female Saint,s ( frorn left to l' 

Magdalen and C~are. The figures' nlcnes were 

6. 6 For a det,ai account see Jest.az (:986), pp. 175-216. 
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or inally painted dark blue and their ".Jere gi 

attribu.te;::, arlO~ dl'"'aperiE:s 

were ially gilded, The hair of the ferna 

polyehrcmed or gilded. 

entire altar measures 385 em in height and 313 em in 

width.57 

The 

Venetian patrician and bishop of Vicenza 1409-1433; after 

Pietro's death the project was taken on 

Fa:'J.st,i!l() ~ statues of the maln tier 

cOl'nmissio!1ed by al1cit,b.el:"' Pietro Emilia:n.i, tht2. eldex" F1ietro ~ s 

Sf']li. 

Accord to a recent publication by Stefa:nac, the 

altar 

r hand, suggesteo a 

from the many di 

c.ppears Dloe 

"" \C. , 

0/0 
L. / \) 

dat 

Slze, 

y,,7 er(=: 

suggest that the male saints were 

1449#68 Iten:::., 

of about 1460. 68 Judging 

the figures of the upper 

pc) lycllromy) 

at tIle same. t,':m(~. I 

in the 1460s, whereas 

the female saints belong to the 1440s or earlier. 

Stefanac attributed the statues of the polyptych to the 

Florel1t,ine SC~l~ Agostino di Duccio, who is 

spent some time in Venice between 1442/3 1449. It. 

figu:::,'es of each tier 

diffe!~e:nt scu rs. Moreover, the statue of St. 

Peter in the central niche appears to be the work of a third 

67 Stefanac (1990), p. 34. 

68 Stefanac (1990). 

68 Iters (1976), I, p. 2E;5. 
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25. Venice, S.Maria dei Frari, of the 
Blood. 

Plates 167-170 

The little marble tabernacle, which once perhaps stood 

in t,he chapel of St. t1ichael in S. Haria dei Frari, :;.s not 

strictly speaking an al lec~e, but, a reI ry, It. is 110W 

fixed into r h level in the sacris of 

tne same church. Strictly speaking, it probab 

the function of an altar, but of a reI At the 

tabernacle's centre is a low relief represent 

space with a tabernacle construction in the centre. The 

tabernacle is decorated with a bronze lcJ wi t,h a x<elief 

of the Repent len.. To the sides of tl1e }:"eli(2.f are 

statuettes of Sts. John the ist and Francis. It} ct 

above ::.s a relief of the Dead Christ with 

Angels. Gilt is applied to the cornices of the relief. The 

figures, on the other hand, show no evidence of polychromy or 

gi width of the tabernacle's measures 163 em at its 

relic do:nat,ed the 

Venetian :::'ician 111archio Trevisan. It likely ttl.at 

also paid for the manufacture of the tabernacle. According to 

a passage in Sabellico, the altar was finished 1488. 

attrib),ted the tabernacle to Tullio Lombardo. 

1 • 
.Lln, tIle abbl"e'\riatiorl "110 Ci" O~l th.e 

as the sculptc')r' -- S 

s suggested Marino di Harco Cedrini as the author of 
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the statuettes. 70 On the other hand, Kreplin ass 

tabernacle"s remaining 

wo 

> S. dei of St. 

Plates 28-31 

The wooden tr of St. Micl1ael is situated i:n t}-:..e 

second choi:::: , on the left. Its frame consists of three 

l1icl1es ()f eqlJ.aJ.. SlZe.1 

and gilded figures of the A 

contain 

1 Michael 

. 1 
'eile 

~,}le c~en tre ; 

Sts N Fra:nc:is a~n.d tian on either side. T~le central 

f re, ';-1hose ,[-1ings have been clipped to him into 

niche, is n:.::t the original one, a 

carved at the same time as the lateral f '" ~, at tIle e:.tld ~.,c: 
t......J ...... 

the 15th 71 I:n.2.t,ead, l't. probab served as a 

processional f reo there lS no reason to believe 

that the or 1 statue represented the Madonna. the late 

, other saints could also occupy the centre of an 

a lece, such as on the Altar of St. Michael in lne 

Cathedral at ia. 

It is not knc·wn whet.her the altar was surmounted a 

predel zone, 

128 em in b.e 

70 t'1cAndrew, (1980), p. 189; 
262. 

III tl-: .. e 

1 have contained carved 

lin in Th.-B., VI, pp. 26:-

71 Communication from Dott. Luigi Sante Savio, restorer of the 
Soprintendenza ai Beni Artistici e Storici eli Venezia. 



the fig~res were comm1SS 

":)nQ 
... } \~J U 

Boccaleri, g1J~i OT the crockery sel rs, 

whose their 

lS 1420 

t1ot.t. 16 k~own about the a ing, but the 

a is very similar to 

llini's Pesaro Tr da Faenza in the sacris 

of the Frari, wh 1488. This s. irnilari t.yarl.c. tl1e 

res style, ~'7hich is re 

from the Tre~tino and Friuli of the early 16th cen 

a ypothetical to the last decade of the 

27. Venice, S. Al tar o:f the Pieta :frOID 
S. 

Plates 132 

luarblE: relief represents a Seated 

ist In her lap, and Sts. Paul, Mark (both ft) , 

l'-1ic}101as ( 

Giustinian 

of po 

, 1 Sfnal. ..... 

( '" ,.1. 

sac:l'" is 

right) , in profile s .. 

and An ) , 

Id 

of S.Maria della Salute. 011C:E! clec()ra t,;so 

altar in S.Andrea della Certosa. 

it,s the relie~f} 

c}~ne piE:ce of 

(w \ 
) , 

16 known with oertain about the relief"s 

l:"Olla,ge, Ac:cc)rd to c~. ::.:""efere1:1Ce 
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co 
~.J, • 
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Te:'"l. 72 }I()y.le'ler ~ 

~o the GiustiTIian family who 

I SD.ggest t11at 

rate an altar for An~onio Surian, the prlor of the 

Carthusian mOTIastery, who from 1504 until his death in 1508 

was also Patriarch wa.s S.Andrea del 

S2 .. 7:3 ~·,a.rrant 
, , 
-r:.ne incluston of 

renzo Gtusttntan, the first Venettan l' 

l' t, 'ir7nO l. of the i-a:ns. 74 

On the relief, Gtustintan lS looking at St. An 

donor's name saint, on the ft, Alternatively, -r:.ne depiction 

of St. Lorenzo GiustiniaTI suggests the ronage of a mem~er 

of [lis tHO Is at the Certosa. 1b.2 

identiftcatton of tcted tn low reltef, 

could be a clue to the altar"s ronage. 

A listie ()crnj;i·a.l .... isorl Tt7 lIto Lombardo's 

for the 

the reltef to lIto 

Paoletti~ 75 However y 

d.c,es nc)t ;::,upport 

htmself, 

tt was 

_"c 
Oi.. 

72 BMC, ice Cicogna, 
S . Andrea della Certl,)Sa, 

bl.lst,a 3233/1 3234, 
verso: "fll. ultima 
della Pieta, sco 

fascicolc) J..) folio 
d r esso la C~app\s=-=-21. 

con al tare alla ..... 
ll.,C) 

ell t,ri sant.i, t,ut,ti d'" iJ.11 

anticr.:) Vine 
solo pezza da famoso seul tore e la 

l~ra ... 15:7. /1 

73 rner (175,8), ;;>. :33, 

74 Lorenzo Giustinian on the relief can eaSl 
featl:tl"es 

dell"Accademia (see 

'::'; '"if"~'::" 
..... o\..L 1 __ " nearly identical to 

Bellini of 
Meyer zll.:::" 

1465 in 
Capellen, 

bE: ide:ntified 
those of a 

the Gal1e:::.'ie 

Stuttgart, 1985, pp. :36f. Al is 
irlCll).ded. a.rflorlg tIle sa.i~2.ts clf tile lece.~ I-: .. e ~.:rclS 
not beatified until 1524 and was canonised OTIly in 1624. 

75 Paoletti (1893), II, p. 228. 
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?S iacher was little impressed by the 

wo qU.8.1ity-" ~ 77 

ted. relief to (::.:3. ~ 1500. 73 IruJ.eecl J the 

paral 

c of S.Marco of 1494 llic- bardo - s Hiracle ()f e 

of the Fieta tl1e first deca.de elf trle 1 

this reI C()lJ. have been made around the time 

its tial donor, Antonio Suriano 

S.Maria Mater Altar of 

The Sal} 0.1 t,a,r is t.11e first in the :t .. 

the small parish church of S.Maria Mater Domini. A tomb stone 

ion is plac:ed in front of it. 79 al 

is with three s~a~ues of St. Andrew at the centre, 

with Sts. Peter ana I to his sides, 1n an elaborate 

itectural relief, represent cL red, barre -vaulted 

space w'i til a.pse. ~ Tl1(2. latt,e~r is OCcl11~ied 

the Fa reas St. Andrew 1S -s 

ill h relief ~ P2~rts c= 

the coffered vault, the apse relief and the frame's ta2.s 

are gilded, 81 ilarly to zeo Bregno's Altar of the 

76 ibid. 

r (1954)) l?~ ~~69) l,}~ 7. 

78 Krahn (1988), p. 94. 

79 The inscription s: "ANDREAE 
FlLIAE ILLI IilJI C ;/ I 

DEF(TNCTI S ;/ ET UXORI INCOMPARABILI / CUM 
VIX:::T XIII TRlVl ANDREAE F. 
POSTERIS VULT FI Tn 

FILIC) 
T1'rpn T:-' [-) 
U .i. ..... '\J.. b~ .. ' 

I 
~:,IBI 

ET jr 

ACERBE 
ISS. 

/ ET 
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rlO. 20). altar's 

erlC rt1.S -::.ed. CCj lC)tlrflJ.l feat1}rir~g: the 

Trevisan coat-of-arms at the ledge behind the altar"s mensa. 

lS that of the opposite altar, which 

be to Giro lame) ini. 

St~ rnea.SU.l'-"es .... 14~5 ern irl ight, 

Paul 106.5 and 105 em respective (includ .c 
.L 

1.)aSeS ) ~ 80 

e illSCI' C.t1 

,Jf it, the altaI' was for tIle ia!l pat,riciar.i P2~olo 

Trevisan in memory of nlS son Andrea who had died at the age 

cf si)~, furthermore to Paolo' s daughter E 

The 'YJas clJfnrniss ior.:.ed before 

1524. It, was :not, yet firl.'::'slled lr:. 

was to Antonio Minella. 81 

Sa:c.sovino J::~epol"ted the statues had 

LoreJ:1ZC' but, fi:ni b~l io ~li:nellc 

Schulz ified s r of ~:: + .-~ Peter _L t .... ) ,-'C, Pal~l 3S 

carved st,at,tte of Andrew anG th.e relief of C;od t,he 

Father. 52 

(1991), p. 209. 

81 2:al"tol"'i;/Fillal'"il}i (1976), p~ 163. See also Scl11J.lz (1991) ~ 

pp. 210f. 

82 ibid. 



32.2 

Mater of the Sacrament from 

}? s 77-79 

ria 1'1aggiore .'-11 120 

C 
"-) . la Mater Domini, where it now occupies the 

left of t,}1e When Moschini described al tar in 

1815, it, T-Jas al in place at its new location. 

The structure of the altar 1S tripartite. While two 

figures of Sts. John the Evangelist and 

of rud s, a repository for the host or 

Cl relic opens in the reced central section. Although the 

a s framework 1S almost certain a past of the 17 

-:,his i te type of Sacrament al tar certai~lly 

existed in the early 16th as we can see on the U 

positicn"".:.s of 

~ ... ."l • , .... 

~n.:ala Wl ~h va:"' 

traces of 

Paolet,-::,i 

1 .-1 
.J... \.J. 

statuet,tes, 

SC1J. 
r'l' • 
l....:rlO'1la:nJ:ll 

the ("' 
0. ia Mater ini, 

statuettes of the saints, however, take into 

space between them. The statues are 

i tecture of a 1S ri ly 

-Les and po The s of 

ind the f s ~ea:: 

ron age of the altar. 

as the author of the t,wo 

t,ile f s to ?2.dua~n 

rlaria c:a; tha.t 



Mater 

P :2. 101, 102 

"::' ,'-. ~ '"' 
,...,;:.·, ...... 1 ..... 

3~3 

left Venice for 

I with altar and sepu ,,7as original2.y 

tee to of the presbytery in the F:::'anci:2.can 

11U.:n~:~er::l i,)f S # church had eleven altars. 

}..{'ere tb.e regiJ. ions in the vJill of 

A se Mal of tJ:e 

16th century had financed most of the build 

t, to its location i1: 

to l' p:t'esbytery of S. ia lIll 

1829. 8 5 

The marble statue o~ Francis s s in a round-arch 

-F ill tte cell tl"e St Lottis of Toulouse ( in Venetian -'-

Alvise) , on r side Sts Clare El:.sabetJl of 

OJ} left s Sts Be ina and A:l of 

Venetia~l ician. (Alvise) Mal lero f 

ifice of the church and its interior, includ 

83 Pao:::"etti (1893), II, p. 275; 
TrcLmoJ:l·tiJ:1 (19E~2) , p ~ 35, comment 
secondo i schemi della rinascenza 
esso sono notevoli Ie due piccole 
S.Giovanni forse di ~orenzo 

Schulz (1991), 
:" ... costruito anc()ra 

se un po' tardi; in 
s"catue di S. Marco e cii 

84 :'111S IDOl1ume11t, is ill stra.t,ed in Cicog:na, III, opposit.e p. 
429. 

85 Tramontin (1962), p. 35. 



A.l.VlSe 

emerges 

w expllCl"S 

permission of Alvise or his nell'S, as he acqu. 

pat:ronatu.s over 

Al though a st inscription referred to the completion 

of presbytery of the church in the year 1536, the altar"s 

ornamentat,ion appears to have been made a years 

earlier. 87 large oral patterns on the pilasters of 

a ar" s aedic:J.la frame recall pi sters of 

presbytery of the late 15th century. quality of tne 

statues is so inferior de 

a;.3S the all tepeJ:lc:i :.~rD to 

IJorellZ0 l"e,st of tl1(;:; al t,al" lIas escaped :notice i.rl 

art-historical literature. ss altar was not considered 

on Giambattista 

di 10. Altar from the church 
of 

s 69-71 

H Al tal:- of dedicated to the 

J.n left- trans 

44,0':1 Alvise"s 
S.Maria ore. 

P}?, 418-419~ 
perz.onali t,y and 

87 inscr lon, reco 
~~ARIPIETRO ) 

A 
UXOR. 

88 Lorenzetti (1926), p. 471. 

his role 
l (1986)' pp. 

in the build 

III, 

-rm 
1. 1 .~ 

l1:2-

of 
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Ca.s te 11::) ~ ych-cum-tr I-arch structure 

Sts. ist ) (1' teral 

~iches and a tabernac In the centre. The lunette abcve the 

Ie tures .? If-leng:trl f of dead C111"'is~. 

a the Sav stood on a ~ upper 

tier. gi 

pc)r"t.lC)!:l repl"'et:~ 

inioni (see belov). 

Ie w 

precious stones. The figures are carved from Carrara marble. 

Traces of gild ca.n be f 

ies and on some cornlces. 

altar is 230 em h and 184.8 ern wide (at the 

lowest cornice). The statuette of St. r measu.res 8 CIn 

he , that of St.John the 

Al 

mentioned 10th March 

inoni"8 editions of i:c.() 

latter. so 

altar"s patronage. lz d .. ::t s to 

to 1z the statuettes 

ist are Lore::1Z0 altarpiece. 

which 1z alsc; a.ss t<) lS closely'" rela7,ed t,() 

·the Giovanni Mocenigo in SS. Giovanni 

Scllt~lz (1991), po 197. 

XII, p. 35. Sansovino/Stringa, 

S1 Schulz (1984a), p. 166. 
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rdo. 

32. in Isola, liani 

p 

33. Venice, S.Michele in Isola, . Altar t-;he 
of the 

in Isola, . Altar of the 

Plates 141, 142 

iliani 1 lS blJ.il t o:n a:n l""iexagO!lal ;>la~G a.n.d. 

situated to the of ti1.e of the 

S.t1 exterior (plate 148) ~C 

stor,e. Seen from 1 viewpoint, as one approaches 

main entrance from tl1e water', tb.e 

cc):n.c.ic~ts tHO lateral intercolumnations llictes 

t!1e cerltral sec:tioJ:l \i-Ti t,b. tt~8 

an inscription above it to form a tr 

wh , ln a sense echoes the tripartite f of 

ise this effect, the statues' heads are turned from 

s tl1e broad CE:nt,re ~ is 

c she lIed dome. O~l O~le slde 

2. 1-""\ell 

doors (plate 1 7) alternat 

three altars of the 1, so eacn altar is on one axis 

with one of the doors. C~ one axis with the main door is the 

:l}aill al tC-l.l"' of t.b.e 1, declic to the Annunciatio:n of 

the Virgin. 



a 

1-. 
H 

1 

':("7 
v ....... I 

s lae a~..:.... 0a.l'" -CC) 

relief of tIlE: Ad()J:~,3.tion ()f 

lS S vestibl.l connect::::. the 

ith C;11L11"'cb. ~ T~ne rnaJ:"'ble a iece lS ca:~'ved in 

trlese ,3.1-::'ar2, ec11() orl ct srna...L r sc:a. 

st H ltar (see c.o.ta. 

36), which presumab was De same tirne, 

187 crn f " . r()rn 1:r1e rn/3.lrl 

Otl icrl f and columns are set to the main architrave. 

The niches are each 66 crn wide. figure of 1 is 91 

cn~ h iYl 104 ( irlc:lu.d Tl18 

he of the Adoration the Shepherds is 177 cm fro;:n the 

a.rId. relief to the main architrave. 

The relief 121 cm wide and cm deep. L 

iece =~ is 

177 h (from e of relief and co rnai11 

reI is 119 cm high 31 (:;ra 

of the altars are pol or gilded. 

iliani was founded by rita Vi tturi 

Emiliani, Venetian patrlclan, ing the Procurators of 

Citra in of l~S building and decoration. 

cler i ves frC)rrl e2(terlS i ile d.oclJ.rnerl-ta. t .iC)rl irl Archives of the 

Procurators of ;3, L1arco de Ci tra that the 

ly after the contract 

r Ei.!l.d c:[lie:: o.l"'chi teet 

ry 1529. !ilhi 

lielr:"1o, 



carved in 15:30 or GiarnlJattista. cIa 

~! Z 

> S. tar. 

at.ecl 

way analogous to Renaissance funerary monu.ments with a ta.:"l 

central arch and triangular iment and two storeys OI 

llicJ:1es te) slaes of the llaln arch. The latter contains a 

witb. relics, supported 

lar base and two putti. The front of the s 

wi scel1es the 

of St. figure of saint is dis,pl 

on of tile u The niches contain marble statues 

of saints on different scales: in the lower niches Sts. John 

the ist (left) and Sebastian (r in the upper niches 

on c.. sl sma~~er sca~e Sts. leOIl ( lS 

second storey, to the sides OI the 

1 ( 1 2t:nd iate t) 

on a smaller scale. the pediment, surrounded 

serapl1im} is a f of God the Fatb.e:c) 

same sc:ale Arn::lUlclatlon. al t,.a,~' s 

1 stones . Gilt 12; 

applied to the niches 

T -f-.e v ~"Tas Ilot, to obtai:n prec:ise mea s tt l"'elYJ ell tiS of 

the al tar" ~ s of the main tier measure approximately 

three quarter life-size. 

e C=:()Cllmel1...lcs 'f.,7el"'e l~:nown. to an.d I)art published 
(1962), pp. ~j33-39. 
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a.l tar T .. JaS 

altar is first 

ment by the ()n 151tJ. COfl t l'--",3..Ct. 

the stone mason Venturin 29 151.7. 

ir1sta.l! i.r:coITJplete ir~ 1520, cllicl fir.\.ist~ed. 

1522. 

The des 

Fantoni. statue;:; were carved Barto cli Fr aJ:1CE: sc:() 

rgarnasco Gia:::} Mosca of Padua (?)" 93 

S. St. 

10Cl 

Jerome is still in its or 

loc:at':Oll in the thi bay along left 2.ls..:..e of 

2'.2,alvatore. A n 

co 011 ei r side, :'2. insert,ecl il1t,() a large 

with tr ~. The niche features one sale marble 

apse above of 

is fill a relief of the Fa the:::' accompanied 

the rear wall of the ni the six columns whi suppc)rt tb.2 

itrave are made from or revet 

veined orange The 

ant lum are decorated wi 

ma~rble, po 

tures a coat-ai-arms. 

93 For a conClse lS 
Schulz (1984b), p. See aJ..S() 

al-:-.ar's zone 

statues' attribution 
J.z (1991), p. 87, :"l. 

.. , 
l'"Gf.:. 

see 
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The width of the n measures 174 em, its he" 

? ~~ '7 
&...<'~ i 

r-.Le statue is 187 cm. 

~he coat-of-arms ~s r~elan Priuli fa~i 

the 

inser UB.ENTI I ... lIT 

ire:."'!:. :::nE VII T TT7 T T " 
..:,.. \..,.1 W -"- J... ~ 

The altar was almost certainly begun during the 1520s 

Guglie Bergamaseo. 95 ~l 4th 1524, 

already been comilllSS to make the framework t,11e I-~ 

A of S ~ had a silver pala of t;ne late 

13 at, its c:elltre~ y~O vIas not completed 4tl: 

1528 S6 started work on St. 

al t,ar tion of the H Altar~97 As 

the statue apse relief o 

a pupil OVil1Cl was n.ot :.~r"l til 

1547, which time Girolamo had died.S8 

94 r (1991)~ ~p_ 148. 

S5 za (1778), I), 129, first Inel:t lielmo as 
architect of this altar. 

96 Cecchetti (1886 b), p. 497. 

97 '"' ,L-'. on the other hand, dated 
's work to 1540. 

98 Boucher (1991), p. 68. 
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37. Venice, S.Sofia. Four statues from Altar of the 
Seua at S. 

P s 15-18 

guild was or 

the dei 

1. It Has rem tb.e T..Jas dest 

a1 t.al~ r s sett. ~~ lost. The stone statues 

on corbels on the church's inner 

The \~+,,",,< 
"-' ·,-,0. Lttl~e and 11ave beeri pu t O~l 

tb.e H Altar. 

or r()med and lded. 

he of il1cluding thei;:' 

follows: St. Cosmas 110 em, ian 116 em, St. AndreH 114 

cm. St. 112 cm~99 

altar corornissiorled the 1"5 

PeI'n)issio:n t,c rj8C;·f,)rate an. al tal"' was to the barbers in 

i or: 10th st 

1490. In a recent cata entry on the restoration of Sts. 

to 1470-1474.~00 

.12 ass statues to the work of Antonio Rizzo, 

lng an attribution Paoletti. 10 :' 

99 Dimensions from 1z (1983a), p. 18C. 

100 l'1el'};:el (:991), pp~ 42-44. 

Paoletti (1893), TT p. 150. 
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S.Stefano. of Surian. 

11 

in.t:,) the 

aisle of the eh~reh, near the door lead 

0:;:- inal it was ca tee;.. :,,)1"'1 a::: a 

rnOIl:..~n)ell t to Surian to the left 

the main entrance. Grevem~roch, who illustrated the monument, 

t,b.is .31 t,ar Or' ded~cated 

to 

:1 iJ:lOl" ~ 102 .l\cc~ord 

c:onversaZ~()l1e with the ild on a throne, at the 

st,.ar.:c1 St R \..Ta.tne2, tlle E 

the rCJll,. {..Jac:opc) 

ian, Venetian citizen, icial1, i2. ife. 

relief 1S 128 cm ar~.c Cl:ilcl 1 

illC =- throne, measure 100 cm in he f of 

ind t,he };:neel Jacopo Surian measures 89 cm, 

ron 49 em in height. 

al iec~e was made between 1488, 

pI to have an al tar erected in S.Maria dei 

co:nplet,ed il1stalled 

r l:tl Sa:nu.do. 

letti rej all cLt,tri to Ales::', 

()r.:. ~celief" s inferiori ty. 03 

Lore:nzetti rd mastel""" ~ 104 

102 C~l"eve.ml;rc)(:;b. J I I =, c ~ 61: n clle al t,re vol te . 
dedicato alIa Madonna della Neve e ai santi stoli Giacomo 
i1 are ed i1 ~1inore." 

103 Pac)let,ti (189~)), II~ p~ 286. 

104 Lorenzetti (1926/1974), p. 503. 
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marble statues the Altar of 

Ie:l tir.:.c) 

(c(:::n tre) , left) a:ncl / .~ ... 
\ .L t) are 

the th~rd altar on the church's left aisle. Gilding was once 

hems of St. Nicholas's 010 to 

to the stone in St. - , 
\.) f2;I"Ornc::: 3 

I"es oases. St. Andrew's book was or inally 

l."E:IDal~lS altar's 

l"'e--l!Lli ld 1584-85~ 

illStcLll6Cl. 105 altar was again altered at the 

the 18th century, when ~ne ven l~S present 

St 

irl 1441. 

structure (plate 19) .106 

Andrew measures 114 cm in he t, (includ 

measures em ( in>cll~d se) . 

. . t' f' lal} C:l ,lzen am 2.. 

statues, however, evidently date 

quarter of the 15th century. 

cif ~3t. \..T el" c) In e inscribed wi t11 

!l.lS 

of the 

quaL:. of the other two figures sugges~s 

t 

105 A~V, S.Stefano. busta 9, fascicolo 48. 

106 ASV, S.Stefano. busta 24, fascicolo 363, c. 44 verso. 



40. 5 Sem of t,he Nat 

tivity Has or lly located i~l 

llcL Cert,os2~, c~s the scene in a 

detailed and pictorial setting. Follow the suppression of 

the onastery "n 1810, tlle 2.1 t.arp.iece t7~ q (Jro "- to ~~le "i "-... '-' -' 

w}1ere it was see~1 1'10s 2-:ni ir:;. 

1819. 107 made of L=otrian stone was 

or lly fully po 

dimensions of the al ieee are approximate 

to th(.)se the Piet<.~ in S.Lie; (Catalogci.C: r:.o'. 

16) 

Nothing 2:'e1ief's 

w()rl~ de{::c~rc .. t,ecl the altar of the funerary 1 of 

()l"' S 2~ t,c:) ti:nian ~ ich was C:Olnn) i 2. S i ()1J. eel 

former's death in 1464. 

relief lS normally d to the period before Pietro 

ac:tivi at, s ~ l"lar ia dei l'1iracoli 

the altar's s Ie frame and the 

the I]Orlt~meD. t r ro Hoce::} in 

SS. Giovanni e Pao point to a later dat of c:a. 148::~~108 

of the relief, such as the 

i02:13 r their little convine posi tio:ns 

(especially that s do, not point to 

~ombardo's autho rather to the Lomba work 

107 schini (1819)' p. 55. 

!08 See also (198,4:5.), ";=>. :69~ l}. 9. 



;::,25 

4:1. Venice, C'. • uemlnarl.0 of ta. 

Plcttes 36-39 

L,l'"'.: a~tca le 

de.lla i3altlt.e was or inally si tuat,ed in t~be 

o of the edictine monastery of S.C iar~o di 

the former seat of the inario Patria::::cale. 

niches of the altar aC~C.:C}lIl1n(,)da ted 

iet at the centre, Sts. John 

( left,) a:nd Tb.e s tat,u.e of St ~ 

altar's upper tier are now decorated ith 19 

paint 1.6 certain 

ration, but in 18C8 s!,::b.irli SUSpec:tecl 

rep three reliefs.l09 

Sts; a:nc 1 J. 8 c:n: 

including their of tlle Ina:~:n tier 

f platform to architrave) meas~res :54 cm. 

Giovanni di Andrea Trevisan between ~he years 1501 and 1524. 

lS 3rd September 1501, 

iano. Presumably 

~. -. tal"" was C:()IDI? _L E: before 1524 Wb.tSl1 Giovanni a lc:a "cee c:LJ.. , 

ill of Ilis I -f: the 21. was made 

ini (1808), p. 77. 

110 SC11U.lz (19,8:':~l;) J p. 61. 
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GiOi..laD.rli BU.Ol'""o .. ~ it m~st have been finished by 1519, 

S C:l;~ 1"" 0.1 i "\7 e , III 

of the 

tabe~nacle was or lly one of three altars 

in S. ~'~ico di r:'o Ij1..~cale e .... e cle i 

inai" , it or lly (~cc\J.piec. 1 left 

.. CS~ :12 , dedicated to St. Ni leS of 

T;",Tas C':OIiseC;l"'a ted C:;~J. It 

1806 
, . 
J..l :;"1": 1810. al 

O~l and, 011 tIle ..f-

ri:3t, , r'(:::pres a t2 b8":-"'2:1ac::e 

Selvatico, who identified the reI as an Annunciation, a~so 

t11e Fatller above ~}le ;:"el:'ef, 

ich may be identical wi a ha1f-l 

iBecl 

architectural framework. whi , r.lowever, lie) 

111 Paolet,t,i (18f~c})] :I, :p. 116, d()c. 1 5. 

SUl..l.O stile 
cupola e t:te 

II, 
de' 

1:-'- ; 

Virgin by Francesco 

~}57 : S.Nicolo 

e three 
llie\ (Ace 

110Dlle al""chi tett,t;.ra 

ia ???), 
Pietro Ricchi Lucchese, ana 

the above relief, which Cicogna entitles an Annunciation. 

114 ibid,: "mc}~ ti.ssirDi frl2;,gi arclli tt/e~c):nici ag,giu:c.gonc) Ci C( 
questa composizione. 
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relief is 144 em wide. The f 

Virgin measures 75 em in height, le:l 73 

cm. 

ron. umab 

relief \,7 a 2'. lnade at tJ1e time of tile co:npletic<cl 0:: t,1'18 

of the relief and its strong 

resemblance to the relief of the Coronation of the Virgin in 

S.Giovanni (Cata !1() . 1 1 \ 
~ ) s'upport, 

attri tioD to Tullio ardo. 



.0-: If"") " 

0~O 

Part II 

4 ':1 v. of the d~.Arno L 

?late :32 

t,b.is 22. ~2r I1C) I' exJ..s-cs, 1?rep21'"a tory 

sevel~2l~ relat,ed 

sl:trvive. 115 se 

of a rec 1ar fie 

decorated with three f s in mezzo rilievo: St. Mi 

the centre and Sts. Jero~e and Peter on the 1 arlcl -::-.. A 

t,rictl1.gular iment, w c:reepers, 

f C)::' altar rnade 

Istrian 8-::.one. re are no references to pol and 

f s (without bases) each measu 

4 t, which equals approximately 139 cm. 

iece were donated 

eh Al the SOi.e 

Niccolb a can.on. of t·he 

i t:2. inistration was put lH charge of the 

Procurators of S. tra in 1459. 

tIle s tOllen1aso:n J ac~opo de: 

Lazaro who lived in the ian parish of S._ 

1458 predat,es tb.·2; 

procurators' intervention. A final was made to Jacopo 

on 19th October 1468 and altar was installed In 

foIl year_ 

r3.:nd :nos relevant documents 
~. , 

were =lrs;:, 
letti (1893), I, p. 53. The project was 

d more rec:en.tl.y' Cc;~n2:1ell (~976), p ~ 202 ar}d PI:;. 
L. 1-12. 



dell' of St. 

Al the stat,l).e of Chr'::"s-'-

dest restoration in the late 19th 

k::-lOH f:::'om docnmel:ts that it or inally stood on the High 

Altar of the s 11 S 

'stat,ue meast~red 15 

equa~s approximately 520 cm.Il7 

Saccardo publi a document Hhich recorded tb.e 

ion of one hundred and fifty ducats for a st,att~e C..J-
..... J v . 

Christopher the Venetian patric'::"an Marco eli Matteo 

Trevi:3aD. ill 142fJ. 118 

Acc() ()v-.:.n.c; , relic of St. Christophel::' s 

}~r.lee-·8ap was to Venice in 1470. From its ions, 

the "life-size" statue of the saint Has re-constructed. This 

mus t have happened before 1472, Gasparo Moranzone, the 

woodcarver responsible for the work, was no longer alive. 

, S. Altar. 

proj eet of t~:e H Al tar of of 

s tin was planned described in 1501. As is 

ta, it was to De decorated with five large bronze 

the example of Donatello's P ~an 

1E;3 64, 

117 ;::>ee let,ti (188~~)~ I. p. 80. 

118 Re- ished in Paoletti, I, p. 80. 
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al ta.l"". IJ. 9 the altar was ~o~ executed (in a very 

di 

Ca.rdi:lal ttist,a 

ild 

1;:,71) 
...... ...;' i L..- ~ 

ina ted 

ZeE .-'" 
() -L 27t}} 

, 55. Giovanni e Paolo. 

icil of 

ril 1501 

Altar. 

1 ;::;-,17 
--<..,"'--'-l... I an agreement between the 

c2ta 

• ..r::: 
()i.. 

larl 

patrician Lorenzo Leonardo, and the 

er of SS. GiovaEni e Paolo planned the build ::yf a neH 

H .AI tal"' leal} is was to be combi~ed 

Loredan"s funerary monument. 

plan was not executed, and the tomb that Has final 

irlstal al :3 pre 

incorporate the High Altar. 

8l"!lerges 

pyrami~. The monument was to comprise architecture, scu ure 

different materials 

~J.secl ~ rt the 

vessel cOl"ltairl the host was to be installed. 120 

118 'lio (1977). 

120 The doc:umel1tfs wel"'(2. l"<eferI'ed t,el 

274-75. 

to 

;3 8.1so 



? 0"0 .j 

S.Maria la of t;he 

Chapel of the Saviour was added to the 

stroyed i:n 1807:; 

as ear2.y as 1493 

by Narc' 

mentioned the statue of rected ist. 22 ~ 

on ect whioh is generally assu~ed to have survived from 

now ~n the Museo Poldi Pezzoli ln Milan. 123 st2.tue 

rcea.Stll"es 138 em ight.12 

1 was e1'i:::(J 

citizen, jeweller and 

t:Cllct,i()l"l 

el~ (;f t,b.e 

~. 1 
eLL 

ril 1494. 

Gene::"a.lly, 

i t,a 

statl.~e 

,3.:norl'5lrrjC)l~;3. Inc.st,€;l'" of t,}lE: 

121 t)anud() icc C:B·SC)} p~ 50. 

122 ~. . 
.':: 1" 2..Z ZOfll (1884), Pl? 

12,n 

di 

.1. dates ween 1488, when the 

1 to 100, and 1493, 

been attribL1ted~ 

ieU: o:c Schools. Sheard 

;3 of the Lombardo. 125 ::'r:c 

i 

124 Dimensions from Po zz()li (1987), p. 198. 

(1985), p. 435. 



:538) 126 

48. Venice, S. in Isola, 

of t}le 

ae2C:J:"' 

relief, made of po 

location or patronage. 

49. Venice, 

life 

gu.ali -::,y" 

C-4-
"-s v. 

Grande 

l;2:ce 

le 

was 

()f 

S. 

ll()t 

332 

of the 

the J.Lil tar of Nativ:' 

l5E11.127 It was h 

1 .. Altar. 

e1" 11 of the 

wi tli a. 

a CC;n1TI}l ::;~;ee 

1121.CL cri ti.cised its 

sp,ecified CC>:tl t, r 21.C: t ll-le::lgth es 

were ~o be 5 Venetian feet h (approximately 174 cm), while 

t H::' t (approximately 452 em). 

of The contract with the 

1498. The project was a ~ 99. 

l2 S i Pezzol:' (19 7 , p. 198. 

127 o'lin.() rtinioni, p. 230. 
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61. Bartolomeo di Francesco Bergamasco ( ?). Statue of St. 
Roch on the High Altar of S.Rocco (plate 58), centre. Venice, 
S.Rocco. 
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62. High Al tar of S. Rocco (plate 58) detail of frame and 
fresco decoration. Venice, S.Rocco. 

63. High Al tar of S. Rocco (plate 58) antependium. Venice, 
S.Rocco. 
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64. Tullio Lombardo and 
Andrea Vendramin. Venice, 

n 
.i '\ I: ,. 

workshop. Funerary monument 
55. Giovanni e Paolo. 

of Doge 



65. Triptych of S.Liberale. 
Assunta. 

Torcello, Cathedral S.Maria 



66. Triptych of S. Liberale (plate 65), detail of predella. 
Torcello, Cathedral S.Maria Assunta. 
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67. Triptych of a bishop saint. Torcello, Cathedral S.Maria 
Assunta. 



68. Triptych of a bishop 
predella. Torcello, Cathedral 

saint (plate 67), 
S.Maria Assunta. 

detail of 



69. Tullio Lombardo (?). High Altar from S. Sepolcro. Venice, 
S.Martino di Castello. 



70. Lorenzo Bregno (?). Statuette of 
the left niche of the High Altar from 
Venice, S.Martino di Castello. 

John the Baptist in 
S. Sepolcro (plate 69). 



71. Lorenzo Bregno (?). 
niche of the High Altar 
S.Martino di Castello. 

Statuette of St. Peter in the right 
from S. Sepolcro (plate 69). Venice, 



72. Tullio and Ant.oni() Lombardo. Funerary monument. of Doge 
Giovanni Mocenigo. Venice, SS. Giovanni e Paolo. 



73. Lorenzo Bregno. Altar of the Sacrament. Venice, S.Marco. 



74. Lorenzo Bregno. 
niche of the Altar 
S.Marco. 

Statuette of St. 
of the Sacrament 

Francis 
(plate 

in the left 
73). Venice, 



75. Lorenzo Bregno. 
J acop() E,ansov ino OI 

Venice, S.Marco. 

Central niche with bronze sportello by 
the Altar of the Sacrament (plate 73). 



76. Lorenzo Bregno. 
niche of the Altar 
S.M.arco. 

Statuette of St. 
of the Sacrament 

Anthony 
(pIa t.e 

in the left 
73). Venice, 



77. Altar of the Sacrament. Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. 



78. Gian Maria Mosca 
niche of the Altar 
S.Maria Mater Domini. 

(?) Statuette of 
of the Sacrament 

'. "x • 
• < 

St. Mark in the left 
(plate 77). Venice, 



79. Gian Maria Ivlosca (?). Stat.uette of St. John ev. in the 
right niche of the Altar of the Sacrament (plate 77). Venice, 
S.Maria Mater Domini. 



80. Street tabernacle. Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. Exterior 
wall. 

81. Devotional relief of the Madonna from S.Francesco della 
Vigna. London, Victoria and Albert Museum. 



82. Antonio Rizzo. Altar of St. James. Venice. S.Marco. 



83. 
St.. 

Ant.onic) Rizzo. 
~James. Venice, 

Alt.ar of 
S.Narco. 

~Tames (plat.e 82) statue of 



84. Antonio Rizzo, Altar of St. Paul. Venice, S.Marco. 



85. 
St. 

Arlt()Ilic) RizZCI, Al t.ar c)f St,. 
Paul. Venice. S.Marco. 

Paul (plate 84) , statue of 



86. Antoni,.::! Hizzo. Al t.al' of St.. Paul (plat.e 84), detail of 
antependium. Venice, S.Marco. 

87. Al tar of St. Paul (plate 84), detail of coat-of-arms on 
the balustrade. Venice, S.Marco. 



88. Jacopo Bellini. Drawing of St. JC)jw the Baptist i11 a 
tvlu2.ee du Louvre. 



89. Statue of the Resurrected Christ. Milan, Museo Foldi 
Pezzoli. 
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90. Giambattista and Lorenzo Bregno. Chapel of the Sacrament. 
Treviso, Cathedral. 



91. Giambattista Bregno, Statue of the Resurrected Christ in 
the Chapel of the Sacrament (plate 90). Treviso, Cathedral. 



92. Vittore. Carpaccio, Visic'll of St. 
Scuola di S.Giorgio degli Schiavoni. 

Augustine. Ve.nice, 



93. Ant.on io Lombardo (workshop). Al t.ar of St. Luke. Venice, 
S.Giobbe. 



91. Guglielmo Bergam~sco. Altar of St. Mary Magdalen, frame. 
Venice, S5. Giovanni e Paolo. 



95. Bartolomeo di Francesco Dergamasc::o. Statue of St.. Mary 
Magdalell from the Al tar of St. 11ary Magdalen (plate 94) on 
the Al tar of the Madonn.a (plate 33). Venice, SS. Giovanni e 
Paolo. 



96. Giambattista 
Giovanni e Paolo, 

97. Giambattista 
Staatliche Museen. 

Bregno (?). 
sacristy. 

Kneeling Angel. Venice, SS. 

Bregno ( ?) . Kneeling Angel. Berlin, 
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98. Reconstruction of the Altar of St. Mary Magdalen. 



99. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architecture) and Tommaso Lombardo 
(sculpture). Altar of St. Jerome. Venice, S.Salvatore. 



100. Guglielmo Bergamasco. Al tar of St. ,Jerome (plate 99), 
detail of frame. Venice, S.Salvatore. 



101. Altar of St. Francis 
S.Maria Mater Domini. 

from S. Maria Maggiore. Venice, 



102. Altar of St. Francis (plate 101), detail of antependium. 
Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. 

103. Alessandro Vittoria. Statue of St. Jerome. Venice, SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo, Altar of St. Mary Magdalen. 



104. Antonio Rizzo (workshop). Street tabernacle of the 
Traghettcl della fiaddalena, left wing. Venice, Museo Civico 
Carrel'. 

105. Antonio Rizzo (workshop). 
Tragiletto de}la Haddalena, right 
Carrel'. 

Street tabernacle of the 
wing. Venice, Museo Civico 



106. Johannes Grevembroch. Watercolour of the street 
tabernacle of the Tragl1etto della Naddale118. Venice, 
Biblioteca del Museo Civico Correr. 

107. Chatsworth. Drawing of a Florentine altarpiece. 



108. Nico10 Pizolo. Terracotta altar in the Ovetari Chapel. 
Padua, church of the Eremitani. 



109. Altar for Jacopo Suriano Venice, S.Stefano. 



110. Altar for ~Tacopo Surian (plate 1(9), detail of Jacopo 
Suriano Venice, S.Stefano. 

111. Altar for Jacopo Surian (plate 1(9), detail of Surian's 
wife. Venice, S.Stefano. 



112. Giovanni Buora (?). Funerary monument of Jacopo Suriano 
Venice, S.Stefano. 



113. Isabella Piccini. Engraving of· the Barbarigo monument 
from S.Maria della CaritA. 



114. Three reliefs of the AssuJj)ptic)ll and Coronation 
Virgin from the Barbarigo monument. Venice, Ca' 
Galleria Franchetti. 

of the 
d'Oro, 



115. Giovanni Buora. Relief of the Resurrectio11 from the 
Barbarigo monument. Venice, Scuola di S.Giovanni Evangelista. 

116. Antonio Rizzo. Statue of the kneeling Doge Agostino 
Barbarigo. Venice, S.Maria della Salute, ante-sacristy. 
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117. Lunette relief. Venice, S.Marco, crypt. 



118. Lunett,e relief (plate 117), detail of the Madonna and 
Child. Venice, S.Marco. 



119. Lunette relief (plate 117), detail of St. Mark. Venice, 
S.Marco. 

120. Lunette relief (plate 117), detail of St. Catherine. 
Venice, S.Marco 



121. Tullio Lombardo. Tabernacle altar 
Cast.ello. Venice, Seminario Patriarca Ie , 
Trinita. 

from S.Nicol~ di 
Chapel of t,he SS. 



122. Antonio Lombardo and 
Chapel. Venice, S.Marco. 

Paolo Savin. Altar of the Zen 



123. Altar of the Zen Chapel (plate 122), side view. Venice, 
S.Marco. 



124. Paolo Savin 
Resur.rection from 
Venice, S.Marco. 

(?) . Antependium with relief of the 
th.e altar of th.e Zen Chapel (plate 122). 
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125. Lorenzo Bregno and Antonio Minella. Trevisan Altar. 
Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. 



126. Lorenzo Bregno and Antonio Minello. Detail of figures on 
the Trevisan Altar (plate 125). Trevisan Altar. Venice, 
S.Maria Mater Domini. 



127. Venice, S.Maria Mater Domini. Apse. 



128. Venice, S.Lio. Gussoni Chapel, view. 
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129. Pietro and Tullio Lombardo (?). Al tar of the Gussoni 
Chapel (plate 128). Venice, S.Lio. 



130. Pietro and Tullio Lombardo (?). Altarpiece 
Gussoni Chapel (plat,e 129) with relief of the Piet<..9.. 
S.Lio. 

of the 
Venice, 



131. Tu 11 i 
0 

Lomba rdo ( "0 rkshop) _ Al ta r of the Pie tii from 
S-Andrea della Certosa_ Venice, S-Maria della Salute, antesacristy. 
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132. Tullio, Lombardo. Altar of the Fleta (plate 131), detail 
of Madonna with the Dead Christ. Venice, S.Maria della 
Salute, ante-sacristy. 
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133. Tullio Lombardo. Madonna with the Dead Christ. Rovigo, 
S.Francesco. 



134. Pietro Lombardo (?). Altar of the Nativity from S.Andrea 
della Certosa. Venice, Seminario Patriarcale. 



135. Pietro Lombardo (?). Altar of t.he Nativity (plate 134), 
detail of main scene. Venice, Seminario Patriarcale. 



136. Pietro Lombardo (?). Altar of the Nativit .. v (plate 134), 
detail of the AnnWl(.:iation to a Shepherd. Venice, Seminario 
Patriarcale. 



137 . Leonardo Boldrini. 
Correr. 

Nativity. Venice, Museo Civico 

138. Pietro Lombardo. Relief of Three l1aries and an Angel at 
the Tomb. Venice) SS. Giovanni e Paolo, funerary monument of 
Doge Pietro Mocenigo. 



139. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architect) and Giambattista da 
Carona (sculptor). Al tar of the Adora tio]] of the Shepherds. 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 



140. Altar of 
detail of the 
Emiliani Chapel. 

tl1e 
altarpiece. 

of the 
Venice, 

Shepherds (plate 139), 
S.Michele in Isola, 



141. Guglielmo Bergamasco 
Carona (sculptor). Altar 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, 

(architect) and Giambattista da 
of the Adoration of the l1agi. 
Emiliani Chapel. 



142. Al tar of the Adoratir..m 
of the altarpiece. Venice, 
Chapel. 

elf the Hagi 
S.Nichele 

(plate 141), detail 
in Isola, Emiliani 



143. Guglielmo Bergamasco (architect) 
Carona (sculptor) . Al tar of the An]]CZDCia tion. 
S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 

and Giambattista da 
Venice, 



145. Altar 
Annunciat.e 
Chapel. 

of the 
Virgin. 

144. Al tar 
A:nnunciating 
Chapel. 

Angel. 

Ann un.:.: i a ti 011 ( P la t.e 
Venice, S.Michele 

Venice, S.Michele 

143), detail of the 
lJ:l Isola, Emiliani 

143), detail of t.he 
in Isola, Emiliani 



146. Altar of the Anl1unciation (plate 143), detail of the 
antependium. Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel. 
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147. Decoration of interior wall. Venice, S.Michele in Isola, 
Emiliani Chapel. 



148. Emiliani Chapel, view of exterior. Venice, S.Michele in 
Isola. 



149. Giambattista da Carona. Statue of St. 
Venice, S.Michele in Isola, Emiliani Chapel, 

John the Baptist. 
exterior. 



150. Bernabe) Chapel with Tullio Lombardo's Corona tic")]] of the 
Virgin. Venice, S. Gi(wanni Crisostomo. 



151. Tullio Lombardo. 
~z~in in the Bernab0 
Crisostomo. 

Al t,arpiece of t,he 
Chapel (plat,e 150). 

Coronation of the 
Venice, S.Giovanni 

152. .Jacopo Bellini. Drawing of t,he Twel ve Apostles. London, 
British Nuseum. 



153. Venice, Scuola Grande di S.Marco, facade. 

154. Relief of St. Mark healing Anianus on the tympanum of 
the main entrance. Venice, Scuola dei Calegheri. 



155. Andrea Riccio. Relief of The Finding of the 
from the Al t,ar of the Title of the Cross from S. 
Servi. Venice, Ca' d'Oro. Galleria Franchetti. 

True Cross 
Maria dei 



156. Andrea Riccio. Relief of The PIY) of ()f tile True Cross 
from t,he Al t,ar of the Title of the Cross. Ve:nic:e, Ca 

, d'Oro, 
Galleria Franchetti. 



157. Andrea Riccio. Relief 
Cross from the Al tar of the 
d'Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 

of Cons tan tine's Vision of 
Title of the Cross. Venice, 

the 
Ca' 



158. Andrea Riccio. Relief of 
the Al tar of the Title of 
Galleria Franchetti. 

The 
the 

Vic-;tclr.v 
Cross. 

of C)'O.DS tan tine from 
Venice, ( ' . ,a d"Oro, 



159. Andrea Riccio. Bronze sportell0 from the Al tar of the 
Title of the Cross. Venice, Ca" d"Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 



\ 

160. Suggested re-arrangement of the bronze reliefs and 
angels from the Altar of the Title of the Cross. 



161. Ant.onio Rizzo (?). Three reliefs on the antependiuffi of 
an alt.ar. Venice, S. Trovaso. 



162. Milan, Castello Sforzesco, relief from a tabernacle 
altar. 

163. Giambattista Bregno. Al tar relief of the Visi tation. 
Treviso, Cathedral. 



164. Bernardo 
S.Egidio. 

Rossellino. Tabernacle 

165. Desiderio da Settignano. 
Florence, S.Lorenzo. 

Altar 

altar. Florence, 

of the Sacrament. 



166. Lombardo workshop. Tabernacle. Venice, S.Maria dei 
Miracoli, choir. 



167. Tullio Lombardo (?). Tabernacle of the Precious Blood. 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari, sacristy. 



168. Tullio Lombardo (?). Statuette of St. John the Baptist 
on the left of the Tabernacle of the Precious Blood (plate 
167). Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 



169 _ Tullio LC_ifllbardo (?) _ St.at.uet.te elf 
right of the Tabernacle of the Precious 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 

St.. Francis on the 
Blood (plate 167)_ 



170. Tullio Lombardo (?). Relief of (;hrist l1c)£lrned by Angels 
on top of the Tabernacle of the Precious Blood (plate 167). 
Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. 
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171. Murano, S.Pietro Martire, Altar of the Sacrament. 
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172. Venice, S.Maria dei Frari. Choir screen. 

173. Vi ttore Carpaccio, Vision of Fral1ces,;"7o OttObOl1. Venice, 
Gallerie dell'Accademia. 



174. Lazzaro Bastiani, Donation of tile Relic of tile True 
Cross. Venice, Gallerie dell'Accademia. 

175. Domenico di Tolmezzo. Altarpiece of St. Roch from 
Ileggio. Venice, Ca' d'Oro, Galleria Franchetti. 
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176, Wooden statue of St. Nicholas of Bari on the High Altar 
of S.Nieo16 dei Mendieoli, Venice. 



177. Altar with wooden statue of St. Louis of Toulouse. 
Venice, S.Alvise. 



178. Giovanni de Santis. Statue of the l1adonna dell 'OTtO. 
Venice, Church of the Madonna dell'Orto (S.Cristoforo). 

179. Cima da Conegliano, 
from the Dragan Chapel 
Gallerie dell'Accademia. 

Sacra COllversaziolle 
at S.Maria della 

(-Ii til St. cieorge 
Carita. Venice, 



180. Funerary monument of Melchiore Trevisan. Venice, S.Maria 
dei Frari. 

181. Jacopo Bellini. Drawing of a carved polyptych. Paris, 
Musee du Louvre. 



182. Relief with two putti from the Thrc'l1e of Sa tun}. Venice, 
Museo Archeologico. 

183. Lombardo workshop. Wall decoration of the Badoer Chapel. 
Venice, S. Francesco della Vigna. 



184. Palazzo Gussoni, facade on the Rio della Fava, Venice. 

185. Palazzo Gussoni, detail of the facade on the Rio della 
Fava, Venice. 



186. Alessandro Vittoria. Triptych of St. Anthony Abbot. 
Venice, S.Francesco della Vigna. 
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